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Introduction. 

The extent and nature of the ordering of collagen fibers within a tumor has significant influence on the 
process of tumor metastasis: in murine breast tumor models, tumor cells move towards blood vessels 
along fibers that are visible via second harmonic generation (SHG), and SHG is exquisitely sensitive to 
molecular ordering. Tumor cells that are moving along SHG-producing (i.e. ordered) collagen fibers 
move significantly faster than those cells that are moving independently of SHG-producing fibers, and 
the extent of SHG-associated tumor cell motility is correlated with metastatic ability of the tumor model. 
Furthermore, the tumor-host interface of murine breast tumor models is characterized by radially 
oriented SHG-producing fibers associated with tumor cells invading the surrounding tissue. Lastly, we 
have shown that treatment of tumors with the hormone relaxin, known to alter metastatic ability, alters 
the collagen ordering as detectable by SHG.  

 As locomotion along ordered (SHG-producing) fibers plays a pivotal role in the metastatic 
process, we believe that the process of establishing ordered fibers offers an exciting, and currently 
unexploited, therapeutic target. To take advantage of this, we must first learn the cellular players and 
molecular signals by which collagen ordering is induced. Therefore, in this application we propose to 
determine the key cells and signals which influence the ordering of collagen in breast tumors. We will do 
this by disrupting candidate cells and signals in mouse models of breast cancer using SHG-based 
measures of collagen ordering, and metastasis, as readouts. Additionally, we will determine if SHG 
measures of collagen ordering in breast tumors are clinically useful predictors of metastatic outcome in 
breast cancer patient biopsies. 

 This work will have great impact for several reasons. It will provide important insight into the 
molecular and cellular mechanisms by which the collagen in breast tumors is ordered, and how this 
ordering affects metastatic ability. In future work we can then exploit these findings by developing and 
evaluating clinically useful therapeutic techniques that will target, for the first time, the ordering of 
tumor collagen and hence attempt to inhibit metastatic ability, improving patient survival. This project 
will also explore whether collagen ordering in the tumor, as quantified by SHG, is a clinically viable 
predictor of metastatic outcome in patient biopsies. A measure of metastatic ability is extremely 
exciting, because there is currently an identified, pressing need for patient stratification based upon 
metastatic risk, in order to minimize ‘over treatment’ of patients who only require local therapy after 
resection, not systemic chemotherapy. This would improve patients’ quality of life. Hence, this project 
has promise to be clinically relevant through two separate paths.  

Keywords: Collagen, Metastasis, Second Harmonic Generation, Nonlinear Microscopy 
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Overall Project Summary: 

The Statement of Work for this grant proposal was as described below. In summary, we were 
interested in exploring the cellular and signaling mechanisms underlying collagen ordering in breast 
tumors, understanding the impact this ordering has on metastasis, and determining if optical signatures 
(affected by this ordering) could be used to predict metastatic outcome in the clinical setting: 

Specific Aim 1. Determine the role of macrophages in governing collagen ordering in tumors, and their 
mechanism of action. (Months 1-30) 

1a) Modulate the presence of macrophages, then evaluate the effects on collagen ordering in 
tumors, and the effects on metastatic burden. (Months 1-12) Uses liposome treatment. ~50 
mice. Verifies involvement of macrophages’ in collagen ordering in tumors, the exact nature of 
their particular impact on collagen ordering, and the impact on metastasis. 

1b) Manipulate the expression of candidate genes in macrophages, and evaluate the effects on 
collagen ordering in tumors, and the effects on metastatic burden (Months 13-30) Uses bone 
marrow transfer after irradiation. Source animals are one of 7 knockouts, for 7 candidate genes. 
~50x7= 350 mice. Produces identity of key signaling molecules involved in collagen ordering in 
tumors, the exact nature of their particular impact on collagen ordering, and the impact on 
metastasis. 

Specific Aim 2. Determine the role of Th1, Th2, and Tregs in governing collagen ordering in tumors, and 
their mechanism of action. (Months 31-60) 

2a) Modulate the presence of each cell type, then evaluate the effects on collagen ordering in 
tumors, and the effects on metastatic burden.(Months 31-42) Uses cell transfer after antibody 
treatment. ~3x50=150 mice. Produces identity of key cells involved in collagen ordering in 
tumors, the exact nature of their particular impact on collagen ordering, and the impact on 
metastasis. 

2b) Manipulate the expression of candidate genes in those cell types found significant in 2a, and 
evaluate the effects on collagen ordering in tumors, and the effects on metastatic burden 
(Months 43-60) Uses cell transfer after antibody treatment. Source animals are one of 7 
knockouts, for 7 candidate genes. ~3x50x7=1050 mice. Produces identity of key signaling 
molecules involved in collagen ordering in tumors, the exact nature of their particular impact on 
collagen ordering, and the impact on metastasis. 

Specific Aim 3. Determine if collagen ordering is a clinically useful predictor of metastatic ability in 
human tissue samples (Months 1-60). 

1a) In archival specimens from breast tumors we will evaluate the predictive relationships 
between collagen ordering and metastatic outcome (Months 1-60). Uses pathology samples of 
4 breast tumor types to determine if SHG can predict metastatic outcome. ~4x50=200 
samples. Produces an assessment of SHG’s predictive ability. 
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In this summary I will first discuss progress on Specific Aims 1 and 3, as our results closely mirrored our 
expectations for those Aims. Last, I will describe progress on Specific Aim 2, in which the science led us 
to make great progress in a direction different from (but related to) our expectations in 2009. 

Specific Aim 1. Determine the role of macrophages in governing collagen ordering in tumors, and their 
mechanism of action.  

 We have explored stromal effects of macrophages in the E0771 murine mammary 
adenocarcinoma grown in the mammary fat pad. In (Burke R, et al. 2013) we describe how ablation of 
stromal TNF-α as well as tumor associated macrophages altered collagen microstructure as quantified 
with SHG (Figure 5 in Burke R, et al. 2013, Figure 1 here), and altered metastatic outcome (Figure 6 in 
Burke R, et al. 2013, Figure 2 here). Looking downstream, in (Perry S, et al. 2013) we found that ablation 
of stromal matrix metalloproteinase 13 (MMP-13) altered collagen microstructure as measured by SHG 
(Figure 6 in Perry S, et al. 2013, Figure 3 here), and altered metastatic outcome (Figure 7 in Perry S, et al. 
2013, Figure 4 here).  

 

Figure 1 (left) Ablation of tumor 
associated macrophages “ClodL” 
 and stromal TNF-a knockout 
alters collagen ordering “OI”. 
Figure 2 (right) Ablation of 
tumor associated macrophages 
“ClodL” and stromal TNF-a 
knockout alters metastatic 
output.  
From Burke R, et al. 2013. 

 

 

Figure 3 (left) stromal MMP13 
knockout alters collagen 
ordering as quantified by the 
SHG F/B ratio. 
Figure 4 (right) stromal MMP13 
knockout alters metastatic 
output.  
 
From Perry S, et al. 2013.  

 

Specific Aim 3. Determine if collagen ordering is a clinically useful predictor of metastatic ability in 
human tissue samples.  

Based upon our progress in instrumentation and technique development (described under 
Specific Aim 2, below), we shifted our analysis from the “Order Index” used in the works described 
above (backscattered SHG divided by anti-collagen immunolabeling), to the SHG scattering 
directionality, i.e. the amount of SHG scattered in the forward direction (of laser propagation) divided by 
the amount scattered in the backwards direction, the F/B ratio. In (Burke K, et al. 2013) we 
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demonstrated that the SHG F/B ratio predicted lymphatic metastatic burden at the time of clinical 
presentation in patent breast cancer samples, and also revealed several intriguing relationships between 
stromal collagen ordering and tumor type, stage, and grade (Figures 2,3 and 4 in Burke K, et al. 2013: 
Data not shown here). These relationships between F/B and stage, grade, etc., were specifically between 
F/B and the stage/grade of the primary tumor at the time the patient presented themselves to the clinic. 
Based upon the clear relationship between breast tumor F/B and N stage (lymphatic metastasis) at that 
time of presentation, as shown in Burke K, et al. 2013, we wondered if F/B could be used in patients who 
did NOT have evident metastasis at time of presentation. In other words could it predict the appearance 
of future metastasis? We determined that it can, as is published in Burke K, et al. 2015a. In ER+ invasive 
ductal carcinoma (IDC) F/B is a significant predictor of duration of metastasis-free survival, based upon 
ten year followup data (K-M Log Rank p<0.05) (Figure 2 in Burke K, et al. 2015a, Figure 5 here). It is not 
predictive in ER- IDC patients nor in the cohort of all IDC patients (ER+ and ER-) (Data not shown). The 
relationship is not limited to breast cancer, as F/B is also a significant predictor of patient survival in 
Stage 1 colon adenocarcinoma patients (K-M Log Rank p<0.05) (Figure 4 in Burke K, et al. 2015a, Figure 5 
here), but not predictive in stage 2 or higher patients, nor is it predictive in lung adenocarcinoma 
patients (Figure 4 in Burke K, et al. 2015a, Data not shown here). These two results are significant 
because, in the two patient cohorts in which F/B is predictive, significant clinical decisions must be 
made: the primary tumor is removed in these patients but who gets, or does not get, adjuvant 
chemotherapy must be decided. In these patient cohorts there is a significant problem of 
“overtreatment” where patients often receive treatment who otherwise would not have metastasized. 
We believe that our data shows that SHG F/B is a rapid optical method to help further classify these 
patients and reduce overtreatment. We have filed a provisional patent on this work (Provisional Patent 
Application 61/977,618), which has been licensed by a local company.  

 
 

Figure 5. A. (left) Kaplan-Meier analysis reveals that SHG F/B is a significant indicator of metastasis free 
survival in Invasive Ductal Carcinoma (IDC) that has not metastasized to the sentinel lymph nodes (N0) 
upon presentation at the clinic. 221 patients were divided into four equally sized groups based upon the 
F/B of their primary tumor. B. (Right) K-M analysis of 69 patients reveals that F/B is also a significant 
indicator of overall survival in Stage 1 Colon Adenocarcinoma. From Burke K et al. 2015a. 
 In the above observation from clinical samples, an SHG measure of microstructure predicted 
metastatic outcome. However, the underlying mechanism of the microstructure/metastasis relationship 
was unclear: This relationship may be entirely due to collagen microstructure’s ability to alter cell 
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motility. Alternatively, it may be entirely due to the influence of an upstream actor within the tumor 
which influences collagen microstructure and tumor cell motility separately. Or it might be a 
combination of these mechanisms. Therefore we explored the relationship between collagen 
microstructure (as quantified with SHG) and tumor cell motility in a relatively “clean” collagen gel 
system, in which confounding upstream actors are not present, published as Burke K et al. 2015b. We 
developed optically thin collagen gels with different F/Bs and found that tumor cell motility was altered 
by the gel F/B ratio (Figure 6 in Burke K et al. 2015b, Figure 6 here). This suggests that the observed 
relationships between SHG measures of collagen microstructure and metastatic outcome are due, at 
least in part, to an influence of microstructure on cell motility. 

 
 

Figure 6. The average distance traveled by 4T1 tumor cells (a, left) was affected by gel F/B (ANOVA 
p<0.05). Post hoc analysis revealed the distance traveled in the two highest F/B gel categories was 
significantly higher than in the two lowest category. The average velocity of 4T1 tumor cells (b, right) 
was affected by gel F/B (ANOVA p<0.05). Post hoc analysis revealed that the average velocity in the two 
highest F/B gel categories was significantly higher than in the lowest category. From Burke K, 2015b. 
  

Specific Aim 2. Determine the role of Th1, Th2, and Tregs in governing collagen ordering in tumors, and 
their mechanism of action. (Months 31-60) 

We have found that ablating T-cells altered SHG-based measures of collagen microstructure in 
the primary tumor (N=7, 9, p<0.05) and increased the number of lung metastasis although the increase 
was not statistically significant (N=7,9, p=0.08) (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7. A (left). Depletion of T 
cells induces a significant 
alteration in the Order Index, an 
SHG-based measure of collagen 
order. B (right) T cell depletion 
also induces a significant 
increase in lung metastasis.  

Due to the known effects of emotional stress on the immune system, in parallel work we 
explored the impact of emotional stress on breast tumor growth. This led to a series of exciting results 
which became a focus of this Aim. First, in Madden K, et al. 2011 we found that the relevant molecular 
machinery, β-adrenergic receptor expression and function, is highly heterogeneous in different breast 
tumor cell lines (Figure 1 in Madden K, et al. 2011, Figure 8 here). In Madden K, et al. 2013 we found 
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that social isolation was a functional model of emotional stress in mice and impacted tumor progression 
in breast tumor cell lines grown in the mammary fat pad (Figure 2 in Madden K, et al. 2013, Figure 9 
here). We then found that pharmacological activation of the adrenergic receptor (AR) pathway altered 
tumor progression in vivo even in the absence of functional β-adrenergic receptors in the tumor cells 
themselves. Our aforementioned discovery that tumor associated macrophages influence SHG readouts 
of collagen ordering and metastatic output, and possibly operate via TNF-α, provided an unexpected 
candidate mechanism for this effect, and in Szpunar M, et al. 2013 we found that AR stimulation does 
indeed alter collagen ordering as quantified by SHG (Figure 5 in Szpunar M, et al. 2013, Data not shown 
here).  

 

Figure 8 (left) Binding of the radiolabeled b-AR 
antagonist 125ICYP was measured in four 
human breast adenocarcinoma cell lines.  
From Madden et al. 2011. 
 

 

Figure 9 (left) MB-231 tumor growth is 
transiently increased by social isolation after 
tumor injection. SCID female were injected 
with MB-231 cells, and when all mice had 
palpable tumors, half of the mice were 
transferred from group to single housing. 
From Madden et al. 2013. 
 

 

This intersection of neuroscience and cancer, via the influence of the stromal compartment, has 
been extended by work revealing that administration of antidepressants affects the number of 
metastasis to the brain in a mouse model of brain metastatic breast cancer (Shapovalov, et al. 2014) 
although apparently through modulation of blood brain barrier permeability and not through the 
extracellular matrix of the brain parenchyma as we originally expected (Figure 1 in Shapovalov et al. 
2014, Figure 10 here).  

 

Figure 10. Nu/Nu mice were treated with 
fluoxetine and injected with 231BR cells.  3 weeks 
after injection , brains were removed, sectioned, 
and ,etastases were visualized in brain tissue by 
fluorescent microscopy.  
From Shapovalov et al. 2014. 
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A cornerstone of our program to study the role of the extracellular matrix in tumor metastasis is 
to develop the optical techniques required for that study. Multiphoton Fluorescence Recovery After 
Photobleaching (MPFRAP) is a method to measure the diffusion coefficient of fluorescent tracer 
molecules with 3D resolution deep inside optically scattering tissue. The diffusion coefficient and size of 
a tracer molecule is an accurate reporter on the hindrance properties and pore sizes of the surrounding 
ECM. To apply this technique to the complex in vivo environment, with cell walls and other barriers to 
diffusion, in Sullivan et al., 2011 we developed and demonstrated the theoretical framework necessary 
to perform MPFRAP in the presence of nearby barriers to diffusion of different geometries (Figure 3 in 
Sullivan et al., 2011, Figure 11 here). One must also take into account the presence of shear flow 
profiles, and we have developed the theoretical model to fit MPFRAP curves in the presence of shear 
flow, and tested that model in simulations and in vitro (Figure 4).   

 

Figure 11 (left) Error in fitted diffusion 
coefficient (Dfit/Dinput = 1 means no error) as a 
function of barrier distance for classical 
MPFRAP (blue) and the new fitting model 
(red). From Sullivan et al. 2011. 

 

Figure 12 (left) Results of Monte-Carlo 
simulations of MPFRAP recovery curves fitted 
with the classical MPFRAP model (red) which 
does not take into account flow, with an 
improved model of MPFRAP (blue) which 
accounts for simple flow (Sullivan et al., 2009), 
and with the most recent model (green) which 
accounts for shear flow. For increasing shear 
rate (γs) each model begins to report incorrect 
diffusion coefficients, with the new model 
able to report correct values of D for 
significantly higher values of shear. 

We have also developed two novel methods that can measure the scattering directionality of 
second harmonic generation (the SHG “F/B ratio”) in thick intact tissue, with a single image scan. This 
will be necessary for us to pursue our goal of quantifying matrix changes dynamically, in intact tumor 
models. The first method determines F/B by generating a series of backscattered images using a series 
of different sized confocal pinholes and was developed under a previous Era of Hope Scholar Award 
(Han et al., 2010). The second method takes an image pair using a “pinhole mirror” placed in the 
confocal plane. Backwards-propagating SHG passes through the pinhole and reaches one detector, while 
forward-propagating SHG diffuses down into the tissue, some returns to the object plane via multiple 
scattering, reflects off of the mirror, and reaches a second detector. With suitable calibration F/B can be 
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deduced (Figure 13). A provisional patent has been filed on this technique (Provisional Patent 
Application 61/330,619).  

Figure 13. The new pinhole mirror method can 
measure SHG F/B in intact thick tissues. F/B was 
determined with the new method, then the 
samples were excised, thinly sliced, and F/B was 
also determined with classic two-detector direct 
measurement from thin samples. A slope of one 
indicates agreement between the two methods. 

 
  

Finally, due to the work funded by this grant, the laboratory has developed significant expertise in the 
extracellular matrix, and optical methods for its study, and disseminated that expertise in a series of 
collaborative works (Chen et al. 2013, Arendt et al. 2013, Huang et al. 2015, Kottmann et al. 2015) and 
one invited review article (Perry et al. 2012). 

Key Research Accomplishments: 

1) Using second harmonic generation scattering directionality (F/B), which reports on collagen 
microstructure, we determined that tumor associated macrophages, stromal TNA-a, and stromal MMP-
13 play a role in defining collagen microstructure and metastatic outcome.  

2) In in vitro experiments we determined that collagen microstructure, as measured by F/B, directly 
influences tumor cell motility.  

3) We discovered that F/B is significantly different in patient biopsy samples of different invasiveness 
and lymph node involvement. This led to the discovery that F/B is a significant predictor of metastasis 
free survival in ten-year follow up data in IDC N0 patients and stage 1 colon adenocarcinoma patients. 
These are two patient populations who suffer from “overtreatment” and for whom additional predictors 
of metastatic outcome are needed.  

4) We expanded the applicability of the MP-FRAP technique to regions close to barriers to diffusion, and 
to regions with shear flow, and developed two novel techniques to measure SHG F/B in intact scattering 
tissue. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion we feel that we have successfully addressed the specific aims of the original proposal and 
made a significant contribution to the prevention of breast cancer mortality. 
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Abstract. Collagen fibers can be imaged with second harmonic generation (SHG) and are associated with efficient
tumor cell locomotion. Preferential locomotion along these fibers correlates with a more aggressively metastatic
phenotype, and changes in SHG emission properties accompany changes in metastatic outcome. We therefore
attempted to elucidate the cellular and molecular machinery that influences SHG in order to understand how
the microstructure of tumor collagen fibers is regulated. By quantifying SHG and immunofluorescence (IF)
from tumors grown in mice with and without stromal tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α and in the presence or absence
of tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs), we determined that depletion of TAMs alters tumor collagen fibrillar
microstructure as quantified by SHG and IF. Furthermore, we determined that abrogation of TNF-α expression
by tumor stromal cells also alters fibrillar microstructure and that subsequent depletion of TAMs has no further
effect. In each case, metastatic burden correlated with optical readouts of collagen microstructure. Our results
implicate TAMs and stromal TNF-α as regulators of breast tumor collagen microstructure and suggest that this regu-
lation plays a role in tumor metastasis. Furthermore, these results indicate that quantification of SHG represents a
useful strategy for evaluating the cells and molecular pathways responsible for manipulating fibrillar collagen in
breast tumor models. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of
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1 Introduction
Fibrillar collagen is an extracellular matrix protein providing
significant structural support to tumors and is characterized
in part by its strong signal when imaged with a light-scattering
process called second harmonic generation, or SHG. Collagen
fibers that produce significant detectable SHG have been noted
in breast tumor models as pathways of improved tumor cell
locomotion.1,2 This efficient, biased movement along SHG-pro-
ducing fibers contrasts strongly with the random walk exhibited
by cells moving independently of the fibers and also positively
correlates with increased metastatic behavior.3,4 This prometa-
static role is enhanced by a tendency of SHG-producing fibers
to orient themselves radially within tumors, extending through
the tumor-host interface.3 The areas where these fibers cross the
interface are associated with tumor cells intravasating into
healthy tissue, one step in metastasis to distant organs.3 In
human breast cancer samples, the presence of oriented SHG-
producing fibers is an independent prognostic factor for dis-
ease-free survival, independent of grade, size, and receptor
status.5 In addition to these morphological properties of SHG-
producing collagen fibers (direction, tortuosity, etc.), the SHG
emission properties of the fibers themselves are of interest, as
SHG scattering directionality has been shown to change in
the transition from healthy ovarian tissue to ovarian cancer6

and to evolve in concert with metastatic outcome in breast

cancer patient samples.7 Finally, in addition to being used to
study metastasis, SHG has been used to study drug transport,
where therapeutic alteration of the tumor collagenous matrix
led to an alteration in molecular transport within a tumor
model.8 These connections between SHG properties and meta-
stasis/transport suggest that the next logical step is to understand
the molecular machinery by which tumors control their collag-
enous matrix assembly and hence define their SHG properties.
Consequently, in this work, we begin dissecting the cells and
molecular signals responsible for manipulating tumor collagen
fiber properties to which SHG is sensitive. This may, in turn,
lead to novel therapeutic targets to manipulate the tumor matrix
and hence alters metastatic output and/or drug delivery.

SHG is defined as the nonabsorptive combination of two
excitation photons into one emission photon of exactly half
the wavelength and twice the energy of the individual incoming
photons.9–11 SHG is a coherent phenomenon (the scatterers pro-
duce emission waves exhibiting a constant phase relationship),
and as such depends on the ordering of the individual scatter-
ers.12 In the tumor, SHG is produced primarily by fibrillar col-
lagen8 and the scatterers are the individual collagen triple
helices. These helices are bundled together end-to-end and
side-by-side into fibrils, which are in turn bundled into generally
regularly spaced arrays producing the collagen fiber. As a result
of the coherent nature of SHG emission, the SHG epidetected
from a given fiber is influenced by the amount of collagen triple
helices in the focal volume as well as the diameter of the fibrils,
their spacing, and the degree of order versus disorder in their
packing.11–15 In this work, we will define a change in collagen
“microstructure” as a change in these last three parameters (fibril
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diameter, spacing, and packing order). To help distinguish
changes in fiber microstructure from simple alterations in
local fibril density, we will compare SHG emission signal to
signal from collagen I immunofluorescence (IF) in the manner
of Diop-Frimpong et al.16 and Ingman et al.17 We chose to quan-
tify collagen content with collagen I IF because collagen I is the
primary fibrillar collagen that generates SHG in vivo, and while
other fibrillar collagens such as III and V can contribute to SHG
emission,18,19 in vivo they exist in molar ratios to collagen I of
significantly less than one.20,21 The SHG signal from a given
focal point in a multiphoton laser-scanning microscope is sen-
sitive to collagen fiber microstructure (as defined above) as well
as fiber content, whereas IF yields information as to the total
number of accessible epitopes present in the focal volume
and is therefore sensitive to fiber content. We will therefore
define the ratio of SHG to collagen I IF as an “ordering
index,” or OI. Changes in the OI can then be interpreted as
changes primarily in collagen fiber microstructure, distinct
from changes in total collagen fiber content which will tend
to cancel out in the numerator and denominator. The OI can
be determined readily on a pixel-by-pixel basis using simulta-
neous image capture in two color channels or can be averaged
over entire image fields.

To use this SHG-based tool to determine if a given candidate
cell type or signal plays a role in defining tumor collagen micro-
structure, we must now identify some candidate cell types and/
or signals to test. Breast tumors are not only composed solely of
tumor cells but also host cell types including hematopoietic and
stromal cells of which up to approximately 50% may be macro-
phages.22,23 Leukocyte infiltration in the breast tumor, originally
thought to simply indicate an antitumor response, has been rec-
ognized as far more complicated. Clinical data indicate that high
densities of leukocyte infiltration, particularly tumor-associated
macrophage (TAM) invasion, correlate with poor clinical prog-
nosis and increased instance of metastatic disease.24,25 TAMs are
uniquely suited to tumorigenic promotion—they produce a wide
variety of growth factors, cytokines, matrix-altering enzymes,
and chemokines that coordinate to assist in matrix remodeling
and angiogenesis.22 Hence, we have identified the TAM as a
promising candidate for a cell that manipulates collagen
microstructure.

The identification of the TAM as a candidate cell that may
manipulate collagen microstructure in breast tumor models is
supported by one key recent study, in which mice deficient
in colony-stimulating factor 1 (a protein essential to macrophage
proliferation, survival, and chemotactic recruitment) showed
marked alterations in terminal end bud formation in the mam-
mary duct.17 The abortive development of the end bud was noted
as well as a steep decrease in the SHG around the mammary
duct. Curiously enough, the total amount of collagen present
as detected by IF was unaffected. This represents a decrease
in OI accompanying the loss of macrophages in the breast
bud area and identifies macrophages as a cell type capable of
affecting OI in at least one model system. A previous study
showed that upon treatment with the hormone relaxin, soft tissue
sarcomas respond by altering collagen I structure with SHG
intensity as a readout.8 Relaxin binds specifically to macrophage
glucocorticoid receptors, which results in alterations in macro-
phage cytokine expression, including negative modulation of
TNF-α expression by macrophages in vitro.26,27 Hence, we
have identified TAMs as candidate cells, and TNF-α signaling
as a candidate signaling molecule to manipulate the OI.

Interestingly, TNF-α is also shown to be essential to primary
growth and metastatic progression in Lewis lung carcinoma.28

We, therefore, hypothesize that TAMs can affect collagen
fiber microstructure in tumors, as measured by the OI, and
that this is accomplished through TAM expression of TNF-α.
To test this hypothesis, we grew mammary fat pad (MFP)
tumors using a breast tumor cell line (E0771, a mammary
adenocarcinoma derived from C57Bl/6 mice) in wild-type
mice and mice genetically incapable of expressing TNF-α.
Additionally, in both types of mice, TAMs were depleted by
periodic injections of clodronate-containing liposomes
(ClodL).29 OI and metastatic burden were evaluated, and we
show for the first time that the expression of TNF-α by the
host stromal cells of the tumor affects collagen microstructure
(as measured by OI), that TAMs affect collagen microstructure
in tumors, and that the influence of TAMs and stromal TNF-α
expression is not additive. We also show that these effects on
collagen microstructure each correlate with a significant
decrease in metastatic events. Consequently, these results
may provide a platform for therapies that manipulate collagen
microstructure and thereby impact the metastatic output of the
tumor. This work further serves to demonstrate the utility of
SHG as an additional tool to reveal cells and signals which
play a role in defining tumor collagen properties.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Cells and Reagents

A murine medullary mammary adenocarcinoma syngeneic with
C57Bl/6 mice (E0771, Roswell Park Cancer Institute, Buffalo,
NY) was maintained in RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco/Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 10% gamma-irradiated fetal
calf serum (HyClone/Thermo-Fisher, Waltham, MA) and
Primocin (InvivoGen, San Diego, CA). Cells were passaged
no more than five times before being replaced from frozen
stocks. After harvesting with 25% trypsin/ethylenediaminetetra-
acetic acid (EDTA), cells were centrifuged and resuspended in
sterile phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and kept on ice until
implantation into a mammary fat pad. T47D and MCF-7
human breast cancer cell lines [American Type Culture
Collection (ATCC), Manassas, VA] were also cultured in RPMI
1640 medium for use in in vitro proliferation assays. RAW264.7
transformed murine macrophages (ATCC) were used as a pos-
itive control for TNF-α production and were cultured in
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) supplemented
with 4.5 g∕L glucose, 10% fetal calf serum (FCS), and
Primocin. To activate RAW264.7 cells, lipopolysaccharide
(LPS, Escherichia coli serotype 026:B6, Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO) was added to media at 100 ng∕mL for 24 h
prior to assaying for TNF-α. All lines were tested for myco-
plasma contamination bi-monthly using MycoFluor detection
kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and only certified mycoplasma-
free cultures were used for implantation.

2.2 Purification of Tumor CD11b+ Cells by
Magnetic Separation

E0771 tumors grown in mammary fat pads were finely minced,
washed with RPMI 1640 and then shaken in medium supple-
mented with 0.5 mg∕mL of collagenase type D (Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) at 37°C for 180 min. The cell dispersion
was passed through metal mesh (100-μm pore size) and washed
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three times in RPMI 1640, then resuspended in MACS buffer
(Miltenyi Biotec, Auburn, CA) containing 2% EDTA and 5%
bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS. To harvest CD11bþ
cells, the single-cell suspension was incubated with anti-CD11b
antibody conjugated to magnetic beads (Miltenyi Biotec,
Auburn, CA). The cell suspension was then applied to a type LS
positive selection column with MidiMACS (Miltenyi Biotec)
according to manufacturer instructions. Selected cells were cul-
tured to ∼70% confluence in DMEM supplemented with 10%
FCS and Primocin.

2.3 Animals and Husbandry

C57Bl/6 female mice (Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor, ME)
were used between 15 and 19 weeks of age. Mice were housed
in two-way static (nonventilated) conditions in groups of five,
and were allowed ad libitum access to standard food and
water. To determine the effects of global deletion of TNF-α,
female B6.129S-Tnftm1Gkl∕J (Jackson Labs) mice were used
between 15 and 19 weeks of age and housed as above.
C57Bl/6 animals represent a valid control genotype for this
knockout. All animal work was done in accordance with
University Committee for Animal Resources regulations.

2.4 Tumor Implantation and Liposome Administration

Animals were anesthetized with a ketamine/xylazine mixture
(90∕9 mg∕kg body weight) delivered intraperitoneally (i.p.).
The ventral surface of the animal was depilated and 1 × 105

E0771 cells were implanted in the right inguinal mammary
fat pad using a 27-gauge needle. Four hours following this pro-
cedure, mice were administered either PBS- or clodronate-
containing liposomes (Encapsula NanoSciences, Nashville,
TN, 5 mg∕mL stock solution) i.p. at 0.4 mL∕20 g body weight
on day 0.29 After the first injection, liposomes were injected
every third day at 0.2 mL∕20 g body weight. The long and
short axes of each tumor were measured on days 3, 9, 15,
21, and 27 with digital calipers. Tumor volume was calculated
using the formula for a prolate spheroid ½V ¼ ð4∕3ÞπN2L� and
standardized to volume at day 3 (multiplicity). On day 27 post-
implantation, animals were sacrificed by sodium pentobarbital
overdose and subsequent cervical dislocation. Half the tumor
was frozen in dry ice for sectioning and immunohistochemistry.
The other half was placed in cell culture media and prepared for
flow cytometric analysis. Lungs were placed in 10% neutral-
buffered formalin for hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining.

2.5 Flow Cytometry

To prepare a single cell suspension, tumors were finely minced,
washed with RPMI 1640, and strained through a 70-μm mesh
filter to remove debris. After centrifuging two times, the cells
were counted by cytometer with trypan blue exclusion.
Viable cells (2 × 106) were incubated at 4°C for 15 min in
ACK buffer to lyse red blood cells, centrifuged, and resus-
pended in flow wash buffer consisting of 1% BSA and 25%
sodium azide in sterile PBS. Cells were incubated for 30 min
with 25-μL anti-mouse CD16/CD32 antibody at 1∶50 dilution
(BD Pharmingen, Franklin Lakes, NJ) to block Fcγ receptors
and then were resuspended in 100 μL buffer containing either:
(1) buffer only (autofluorescence); (2) 1∶50 peridinin chloro-
phyll-conjugated rat IgG2a [BD Pharmingen (isotype control)],
or (3) fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated rat (IgG2a)

anti-mouse F4/80 (Abcam, Cambridge, MA). Cells were incu-
bated in the dark for 30 min at 4°C. Cells were then centrifuged
in flow wash buffer twice and resuspended in 4% paraformal-
dehyde. Samples were stored in the dark at 4°C until cytometric
analysis using a FACSAria flow cytometer (BD Biosciences,
Franklin Lakes, NJ) equipped with FlowDiVa software.

2.6 TNF-α Determination

AQuantikine enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit
specific for mouse TNF-α (R&D Systems, Minneapolis) with a
sensitivity of 5.1 pg∕mL was employed to measure TNF-α in
cell culture supernatants and tumor lysates. To prepare cell cul-
ture supernatants, cells were grown to 70% confluence in a T-75
tissue culture flask and then media was removed and replaced
with reduced serum media for 48 h. This media was removed,
centrifuged, and immediately assayed for TNF-α. Tumor lysates
were prepared by homogenization of excised tumor tissue in
RIPA buffer containing sodium deoxycholate and HALT
protease/phosphatase inhibitor (Pierce Protein Research,
Rockford, IL). Lysates were centrifuged at 18;000 × g for
10 min and supernatants were removed for assay. Total protein
concentration in tumor lysates was determined with a bicincho-
ninic acid assay (Pierce Protein Research, Rockford, IL) per
manufacturer specifications. For the ELISA, absorption was
measured at 450 nm using a mutliwell plate reader (Synergy
HT, BioTek Instruments Inc, Winooski, VT). Curve fitting
and sample concentration calculations were conducted with
Gen5 software (Biotek). Results are presented as TNF-α con-
centration standardized to sample protein concentration.

2.7 Proliferation Assays

In vitro proliferation was determined with the use of a fluores-
cent CyQuant Cell Proliferation Assay (Molecular Probes/
Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) following manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. To detect DNA fluorescence, a plate reader (BioTek)
exciting bound dye at 480 nm and detecting at 520 nm was
used. This assay effectively measures viable cell number, and
we have determined that fluorescent intensity correlates directly
with actual cell number (data not shown).

2.8 Immunohistochemistry

Snap-frozen tumor halves were sectioned at 7 μm on a cryostat
(Reichert-Jung, Depew, NY) at −21°C and static-mounted on
positively charged slides (VWR, Radnor, Pennsylvania). Each
slide contained at least four sections from each experimental
group to minimize possible staining artifacts between samples.
Sections were fixed in a 3∶1 mixture of acetone/methanol for
20 min at −20°C. Slides were rehydrated twice in sterile
PBS for 5 min and then placed in peroxidase blocking solution
(5% BSA, 2% Triton X-100) for 1 h, followed by two 5 min PBS
washes. Sections were incubated at room temperature for 2 h in
a humidified chamber with PBS containing 5% BSA and com-
binations of the following antibodies: (1) rabbit anti-mouse col-
lagen I (Abcam, Cambridge, MA), 1∶200 dilution; (2) FITC-
conjugated rat IgG2a anti-mouse CD31 (BD Pharmingen,
Franklin Lakes, NJ), 1:500 dilution; or (3) FITC-conjugated
rat IgG2a anti-mouse F4/80, 1∶50 dilution. To detect rabbit
anti-mouse collagen I, sections were then washed 2 × 5 min
and incubated for 2 h at room temperature in AlexaFluor
594-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
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CA), 1∶500 dilution. Optimal antibody dilutions were predeter-
mined. Slides were then washed and coverslipped in Prolong
Gold AntiFade without DAPI (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and
allowed to dry 24 h before imaging.

2.9 Evaluation of Metastatic Burden

Automated H&E staining (Dako, Carpinteria, CA) was per-
formed on 3 μm rotary microtome sections of paraffin-
embedded lungs. H&E-stained lung sections were obtained at
50 μm intervals through both lobes of the lung and evaluated
by a blinded observer using brightfield microscopy (Olympus
BX-51, Center Valley, PA). Malignant cells lose their differen-
tiation and undergo increased proliferation, frequently exhibit-
ing enlarged and variable sized nuclei as well as evidence of
accelerated mitosis. Consequently, accepted criteria for recog-
nizing metastatic foci in H&E-stained sections include a high
ratio of hematoxylin relative to eosin, surrounding abnormalities
in lung structure, abnormal shape/size of nuclei and/or presence
of abnormal mitotic spindles, and differences in cell shape and
size.30 We used these criteria to identify lung metastases, with
results presented as the number of metastases in 10 sections per
animal.

2.10 Imaging and Image Analysis

Slides were imaged by a blinded observer using a custom-built
two-photon microscope (Olympus). Two-photon (2P) excitation
was achieved by a MaiTai Ti:sapphire laser providing 100 fs
pulses at 80 MHz and 810 nm. Beam scanning and image
acquisition were performed with a Fluoview FV300 scanning
system interfaced with a BX61WI upright microscope
(Olympus, Center Valley, PA). The focusing objective was a
XLUMPLFL20xW water immersion lens (20×, 0.95 N.A.,
Olympus). The objective focused the 810 nm excitation beam
on the sample and at the same time collected both backscattered
SHG signal and the two-photon excited IF from the antibody of
interest. The backscattered SHG and IF signals were separated
from the excitation beam by a short pass dichroic mirror (670
DCSX, Chroma, Rockingham, VT), with the SHG and IF emis-
sions then separated into two channels with a long pass dichroic
mirror (475 DCSX, Chroma, Rockingham, VT). SHG was col-
lected with a bandpass filter centered at 405 nm (HQ405/30m-
2P, Chroma) and detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT)
(HC125-02 Hamamatsu Corporation, Hamamatsu, Japan).
The IF signal was collected with a bandpass filter centered at
635 nm (HQ635/30m-2P, Chroma). For capturing this red IF
channel, a red-sensitive PMT was used (Hamamatsu HC125-
01), and the emission signal was additionally filtered
(Chroma E700SP-2P) to block any stray near-infrared infra-
red (IR) laser light. Resulting images are 680 μm across.
Laser power was monitored and kept constant throughout the
experiment and across experimental repetitions, as were PMT
voltage, gain, and offset. Ten tissue slices were chosen by a
blinded observer, spaced throughout each tumor half (the
other half is used to verify macrophage depletion) and five fields
of view were generated from each slice. The five imaged fields
of view formed an “x” pattern; one in the tumor center, then four
adjacent diagonal fields of view (i.e., one to the upper left of the
first central image, with the corners of the images not quite
touching, one to the upper right of the first central image,
etc.). Hence, 50 image pairs were analyzed as described
below to produce a single average SHG/IF value for each tumor.

Image analysis was performed as follows. In IMAGE J
(Rasband, W. S., IMAGE J, U. S. National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA, http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/,
1997–2011), the background in each channel (SHG and IF)
was defined by the average pixel counts of an image with no
excitation laser and subtracted from the raw SHG and IF images,
respectively. A single common threshold was then chosen by a
blinded observer which passed the most collagen pixels while
rejecting the most background pixels (typically individual pixels
not clearly laying in a fibrillar pattern). The common threshold
was then applied to all SHG images, setting collagen fiber pixels
to 1 and any remaining dim background pixels to zero, produc-
ing an “SHG mask.” The same thresholding procedure was fol-
lowed with IF images, producing an “IF mask.” The SHG image
was multiplied by the SHG mask, producing the “masked SHG
image,” and the IF image was multiplied by the IF mask to pro-
duce the “masked IF image.” The average pixel count of the
masked SHG image, divided by the average pixel count of
the SHG mask, is then the average pixel count of those pixels
above threshold, i.e., within collagen fibers, likewise with the
masked IF image. The average SHG pixel count, average IF
pixel count, and their ratio, of those pixels within collagen
fibers, are then reported as the images’ SHG, IF, and OI, respec-
tively. Note that due to fluctuations in pixel counts, there are
occasional pixels which are above threshold in the SHG
image but below threshold (and hence set to zero) in the IF
image. Consequently, the SHG/IF ratio is infinity for those pix-
els. This makes it problematic to calculate an average SHG/IF
for the imaged region by first producing an SHG/IF ratio image
and then calculating the average pixel count of that image. We
avoid this problem by first separately calculating the average
SHG and IF pixel counts of the whole imaged region and
then dividing these two (nonzero) numbers to produce the
SHG/IF for the whole imaged region.

2.11 Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using Prism 5 software
(GraphPad, La Jolla, CA). Student’s (unpaired) t-tests were
employed to make pairwise comparisons where appropriate.
To analyze the effects of macrophage depletion and TNF-α
knockout, two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used.
Significant main effects or interactions were analyzed with
Bonferroni posttests to adjust for multiple comparisons.
Tumor growth curves were assessed by two-way ANOVA
with repeated measures, followed by multiple group compari-
sons using Bonferroni posthoc analysis. Probability values
(p) less than or equal to 0.05 were considered significant
differences between groups. When N is reported for animal
experiments in the figures or text, it represents the number of
animals studied.

3 Results

3.1 E0771 does not Produce TNF-α nor Proliferate in
Response to TNF-α In Vitro or In Vivo

Pilot experiments were conducted to determine: (1) if E0771
cells produce TNF-α and (2) if E0771 responds to TNF-α.
E0771 cells cultured with 10% FCS to 75% confluence did
not produce measurable TNF-α [<5.1 pg∕mL, Fig. 1(a)]. By
comparison, RAW 264.7 macrophages were also tested at
75% confluence in both normal and LPS-activated conditions
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and produced significant levels of TNF-α with or without acti-
vation by LPS [Fig. 1(a)]. To confirm that TAMs from E0771
tumors produce TNF-α, macrophages were isolated from E0771
tumors using magnetic antibody separation targeted to CD11b.31

These TAMs also produced TNF-α at detectable levels in culture
[Fig. 1(a)]. Furthermore, E0771 tumors were grown in both
wild-type and TNF-αð−∕−Þ animals. TNF-α was readily detect-
able in wild-type-derived E0771 tumor lysates at 1∶1, 1∶10, and
1∶25 dilutions, but not in those grown in TNF-αð−∕−Þ mice,
where levels were again undetectable [<5.1 pg∕mL, Fig. 1(b)].
Taken together, these results suggest that the E0771 cell line is
not a source of TNF-α production in vitro or in vivo and that
E0771-associated macrophages, as expected, are a primary
source of this signal in vivo.

The proliferative response of E0771 to TNF-α was deter-
mined using a fluorescent DNA-binding dye kit (CyQuant).
In another model of breast cancer (T47D), TNF-α was shown
to directly promote mitogenic signaling by binding to
TNFR1 and activating p42/p44 MAPK, JNK, PI3-K/Akt path-
ways, and NF-κB transcriptional activation.32 Furthermore, in
that model, application of TNF-α supported tumor growth.
Conversely, TNF-α induced apoptosis in MCF-7 breast cancer
cells in vitro.33 To determine the response of E0771 cells to
TNF-α, we incubated cells for 48 h in either media or media
containing 20 ng∕mL TNF-α [Fig. 1(c)]. TNF-α did not signifi-
cantly alter proliferation of E0771, in direct contrast to the
human breast tumor cell line T47D, which showed a marked
increase in proliferation in response to 20 ng∕mL TNF-α, as
reported.32 Furthermore, MCF-7 cells exposed to this level of
TNF-α exhibited significant reduction in proliferation, also as
expected.33 Therefore, TNF-α does not significantly stimulate
E0771 proliferation nor significantly inhibit its growth.

3.2 ClodL Selectively Impairs Macrophage Viability
In Vitro and Depletes TAMs In Vivo

ClodL are commonly used to selectively deplete macrophages in
tumors.29 Macrophages that phagocytose ClodL are destroyed
by release of clodronate into the cytoplasm following

degradation of the liposome shell and subsequent formation
of a lethal metabolite.34 To determine if TAM susceptibility
to ClodL is specific, we tested the viability of E0771 cells, fibro-
blasts (HFF-1, transformed human foreskin fibroblasts), and
RAW264.7, a transformed murine macrophage cell line in the
presence of PBS-containing liposomes (PBSL) or ClodL.
ClodL did not alter viability of E0771 or HFF-1 cells relative
to PBSL-treated controls. By contrast, RAW264.7 viability
was significantly reduced by ClodL [Fig. 2(a)]. Depletion of
TAMs in vivo was quantified by flow cytometric analysis of
F4/80, a marker for mature macrophages.35 ClodL treatment
in E0771-bearing mice dramatically reduced the percentage
of F4/80-positive cells in E0771 tumors in both wild-type
and TNF-αð−∕−Þ mice [Fig. 2(b)]. Together, these results
demonstrate that ClodL treatment is selective for TAMs in
E0771 tumors. Figure 2(b) also demonstrates that the percentage
of E0771-associated F4/80-positive macrophages is not sta-
tistically different between wild-type and TNF-αð−∕−Þ mice
(p ¼ 0.35).

3.3 Effects of TAM Depletion and TNF-α Knockout
on Intensity of SHG-Producing Fibers

To determine if TAM depletion or TNF-α knockout affects the
intensity of SHG-producing fibers in the E0771 tumor, tumors
were grown orthotopically in either wild-type or TNF-αð−∕−Þ
mice treated with liposomes containing clodronate to deplete
TAMs. Control mice were treated with liposomes containing
PBS. SHG imaging of excised E0771 tumors reveals a typical
fibrillar structure (Fig. 3). Figure 4(a) shows that either TAM
depletion or TNF-α knockout reduced the intensity of SHG-pro-
ducing fibers in E0771 tumors. By two-way ANOVA, a strong
main effect of TAM depletion (p < 0.0001) and a strong inter-
action between TAM depletion and TNF-α knockout
(p < 0.0004) was revealed. By Bonferroni’s posttest for multi-
ple comparisons, the intensity of SHG-producing fibers in wild-
type/PBSL mice was significantly elevated relative to all other
groups (p < 0.05). Intensity of SHG-producing fibers in tumors
from TNF-αð−∕−Þ∕PBSL mice was also greater than that in

Fig. 1 E0771 breast cancer cells do not produce nor respond to TNF-α. (a): In vitro TNF-α production: Supernatants from E0771 tumor cells showed no
detectable TNF-α in vitro (E0771 bar). Supernatants from CD11bþ TAMs isolated from E0771 tumors, in contrast, did produce detectable TNF-α
(E0771∕CD11bþ bar). To confirm sensitivity of the assay, RAW264.7-transformed murine macrophages produced detectable TNF-α both when unsti-
mulated (RAW264.7 bar) and upon activation with 100 ng∕mL LPS for 24 h (RAW264.7+LPS bar). TNF-α ELISA sensitivity was 5.1 pg∕mL, n ¼ 8 samples
for all but E0771∕CD11bþ, where n ¼ 5. Both the media alone control (media bar) and E0771 supernatants (E0771 bar) registered below sensitivity (not
detectable). (b): In vivo TNF-α production: also by this same ELISA assay, TNF-αwas detectable in E0771 tumors grown in C57Bl/6 mice (wt bar) but not in
mice lacking TNF-α [TNF-αð−∕−Þ bar]. (c): Proliferation responses to TNF-α: three breast tumor cell lines (T47D, MCF-7, and E0771) were treated with
media control or 20 ng∕mL TNF-α. Pairwise comparisons indicate that T47D proliferation was significantly elevated by 20 ng∕mL TNF-α at 48 h
(p < 0.01), MCF-7 proliferation was significantly decreased (p < 0.05), whereas only E0771 proliferation was unchanged in response to TNF-α.
Proliferation was assessed by fluorescent intensity of CyQuant DNA-binding dye standardized to that of cells in untreated media, n ¼ 10 per group.
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tumors from wild-type/ClodL mice (p < 0.05) but not relative to
TNF-αð−∕−Þ∕ClodL mice (p ¼ 0.31). Intensity of SHG-produc-
ing fibers did not differ between the two ClodL-treated groups.
These results demonstrate that TAM depletion or attenuation of
stromal TNF-α reduces intensity of SHG-producing fibers in the
E0771 tumor. Furthermore, in the absence of TAMs, the inabil-
ity to produce TNF-α did not produce a greater effect than either
treatment alone. This suggests that nonmacrophage sources of
TNF-α do not significantly influence SHG intensity.

3.4 Effects of TAM Depletion and TNF-α Knockout
on Collagen Fiber IF Intensity

SHG is dependent upon collagen content as well as fiber micro-
structure. Therefore, in order to produce a more direct measure
of fiber microstructure, we normalize the SHG intensity to the
total amount of collagen present. As collagen type I is the pri-
mary fibrillar collagen in vivo,20,21 we quantify collagen fibril
content using fluorescently labeled anticollagen type I antibod-
ies.16,17 TAM depletion and stromal TNF-α knockout both alter

detected collagen I fiber IF in the E0771 tumor [Fig. 4(b)]. By
two-way ANOVA, we see a strong main effect of both TAM
depletion and TNF-α knockout (both p < 0.0001) and a signifi-
cant degree of interaction (p ¼ 0.04) was detected. By multiple
comparison analysis, anticollagen type I IF was significantly
lower in wild-type/PBSL mice compared to the three other
groups (p < 0.05). Furthermore, although IF signal in tumors
grown in wild-type/ClodL mice is statistically equivalent to
that of both TNF-α knockout groups (p > 0.05), tumors
grown in TNF-αð−∕−Þ∕PBSLmice exhibit less IF than do tumors
grown in TNF-αð−∕−Þ∕ClodL mice (p < 0.05). We therefore
conclude that tumor growth in the presence of TAM depletion
results in a significant increase in anticollagen type I IF in E0771
tumors. Growth during attenuation of stromal TNF-α accom-
plishes this to the same extent. Furthermore, in the absence
of TAMs, depletion of stromal TNF-α has no further effect
on IF. However, in the absence of stromal TNF-α, depletion
of TAMs further increases IF. The combined abrogation of
TAMs and TNF-α did not produce a greater increase in IF signal
intensity than TAM depletion alone.

3.5 Effects of TAM Depletion and TNF-α Knockout
on OI

Division of the SHG signal by the IF signal produces the order
index (OI), which is primarily sensitive to changes in fibrillar
microstructure, such as fibril diameter, spacing, and order versus
disorder in fibrillar packing.11–15 In Fig. 5, OI was reduced by
TAM depletion with ClodL or stromal knockout of TNF-α, with
a main effect of p < 0.0001 and p ¼ 0.013, respectively, with a
significant interaction (p ¼ 0.0027). Bonferroni post-hoc
analysis shows that wild-type/PBSL mice have significantly
elevated OI relative to the three remaining groups (p < 0.05).
However, none of the three remaining groups exhibit significant
differences between their mean OI values (p > 0.05). We there-
fore conclude that tumor growth in the presence of TAM
depletion results in a significant decrease in OI in E0771 tumors,
as does growth during attenuation of stromal TNF-α, to the same
extent. Furthermore, combined abrogation of TAMs and TNF-α
did not produce a greater decrease in OI than either
depletion alone.

Fig. 2 ClodL selectively reduces macrophage viability in vitro and in vivo. (a) Graded dose–response treatments with Clodronate (0 to 0.1 mg∕mL) or
PBS control liposomes demonstrated that at all Clodronate concentrations tested, only macrophage RAW264.7 cells, but not nonmacrophage E0771
breast tumor cells or HFF-1 fibroblasts, were sensitive to Clodronate depletion (n ¼ 8 each data point, p < 0.05 for RAW264.7 PBSL versus ClodL at all
doses). For each cell type, fluorescent intensities were standardized to the PBS control liposome group (no ClodL), to account for differences in pro-
liferative rate inherent to cell type. Liposomes containing PBS (vehicle) only also did not affect proliferation of RAW264.7 macrophages at any liposome
concentration (RAW264.7/PBSL trace). (b) Flow cytometric analysis indicated that endogenous F4∕80þ TAMs were depleted by in vivo Clodronate
treatment in both wild-type (wt) and TNF-αð−∕−Þ mice [n ¼ 21 wt∕PBSL; n ¼ 16 wt∕ClodL; n ¼ 15 TNF-αð−∕−Þ∕PBSL; n ¼ 15 TNF-αð−∕−Þ∕ClodL].
Moreover, these data also indicate that under baseline (PBSL, i.e., no depletion) conditions, F4∕80þ macrophage populations were not significantly
different in wt versus TNF-αð−∕−Þ) animals.

Fig. 3 SHG image of E0771murine mammary adenocarcinoma excised
from the mammary fat pad of a C57Bl/6 mouse. The tumor sample was
excised, sectioned, and fixed. With 810-nm excitation, typical collagen
fibrils are imaged via SHG at 405-nm emission.
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3.6 Metastatic Burden Correlates Negatively with
Both TAM Presence and TNF-α Expression

To evaluate the possibility of a relationship between modula-
tions in OI and modulations in metastatic burden, lungs were
resected, sectioned, and stained with H&E and then imaged
to determine the extent of metastasis (Fig. 6). E0771 readily
metastasizes to the lung from the primary site,36 and two-way
ANOVA shows a strong main effect of both TAM depletion
and abrogation of TNF-α on metastatic burden (p ¼ 0.0006

and p < 0.0001, respectively). The degree of interaction is
again significant (p ¼ 0.0007). Bonferroni posthoc analysis
shows that while wild-type/PBSL mice exhibit significantly
(p < 0.05) higher metastatic burden than any of the other

groups, the other three groups do not show distinguishably dif-
ferent metastatic burdens (p > 0.05). We conclude that both
TAM depletion and TNF-α knockout result in significant
decreases in metastatic events and that these decreases correlate
well with OI values in the E0771 tumor.

3.7 ClodL and TNF-α Knockout Reduce E0771
Tumor Growth In Vivo

To determine if TAM depletion or TNF-α knockout affect tumor
growth, E0771 was implanted in PBSL- or ClodL-treated wild-
type or TNF-αð−∕−Þ mice and tumor volume was measured over

Fig. 4 Effects of macrophage depletion and TNF-α knockout on SHG and IF signals in the E0771 tumor. (a) SHG-producing fibers in E0771 tumors in
wild-type/PBSL mice were significantly brighter compared to all other groups (p < 0.05 for all comparisons). In addition, SHG-producing fibers in
E0771 tumors in wild-type/ClodL mice were significantly dimmer compared to TNF-αð−∕−Þ∕PBSL tumors (p < 0.05). No other group was found sig-
nificantly different from another (p > 0.05). n ¼ 21 wt∕PBSL, 16 wt∕ClodL, n ¼ 15TNF-αð−∕−Þ∕PBSL, and n ¼ 15 TNF-αð−∕−Þ∕ClodL). (b) Collagen I
immunofluorescence (IF) was significantly lower in E0771 tumors in wild-type/PBSL mice compared to all other groups (p < 0.05 for all comparisons).
In addition, collagen I IF in E0771 tumors in TNF-αð−∕−Þ∕PBSL mice was significantly lower than in E0771 tumors in TNF-αð−∕−Þ∕ClodL mice. No other
group was found significantly different from another (p > 0.05).

Fig. 5 Effects of macrophage depletion and TNF-α knockout on OI.
E0771 tumors grown in wild-type/PBSL mice had a significantly higher
order index (OI, defined as SHG intensity/IF intensity) relative to all
other treatment groups (p < 0.05). No other group was found signifi-
cantly different from another (p > 0.05).

Fig. 6 Lung metastatic burden decreases sharply with both macrophage
depletion and TNF-α knockout. E0771 tumors grown in wild-type/PBSL
mice generated significantly higher numbers of lung metastases, com-
pared to E0771 tumors in TAM depleted and TNF-α knockout mice
(p < 0.05). Metastatic output was assessed across 10 sections of lung
per group. No other group was found significantly different from
another (p > 0.05). n ¼ 21 wt∕PBSL, n ¼ 16 wt∕ClodL, n ¼ 15TNF-
αð−∕−Þ∕PBSL, and n ¼ 15 TNF-αð−∕−Þ∕ClodL.
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the course of 27 days. The data presented in Fig. 7 were nor-
malized at each time point relative to the volume at day 3 post-
tumor inoculation. By repeated measure of two-way ANOVA, a
treatment by time interaction was revealed (p < 0.0005). Wild-
type/PBSL mice bore significantly larger tumors at day 27
(p < 0.05, Bonferroni posttest) compared to any other group.
Tumor growth did not differ among the other three groups.

4 Discussion
In this study, our goal was to demonstrate the use of SHG as a
tool to help detect cells and signals involved in establishing
tumor collagen microstructure. We did this by elucidating a
novel mechanistic role for TAMs and stromal TNF-α in the evo-
lution of collagen microstructure in a murine model of breast
cancer. In doing so, we made use of the E0771 murine mam-
mary adenocarcinoma, a metastatic cell line syngeneic with
the C57Bl/6 mouse. The choice of this cell line was predicated
on the availability of the knockout strain B6.129S-Tnftm1Gkl∕J,
which is incapable of expressing TNF-α. We first established
that the E0771 tumor model does not produce TNF-α, is non-
responsive to TNF-α, and that it also does not have an intrinsic
cellular response to liposome-encapsulated clodronate therapies.
Next, we established that these therapies are able to alter the
microstructure of collagen I fibers (as measured by the OI)
and metastatic burden.

Taken together, our OI data suggest that in the E0771 model
of metastatic breast cancer, TAMs influence collagen micro-
structure (Fig. 5, columns 1 and 2 are different) and that stromal
TNF-α influences collagen microstructure (Fig. 5, columns 1
and 3 are different). This suggests three main models:
(A) TAMs and TNF-α influence OI independently, (B)
stromal TNF-α influences OI via its action on TAMs, and
(C) TAMs influence OI via expression of TNF-α. Model A is
unlikely because in the absence of TAMs, modulation of stromal
TNF-α has no further effect on OI (Fig. 5, columns 2 and 4 are
the same) and in the absence of stromal TNF-α modulation of
TAMs has no further effect on OI (Fig. 5, columns 3 and 4 are
the same). However, models B and C are consistent with our

observations and can be further refined. If stromal TNF-α
influences OI via action on TAMs (model B), our data further
suggest that stromal TNF-α acts primarily via TAMs. This is
because in the absence of TAMs, modulation of stromal
TNF-α has no further effect on OI (Fig. 5, columns 2 and 4
are the same). Furthermore, in that model, our data also suggest
that no other molecule plays a significant role in stimulating
TAMs to influence OI. This is because in the absence of stromal
TNF-α modulation of TAMs has no further effect on OI (Fig. 5,
columns 3 and 4 are the same). Lastly, if TAMs influence OI via
their expression of TNF-α (model C), our data suggest that
TAMs influence collagen structure primarily through their
TNF-α expression and not via other mechanisms. This is
because in the absence of stromal TNF-α, modulation of
TAMs has no further effect on OI (Fig. 5, columns 3 and 4
are the same). Furthermore, in that model, our data also suggest
that there are no other significant host cell types utilizing TNF-α
to influence collagen microstructure. This is because in the
absence of TAMs modulation of stromal TNF-α has no further
effect on OI (Fig. 5, columns 2 and 4 are the same).

While we used OI to detect a role for TAMs and stromal
TNF-α in manipulating collagen microstructure, the information
that OI provides about the actual changes in matrix microstruc-
ture caused by modulating TAMs or stromal TNF-α is limited.
Consequently, results must be interpreted carefully. This is pri-
marily due to the fact that epidetected SHG signal depends on
several different physical parameters (e.g., fibril diameter, spac-
ing, packing order), and changing any of these parameters alone
or in combination will likely result in a change in OI.
Furthermore, the relationship between epidetected SHG (and
hence OI) and a specific fiber physical parameters can be com-
plex, with one illustrative case being the dependence of epide-
tected SHG on the diameter of fibrils within a collagen fiber. An
increase in fibril diameter could result in either increased or
decreased epidetected SHG signal due to the predicted sinusoi-
dal dependence of emitted SHG directionality on fibril diam-
eter.13 Hence, it is the presence of a modulation of OI,
regardless of sign, due to modulation of a cell/signal which indi-
cates that the cell/signal in question influences collagen micro-
structure. However, the sign of the OI change (i.e., increasing or
decreasing) does not tell us how the relevant parameters (e.g.,
diameter, spacing, packing order) are changing, or what combi-
nation of them are changing.

In addition to our primary observations detecting a role for
TAMs and stromal TNF-α in modulating OI, there are two sec-
ondary observations: TAM presence was able to modulate IF in
the absence of stromal TNF-α [Fig. 4(b), columns 3 and 4 are
different] and TAM depletion produced a greater SHG reduction
than attenuation of stromal TNF-α [Fig. 4(a), columns 2 and 3
are different). In model B (stromal TNF-α operates via TAMs),
these two observations imply that there may be other less sig-
nificant mechanisms, in parallel with stromal TNF-α, which
induce TAMs to affect tumor collagen. In model C (TAMs oper-
ate via TNF-α), these two observations imply that there may be
other less significant mechanisms by which TAMs affect tumor
collagen in addition to their expression of TNF-α. However, the
observation that attenuation of TAM presence produced a
greater SHG reduction than the attenuation of stromal TNF-α
is based upon quantitative comparison of the results of two
very different experimental manipulations (TAM depletion ver-
sus TNF-α knockout) and may simply be a result of different
efficiencies in the two methods.

Fig. 7 E0771 tumor volume multiplicity decreases with TAM depletion
or TNF-α knockout, but the effects are not synergistic. After 27 days,
E0771 tumors grown in wild-type mice on PBSL therapy (n ¼ 21)
were larger than those grown in wild-type mice on ClodL therapy
(n ¼ 16), as well as those grown in TNF-α knockout mice exposed
to either PBSL or ClodL (p < 0.05, n ¼ 15 for both). No other group
was found significantly different from another at 27 days, and no sig-
nificant differences in tumor volume multiplicity were found at earlier
timepoints (p > 0.05). Tumor growth was assessed by normalizing mea-
surements to tumor size at day 3 (i.e., tumor volumemultiplicity) to min-
imize the possibility that slightly different numbers of cells may have
been injected despite constant injection volumes and cell densities.
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When macrophage recruitment is specifically disabled in
developing mouse mammary tissue, the microstructure of col-
lagen fibers but not their total amount, as measured by SHG
and IF, is altered with negative consequence to normal matu-
ration.17 Interestingly, in contrast to our observations, this same
study noted a similar decrease in SHG but without any eleva-
tion in IF. This may be due to myriad differences between nor-
mal and diseased mammary fat pad, in particular, the well-
documented ability of cancer cells to produce stimuli inducing
fibroblasts to transition to a more active myofibroblast pheno-
type, with one consequence being elevated levels of collagen
production.37 Additionally, this may simply be due to
differences in antibody–epitope binding between two different
model systems.

Our observations that TAMs and stromal TNF-α play a role
in altering tumor collagen microstructure are consistent with
established roles for both in modulating tumor stroma.
Autocrine TNF-α signaling has been noted as necessary to
induce high levels of expression of monocyte matrix metallopro-
teinase (MMP)-9, a gelatinase that is active on basement mem-
brane, via the transcription factor Egr-1.38–41 TNF-α has also
been shown to sharply increase MMP-14 levels in concert
with CCL4, a C-C chemokine, in a monocytic human cell
line.42 MMP-14 is able to subsequently activate MMP-2,
another gelatinase capable of degrading basement membrane.
However, note that the nonfibrillar collagens in basement mem-
brane do not generate significant SHG and were not studied
here. Importantly, both direct application of TNF-α and indirect
production of it through LPS stimulation of macrophages have
been shown to upregulate MMP-1a, -1b, -3, and -13 in rat syno-
via, and these MMPs can directly affect the fibrillar collagen
responsible for SHG signal.43 On a genetic level, TNF-α is
able to induce COX-2 promoter activation via upregulation of
p300 binding and p50 acetylation in human foreskin fibroblasts,
which is an important step in inflammation, angiogenesis, and
tumor promotion.44–46

Our demonstration of a novel role for TAMs and TNF-α in
manipulating collagen microstructure in the tumor extracellu-
lar matrix naturally leads us to ask: what are the possible con-
sequences of this manipulation? As discussed above, there is
evidence in the literature that collagen microstructure, as quan-
tified with SHG, influences tumor metastasis.1–5,7 Consistent
with this, our data demonstrate that alterations in collagen
microstructure as quantified by the OI correlated with altera-
tions in metastatic output (Figs. 5 and 6). In each case, wild-
type mice treated with PBSL had significantly greater OI and
metastatic output than all other treatment groups, and all other
treatment groups were not statistically significantly different
from each other.

The link between TAMs, stromal TNF-α, and metastatic out-
put in this tumor model is consistent with observations that
myeloid cells and their TNF-α expression are necessary for
the formation of Lewis lung carcinoma metastasis.28

However, while our observations establish an interesting link
between TAMs, stromal TNF-α, and metastatic output in this
tumor model, it does not prove that the metastatic effects are
transduced via collagen fiber microstructure itself. There may
be other effects of TAMs and stromal TNF-α expression that
assist in the induction of alterations in metastatic output. For
example, our data also demonstrate that tumor growth is corre-
lated with OI (albeit only at the last time point studied), and in
turn with metastatic burden (Figs. 5–7). Hence, TAMs and

stromal TNF-α may instead influence tumor growth via altera-
tions in collagen matrix microstructure (note that TNF-α does
not directly affect E0771 proliferation in vitro), and the altered
metastatic output may be a result of the different tumor burden
or all three effects (OI, tumor growth, and metastatic output)
may share a common cause but operate via independent
mechanisms.

In the future, it may be productive to explore how collagen
microstructure in different subregions of the tumor (lobular,
ductal, perilobular, periductal, distant, etc.) is influenced by
these manipulations. While the orthotopic cell injection
model used here does not typically preserve the ductal and
lobular structure that can be found in and around examples
of the human disease, the MMTV mouse model of breast
cancer does.47 By crossbreeding MMTV mice with different
transgenic strains, one could explore how collagen microstruc-
ture in different breast tumor subregions is regulated. However,
using a different measure of collagen microstructure (the SHG
forward-scattering to backwards-scattering ratio), we found
that in samples of human breast cancer, there is no significant
difference in collagen microstructure between different breast
tumor subregions.7

5 Conclusions
In summary, this study serves to demonstrate the ability of
SHG to help identify key cells and signals that play a role
in establishing tumor collagen microstructure. We show that
TAMs as well as stromal TNF-α expression are responsible
for significant alterations in the microstructure of collagen
fibers within a metastatic breast tumor model (as indicated
by the OI). We further demonstrate that this effect is imple-
mented either via TAM expression of TNF-α or stromal
TNF-α action on TAMs and that parallel pathways via other
cell types or other cytokines are considerably less significant.
Lastly, we show that the effects of TAMs and stromal TNF-α
on tumor collagen microstructure are correlated with effects on
metastatic output, consistent with previous literature connect-
ing SHG and metastatic output.

Discovering a key role for tumor-associated macrophages
and stromal TNF-α in influencing the microstructural properties
of tumor collagen, as measured by SHG, is interesting because
of the previously observed effects of these SHG-producing
fibers on metastasis of the primary breast tumor, as well as
the previously observed relationship between SHG signal and
drug transport in tumors.1–5,7,8 These findings suggest that
manipulation of SHG measures of collagen microstructure
may, in turn, manipulate the transport of drugs through tumor
tissue as well as manipulate metastatic output of tumors.
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Stromal matrix metalloprotease-13 knockout
alters Collagen I structure at the tumor-host
interface and increases lung metastasis of
C57BL/6 syngeneic E0771 mammary tumor cells
Seth W Perry*, Jill M Schueckler, Kathleen Burke, Giuseppe L Arcuri and Edward B Brown
Abstract

Background: Matrix metalloproteases and collagen are key participants in breast cancer, but their precise roles in
cancer etiology and progression remain unclear. MMP13 helps regulate collagen structure and has been ascribed
largely harmful roles in cancer, but some studies demonstrate that MMP13 may also protect against tumor
pathology. Other studies indicate that collagen’s organizational patterns at the breast tumor-host interface influence
metastatic potential. Therefore we investigated how MMP13 modulates collagen I, a principal collagen subtype in
breast tissue, and affects tumor pathology and metastasis in a mouse model of breast cancer.

Methods: Tumors were implanted into murine mammary tissues, and their growth analyzed in Wildtype and
MMP13 KO mice. Following extraction, tumors were analyzed for collagen I levels and collagen I macro- and
micro-structural properties at the tumor-host boundary using immunocytochemistry and two-photon and second
harmonic generation microscopy. Lungs were analyzed for metastases counts, to correlate collagen I changes with
a clinically significant functional parameter. Statistical analyses were performed by t-test, analysis of variance, or
Wilcoxon-Mann–Whitney tests as appropriate.

Results: We found that genetic ablation of host stromal MMP13 led to: 1. Increased mammary tumor collagen I
content, 2. Marked changes in collagen I spatial organization, and 3. Altered collagen I microstructure at the
tumor-host boundary, as well as 4. Increased metastasis from the primary mammary tumor to lungs.

Conclusions: These results implicate host MMP13 as a key regulator of collagen I structure and metastasis in
mammary tumors, thus making it an attractive potential therapeutic target by which we might alter metastatic
potential, one of the chief determinants of clinical outcome in breast cancer. In addition to identifying stromal
MMP13 is an important regulator of the tumor microenvironment and metastasis, these results also suggest that
stromal MMP13 may protect against breast cancer pathology under some conditions, a finding with important
implications for development of chemotherapies directed against matrix metalloproteases.
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Background
The structure and function of tumor extracellular matrix
(ECM) play critical roles in cancer initiation and
outcome [1,2]. More specifically, organization or
reorganization of collagen, a key structural component
of the ECM, has been shown to be an important factor
in tumor genesis, progression, and/or metastasis [3-9].
Tumor cells have been shown to migrate preferentially
along aligned collagen fibers [10,11], and others have
reported particular “tumor associated collagen signa-
tures” (TACS) – i.e. patterns of collagen alignment
around the tumor boundary – that may be associated
with breast cancer tumor invasion into host stroma [5]
and patient survival [12]. However specific functional
mechanisms or molecular mediators that lead to such
collagen reorganizations, with consequent effects on
tumor progression and metastasis, remain largely un-
defined and would represent attractive novel therapeutic
targets for breast cancer.
Some likely mediators of collagen structure at the

tumor-host interface are matrix metalloproteases (MMPs).
MMPs are key regulators of the ECM and collagen remod-
eling [13,14], and are also frequently implicated in cancer
[15]. MMP-13 (collagenase-3) was originally isolated from
human breast cancer tissue [16], and has been shown to
be an important contributor to breast (and other) cancer
pathology [15,17,18]. As a collagenase with fairly broad
substrate specificity, MMP-13 is capable of cleaving sev-
eral collagen subtypes including fibrillar collagens I, II,
and III [15]. These fibrillar collagens are detectable by
second harmonic generation (SHG) microscopy, an op-
tical imaging approach that is increasingly being used
to provide diagnostic insights into cancer biology [9],
and which has been used extensively in TACS analysis
[5,12,19]. Collagen I is the most abundant fibrillar col-
lagen in mammals [20], is a substrate for MMP-13 [15],
and is typically increased in breast tumor- versus nor-
mal mammary gland-associated stroma [21,22]. Finally,
Col1a1 transgenic mice with degradation resistant col-
lagen I have been used for TACS analysis of increased
collagen deposition in a mammary tumor model [19].
Therefore, in this study we sought to determine
whether direct in vivo genetic manipulation of host
MMP-13 alters collagen I organization at the mammary
tumor-host boundary (i.e. TACS), with demonstrable
effects on tumor metastasis.

Methods
Cells and reagents
Murine medullary mammary adenocarcinoma (E0771)
cells syngeneic with C57BL/6 mice (Roswell Park Cancer
Institute, Buffalo, NY) were grown in RPMI 1640
medium (Gibco/Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) supplemented
with 10% gamma-irradiated defined fetal bovine serum
(HyClone/Thermo-Fisher, Waltham, MA) and 100 ug/
ml Primocin antibiotic (InvivoGen, San Diego, CA). For
mammary tumor implantation experiments, cells were
harvested in 0.25% trypsin/EDTA, centrifuged, re-
suspended in sterile PBS, and kept on ice until implant-
ation into a mammary fat pad.

Tumor implantation
Congenic female C57BL/6 wildtype (WT) or MMP-13
knockout (MMP13 KO) mice [23] were used for E0771
tumor implantation experiments at 15–19 weeks of age.
Animals were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine (90/9
mg/kg) delivered intraperitoneally (i.p.). The animals’
ventral surfaces were depilated, followed by implantation
of 1×105 E0771 mammary tumor cells into the right in-
guinal mammary fat pads using a 27-gauge needle.
Caliper-measured tumor sizes were recorded on days 12,
19, and 28 of the experiments. On Day 28 post-
implantation, animals were sacrificed by i.p. sodium
pentobarbital injection and subsequent cervical disloca-
tion. The E0771 mammary tumors were excised, and
immediately snap-frozen on dry ice for subsequent cryo-
sectioning and immunohistochemistry. Lungs were ex-
cised, fixed in 10% neutral-buffered formalin, then paraffin
embedded, sectioned, and hematoxylin-eosin (H&E)
stained for analysis of lung metastases. Procedures were
performed in accordance with the University Committee
on Animal Resources (UCAR).

Immunohistochemistry
Snap-frozen tumors were cryo-sectioned (−21°C) at 20
um, then static-mounted on positively charged slides. For
immunohistochemistry (IHC), sections were cold-fixed
(−20°C) for 20 minutes in 3:1 acetone/methanol,
rehydrated 2 × 5 minutes in sterile PBS, then blocked for
one hour (5% BSA, .2% Triton-X 100 in PBS). Primary
antibody for Collagen I (Abcam #21286, Cambridge, MA)
was then applied for 2 hours at room temperature in a hu-
midified chamber, diluted 1:200 in 0.5% BSA, .2% Triton-
X 100 in PBS, followed by 2 × 5 minutes PBS wash, then
two hours of Alexa Fluor 594-conjugated goat anti-rabbit
IgG (1:500 in the same diluent as the primary; Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA). Optimal antibody dilutions and incubation
times were pre-determined empirically. Following staining
for Collagen I protein, tumor sections were washed and
mounted in ProLong Gold Antifade reagent (without
DAPI; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), then allowed to dry for
24 hours before imaging. Similar procedures were used for
IHC against MMP-13 (Millipore #ab8120, Billerica, MA).

Imaging and image analysis
Slides were imaged by a blinded observer using a
custom-built multi-photon microscope. A Mai Tai Ti-
tanium:sapphire laser (Newport/Spectra Physics, Santa
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Clara, CA) provided two-photon (2P) excitation (100 fs
pulses at 80 MHz and 810 nm) for simultaneously
epidetecting backwards-directed SHG (BSHG) and im-
munofluorescence (IF) signals from Collagen I fibers in
the excised mammary tumors. Beam scanning and image
acquisition were performed with a custom-modified
Fluoview FV300 confocal scanner interfaced with a
BX61WI upright microscope (Olympus, Center Valley,
PA), with an Olympus XLUMPLFL20xW water immer-
sion lens (20×, 0.95 N.A.). Backscattered SHG (HQ405/
30m-2P emission filter, Chroma, Rockingham, VT;
HC125-02 PMT, Hamamatsu Corporation, Hamamatsu,
Japan) and 2P-excited Collagen I IF (Chroma HQ635/30
m-2P emission filter; HC125-01 Hamamatsu PMT) sig-
nals were separated from the 810 nm excitation beam by
a short pass dichroic mirror (Chroma 670 DCSX), and
simultaneously captured in two distinct channels (using
a 475 DCSX Chroma long pass dichroic, and the emis-
sion filters and PMTs above) on every scan. Resulting two-
channel (BSHG and IF) images are 680 microns across.
Laser power was monitored and kept constant throughout
each experiment and across experimental repetitions, as
were PMT voltage, gain, and offset.
Because MMP13 was knocked out from the host ani-

mal, for the results described herein we analyzed images
representing random tumor-host interface regions, i.e.
random “outer edge” regions of tumors. Images from
these areas were obtained as z-stacks (1 um step size)
taken over the entire 20 um thickness of the tissue sec-
tion. For each channel (BSHG and collagen I IF), max-
imum projection images were taken from each stack,
then image analysis was performed with ImageJ as fol-
lows. For each slide (usually 2–3 tumor sections/slide)
and for each channel, background was defined by the
average pixel counts of a laser-excited image taken from
an area of the slide with no tissue, and subtracted from
the raw BSHG and IF images. These background correc-
ted images were used for image analysis in ImageJ. For
assessment of collagen I protein levels, mean pixel inten-
sity of collagen I IF was measured over the tumor per-
iphery FOVs. For coherency analysis, the coherency
parameter (see below, and [24-26]) was calculated on
these same collagen I IF images using the ImageJ plugin
OrientationJ (open source, written by Daniel Sage, Bio-
medical Image Group, EPFL, Switzerland; http://
bigwww.epfl.ch/demo/orientation/). This coherency par-
ameter was quantified on a pixel-by-pixel basis, then av-
eraged over all pixels in an image to produce a single
coherency value for each image, which could then be av-
eraged across all images in each experimental group. For
normalized SHG calculations (i.e. BSHG normalized to
collagen I IF), the BSHG and collagen I IF images were
thresholded to select for collagen I-positive features
and to reduce artifactual effects from non-specific
background in either channel, applying the same
thresholding standard to images from all experimental
groups. The BSHG channel was then “masked” to the
thresholded collagen I IF channel, so that only SHG
pixels that were also positive for collagen I immunofluor-
escence were analyzed. Dividing the mean BSHG pixel in-
tensity from these masked BSHG images, by the mean IF
pixel intensity from the corresponding Collagen I IF im-
ages from the same FOV, produces a ratiometric value
which represents BSHG normalized to Collagen I protein
levels on a pixel-by-pixel basis over the exact same XYZ
pixel space, for each tumor periphery image. This
method of analysis allows us to analyze only the BSHG

signal that is primarily restricted to collagen I, and pro-
vides a “normalized” BSHG value for collagen I. Since
SHG is sensitive to both collagen microstructural prop-
erties and collagen abundance [9,27], this “normalized”
BSHG parameter allows us to primarily assess changes in
collagen I microstructural properties with reduced sensi-
tivity to changes in collagen I expression levels, and
similar strategies have been employed by others previ-
ously [28,29]. To calculate the forward SHG (FSHG) to
BSHG ratio (FSHG/BSHG), both FSHG and BSHG were cap-
tured simultaneously above (BSHG) and below (FSHG) the
slide specimen in two channels using the microscope
setup previously described [30]. FSHG and BSHG images
were simultaneously collected as stacks of 11 images
spaced 3μm apart, within a 660 μm field of view. Four
images were taken from each tumor sample around the
tumor boundary at the tumor-host interface, with 2
tumor samples analyzed per animal from the same co-
horts of WT and MMP13 KO animals. Image analysis
was conducted with ImageJ. Each stack was maximum
intensity projected, serving as an “autofocus” for the ef-
fectively single layer of collagen. Projected images were
background subtracted using a maximum intensity pro-
jection of a matching 11 image scan taken with a closed
shutter, then background subtracted FSHG and BSHG im-
ages were divided to create an FSHG/BSHG ratio image.
For each image a common threshold was applied to all
images to distinguish collagen pixels from background
pixels and to select for fibers likely to be collagen I, and
subthreshold background (i.e. non collagen fiber) pixels
were excluded from analysis by binary masking. The
average pixel value these non-background collagen fiber
pixels was calculated from all FSHG/BSHG ratio images in
the same cohort of MMP13 KO and WT animals, and
expressed as mean FSHG/BSHG ± SEM.

Evaluation of lung metastases
For evaluation of lung metastases, lungs were excised
from tumor bearing experimental animals as described
above, fixed in 10% neutral-buffered formalin, then par-
affin embedded. Five-micron rotary microtome sections
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Figure 1 Host MMP13 knockout does not alter mammary
tumor size. E0771 mouse mammary tumor cells were implanted
into the mammary fat pad of congenic female C57BL/6 WT or
MMP13 KO mice as described in Methods. Tumors were measured
with calipers at days 12, 19, and 28 post-implantation, and tumor
volume calculated. There was no difference in tumor volume
between WT and MMP13 KO mice at any of the time points,
indicating that MMP13 knockout does not alter E0771 mouse
mammary tumor size. Plot represents mean tumor volumes ± SEM
from a cohort of WT (blue) (n=6) and MMP13 KO (red) (n=4) mice.
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were taken through both lobes of the lung, mounted on
positively charged slides, then H&E stained. H&E-
stained lung sections were evaluated for lung metastases
by a trained blinded observer using brightfield micros-
copy (Olympus BX-51, Center Valley, PA). Metastatic in-
filtrating tumor cells were identified by several criteria
including: high ratio of hematoxylin relative to eosin,
surrounding abnormalities in lung structure, abnormal
shape/size of nuclei and/or presence of abnormal mitotic
spindles, and differences in cell shape and size, with ≥ 1
infiltrating tumor cells counted as a metastatic event.
Results are presented as mean number of lung metasta-
ses/cm2 ± SEM for each treatment group.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using Kaleidagraph
(Synergy Software, Reading, PA) or Prism 5 (GraphPad
Software, La Jolla, CA) software. Student’s t-tests (un-
paired), ANOVA with protected Fisher LSD post-tests
for planned comparisons, or Wilcoxon-Mann–Whitney
tests were used for statistical analyses as appropriate.
p-values ≤ .05 were considered significant.

Results
Stromal MMP13 knockout increases mammary tumor
Collagen I content, but decreases Collagen I ordering, at
the tumor-host interface
Murine medullary breast adenocarinoma (E0771) tumor
cells were implanted into mouse mammary fat pads for
28 days. Consistent with other reports [31], MMP13 KO
did not alter mammary tumor size in our E0771 mam-
mary tumor model (Figure 1). MMP-13 expression was
decreased in tumors from the MMP13 KO mice versus
WT (Additional file 1: Figure S1A) and moreover, in the
WT but not MMP13 KO mice, MMP13+ cell bodies
were found around the tumor periphery which suggested
the presence of peritumor (and possibly infiltrating)
MMP13+ stromal cells in WT but not MMP13 KO mice
(compare Additional file 1: Figures S1B and S1C, re-
spectively). Also at the tumor periphery, Collagen I pro-
tein levels were significantly increased in MMP13 KO
versus wildtype animals as quantified by immunofluores-
cence staining (Figure 2), suggesting that depletion of
this collagen degrading enzyme from host cells increases
tumor Collagen I content. However, despite this increase
in Collagen I content at the tumor boundaries in the
MMP13 KO mice, overall collagen ordering at tumor
boundaries was decreased (i.e. more random) in these
MMP13 KO mice versus WT controls. Figure 3 high-
lights the decreased ordering in MMP13 KO mice, with
WT mice demonstrating many robust Collagen I fibers
more frequently oriented parallel to the tumor boundary,
closely resembling a TACS-2 arrangement as previously
described [5,12,19] (Figure 3A). Compared to these WT
mice, MMP13 KO mice in contrast, although they had
greater overall collagen I content (Figure 1), displayed
fewer robust linear collagen I fibers, and a more ran-
domly oriented collagen I distribution closely resembling
a TACS-1 arrangement (Figure 3B). In adjacent sections
of the same WT tumor as shown in Figure 3A, antibody
labeling for MMP13 around the tumor periphery appeared
to be closely localized with the robust TACS-2 patterned
Collagen I fibers oriented parallel to the tumor boundary
(Additional file 2: Figure S2), thus further implicating
MMP-13 as likely to be a key orchestrator of these ob-
served TACS changes in Collagen I organization.
To quantify these differences in local orientations of

collagen I fibers, we performed tensor analysis of local
image structure to calculate the coherency parameter
(C), which is the ratio of the difference and sum of the
largest (λmax) and smallest (λmin) tensor eigenvalues
(averaged for all pixels over the image FOV), as follows:

C ¼ λmax−λminð Þ= λmax þ λminð Þ ð1Þ

With the upper bound C = 1 indicating highly ori-
ented structures, and the lower bound C = 0 indicating
high isotropy [24-26]. This analysis clearly indicated that
Collagen I in mammary tumor peripheries of WT mice
was more highly oriented (i.e. more ordered; C closer to 1),
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Figure 2 MMP13 knockout increases Collagen I levels in E0771
mammary tumors. WT and MMP13 KO mice were implanted with
E0771 mammary tumors as described. Following excision of the primary
tumor, tumor boundary regions were assessed for Collagen I levels by
immunochemistry. Immunofluorescence signal was captured by two-
photon excitation microscropy of fields of view (FOV) from random
tumor boundary regions. Z-stacks from each FOV were maximum
intensity projected and background subtracted, and fluorescent
intensities from the resultant images were quantified with ImageJ and
then expressed as mean anti-Collagen I immunofluorescence ± SEM
from n=16 (WT) and n=14 (MMP13 KO) tumor FOVs from the same
cohort of animals. Collagen I levels in tumor peripheries were
significantly increased in MMP13 KO versus WT mice (*p < .0004).

Figure 3 MMP13 knockout decreases Collagen I ordering at E0771 m
implanted with E0771 mammary tumors as described. Following excision a
assessed for Collagen I spatial organization by qualitative (this figure) and q
immunofluorescence signal. Images of Collagen I signal were taken as desc
more organized and ordered Collagen I structure, characterized in particula
tumor boundary, compared to MMP13 KO mice (Panel B) which demonst
like Collagen I fibers.
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than in the mammary tumor peripheries of MMP13 KO
mice (less ordered, C closer to 0) (Figure 4). Figure 5 shows
a pseudo-colored map of these coherency values using the
same images as in Figure 3 (more visible bright red areas =
higher coherency).
Together these results suggest that depletion of host

(stromal) MMP13 – a key collagen degrading enzyme –
increased total collagen I content, but reduced collagen I
organization, in the periphery of E0771 mammary tu-
mors grown in MMP13 KO versus WT mice.

Stromal MMP13 knockout alters Collagen I microstructure
at the tumor-host interface
SHG results when two photons (e.g. as provided by the
near-IR titanium sapphire laser in a multiphoton mi-
croscope), interacting simultaneously with a non-
centrosymmetric target such as collagen fibers, combine
to produce a new photon with exactly twice the energy
and half the wavelength of the interacting photons
[9,32-36]. As a coherent phenomenon, SHG is intrinsic-
ally sensitive to spacing and regularity of scatterers, and
hence can be utilized to detect changes in several as-
pects of collagen microstructure including regularity of
the arrangement of collagen fibrils within larger collagen
fibers; interfibril spacing; and fibril diameter, tilt angle,
or pitch angle [4,7,9,27,34,37-41]. Collagen I is a particu-
larly strong SHG emitter in vivo [7], is a substrate for
MMP13 [15], is increased in breast cancer stroma
[21,22], and is an important contributor to TACS [19].
Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 assessed collagen I macrostructural
properties (i.e. gross fiber orientations and arrangement)
ammary tumor boundaries. WT and MMP13 KO mice were
nd sectioning of the primary tumor, tumor boundary regions were
uantitative (next figure) analysis of anti-Collagen I
ribed in Figure 2. Note that WT mice (Panel A) exhibited a much
r by longer and thicker Collagen I fibers oriented more parallel to the
rated a more diffuse Collagen I pattern with fewer pronounced, rod-
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Figure 4 Quantifying decreased Collagen I ordering at the
E0771 mammary tumor boundary in MMP13 KO mice. WT and
MMP13 KO mice were implanted with E0771 mammary tumors as
described, and images of anti-Collagen I immunofluorescence
staining at the tumor-host interface were obtained as described in
Figure 3. As described in Methods and Results, to quantitatively
assess Collagen I ordering we calculated the mean coherency
parameter averaged over all pixels in each image, thus producing a
single coherency value for each image. This coherency value for
each image was averaged for n=16 (WT) and n=14 (MMP13 KO)
tumor boundary FOV images (± SEM) from the same cohort of
animals to produce this plot. Mean coherency was significantly
decreased in the MMP13 KO versus WT mice (*p < .007), reflecting
less organized (more randomly oriented) collagen I structure.
Coherency values for each image were produced using OrientationJ
(http://bigwww.epfl.ch/demo/orientation/), then graphed in
Kaleidagraph (Synergy Software, Reading, PA).

Figure 5 Coherency maps of decreased Collagen I ordering at the E07
representative images as in Figure 3 were combined with their respective p
Hue-Saturation-Brightness (HSB) images (H = Constant; S = Coherency; B =
reflects greater coherency. Compare more bright red signal signifying grea
coherency in MMP13 KO (Panel B). Coherency maps were produced using
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at the tumor-host interface, and to further these find-
ings, we now wished to analyze collagen I microstruc-
tural properties at the tumor-host interface as assessed
by SHG. For these reasons, we restricted our SHG ana-
lysis to the intensity of SHG signals emanating primarily
from collagen I fibers, specifically using the “normalized
BSHG” as described in Methods to provide an SHG
measure of collagen I microstructural properties inde-
pendent of changes in collagen I protein levels, as well
as to gain particular insight into changes in the effective
diameter or packing arrangement/density of fibrils
within the SHG focal volume [4,27,30,34,42].
Figures 3, 4 and 5 demonstrated that while tumors in

both WT and MMP13 KO mice contained both “diffuse”
and “large fiber” patterns of collagen I, there was propor-
tionately more “diffuse” collagen I with apparently thin-
ner fiber structure or bundling on average in MMP13
KO tumors, versus proportionately more “large fiber”
collagen I in WT tumors (often ordered parallel to the
tumor boundary resembling a TACS-2 signature, e.g.
Figure 3A). Therefore we hypothesized that knockout of
MMP13 collagenase activity could cause differences in
collagen I micro-structural properties – e.g. regularity or
density of collagen fibrils within larger collagen fibers; fi-
bril spacing; and fibril diameter, tilt angle, or pitch angle
[4,7,9,27,34,37-41] – which might in turn account for
the different collagen I macrostructural phenotypes ob-
served in MMP13 KO versus WT mice.
As described here and in Methods, we measured colla-

gen I-normalized BSHG in the same WT and MMP13
KO animals and tumor-host interface regions as
depicted in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. We found that nor-
malized BSHG was significantly higher in the E0771
71 mammary tumor boundary in MMP13 KO mice. The same
ixel-by-pixel coherency maps (calculated as described for Figure 4) as
Original Image), such that increased amounts of “bright red” signal
ter coherency in WT (Panel A), versus less bright red signal and lesser
Orientation J (http://bigwww.epfl.ch/demo/orientation/).

http://bigwww.epfl.ch/demo/orientation/
http://bigwww.epfl.ch/demo/orientation/
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tumor peripheries of MMP13 KO versus WT mice
(Figure 6A), suggesting different collagen I microstruc-
ture between these two groups [28,29]. To validate and
complement these findings, we also measured the FSHG/
BSHG ratio in these same groups and tumor-host inter-
face regions. SHG is emitted both forwards (away from
the incoming laser) and backwards (back towards the in-
coming laser, i.e. epi-directed) from the SHG-generating
scatterers in the focal volume, and the FSHG/BSHG ratio
is an additional SHG parameter that is primarily sensi-
tive to the spatial extent of SHG-generating scatterers
along the optical axis, i.e. the effective diameter or pack-
ing arrangement/density of collagen fibrils within the
SHG focal volume [4,27,30,34,42]. We found this FSHG/
BSHG ratio was significantly decreased in the E0771
tumor peripheries of MMP13 KO versus WT mice
(Figure 6B). Together these two pieces of data suggest
collagen I microstructure is altered in MMP13 KO
versus WT mice, which may in turn relate to the ob-
served changes in collagen I macrostructure (e.g. dif-
ferences in average fiber density, apparent thickness,
and organization) seen in Figures 3, 4 and 5.
Together these results suggest that stromal host

MMP13 depletion alters both collagen I macrostructural
(i.e. fiber arrangement, ordering, and orientation; Figures 2,
3, 4 and 5), and molecular (fibril) microstructural proper-
ties (as quantified by collagen I normalized BSHG and
FSHG/BSHG; Figure 6) at the tumor periphery. Since WT
tumor peripheries showed significantly more robust “rod
Figure 6 MMP13 knockout alters Collagen I microstructure at the tum
E0771 mammary tumors. (A) Following excision of the primary tumor, tum
immunofluorescence and BSHG signal were captured simultaneously in sep
fields of view (FOV) from random tumor boundary regions. Z-stacks from e
subtracted, SHG and collagen I immunofluorescence signals masked to the
(i.e. BSHG normalized to collagen I levels) was calculated as mean BSHG pixe
images over the same XYZ pixels. This ratiometric normalized collagen I SH
from the same cohort of animals, and was higher in MMP13 KO versus WT
we also calculated FSHG/BSHG values, which provides insight into microstruc
and/or packing density/arrangement of collagen fibrils. FSHG/BSHG was sign
WT mice (p < .01).
like” collagen I fibers (often in a more TACS-2-like orien-
tation), compared to the higher proportion of “diffuse” fi-
bers in MMP13 KO animals (often in a more TACS-1-like
orientation) (Figure 3), these results further suggest the
possibility that MMP13 KO changes collagen I micro-
structure in ways that 1. Could alter collagen’s ability to
form and orient larger, more rod-like fibers, and/or 2. May
shift the relative balance between “diffuse” and “rod-like”
collagen I phenotypes.

Stromal MMP13 knockout increases mammary tumor
metastasis to lung
Collagen is a key component of the extracellular matrix
(ECM) which regulates cell behavior and motility
[1,8,10,43], metastasizing breast tumor cells in particular
have shown a propensity to “escape” the tumor by trav-
eling along collagen fibers [5], and particular collagen
patterns or “TACS” at the breast tumor periphery are as-
sociated with poor survival [12]. Therefore the observed
collagen I macro- and micro-structural changes at the
tumor-host interface might be expected to affect tumor
metastasis.
For these reasons, and because breast tumor metasta-

sis to lung is associated with poor prognosis [44], we
wished to determine whether the changes in collagen I
macro- and micro-structural properties demonstrated
above could be associated with changes in this clinically
significant parameter. Indeed, we found that along with
their differing collagen I macro- and micro-structural
or-host interface. WT and MMP13 KO mice were implanted with
or boundary regions were labeled with anti-collagen I. Collagen I
arate epidetection channels by two-photon excitation microscopy of
ach FOV were maximum intensity projected and background
same pixel areas, then from these masked images “normalized BSHG”
l value/mean collagen I immunofluorescence pixel value ± SEM for all
G value was calculated for 16 (WT) and 14 (MMP13 KO) tumor FOVs
tumor boundaries (p < .03). (B) From the same cohort of animals,
tural collagen changes, specifically the sub-resolution diameter
ificantly decreased in tumor boundary regions of MMP13 KO versus
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properties (Figures 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6), our MMP13 KO an-
imals also had roughly double the number lung metasta-
ses compared to WT animals (Figure 7). This difference
in metastasis was not due simply to differences in tumor
burden between the WT and MMP13 KO animals, as
tumor burden was unchanged (Figure 1).

Discussion
The ECM, and collagen in particular, are increasingly be-
lieved to play important roles in cancer etiogenesis, pro-
gression, and outcome [1-9]. Several previous reports
have demonstrated that tumor cells may preferentially
travel along collagen fibers [10,11], which may represent
an important pathway by which invading cells
metastasize [5,11]. Accordingly, collagen fibers oriented
perpendicularly to the tumor boundary in what has been
termed a “TACS-3” configuration, have been associated
with increased invasiveness into host stroma [5] and
with decreased patient survival [9,12]. In contrast,
TACS-2 collagen configuration- i.e. straight “taut” fibers
often parallel to the tumor boundary-was associated with
regions of decreased tumor invasiveness [5].
MMPs have been implicated in many cancers includ-

ing breast cancer, most likely due to their ability to
modulate this collagen- and ECM-rich extracellular en-
vironment [45]. While a majority of studies have found
pro-tumorigenic roles for most MMPs, a growing body
of literature suggests that some or even many MMPs
may have anti-cancer effects as well [46,47]. Protective
effects of MMPs against tumor pathology may in part
account for the relative failure of MMP inhibitors as ef-
fective chemotherapeutics [46,48,49], and this concept is
further supported by evidence that endogenous tissue in-
hibitors of matrix metalloproteinases (TIMPs) can them-
selves be cancer-promoters [50-53]. MMP13 in
Figure 7 MMP13 knockout increases mammary tumor metastasis to l
mammary fat pad of congenic female C57BL/6 WT or MMP13 KO mice as d
and processed for H&E staining for analysis of metastases. Representative im
metastastic burden (see arrows indicating metastases) in the MMP13 KO gr
equidistant sampling step sections through both lobes of the lung per ani
demonstrating that MMP13 KO mice had nearly double the number of lun
particular has widely been found to promote cancer
pathology, but a few emerging reports including this one
find an apparently protective role for MMP13 in cancer
and other diseases under some conditions [54,55]. More-
over, there remains limited understanding of exactly how
MMP-13 interactions with collagen impact tumor path-
ology – for example, what structural changes result from
these interactions, and how do these changes promote
or protect against tumor pathology? In the studies de-
scribed here, we have provided further insights into
these important questions.
Herein we extended this previous work by demonstrat-

ing that in vivo genetic ablation of host MMP-13 in a
mouse tumor model leads to altered collagen I
macro- and micro-structure at the tumor-host inter-
face, and increases mammary tumor metastasis to the
lungs, a clinically significant functional outcome measure.
This represents a direct experimental manipulation of
the TACS stage of the tumor and therefore implicates
stromal MMP13 as one driver of TACS evolution in
breast tumors. These results are important because they
help clarify the role of host MMP13 in tumor collagen
dynamics, breast cancer pathogenesis, and metastasis.
They are also important because this is one of few stud-
ies that have found a potentially protective effect for
host MMP13 in the context of cancer pathology, and it
is important to understand these intricacies of MMP13’s
roles in cancer biology – i.e. when, where, and how it
may have protective versus deleterious functions in
cancer – in order to develop effective, targeted MMP-
based therapies that do more good than harm.
Due to the fact that tumor cells migrate preferentially

along aligned collagen fibers [10,11], our findings of de-
creased metastasis (Figure 7) associated with collagen I
TACS-2 patterning (i.e. fibers parallel to the tumor
ung. E0771 mouse mammary tumor cells were implanted into the
escribed in Methods. At day 28 post-implantation, lungs were excised
ages from the (A) WT and (B) MMP13 KO animals show increased
oup. (C) Metastases/cm2 were counted and averaged from 10
mal from a cohort of WT (n=6) and MMP13 KO (n=4) mice,
g metastases compared to their WT counterparts (*p < .006).
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boundary: Figure 3A) in WT mice, taken with earlier
studies demonstrating decreased tumor invasiveness also
in TACS-2 areas [5], together support the hypothesis
that alignment of collagen fibers parallel to the tumor
boundary may effectively serve as a literal “barrier” or
“diversion” to metastasizing tumor cells. Continuing this
argument, it is easily seen how the contrasting TACS-3
pattern found in the literature, i.e. collagen fibers ori-
ented perpendicular to the tumor boundary, may allow
metastasizing cells to travel outward along these colla-
gen “tracks” to more readily invade the host [5,10].
While we did not find significant TACS-3 patterning in
our model system, our data suggest that the TACS-1
patterning (i.e. increased, more diffuse collagen depos-
ition) resulting from knockout of stromal MMP13 may
also result in increased metastasis if present in late-stage
tumors, we posit because it is far less “barrier like” than
TACS-2 patterning (e.g. compare Figures 3A and 3B, re-
spectively), thus allowing for relatively easier escape of
metastasizing tumor cells, possibly due to less diversion
of those cells onto paths parallel to the tumor boundary.
In these previous reports, TACS-1 patterns were not

investigated in detail for metastases effects, because in
their model the TACS-1 collagen pattern tended to
occur early in tumor formation before significant metas-
tases occurred [5]. TACS-1 is characterized by dense,
more diffuse collagen areas [5], consistent with the in-
creased collagen I seen in the TACS-1 MMP13 KO
group (Figure 2), which likely results from the absence
of this key collagen I-degrading collagenase. Moreover,
while E0771 tumor cells appear to have some level of
MMP13 expression (Additional file 1: Figure S1 and
unpublished data), as is common in mammary tumor
cells [56-58], we believe most significant for our find-
ings are the more strongly MMP13+ peritumor cell
bodies seen in MMP13 expressing WT animals, but not
in the MMP13 KO mice (compare Additional file 1:
Figures S1B and S1C respectively, and unpublished
data). These MMP13+ cell bodies found around the
tumor periphery in WT but not MMP13 KO mice sug-
gest the presence of peritumor (and possibly infiltrating)
MMP13+ stromal cells which may contribute to the al-
tered TACS patterns and metastases observed in WT
versus MMP13 KO mice. These results, together with
our finding that MMP13+ staining appears localized
with the “barrier-like” Collagen I fibers around the tumor
periphery in the TACS-2 (WT) condition (Additional file 2:
Figure S2), all suggest that MMP13 in particular may be a
principal contributor to TACS phenotype. The fact that
MMP13 KO results in TACS-1 collagen patterning similar
to what others have seen in “early stage” tumors in their
mammary tumor models [5] suggests that the lack of
MMP13 prevents the tumor stroma from progressing to a
“late stage” structure. This is supported by the literature
observation that MMP13 can be a critical mediator of
“early stage” tumor events [59].
In addition to these macrostructural collagen I

changes, which we posit may impact tumor cells’ inva-
sive potential, we also found changes in collagen I micro-
structure as measured by SHG. As described above and
previously, SHG is sensitive to changes in collagen
microstructure including regularity of collagen fibrils
within larger collagen fibers; fibril compaction; and fibril
diameter, tilt angle, or pitch angle [4,7,9,27,34,37-41],
and therefore SHG signal normalized to collagen I levels
can provide a quantitative measure of collagen I micro-
structure which is less dependent on changes in collagen
I protein levels. Furthermore, typically as the diameter of
collagen fibrils or small fibers (i.e. small bundles of fi-
brils) increases, their SHG becomes more forward-
directed, and thus the FSHG/BSHG ratio also increases
[42]. Therefore our findings of lower collagen I BSHG

(Figure 6A), and higher FSHG/BSHG (Figure 6B), in WT
versus MMP KO mice is seemingly consistent with our
observations of generally more large rod-like collagen I
fibers in WT mice, versus apparently thinner and more
diffuse collagen I fibers on average in MMP13 KO mice
(Figures 3, 4 and 5). These findings also introduce the
possibility that changes in collagen I microstructure (as
measured by SHG) may alter collagen I’s ability to form
larger rod-like fibers, thus altering the relative propor-
tions of “diffuse” versus “large fiber” collagen I (and
TACS patterning) in WT versus MMP13 KO mice
(Figures 3, 4 and 5).
In further support of our work here, another report

using mouse mammary tumor virus polyoma middle T
(MMTV-PyMT) mice crossed with MMP13 KO mice,
noted proportionately more “thin collagen fibers” (rela-
tive to total collagen) in tumors from MMP13 KO com-
pared to WT mice as assessed by picrosirius red staining
under linearly polarized light [31], although in this study
additional macro- or micro-structural collagen changes,
and collagen I in particular, were not investigated. Our
data here suggest further that collagen I may be a princi-
pal contributor to these MMP13-regulated changes in
collagen architecture and organization, at least in some
mammary tumor models.
This hypothesis that changes in collagen I microstruc-

tural properties (measurable by SHG) may in turn contrib-
ute to observable changes in collagen I macrostructure
requires further investigation in future studies beyond the
scope of this report, but we can propose at least several
ways by which this might occur. Regulation of collagen I
fibril formation, fiber length and thickness, and
organization is exceedingly complex and may involve nu-
merous cellular and biochemical interactions with colla-
gen I, just a few of which include protease activity
by many MMPs, proteoglycan interactions, and/or
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interactions of collagen I with other fibrillar or fibrillar-
associated collagen subtypes or other ECM molecules
[20,60,61]. Notably, there are several mechanisms by
which MMP-13 in particular could induce collagen I
microstructural changes, which further manifest them-
selves as macrostructural changes in collagen I fiber diam-
eter. First, MMP-13 cleaves the collagen I amino terminal
non-helical telopeptide end [62], which in turn promotes
lateral fiber growth whereas leaving this site intact de-
creases lateral growth and is associated with initial forma-
tion of thin fibrils [63,64] – thus providing robust support
for our results that WT mice (i.e. with normal MMP-13
cleavage of this site) show thicker fibers, whereas
MMP13-KO mice (lacking MMP-13 cleavage of this site)
have proportionately more thin (diffuse) fibers. Moreover,
MMP-13 has been shown to degrade decorin [65], a pro-
teoglycan known to be a key regulator of collagen I fiber
diameter [66]. Further supporting our results, less decorin
(i.e. more MMP-13) has typically been associated with
thicker collagen I fibers [67,68], as we saw in the WT
mice. Finally, MMP-13 can degrade collagen III which
may result in altered fiber-diameter regulating interactions
between collagen I and collagen III [69], or between colla-
gen I and amino-terminal propeptide of type III
procollagen which is thought to interact with Collagen I
to regulate fiber diameter [70,71].

Conclusions
In this work we have directly shifted a mouse model of
breast cancer from one TACS state to another by knock-
out of stromal MMP13, implicating stromal MMP13 as
one driver of TACS state. This also altered the meta-
static output in a manner consistent with the TACS lit-
erature, although the relationship between TACS and
metastatic output is not necessarily causal based upon
our data. This suggests that pharmacological manipula-
tion of MMP13 activity is an attractive avenue of explor-
ation in order to manipulate TACS state and hence
attempt to alter metastatic output. In total, these novel
findings that MMP13 may have beneficial roles in cancer
biology by significantly altering collagen I dynamics and
metastatic potential, help to further clarify MMP13’s po-
tentially protective roles in tumor pathology and thus fa-
cilitate future design of more specifically targeted and
effective MMP-based therapies that minimize risks to
the patient.

Additional files

Additional file 1: Figure S1. Decreased MMP13 expression in MMP13
KO tumors. WT and MMP13 KO mice were implanted with E0771
mammary tumors as described. (A) Following excision of the primary
tumor, MMP13 gene expression was assessed by quantitative PCR (qPCR)
and normalized to 1, showing decreased MMP13 expression in MMP13
KO versus WT tumors (p < .03) in the same cohort of WT (n=6) and
MMP13 KO (n=4) mice. In addition, following immunofluorescence
labeling for MMP13, the tumors from the (B) WT mice had peritumor
MMP13+ cell bodies which were not apparent in the tumors from the
(C) MMP13 KO mice. To assure details are visible for illustrative purposes,
the original grayscale MMP13 immunofluorescence is shown with
“Green” LUT applied in ImageJ, with levels (screen stretch) linear and set
the same for both images.

Additional file 2: Figure S2. MMP13 at the tumor periphery is
patterned like Collagen I in TACS-2. MMP13 immunofluorescence of
adjacent sections of the same WT tumor as depicted in Figures 3A and
5A illustrates that MMP13 protein expression appears to align with the
TACS-2 patterned Collagen I fibers depicted in Figures 3A and 5A, which
are robust and oriented in a “barrier like” fashion around the tumor
periphery, as is the MMP13 labeling shown here. Fiber banding patterns
are visible amidst the MMP13 fluorescence labeling in this image. For
illustrative purposes, the original grayscale MMP13 immunofluorescence
is shown with a spectral lookup table (“Fire” LUT in ImageJ) applied and
linear screen stretch (levels) set to assure details are visible for qualitative
presentation.
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Abstract. Alteration of the extracellular matrix in tumor stroma influences efficiency of cell locomotion away from
the primary tumor into surrounding tissues and vasculature, thereby affecting metastatic potential. We study matrix
changes in breast cancer through the use of second harmonic generation (SHG) of collagen in order to improve the
current understanding of breast tumor stromal development. Specifically, we utilize a quantitative analysis of the
ratio of forward to backward propagating SHG signal (F/B ratio) to monitor collagen throughout ductal and lobular
carcinoma development. After detection of a significant decrease in the F/B ratio of invasive but not in situ ductal
carcinoma compared with healthy tissue, the collagen F/B ratio is investigated to determine the evolution of fibrillar
collagen changes throughout tumor progression. Results are compared with the progression of lobular carcinoma,
whose F/B signature also underwent significant evolution during progression, albeit in a different manner, which
offers insight into varying methods of tissue penetration and collagen manipulation between the carcinomas. This
research provides insights into trends of stromal reorganization throughout breast tumor development. © The Authors.
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1 Introduction
There are two primary forms of invasive breast carcinomas, duc-
tal and lobular, named after the breast structure from which they
originate. The replication of tumor cells within these structures
without interacting with the surrounding tissue is called carci-
noma in situ, where ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) makes up
25 to 30% of all diagnosed breast cancer.1 Seventy-five to 80%
of invasive breast carcinomas are categorized as invasive ductal
carcinoma (IDC),2 which is the progression of a primary tumor
from within the breast duct to an invasion of surrounding tissue
by penetrating through the basement membrane of the duct.
Invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC) is the invasive growth of
cancer cells that originate in the lobules and penetrate the sur-
rounding breast tissue. Lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS) is
characterized as abnormal proliferation of acinar cells in term-
inal ductal lobular units that are commonly undetectable by
mammograms but, if detected (usually in biopsies taken for
other reasons), can serve as a marker for increased risk of future
invasive carcinomas (ILC or IDC) in either breast.3 With the
increased capabilities of early detection and treatment of cancer,
mortality rates due to the primary tumor have decreased, and
currently 90% of cancer mortality is a result of metastatic
events.4 It is therefore becoming increasingly important to
uncover prognostic markers that can help us understand the
metastatic potential of a primary tumor to aid in determining
the optimal course of patient treatment, as well as for assisting
in the creation of new methods of treatment. Previous research

points to tumor size,5,6 lymph-node status,6 histologic grade,7

urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA) protein levels,8,9 as
well as other genetic and physiological factors of the tumor
to predict levels of metastasis.10 Changes in these factors are
accompanied by changes in the extracellular matrix (ECM) in
the tumor stroma10–12 that result from the release of signals
and proteases from surrounding stromal cells such as cancer
associated fibroblasts13 and macrophages.14 A major focus of
ECM modification is alterations in collagen, including degrada-
tion of collagen IV, XV, & XVIII in the basement membrane
surrounding the tumor,15 and remodeling of collagen I through-
out the connective tissue.13,16,17 Modified fibrillar collagen in the
connective tissue allows for a more efficient dispersal of tumor
cells into the surrounding tissue and vasculature to spread to a
secondary location.16,17

Second harmonic generation (SHG) is a scattering phenom-
enon in which two incoming photons of the same wavelength
are scattered by a noncentrosymmetric structure into one photon
of exactly half the wavelength. The resultant emission is coher-
ent, hence the directionality, intensity, and polarization of the
outgoing light are sensitive to various properties of the scat-
terers, including scatterer order and spacing and angle, as
well as overall spatial extent of the scatterer distribution
along the laser axis.18–20 Collagen, primarily type I collagen,
is capable of producing an SHG signal that can be detected
in biological samples and used as a technique for monitoring
the changes in ECM structure throughout tumor development.
This technique results in high-resolution two-photon images
without the need for fluorescent staining and without photo-
bleaching and can be applied to the surface of a primary
tumor, excised tissue, or a sectioned sample to provide insight
into matrix properties.
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The progression of breast tumors is diagnosed along a two-
axis classification scheme, based upon the ability to visually
differentiate the tumor cells from healthy cells, as well as the
stage of the growth and metastatic properties of the tumor
(see Sec. 2.2). Fenhalls et al. used Northern analysis of
tumor samples to show that tumor staging is accompanied by
changes in the level of collagen mRNA.21 Following this
study, many groups have incorporated two-photon techniques
to analyze collagen SHG signals in an attempt to differentiate
healthy and tumor tissue. Morphological collagen changes,
such as the shape of fibrillar collagen22 or its orientation with
regards to the border of the primary tumor,23 have been inves-
tigated in order to differentiate between healthy and malignant
tumors as well as to predict survival rates associated with pri-
mary tumor samples. Further studies have incorporated third
harmonic generation signals24 or intrinsic fluorescence analy-
sis25,26 to increase the morphological information provided by
a tumor sample and to standardize quantitative SHG measure-
ments using the ratio of SHG/two-photon excited fluorescence
(TPEF). In a mouse model of epithelial carcinoma SHG and
TPEF of intrinsic signals was used to track the progression
of tumors throughout different pathological phases.27 Zhuo
et al. showed that backward propagating SHG of freshly
removed ectocervical samples could be used to differentiate
between healthy tissue, cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (pre-
cancer), and cancer, showing the potential of SHG techniques
to not only differentiate between healthy and tumor tissue
intra-operatively but to provide insight into the progression
of the tumor.28

The ratio of the forward to backward propagating SHG sig-
nal (F/B ratio) is sensitive to the spatial extent of the scatterers
along the optical axis (in collagen, the effective fibril diameter)
as well as order versus disorder in fibril packing.18–20 In this
study we will use the phrase collagen “microstructural proper-
ties” to indicate those properties of an individual collagen fiber,
which influence SHG F/B from that fiber, as distinct from col-
lagen “morphology,”which will indicate macroscopic properties
such as fiber orientation, tortuosity, and overall density of fibers.
It has been shown previously that the F/B ratio can be used to
differentiate between healthy and tumor ovarian cancer,29 which
is particularly interesting because F/B analysis is intrinsically
ratiometric and hence is less susceptible to variations in excita-
tion intensity and is also less susceptible to user-to-user
variability of morphology-based analysis techniques. We are
interested in exploring the application of F/B imaging to breast
tumor samples to learn about the evolution of fibrillar collagen
microstructural properties during tumor progression.

2 Methods

2.1 Breast Cancer Tissue Samples

The samples used throughout this study are primarily tissue
microarray (TMA) slides, which are composed of 0.6- to
1.0-mm-diameter samples from cylindrical cores of paraffin
embedded tissue specimens sectioned into 5-μm thick slices.
One advantage of these samples is that due to their thickness
the effect of subsequent scattering or absorption of SHG
light is negligible [the absorption coefficient is μa ∼ 20 cm−1,
while the reduced scattering coefficient is μ 0s ∼ 10 cm−1.30,31

Each 5-μm thick, ∼1.0-mm-diameter specimen corresponds
with a different patient/tumor and is mounted on a slide, with
several tens of samples on each slide. The tumor specimens

are staged by a certified pathologist, and every tenth section
of the TMA block is used to create an H&E stained slide,
which is analyzed by the pathologist to ensure that each sample
is within the tumor and demonstrates properties of the diagnosis.
Hence in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the sample,
each tissue section is at least 50 μm from the tumor surface. In
the plane of the sample, sections are chosen that are entirely
within the tumor and do not contain significant healthy tissue,
based upon inspection of the adjacent H&E stained slides. How-
ever, the distance from the outer edge of the core to the tumor
surface is not known. Consequently any significant variation of
tumor SHG properties with distance from the tumor edge may
increase the variance in our measurements.

The breast cancer tissue microarray samples used throughout
this study came from two sources. Samples of healthy breast
tissue, as well as various grades and stages of IDC and ILC,
were purchased from Biomax (Rockville Maryland, slides
BR1921, BR20830, BR805, BR961, and BR954). Pure DCIS
and IDC tissue microarray slides were received from Dr.
Ping Tang and created in the Department of Pathology and
Laboratory Medicine at the University of Rochester Medical
Center.

In addition to the tissue microarray samples, several LCIS
and ILC samples were generated from paraffin embedded tissue
blocks, cut to 5 μm thickness. In these samples we utilized an
adjacent H&E stained slide to identify the region of tumor, then
generated a single SHG field of view from the center of tumor in
the unstained slide. Table 1 summarizes which samples were
used to create each data set.

2.2 Sample Grading and Staging

Invasive breast tumors are graded on a three-state classification
system dependent upon tubule formation, nuclear polymorph-
ism, and mitotic count, where Grade 1 has the most differen-
tiated tissue with the best prognosis and Grade 3 is the least
differentiated with the worst prognosis. The TNM staging sys-
tem is a method of tumor classification determined by the size of
the primary tumor (T), regional lymph node involvement (N),
and presence of distant metastases (M). Staging of the primary
tumor (T) as well as the metastatic events in the lymph node (N)
incorporates multiple degrees of staging as opposed to meta-
static staging (M), which is a binary system determined simply
by the presence or absence of a distant metastases. The primary
tumor staging is split into categories based on tumor diameters
of between 1 to 20 mm (T1), between 20 to 50 mm (T2), and
greater than 50 mm (T3). Tumors that have penetrated the chest
wall or skin, independent of the size of the tumor are staged as
T4 tumors. The lymph node (LN) staging scale begins at N0
indicating there are no metastatic events present in the LN
that are greater than 0.2 mm or 200 cells. The two middle stages,
N1 andN2, describe increasing involvement in the axillary LNs,
or metastasis to the internal mammary LNs without spread to the
axillary LNs. Specifically, N1 tumors have either micrometas-
tases, one to three axillary LN metastases, or sentinel LN metas-
tases detected through biopsy. N2 tumors are characterized by
four to nine axillary LN metastases, or clinically detected sen-
tinel LN metastases. N3 stage is the most far reaching metastatic
LN events, including either greater than 10 axillary events with
at least one event greater than 2 mm, infraclavicular LN metas-
tases, or clinically detected internal mammary and axillary LN
metastases.32 Note that grading information was not available
for ILC samples, which are uniformly low grade, nor was M
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stage information available because distant metastases for this
tumor type, if they occur, usually appear many years after initial
diagnosis and hence are not known during preparation of the
TMA. All samples were classified based upon the aforemen-
tioned grading and staging scheme by a certified pathologist,
and all parties were blinded to the classification of the samples
during image acquisition and analysis.

2.3 Imaging

The excitation light is a Spectra Physics MaiTai Ti:Sapphire
laser at 810 nm, with 100 fs pulses at 80 MHz. It is directed
to the sample through an Olympus BX61WI upright micro-
scope, with beam scanning and image acquisition controlled
by an Olympus Fluoview FV300 scanning system. Before enter-
ing the scan box, the laser passes through a Berek compensator
(Model 5540, New Focus) adjusted such that the excitation light
reaching the objective lens is circularly polarized (verified as
<2% variation in transmitted power versus angle of an analyzer
set after the dichroic and before the objective lens). An Olympus
UMPLFL20XW water-immersion lens (20×, 0.5 NA) is used to
focus excitation light and capture backward propagating SHG
signal. After passing through the objective, the signal is sepa-
rated from the excitation beam using a 670-nm short-pass
dichroic mirror, filtered using a 405-nm filter (HQ405/
30m-2P, Chroma, Rockingham, Vermont), and collected by a
photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu HC125-02). In the forward
direction an Olympus 0.9 NA optical condenser was used to
collect the signal, reflected by a 475-nm long-pass dichroic
mirror (475 DCSX, Chroma, Rockingham, Vermont) in order
to remove excess excitation light, filtered by a 405-nm filter
(HQ405/30m-2P, Chroma, Rockingham, VT) and captured by
photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu HC125-02).

2.4 F/B Analysis

Forward and backward images were simultaneously collected as
a stack of 11 images spaced 3 μm apart, with a 660-μm field of
view from unstained samples of IDC, DCIS, ILC, LCIS, and
healthy breast tissue. One stack was made from the geometric
center of each TMA sample. For the non-TMA samples, the
image field in an unstained section was chosen based upon
imaging of an adjacent H&E stained section to identify the

center of the visible tumor structure. Image analysis was con-
ducted in with ImageJ Software.33 Each stack was maximum
intensity projected, serving as an “autofocus” for the effectively
single layer of collagen that exists in these 5-μm sections and
producing a single-image pair for each sample. Projected images
were background subtracted using a maximum intensity projec-
tion of an 11 image scan taken with a closed shutter. Day to day
variations in optical alignments were accounted for by imaging
one tissue sample (not included in the data pool) each day as a
standard SHG sample and determining a normalization factor
for each detector pathway that rendered the signal from that
standard sample constant over time. For each image, a common
threshold was applied to all images taken in that imaging ses-
sion and chosen by a blinded observer to distinguish collagen
pixels from background pixels. The threshold of the backward-
collected image was then used to create a mask, in which all of
the pixels above threshold were set to 1, and all of the pixels
below the threshold were zero. That mask was then used to
exclude background (i.e., non-fiber) pixels from consideration
and the average pixel value of fiber (i.e., non-background) pixels
was calculated from an F/B ratio image. Due to the small sample
thickness (5 μm), we assume that the measured F/B ratio is due
solely to the original ratio of forward-emitted and backward-
emitted SHG and is not significantly affected by subsequent
backscattering of either component.30,31 Note that unless other-
wise specified (see Sec. 2.5) all quantification of SHG F/B is
performed in unstained specimens.

2.5 Analysis of Spatial Heterogeneity of F/B

H&E stained sections of DCIS, LCIS, and healthy breast were
imaged with a CCD camera (Olympus, SP-350) through the
microscope eyepiece and an SHG F/B image of the same
approximate field of view was generated as described above.
Based upon the tissue H&E staining patterns imaged by the
CCD camera, in the SHG images regions of interest within
50 μm of ductal or lobular structures were outlined with ImageJ,
producing at the same time regions of interest greater than
50 μm from ductal or lobular structures. The average F/B
ratio within those regions of interest (per-ductal, peri-lobular,
or distant from either feature) was then calculated as described
in the previous section.

Table 1 Table of the tissue microarray slides that were used, along with how many samples from each slide were used to create each set of results.
The number given (i.e., “BR1921”) is the part number of the Biomax microarray slide, while “URMC” refers to the full sections or tissue microarray
(TMA) slide manufactured by the University of Rochester Department of Pathology. Note that samples are “double counted” in that a sample that is
IDC T1 and N0 would count in both the IDC T1 column as well as the IDC N0 column.

IDC T IDC N IDC M Grade ILC T ILC N

Healthy DCIS T1 T2 T3 T4 N0 N1 N2 N3 M1 M0 1 2 3 LCIS T1 T2 T3 T4 N0 N1 N2 N3

1921 30 7 55 7 6 30 34 8 75 4 57 12 5 49 5 4 42 19 4

20830 5 25 6 5 12 13 13 4 42 4 31 3

954 7 17 10 9 5 8 5 9 19

805 1 4 12 1 8 5 5 1

URMC TMA 20

URMC Full section 8 3
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2.6 Effects of H&E Staining on SHG F/B

In DCIS, LCIS, and healthy breast samples, pairs of adjacent
5-μm sections were cut and mounted on glass slides, and one
of the pair was H&E stained. SHG F/B of each adjacent section
were analyzed as described in F/B Analysis above and com-
pared to determine the effects of H&E staining on SHG F/B.
In addition to quantifying the effects of staining on SHG F/B
averaged over the entire 600-μm field of view, peri-ductal re-
gions, peri-lobular regions, or regions distant from either feature
were independently analyzed as described in Analysis of Spatial
Heterogeneity of F/B above.

2.7 Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed using Prism 5 software
(GraphPad, La Jolla, California). Statistically significant data
was defined as a p-value less than 0.05. Comparisons of two
groups were analyzed using unpaired student’s t-tests. If the
F-test for this data returned a value <0.05, a Mann-Whitney non-
parametric t-test was used. For grouped analysis a one-way
ANOVA was used with a Newman-Keuls multiple comparison
post-hoc test to determine the difference between groups. If the
Barrett’s test for equal variance results in a p-value less than
0.05, a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test with a Dunn’s
post-hoc test was performed.

3 Results
Figure 1 shows images of backscattered SHG signal and F/B
ratio as compared with tissue organization apparent in H&E

staining, taken from the same section of healthy and tumor
samples. These example SHG images demonstrate some typical
collagen morphological changes that occur through the progres-
sion of ductal and lobular carcinoma, including changes in
density, length, and organization of fibrillar collagen as seen in,
for example, the “healthy” SHG image, which has an appear-
ance of many wavy fibers matted together, versus the “IDC”
image where the collagen appears to form sparser, longer, and
straighter fibers.

Changes in SHG F/B ratio were first analyzed in the progres-
sion from healthy tissue to DCIS to IDC, as shown in Fig. 2(a).
The DCIS samples did not differ significantly from the healthy
samples, but both the healthy and the DCIS samples had a sig-
nificantly higher F/B ratio than the IDC samples. While IDC
samples are typically homogenous fields of invasive cells within
tumor matrix, DCIS and healthy tissue exhibit a heterogeneous
structure with obvious clusters of ductal and lobular structures
separated by regions of relatively cell free matrix (Fig. 1). This
leaves open the possibility that SHG F/B in DCIS is indeed
changing, but that these changes are confined to the immediate
vicinity of ductal structures and are missesd in our wide-area
(660 × 660 μm) averaging. In H&E stained samples, we found
no statistically significant difference between F/B in periductal
regions (within 50 μm of ductal structures) versus perilobular
regions or versus regions distant from ducts or lobes (greater
than 50 μm from ductal or lobular structures) in DCIS or in
healthy tissue (n ¼ 5 patients each, p > 0.05, data not shown).
To determine if this use of H&E staining affects SHG F/B,
we evaluated F/B in adjacent tissue sections (one stained, one

Fig. 1 Sample images of five types of tissue analyzed in this study, from top to bottom: healthy tissue, DCIS, LCIS, IDC, and ILC. The left column
shows H&E staining, the middle columns show backward- and forward-scattered SHG, and the right column shows the F/B ratio image.
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unstained) and found no statistically significant difference in
F/B caused by staining in periductal regions, perilobular re-
gions, nor regions distant from ducts or lobes, in either DCIS
or in healthy tissue (N ¼ 5 patients each, p > 0.05, data not
shown).

The fact that SHG F/B in IDC was statistically significantly
different from healthy tissue led to the question of whether all
IDC tumors are immediately differentiable from healthy tissue
or if there is an evolution of the fibrillar collagen microstructural
properties that become significantly different at a specific grade
or stage. Looking first at tumor grade, which signifies how dif-
ferent the tumor cells appear in comparison to healthy cells, it
was apparent that Grade 1 tumors were not significantly differ-
ent from healthy tissue [Fig. 2(b)]. As this tumor type pro-
gressed to Grade 2, it developed a significantly lower F/B
ratio which remained at approximately this level for Grade 3
tumors as well.

Invasive tumor staging is determined by the TMN system,
which is dependent on three different properties of the tumor,
including its size (T), extent of LN metastatic events (N),
and metastasis to sites other than LNs (M) (as described in
Sec. 2.2). The F/B ratio was measured as a function of these
three categories to determine the change of collagen micro-
structural properties throughout different stages of IDC tumor
development. The F/B ratio was significantly lower in all stages
of T-progression than in healthy tissue, but there were no
differences or noticeable trends throughout the groups
[Fig. 3(a)].

One of the more interesting questions regarding the use of
SHG analysis to study breast cancer progression is how the
microstructural properties of fibrillar collagen in the primary
tumor (as indicated by SHG F/B) relate to the potential of
the tumor to metastasize. Figure 3(b) shows that the binary
M-status did not have a significant effect on the F/B ratio of
IDC tumors. However, this M-status is coarse, in that it divides
tumors into only two categories, those with and without known
metastases to distant organs other than the lymph nodes. It is
possible to further test the relationship between SHG F/B
and metastatic potential of a tumor by looking at N-stage pro-
gression, which increases through four classification stages
dependent upon the severity of LN involvement in metastatic
events (as described in Sec. 2.2). This gives a more detailed
description than M-status, because metastatic events in the

LNs are more commonly detected than in other secondary
sites, and the scale of progression is more finely detailed than
the simple binary grading of the M-status. Figure 3(c) shows that
between healthy tissue and IDC tumors that are not metastatic to
the LNs (N0) or minimally metastatic breast tumors (N1, N2),
there is a significant decrease in the F/B ratio of SHGþ pixels
relative to healthy tissue. However, in the N3 stage F/B is not
different from healthy tissue. We then pooled the N0, N1, and
N2 data and compared this pooled set to the N3 data. This
allows us to compare SHG F/B for highly metastatic IDC
tumors, which have either greater than 10 axillary events with
at least one event greater than 2 mm, infraclavicular LN metas-
tases, or clinically detected internal mammary and axillary LN
metastases (i.e., N3), versus those less metastatic IDC tumors,
which do not have any of those properties (i.e., N0, N1, or N2).
This reveals a statistically significant difference between the two
groups [Fig. 3(d)].

In order to gain further understanding of breast cancer pro-
gression, the same analysis was run on lobular carcinoma sam-
ples, to understand how SHG F/B evolves after initiation of the
tumor in a different location. ILC showed a significant decrease
in F/B ratio compared with healthy tissue, but was not signifi-
cantly different from the ratio of IDC [Fig. 4(a)]. In contrast to
the behavior of F/B in ductal carcinoma, LCIS showed a signif-
icant decrease in F/B ratio relative to healthy breast, with no
significant difference between LCIS and ILC [Fig. 4(b)]. In a
similar fashion to IDC and DCIS discussed above, ILC samples
are typically homogenous fields of invasive cells within tumor
matrix, while LCIS and healthy tissue exhibit a heterogeneous
structure with obvious clusters of ductal and lobular structures
separated by regions of relatively cell free matrix (Fig. 1). This
leaves open the possibility that SHG F/B in LCIS is indeed
changing, but that these changes are confined to the immediate
vicinity of lobular structures and are missed in our wide-area
(660 × 660 μm) averaging. In H&E stained samples, we found
no statistically significant difference between F/B in perilobular
regions (within 50 μm of lobular structures) versus periductal
regions or versus regions distant from ducts or lobes (greater
than 50 μm from ductal or lobular structures) in LCIS or in
healthy tissue (n ¼ 5 patients each, p > 0.05, data not shown).
To determine if this use of H&E staining affects SHG F/B we
evaluated F/B in adjacent tissue sections (one stained, one un-
stained) and found no statistically significant difference in F/B

Fig. 2 IDC F/B ratio throughout (a) ductal carcinoma progression and (b) increasing grade, or decreasing tumor cell differentiation. (a) These results
show no difference between DCIS (n ¼ 20) and healthy tissue (n ¼ 37), but there was a significant difference between IDC (n ¼ 147) and the two other
tissue types. (b) As the IDC tumor progresses into higher grades the F/B ratio differs significantly from healthy tissue. Specifically, there is no difference
between healthy and Grade 1 IDC (n ¼ 8), but both of these are significantly higher than Grade 2 IDC (n ¼ 88). Grade 3 (n ¼ 15) is significantly lower
than healthy tissue. Error bars represent standard error and * signifies a significant difference between the pair indicated by brackets.
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Fig. 3 IDC F/B ratio as a function of (a) T-stage, (b)M-status, and (c) and (d)N-stage. (a) Healthy tissue (n ¼ 37) was significantly higher than all T stages
(sample sizes of T1-T4 were n ¼ 12, n ¼ 97, n ¼ 24, and n ¼ 11, respectively). (b) The average F/B ratio of M1 tumors (n ¼ 9) was not significantly
different than theM0 tumors (n ¼ 136). (c) The F/B of healthy tissue was significantly greater than that ofN0 (n ¼ 51),N1 (n ¼ 52), andN2 (n ¼ 29), but
was not significantly different thanN3 (n ¼ 9). (d) F/B ofN3 tumors, which have 10 or greater lymph-nodemetastatic events, is significantly greater than
tumors with less lymph-node involvement, i.e., N0 to N2 tumors. (e) From left to right are the backward-scattered SHG image, forward-scattered SHG
image, and the F/B ratio image for healthy tissue (top), N0 IDC (middle), and N3 IDC (bottom). Error bars represent standard error and * signifies a
significant difference between the pair indicated by brackets. An * directly on a single bar, without a bracket, represents a significant difference from all
other groups being compared.

Fig. 4 F/B ratio of (a) ILC, (b) LCIS, (c) ILC N-stage, and (d) and (e) ILC T-stage. (a) F/B ratio of ILC (n ¼ 153) is not significantly different than IDC
(n ¼ 145), but are both significantly lower than healthy breast tissue (n ¼ 37). (b) LCIS (n ¼ 8) and ILC are both significantly lower than healthy breast
tissue. (c) All N-stage ILC tumors are significantly lower than healthy tissue (n ¼ 49, n ¼ 29, n ¼ 11, and n ¼ 4, for N0 to N3, respectively). (d) T1
(n ¼ 29), T2 (n ¼ 96), and T3 (n ¼ 12) ILC tumors all had significantly lower F/B ratios than healthy tissue, but T4 (n ¼ 10) tumors were not significantly
different than healthy tissue. (e) T4 ILC tumors were significantly higher than pooled T1-3 ILC tumors. Error bars represent standard error, and * signifies
a significant difference between the pair indicated by brackets. An * directly on a single bar, without a bracket, represents a significant difference
from all other groups being compared.
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caused by staining in perilobular regions, periductal regions, nor
regions distant from ducts or lobes, in either LCIS or in healthy
tissue (n ¼ 5 patients each, p > 0.05, data not shown).

N-status analysis of ILC samples showed that there was a
significant decrease in the F/B ratio for all N groups relative
to healthy tissue, with no significant difference between any
of the stages studied [Fig. 4(c)], similar to the trend of IDC
for groups N0-N2 but unlike the behavior of IDC N3 tumors.
Analysis of the effects of T-status on the fibrillar collagen
showed that the F/B ratio decreased significantly between
healthy tissue and T1, T2, and T3, stages while T4 is no longer
differentiable from healthy tissue [Fig. 4(d)]. T4 is characterized
by the interaction of any size tumors with either the chest wall or
the skin, hence we pooled the other T stages of tumor (produ-
cing a group of any sized tumor that does not interact with the
chest wall nor the skin) and compare the pooled group to the T4
tumors, demonstrating a significant difference in the F/B ratio
[Fig. 4(e)] between these two groups.

4 Discussion
We analyzed SHG F/B images throughout breast tumor progres-
sion in order to understand how this optical signature, which is
influenced by fibrillar collagen microstructural properties,
evolved alongside the tumor size, cell morphology, and meta-
static changes that determine the grade and stage of the tumor.
This provided several insights into the biology of ductal and
lobular carcinoma.

4.1 Biology of Ductal Carcinoma

The changes in SHG F/B in Fig. 2(a) demonstrate that there is no
significant alteration in fibrillar collagen microstructural proper-
ties between healthy breast tissue and DCIS, but that there is an
alteration in them as the tumor progresses from an in situ to an
invasive carcinoma. This is consistent with the fact that the
majority of SHGþ collagen fibers in healthy tissue are surround-
ing the ducts, so as the tumor cells exclusively fill in the ducts in
DCIS, the surrounding collagen microstructural properties
remain relatively unaffected. It is only when the tumor cells
begin to invade the breast tissue outside of the duct that they
induce changes in microstructural properties of the surrounding
fibrillar collagen, as observed in the statistically significant
difference between SHG F/B of IDC and healthy breast tissue
[Fig. 2(a)].

Taking a closer look at this phenomenon, we examined
whether invasion through the basement membrane into the sur-
rounding tissue (i.e., the transition from DCIS to IDC) causes an
immediate change in the F/B ratio by comparing SHG F/B to the
grade of the IDC tumor [Fig. 2(b)]. Our results showed that in
Grade 1 IDC the F/B ratio is still not significantly different from
the DCIS tissue nor the healthy tissue, but as IDC progresses to a
Grade 2 or 3 tumor, the SHG F/B ratio becomes significantly
different. This suggests that the overall fibrillar collagen micro-
structural properties as determined by the F/B ratio are con-
stantly evolving away from the healthy state as the IDC tumor
cells become less differentiated.

Regarding the changes in primary tumor F/B seen throughout
IDC tumor staging, there is interestingly no difference between
the IDC samples that are at different primary tumor sizes (T
stage), although they are all different than the healthy tissue
cohort. Presumably, the transition from healthy to tumor SHG
F/B occurs when tumors are small enough to not be included in
our cohorts of tumor samples, which means that it occurs when

the tumor diameter is less than 1 mm. Once tumors are greater
than 1 mm and hence large enough to be included in the T1-4
grading scheme, the size of the primary tumor does not influ-
ence collagen microstructural properties as quantified by SHG
F/B. Combined with the fact that F/B of Grade 1 IDC does not
differ significantly from healthy tissue, this suggests that during
early tumor growth and progression, there is a complex interplay
between tumor size and grade, whereby small high-grade
tumors may produce a more significantly altered matrix than
larger low-grade ones.

As tissues progress from healthy toN0 IDC (IDC with no LN
involvement), the SHG F/B ratio statistically significantly
decreases, and remains low as tumors progress to N1 (small
metastatic events or ≤3 axillary events) and N2 (4–9 axillary
events or clinically detected internal mammary LN metastases).
Interestingly, as tumors progress to N3 stage (>10 events,
further reaching LN metastases, or metastases to both internal
mammary and axillary LN) SHG F/B becomes indistinguishable
from healthy F/B [Fig. 3(c)] and is markedly different from the
pooled group of other IDC tumors [Fig. 3(d)]. This evolution of
SHG F/B suggests two intriguing possibilities. The first is based
upon the view that N-stage progression is a chronological pro-
gression, with a single IDC advancing from having no LN
metastases, through the subsequent N stages, and ending as
an IDC with distant LN metastases. From that perspective,
this data demonstrates that during tumor progression fibrillar
collagen microstructural properties evolve in ways that affect
SHG F/B and raises the possibility that this evolution may influ-
ence efficient travel of metastatic tumor cells to distant LNs.
After the initial evolution of collagen microstructural properties
from normal to abnormal as the tissue progresses from healthy
to an N0 tumor, there is a subsequent “normalization” back to
the microstructural properties of healthy fibrillar collagen (as
quantified by F/B) that may facilitate distant metastasis and
lead to the N3 highly metastatic case. Alternatively, these matrix
changes may not represent an evolution of individual tumors in
time, but suggest instead that those tumors that do not undergo
an initial decrease in SHG F/B as the tissue first progresses from
healthy to cancerous and maintains a high F/B, may be more
likely to produce extensive distant metastases. Although the
F/B ratio reveals that there is a similarity in the collagen micro-
structural properties between the N3 tumor and healthy tissue,
inspection of SHG images of healthy andN3 samples reveal that
these similarities do not extend to the overall morphology of the
fibers, as these are noticeably different between the two tissue
states as shown in Fig. 4(d).

In traditionalM staging, IDC tumors are divided intoM0 (no
known metastases to distant non-lymph-node organs) and M1
(any number of metastases to distant non-lymph-node organs).
For IDC tumors, there is no relationship between SHG F/B and
M status group [Fig. 3(b)]. This suggests either that there is no
relationship between fibrillar collagen microstructural properties
and the ability of the IDC to metastasize to different (non-LN)
organs, or that the act of pooling all numbers of metastases to
any non-LN organs into the single category of “M1” has hidden
any subtle differences such as those that were evident in IDC
when classified according to the more finely divided N stage
classification scheme.

4.2 Biology of Lobular Carcinoma

Like IDC, ILC causes a change in the fibrillar collagen micro-
structural properties in breast tissue, as indicated by a decrease
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in the F/B ratio relative to healthy tissue [Fig. 4(a)]. However,
LCIS F/B is significantly different from healthy tissue F/B
whereas DCIS is not [Fig. 4(b)]. This difference in matrix altera-
tions is consistent with the significant difference in behavior of
the two diseases. Unlike DCIS, which is categorized as cancer
and if left untreated is likely to progress to IDC,34 LCIS is
described as a development of abnormal cells, which is not
believed to progress to ILC (although it does correlate with
increased likelihood of the patient developing ILC or IDC
later in life).3

In contrast to IDC, the stage of LN involvement [Fig. 4(c)]
has no effect on the F/B ratio of ILC, and all N stages are sta-
tistically different from healthy tissue. The stable F/B ratio
throughout increasing LN involvement could result from the
ILC’s characteristic lack of a strong inflammatory response after
penetrating the basement membrane,35 a response that would
otherwise aid in the remodeling of the stromal collagen through
recruitment of fibroblasts and macrophages.13,14 In ILC there is
a change in SHG F/B with tumor T stage, specifically a loss of
F/B difference relative to healthy tissue that occurs in the T4
stage of tumor progression [Fig. 4(c) and 4(d)], which is when
the tumor interacts with tissues surrounding the breast, such as
chest and skin. The marked difference between behavior of
IDC and ILC at this stage contrasts with the close quantitative
similarity of F/B values between the tumor types at earlier T
stages [compare Figs. 3(a) and 4(d)]. This suggests that the
mechanisms by which ILC and IDC recruit stromal cells to pro-
duce the collagenous matrix is subtly different, a difference that
only becomes evident once the source of stromal cells shifts
from breast tissue to the chest wall and/or the skin.

5 Conclusion
This study has shown a series of changes in collagen microstruc-
tural properties, as evaluated with SHG F/B, that occur through-
out ductal and lobular carcinoma progression, including those
that accompany growth, metastasis and changes in tissue mor-
phology. SHG F/B has revealed a surprisingly complex evolu-
tion of the matrix with grade and T,N, andM stage with perhaps
the most interesting result being the fact that IDC tumors with
the most “normal” F/B values have the largest number of distant
LN metastases. This offers the possibility that either developing
breast tumors undergo a “normalization” of collagen micro-
structural properties (but not macroscopic morphology) that cor-
relates with enhanced distant metastases, or that those tissues
that retain their healthy collagen microstructural properties
upon transition to IDC are most likely to produce significant
numbers of distant metastases.
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Using second harmonic generation to
predict patient outcome in solid tumors
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Abstract

Background: Over-treatment of estrogen receptor positive (ER+), lymph node-negative (LNN) breast cancer patients
with chemotherapy is a pressing clinical problem that can be addressed by improving techniques to predict tumor
metastatic potential. Here we demonstrate that analysis of second harmonic generation (SHG) emission direction in
primary tumor biopsies can provide prognostic information about the metastatic outcome of ER+, LNN breast cancer,
as well as stage 1 colorectal adenocarcinoma.

Methods: SHG is an optical signal produced by fibrillar collagen. The ratio of the forward-to-backward emitted
SHG signals (F/B) is sensitive to changes in structure of individual collagen fibers. F/B from excised primary tumor
tissue was measured in a retrospective study of LNN breast cancer patients who had received no adjuvant systemic
therapy and related to metastasis-free survival (MFS) and overall survival (OS) rates. In addition, F/B was studied
for its association with the length of progression-free survival (PFS) in a subgroup of ER+ patients who received
tamoxifen as first-line treatment for recurrent disease, and for its relation with OS in stage I colorectal and stage 1
lung adenocarcinoma patients.

Results: In 125 ER+, but not in 96 ER-negative (ER-), LNN breast cancer patients an increased F/B was significantly
associated with a favorable MFS and OS (log rank trend for MFS: p = 0.004 and for OS: p = 0.03). On the other hand,
an increased F/B was associated with shorter PFS in 60 ER+ recurrent breast cancer patients treated with tamoxifen
(log rank trend p = 0.02). In stage I colorectal adenocarcinoma, an increased F/B was significantly related to poor OS
(log rank trend p = 0.03), however this relationship was not statistically significant in stage I lung adenocarcinoma.

Conclusion: Within ER+, LNN breast cancer specimens the F/B can stratify patients based upon their potential for
tumor aggressiveness. This offers a “matrix-focused” method to predict metastatic outcome that is complementary
to genomic “cell-focused” methods. In combination, this and other methods may contribute to improved metastatic
prediction, and hence may help to reduce patient over-treatment.

Keywords: Cancer, Collagen, Second harmonic generation, F/B ratio, Prognosis

Background
Breast cancer is the leading cause of cancer related mor-
tality in women [1], predominantly due to metastasis [2].
After surgical resection of the primary tumor, the clinician
must choose adjuvant therapy based upon the metastatic
potential. Due to their aggressive biological behavior, ER-
negative (ER-) tumors are treated with chemotherapy in

the majority of patients. However, in ER+ patients whose
cancer has not yet spread to the lymph nodes (LNN), the
choice between hormonal therapy alone, or in combin-
ation with chemotherapy, is more uncertain. Following
current standard of care, it is estimated that 40 % of these
patients will be “over-treated”, receiving chemotherapy
even though they would not go on to develop metastatic
disease, causing many to endure the emotional distress
and severe side effects accompanying chemotherapy [3].
As such, there is a pressing clinical need to accurately pre-
dict which ER+, LNN patients have a lower metastatic po-
tential and thus can be spared from over-treatment.
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Metastatic potential and treatment response can be
predicted to varying degrees of accuracy using traditional
histopathology, gene expression measurements [4–8],
immunohistochemistry of gene related protein products
[9, 10], mass-spectrometry based protein levels [11], image
analysis of cell-stromal interactions within the tumor [12],
and various other techniques. These techniques provide
insights into neoplastic cell function, however, implicit in
Steven Paget’s “Seed and Soil” hypothesis is the idea that
metastasis involves interactions between tumor cells and
their microenvironment [13]. Therefore, we have explored
the possibility that the tumor extracellular matrix, specific-
ally the structure of individual collagen fibers as quantified
with second harmonic generation microscopy, may pro-
vide additional information on tumor metastatic ability.
SHG is an intrinsic optical signal in which two incoming

photons scatter off of material, producing one emission
photon of half the incoming wavelength (Fig. 1). In
tumors, SHG is generated by fibrillar collagen and is sensi-
tive to the microscopic structure of the scattering material.
Hence SHG emission directionality is sensitive to the
diameter of the fibrils that are bundled into collagen
fibers, as well as their spacing within the fiber, and the dis-
order in their packing [14–16]. The ratio of the forward-
emitted to backward-emitted SHG (where “forward” is the
direction of the incident excitation laser) is known as the
F/B ratio and is sensitive to these structural properties of
collagen fibers (Fig. 1) [14–16]. Note that these structural
properties are intrinsic properties of individual fibers, as
opposed to the overall orientation distribution, and its an-
isotropy, of ensembles of fibers [17]. We have shown that
the average F/B of patient biopsy samples can differentiate
healthy and breast tumor tissue, and changes with tumor
grade and stage [18]. Since SHG is an intrinsic optical sig-
nature, measurements of F/B can be performed on typical
pathology slides without additional contrast reagents. Fur-
thermore, determination of the average F/B in a sample
involves only a straightforward, automated application of
pixel intensity analysis that does not require a trained ob-
server. Therefore F/B analysis is an attractive candidate to
apply to the prediction of tumor aggressiveness. Here we
show that F/B can predict MFS in ER+, LNN breast can-
cer patients. Similar automated analysis can be performed
on the larger scale spatial anisotropy of the orientation of
the multiple collagen fibers in these SHG images by per-
forming FFT image analysis [17], therefore for comparison
we evaluated the predictive ability of that method as well
and found no significant predictive relationship. Based
upon its predictive ability in ER+ LNN patients we next
investigated F/B in breast cancer patients treated with
tamoxifen in a recurrent setting, and found that F/B is
also associated with shorter PFS. We further show that
the F/B was related to OS in stage I colorectal adenocar-
cinoma, pointing to the possibility that collagen structure,

as reported on by the F/B, and tumor metastatic capacity
are linked in both tumor types.

Methods
Patient samples
Three-hundred and 44 human breast tumor samples were
used from a collection at the Erasmus Medical Center
(Rotterdam, Netherlands), which were primarily from one
breast cancer genetic expression study [5] and later sup-
plemented by 58 additional ER- samples [19]. These fresh-

Fig. 1 Methodology diagrams. a A depiction of the forward- and
backward-propagating SHG signal. Red excitation light is focused into
the sample by objective lens 1, then SHG is emitted in the backwards
direction (towards lens 1) or the forward direction (towards lens 2).
b A flowchart of the methodology used to analyze SHG images
and calculate the F/B ratio. c An F/B image of one patient sample.
Scale bar is 50 μm
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frozen tissues were initially processed for microarray
analysis, and were at a later stage processed for inclu-
sion on a tissue-microarray (TMA) in cases where
formalin-fixed paraffin embedded tissues were available
as well. Initial sample acquisition was performed in the
context of routine measurement of ER and PgR by bio-
chemical assays. The studies on secondary use of ar-
chived tissues was approved in writing by the Medical
Ethics Committee of the Erasmus Medical Center
Rotterdam, The Netherlands (MEC 02.953) and was
performed in accordance to the Code of Conduct (The
Code for Proper Secondary Use of Human Tissue) of
the Federation of Medical Scientific Societies in The
Netherlands (http://www.federa.org/codes-conduct). Such
secondary use did not require informed consent. All
patients were LNN and had not been treated with neoad-
juvant nor adjuvant therapy. This allowed for the study of
the natural course of the disease and pure tumor aggres-
siveness, without potentially being confounded by sys-
temic therapy. Some patients received radiation therapy,
which has been shown not to affect distant metastases
[20], our main focus of this study. The median patient age
was 52 years. Follow-up data was recorded every 3 months
for 2 years, every 6 months for years 3–5, and every
12 months afterwards. All samples were collected in tripli-
cate as 5 μm thick, 0.5 mm diameter core tissue samples
and mounted as TMA slides, in which the uniform tumor
presence was verified by hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
staining. Note that the presence of H&E staining does not
affect the reported F/B (15), but that the effects of possible
variation in time between excision from patient and fix-
ation, as well as the effects of possible variation in time of
fixation, are not known and those times are not recorded
for the data sets studied here. Patients were tested for ER
and progesterone receptor (PgR) status using immunohis-
tochemistry, where the cutoff for receptor positivity was
10 % positive tumor cells. Bloom and Richardson grade
and HER2 status data were assessed as described [21] and
were available as well for the tissues included in the TMA.
In total, 221 TMA-cases were eligible for analysis of F/B
ratio, of which 125 were ER+ and 96 were ER-.
Stage I colorectal adenocarcinoma samples were pur-

chased from Yale Tissue Pathology Services (YTMA-8,
New Haven Connecticut). Samples were processed as a
TMA with one 5 μm thick, 0.5 mm diameter sample per
patient, unstained, from within the primary tumor. Sam-
ples were collected from 1970–1982 with up to 31 years
of follow-up data, resulting in a total of 69 stage I primary
colorectal tumors. Lung adenocarcinoma samples were
acquired at the University of Michigan, providing a total
of 55 stage I lung adenocarcinoma cases [22]. Written
subject consent and approval of the Institutional Review
Board of the University of Michigan Medical School were
obtained to collect specimens from patients undergoing

resection for cancer at the University of Michigan Medical
Center (Ann Arbor MI) from 1994–2000. All patients
underwent the same treatment, surgical resection with
intra-thoracic nodal sampling. The lung adenocarcinoma
samples were provided as a 5 μm thick section through
the full diameter of the tissue. Analysis of H&E stained
samples by a trained clinical pathologist was used to en-
sure images were taken within the tumor proper.

Imaging
A Spectra Physics MaiTai Ti:Sapphire laser (circularly
polarized, 810 nm, 100 fs pulses at 80 MHz) was di-
rected through an Olympus Fluoview FV300 scanner.
This was focused through an Olympus UMPLFL20XW
water-immersion lens (20×, 0.95 NA), which subse-
quently captured backward propagating SHG signal.
This SHG signal was separated from the excitation
beam using a 670 nm dichroic mirror, filtered using a
405 nm filter (HQ405/30 m-2P, Chroma, Rockingham,
Vermont), and collected by a photomultiplier tube
(Hamamatsu HC125-02). The forward scattered SHG
was collected through an Olympus 0.9 NA condenser,
reflected by a 565 nm dichroic mirror (565 DCSX,
Chroma, Rockingham, Vermont) to remove excitation
light, filtered by a 405 nm filter (HQ405/30 m-2P, Chroma,
Rockingham, VT) and captured by photomultiplier tube
(Hamamatsu HC125-02). During acquisition of the daily
calibration sample, a dilute fluorescein isothiocyanate
(FITC) solution, a 535/40 filter (535/40 m-2P, Chroma,
Rockingham, VT) replaced the 405 nm filters. Forward-
and backward-scattered SHG images were simultaneously
collected as a stack of 11 images spaced 3 μm apart, with a
660 μm field of view. Imaging conducted on TMA slides of
H&E stained, 0.5 mm diameter breast cancer and colon
cancer samples permitted one image stack at the center of
each sample. For the larger (approximately 3 cm wide)
lung cancer samples, 3 locations were chosen randomly in
each sample and the 3 resultant F/B values (see below)
were averaged.

F/B image analysis
Image analysis was conducted with ImageJ [23]. Tissue
sections were 5 μm thick, comparable to the axial reso-
lution of the SHG images, hence there was effectively a
single layer of collagen in each sample, “auto-focused”
with a maximum intensity projection of both the for-
ward and backward image stacks. This produced a single
image pair (forward scattered SHG “F”, and backwards
scattered SHG “B”) for each imaged location. A max-
imum intensity projection of an 11 image scan taken
with a closed microscope shutter was used to determine
the background noise of the imaging system, which was
then subtracted from each image. A common threshold
(40 out of a maximum possible pixel count of 4095 a.u.)
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was initially determined by a blinded observer viewing ~30
image pairs and choosing the threshold that best distin-
guished pixels within fibers from those in the background.
This single threshold was applied to each image to identify
pixels within fibers by creating a pair of masks (one for F,
one for B), in which all of the pixels above threshold were
set to 1, and all of the pixels below threshold were set to
zero. These masks were multiplied to create one “forward
x backward mask” whose pixels were equal to 1 only when
they were equal to 1 in both the forward and backward
masks. The background subtracted F and B images were
divided to produce an F/B image of the sample, which was
multiplied by the “forward x backward mask”, and the
average value of all nonzero pixels yielded the sample’s
average F/B (Fig. 1).
Day-to-day variations in optical alignments were nor-

malized by imaging a standard solution of FITC daily and
applying a normalization factor for each detector pathway
that rendered the signal from the standard FITC sample
constant over time.

FFT image analysis
FFT analysis was performed as previously described [17].
Specifically, the fast Fourier transform of each “F” image
was generated via Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA).
The FFT image was then binarized to include only the
pixels with a value greater than 20. A linear regression
was applied to the points using R Software (R Foundation,
Vienna, AUS) and the R2 value was reported as a measure
of the anisotropy of the overall orientation of the ensem-
ble of collagen fibers in the image.

Statistics
STATA, release 13 (StataCorp, Texas, USA) and Prism 5
software (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA) was used for statistical
analysis. MFS was defined as the date of confirmation of a
distant metastasis after symptoms reported by the patient,
detection of clinical signs, or at regular follow-up. OS was
defined as time until death, any cause, while patients who
died without evidence of disease were censored at their
last follow-up time.
PFS was defined as the time from start of tamoxifen

treatment until a second line of treatment was needed,
or until death. The relationship between the natural log
of F/B (ln F/B) and survival rate was assessed using the
Kaplan-Meier method and evaluated using the log-rank
test for trend. Multivariate Cox proportional hazard
analysis was applied to evaluate the prognostic value of
the natural log of F/B, age, menopausal status, tumor
size, tumor grade, ER, PgR and HER2 status. Differ-
ences were considered statistically significant when the
2-sided p-value was below 0.05.

Results
F/B and its relationship with patient and tumor
characteristics
The median ln F/B of and interquartile range in all tumors
was 2.228 (0.416) (Table 1). There was no significant asso-
ciation between ln F/B and age or menopausal status of
the patient. There were also no significant correlations
with tumor size, tumor grade, and HER2 status. In con-
trast, compared with steroid hormone-positive tumors, ln
F/B was higher in ER- (p < 0.001) and PgR-negative tu-
mors (p = 0.003), respectively (Table 1).

F/B and metastasis-free survival in breast cancer patients
Univariate analysis of the primary tumor ln F/B showed
no statistically significant relationship between ln F/B
and the length of MFS (Hazard Ratio, HR = 0.706; 95 %

Table 1 Ln F/B and its association with breast cancer patient
and tumor characteristics

Characteristics No. patients (%) Median levels
(interquartile range)

p

All patients 221 (100 %) 2.228 (0.416)

Age (years) 0.773a

≤ 40 33 (14.9 %) 2.160 (0.566)

41–55 94 (42.5 %) 2.215 (0.410)

56–70 70 (31.7 %) 2.291 (0.456)

> 70 24 (10.9 %) 2.198 (0.327)

Menopausal status 0.497b

Premenopausal 113 (51.1 %) 2.200 (0.447)

Postmenopausal 108 (48.9 %) 2.250 (0.379)

Tumor size 0.188a

pT1 (≤2 cm) 109 (49.3 %) 2.239 (0.356)

pT2 (2–5 cm) 105 (47.5 %) 2.237 (0.505)

pT3/pT4 (>5 cm) 7 (3.2 %) 1.830 (0.614)

Tumor gradec 0.700a

I 37 (16.7 %) 2.207 (0.288)

II 77 (34.8 %) 2.233 (0.366)

III 101 (45.7 %) 2.264 (0.491)

ER status <0.001b

Positive 125 (56.6 %) 2.168 (0.407)

Negative 96 (43.4 %) 2.311 (0.452)

PgR status 0.003b

Positive 104 (47.1 %) 2.159 (0.392)

Negative 117 (52.9 %) 2.302 (0.425)

HER2 status 0.121b

Positive 26 (11.8 %) 2.299 (0.399)

Negative 195 (88.2 %) 2.215 (0.432)
aKruskal-Wallis test
bTwo-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) test
cScarff-Bloom-Richardson grade (6 missing values)
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confidence interval, CI 0.351–1.422; p = 0.330) within
the combined (ER+ and ER-) sample set. Because
mechanisms of breast tumor progression varies based
on ER status, and because ER+ and ER- tumors are bio-
logically very different tumors [24, 25], we then analyzed
the prognostic value of ln F/B in ER subgroups separately.
Within the ER+ subgroup, in Cox regression analysis using
ln F/B as a continuous variable there was a statistically sig-
nificant relationship between the primary tumor ln F/B and
MFS (HR= 0.23; 95 % CI 0.08–0.65; p = 0.005) (Table 2),
but within the ER- population the relationship was not sta-
tistically significant (HR = 2.72; 95 % CI 0.8104–9.173;
p = 0.105). The ER+, LNN patient samples were then
divided into four equal quarters consisting of a high ln
F/B (above 2.354: Q4), a low ln F/B (below 1.954: Q1),
and 2 mid-range categories (range 1.954–2.168: Q2,
and 2.168–2.354: Q3), and plotted in a Kaplan Meier curve
(Fig. 2a). Patients with tumors with low F/B (Q1) showed
the worst MFS, while those with high F/B (Q4) showed the
best MFS. The 2-mid range categories (Q2 and Q3)
showed an intermediate MFS (logrank trend p = 0.004). In
Cox multivariate regression analysis for MFS in ER+
patients, corrected for the traditional prognostic factors
age, menopausal status of the patient, tumor size, tumor
grade, PgR and HER2 status, an increasing ln F/B was
significantly associated with longer MFS (HR = 0.16; 95 %
CI 0.05–0.55; p = 0.004) (Table 2).

F/B and overall survival in breast cancer patients
Next we tested whether ln F/B of the primary tumor was
also significantly related to OS in the ER+, LNN group of
patients. Univariate Cox regression analysis showed that
the primary tumor ln F/B was borderline statistically
significantly related to OS (HR = 0.34; 95 % CI 0.11–1.03;
p = 0.057). A logrank test for trend analysis of Kaplan
Meier curves with ln F/B divided into Q1-Q4 shows a sig-
nificant relationship between increasing ln F/B of the
primary tumor and longer OS (Fig. 2b, p = 0.03). A multi-
variate Cox analysis of this data showed that ln F/B, when
corrected for traditional prognostic factors, was borderline
significantly related to OS (HR = 0.28; 95 % CI 0.07–1.10;
p = 0.068) (Table 3).

Anisotropy and metastasis-free survival, as well as overall
survival, in breast cancer patients
For comparison purposes we also evaluated whether the
anisotropy of the orientation of the ensemble of collagen
fibers in each image was predictive of metastasis free
survival as well as overall survival. Univariate analysis
of the primary tumor ln R value showed no statistically
significant relationship between ln R and the length of
MFS within the combined (ER+ and ER-) sample set
(HR = 0.347; CI 0.077–1.557; p = 0.167), nor within the ER+
subpopulation (HR = 0.129; CI 0.015–1.074; p = 0.058), nor
within the ER- subpopulation (HR = 0.945; CI 0.112–8.004;

Table 2 Cox univariate and multivariate regression analysis for MFS in 125 ER+ patients

Univariate analysis Multivariate analysisa

Variable HR 95 % CI p HR 95 % CI p

Age

41–55 vs 40 years 0.59 0.27–1.32 0.203 0.80 0.35–1.84 0.599

56–70 vs 40 years 0.56 0.25–1.26 0.159 0.41 0.13–1.34 0.140

> 70 vs 40 years 0.46 0.15–1.36 0.159 0.32 0.08–1.27 0.105

Menopausal status

Post-vs premenopausal 0.98 0.55–1.73 0.938 2.46 0.89–6.84 0.083

Tumor size

2–5 vs ≤2 cm 1.76 0.98–3.14 0.056 0.85 0.43–1.70 0.650

> 5 vs <2 cm 1.51 0.36–6.38 0.579 0.50 0.10–2.42 0.386

Tumor grade

II vs I 3.15 1.30–7.61 0.011 2.76 1.10–6.92 0.030

III vs I 4.38 1.68–11.45 0.003 3.38 1.15–9.93 0.027

PgR status

Positive vs negative 0.71 0.38–1.35 0.297 0.61 0.30–1.24 0.170

HER2 status

Positive vs negative 4.06 1.71–9.65 0.002 3.67 1.10–6.92 0.009

Log of F/B ratio 0.23 0.08–0.65 0.005 0.16 0.05–0.55 0.004
aThe multivariate model included 123 patients due to 2 missing values for tumor grade
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p=0.959). Likewise univariate analysis showed no significant
relationship between ln R and length of OS within the com-
bined sample set (HR = 0.567; CI 0.133–2.42; p = 0.443),
nor within the ER+ subpopulation (HR = 0.213; CI 0.025–
1.789; p = 0.154), nor within the ER- subpopulation (HR =
0.137; CI 0.203–9.18 l; p = 0.749).

Tamoxifen treatment
The previous studies were conducted in untreated pa-
tients in order to analyze the relationship between F/B
of the primary tumor and tumor aggressiveness and pure
prognosis. A subset of these patients did metastasize to

a distant site and were then treated with tamoxifen as
first-line monotherapy. Therefore we evaluated this
subset of ER+ breast cancer patients to determine
whether the F/B of the primary tumor was also signifi-
cantly related to PFS after start of therapy for recurrent
disease. The hazard ratio of the primary tumor ln F/B
was 3.39 (95 % CI 1.22–9.37; p = 0.019) and the logrank
test for trend analysis of Kaplan Meier curves in equal
quarters showed a significant relationship (p = 0.02) be-
tween primary tumor ln F/B and PFS (Fig. 3). Inter-
estingly, the trend in PFS (i.e. lower primary tumor
F/B was associated with slower disease progression)
was found to be the opposite of that observed in

Fig. 2 Metastasis-free (a) and overall survival (b) as a function of F/B in ER+, LNN breast cancer. The patients are divided in four equal quarters
(Q1-Q4) based on their F/B tumor level. Patients at risk at various time points are indicated
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MFS and OS in the untreated ER+ patients (i.e.
lower primary tumor F/B was associated with shorter
MFS and OS times).

Overall survival as a function of F/B in other solid tumor
types
Based on the significant relationships revealed in the
breast cancer samples, we investigated colorectal and lung
adenocarcinoma, other solid tumor types in which tumor

cell/matrix interactions may significantly affect metas-
tasis. Similar to ER+, LNN breast cancer patients, stage
I colorectal and lung adenocarcinoma are subsets of
patients where there is a clinical need to assist the
physician in deciding the appropriate level of treatment
for the patient. In stage I colorectal adenocarcinoma
there was a significant relationship between the F/B of
the primary tumor and patient OS (Fig. 4a). Notably,
the observed trend (i.e. a lower F/B was associated with
longer OS) was the opposite of the trend observed in
the untreated ER+, LNN breast cancer samples, sug-
gesting a different mechanistic relationship between
metastasis and collagen fiber microstructure. In con-
trast, stage I lung adenocarcinoma showed no signifi-
cant relationship between the F/B of the primary tumor
and OS (Fig. 4b). This suggests that not all solid tumors
undergoing metastasis elicit identical collagen restruc-
turing or utilize identical mechanisms relating meta-
static ability and collagen microstructure.

Discussion
Currently the ER+, LNN breast cancer population suf-
fers from over-treatment as many patients receive
chemotherapy even though metastatic disease never
would have arisen. As such, there is a pressing need to
improve clinicians’ ability to predict which tumors are
likely to metastasize in this population. Current methods
to predict metastasis are “cell focused”, using quantifica-
tion of gene and protein expression levels, or cellular

Table 3 Cox univariate and multivariate regression analysis for OS in 125 ER+ patients

Univariate analysis Multivariate analysisa

Variable HR 95 % CI p HR 95 % CI p

Age

41–55 vs 40 years 0.49 0.21–1.17 0.108 0.61 0.25–1.52 0.289

56–70 vs 40 years 0.57 0.24–1.35 0.204 0.29 0.09–0.95 0.041

> 70 vs 40 years 0.33 0.09–1.26 0.105 0.20 0.04–0.95 0.043

Menopausal status

Post- vs premenopausal 1.14 0.61–2.11 0.686 2.90 0.99–8.49 0.052

Tumor size

2–5 vs ≤2 cm 1.25 0.66–2.37 0.494 0.56 0.26–1.20 0.137

> 5 vs ≤2 cm 1.66 0.39–7.11 0.492 0.75 0.15–3.72 0.720

Tumor grade

II vs I 2.53 1.02–6.24 0.044 2.16 0.84–5.55 0.111

III vs I 5.02 1.89–13.36 0.001 4.88 1.64–14.56 0.004

PgR status

Positive vs negative 0.51 0.26–1.01 0.055 0.48 0.23–1.01 0.054

HER2 status

Positive vs negative 3.15 1.11–8.96 0.031 3.80 1.18–12.20 0.025

Log of F/B ratio 0.34 0.11–1.03 0.005 0.29 0.07–1.10 0.068
aThe multivariate model included 123 patients due to 2 missing values for tumor grade

Fig. 3 Progression-free survival as a function of F/B in ER+ recurrent
breast cancer patients treated with tamoxifen. The patients are
divided in four equal quarters (Q1-Q4) based on their F/B tumor
level. Patients at risk at various time points are indicated
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morphology and cell-cell interactions [7–9, 11]. However,
the process of metastasis is a complex interplay between
tumor cells and their microenvironment, including the
extracellular matrix [26, 27]. Therefore we explored the
prognostic ability of a “matrix focused” measurement, the
SHG F/B of the primary tumor.
Studies demonstrating that SHG imaging can differ-

entiate healthy and tumor tissue in ovarian [28], basal
cell [29], and pulmonary cancers [30], have established
that SHG is an intrinsic signal which reports on clinic-
ally relevant properties of the tumor extracellular
matrix. We recently applied this methodology in breast

cancer, demonstrating that the simple intensity-based
SHG F/B is significantly different amongst different
breast tumor types [18] hence we explored its ability to
predict metastatic outcome. For comparison we also
explored the ability of simple FFT analysis of fiber an-
isotropy. While the two method report upon different
structural properties (F/B is affected by fibril diameter,
spacing, and disorder within a fiber [14–16], while an-
isotropy reports on the overall orientation of ensembles
of fibers in an image [17]) both are easily automatable
analyses. In the current work, we demonstrate that F/B
analysis of the primary tumor is a prognostic indicator

Fig. 4 Overall survival of additional solid tumors as a function of F/B ratio. Overall survival in stage I colorectal adenocarcinoma (a) is significantly
related to F/B of the primary tumor (p = 0.03). F/B of Stage I lung adenocarcinoma (b) is not significantly related to OS (p = 0.53). The blue line is
Group 1 has the lowest F/B and the brown line is Group 4 has the highest F/B ratio. Patients at risk at various time points are indicated
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in the ER+, LNN population. Unlike the ER- or ER+
node-positive patients, in whom adjuvant chemother-
apy is universally applied, the choice of whether or not
to prescribe adjuvant chemotherapy (e.g. doxorubicin,
fluorouracil, etc.) in addition to tamoxifen for ER+,
LNN patients is not easily apparent. Hence this is a
population with a significant over-treatment problem
requiring improved prognostic indicators. Our results
suggest that SHG F/B from the primary tumor speci-
men may offer insight into eventual metastatic outcome
of the patient and thus may help reduce over-treatment.
Currently, predicting the time to metastasis in this popu-
lation is primarily facilitated by histopathology and by
genetic screens. These genetic screens quantify gene ex-
pression in cells within the tumor, including both the
tumor and stromal cells. The SHG-based method dem-
onstrated here may be highly complementary to those
genetic screens, as it derives its information from the
structure of the extracellular matrix in the primary
tumor, rather than from the tumor cells themselves.
SHG imaging has been used previously to predict
breast cancer survival times, however these studies fo-
cused on analysis of morphological information from
collagen images, requiring trained pathologists to score
the orientation of collagen fibers in images [31]. Fur-
thermore, the majority of that sample population was
lymph node positive, while our study focuses on the
LNN population, in which the key decision on adjuvant
chemotherapy must be made and for whom the risk of
over-treatment is high.
Based on the important role that tamoxifen plays as a

treatment in almost all ER+ breast cancer patients, after
identifying the significant relationship between F/B and
patient outcome in untreated patients, we were inter-
ested in exploring the prognostic capability of F/B to
determine the effects of tamoxifen on patients with
recurrent tumors. Our results revealed that F/B as mea-
sured on the primary tumor was prognostic of PFS after
patients who developed a metastasis at a distant site
were treated with tamoxifen. Interestingly, the actual re-
lationship between F/B and outcome displayed a trend
that was opposite to that in the MFS and OS findings
from untreated ER+ patients: In tamoxifen treated recur-
rent ER+ patients a high F/B was associated with a faster
rate of progression, whereas in untreated ER+ patients a
high F/B was associated with improved MFS and OS.
Tamoxifen is an ER antagonist, indicating this contrast
between tamoxifen treated ER+ tumors and untreated
ER+ tumors could be due to the roles of ER in tumor
progression. To explain this pattern of relationships be-
tween recurrence and F/B in ER+ tamoxifen treated tu-
mors, as opposed to untreated ER+ tumors, we therefore
hypothesize that differences in primary tumor collagen
microstructure may indicate differences in the mechanism

by which tumor cells spread, which has the effect of
altering susceptibility to later treatment. In an ER+ pri-
mary tumor with a low F/B, cells spread into vascula-
ture and to secondary locations, and upon tamoxifen
administration these secondary tumors are effectively
treated. In an ER+ primary tumor with a high F/B ratio,
tumor cells metastasize via different mechanisms which
decrease the tumor cell sensitivity to tamoxifen treatment.
The results demonstrating another significant relation-

ship between F/B of the primary tumor and OS, in stage
I colorectal adenocarcinoma, indicate that the mecha-
nisms relating metastasis to collagen microstructure may
be similar between breast cancer and other solid tumors.
Analyzing collagen structure in colorectal adenocarcin-
omas may thus aid in predicting the OS rates in patients,
consequently helping to tailor the choice of chemother-
apy in that tumor type as well, with low-risk patients
receiving no treatment and high-risk patients being con-
sidered for neoadjuvant chemotherapy (fluorouracil,
etc.). The fact that the primary tumor F/B was not
predictive of metastasis in stage I lung adenocarcinoma
provides support for the idea that multiple mechanisms
of tumor metastasis may exist, involving differential
interplay between tumor cells and matrix microstruc-
ture. These alternative mechanisms could be the result
of different levels of fibrous tissue in the tissues of ori-
gin, (e.g. collagen density is high in breast and colon but
not in lung tissue). In the future it may therefore be
beneficial to investigate the relationship between pri-
mary tumor F/B and metastatic outcome in other solid
tumors that are typically characterized as more fibrous,
such as pancreatic cancer.

Conclusions
In summary, we have identified the F/B, a simple and
easily automated, intensity-based measurement as an in-
dependent prognostic indicator of metastatic outcome in
ER+ LNN breast cancer patients. Furthermore, escaped
tumor cells with a low F/B at the primary site show a bet-
ter responsiveness to tamoxifen treatment of the recur-
rence, indicating a possible mechanism by which collagen
structure at the primary site affects sensitivity to treat-
ment. The primary tumor F/B is also prognostic in stage I
colon adenocarcinoma, suggesting this assay may be
useful in multiple types of solid tumors. By imaging the
tumor “soil” this method provides information comple-
mentary to that offered by current cell-focused tech-
niques, and therefore in combination with those methods
may improve prediction of recurrence and hence reduce
over-treatment.
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Abstract. Second-harmonic generation (SHG) allows for the analysis of tumor collagen structural changes
throughout metastatic progression. SHG directionality, measured through the ratio of the forward-propagating
to backward-propagating signal (F/B ratio), is affected by collagen fibril diameter, spacing, and disorder of fibril
packing within a fiber. As tumors progress, these parameters evolve, producing concurrent changes in F/B. It has
been recently shown that the F/B of highly metastatic invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) breast tumors is signifi-
cantly different from less metastatic tumors. This suggests a possible relationship between the microstructure of
collagen, as measured by the F/B, and the ability of tumor cells to locomote through that collagen. Utilizing in vitro
collagen gels of different F/B ratios, we explored the relationship between collagen microstructure and motility of
tumor cells in a “clean” environment, free of the myriad cells, and signals found in in vivo. We found a significant
relationship between F/B and the total distance traveled by the tumor cell, as well as both the average and
maximum velocities of the cells. Consequently, one possible mechanism underlying the observed relationship
between tumor F/B and metastatic output in IDC patient samples is a direct influence of collagen structure on
tumor cell motility. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of

this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.20.5.051024]
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1 Introduction
Breast cancer is the most frequently diagnosed form of invasive
carcinoma and the second leading cause of cancer-induced mor-
tality in the female population.1 90% of cancer mortalities are
the result of metastasis of the tumor to a secondary location.2

The tumor stroma, consisting of nontumor cells and the extrac-
ellular matrix (ECM), has been known to play a vital role in
metastatic efficiency.3 Collagen, a key component of the
ECM, produces an intrinsic optical signal caused by the scatter-
ing phenomenon second-harmonic generation (SHG), which
allows us to monitor changes in the tumor ECM throughout
tumor progression. SHG occurs when two incoming photons
scatter off of a noncentrosymmetric structure to produce one
emission photon at twice the energy and half the wavelength
of the individual incoming photons. SHG emission is coherent,
therefore, the directionality of the signal, often quantified
through the ratio of the forward-propagating to backward-propa-
gating signal (the F/B ratio), is affected by the properties of a
collagen fiber such as fibril diameter, spacing, and order versus
disorder in fibril packing within a fiber.4–6 Collectively, we will
herein describe these properties as the collagen fiber “micro-
structure.”7 Multiphoton imaging of fluorescence and SHG
signals has shown that tumor cells move more efficiently along

SHG producing fibers than those moving independently of col-
lagen fibers.8,9 SHG imaging has previously been used to show
that in human invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) breast cancer
there is a relationship between tumor collagen microstructure
(as indicated by F/B) and the ability of the tumor to metastasize
to the lymph nodes.10 Specifically, primary IDC tumors with a
higher F/B ratio significantly produce more metastases in the
tumors’ draining lymph nodes upon clinical presentation.

The observed relationship between F/B ratio and local meta-
stasis in IDC is interesting for several reasons. New methods to
predict metastatic ability of tumors are highly desirable to
reduce the problem of “overtreatment” whereby patients receive
adjuvant chemotherapy after removal of the primary tumor even
though they were not, in fact, destined to get a distant metasta-
sis.11 Furthermore, exploration of novel pathways governing the
metastatic process may reveal new targets for therapeutics to
inhibit metastasis. However, the underlying mechanism of the
observed relationship between the F/B and IDC metastatic out-
put is currently unclear. This relationship may be entirely due to
an ability of collagen microstructure (which determines F/B) to
alter tumor cell motility. Alternatively, it may be entirely due to
the influence of an upstream actor within the tumor which
influences collagen microstructure and tumor cell motility sep-
arately. Or it might be a combination of these mechanisms. The
goal of this study is to understand the relationship between
F/B and tumor cell motility in a relatively “clean” in vitro
collagen gel system, in which confounding upstream actors
are not present.
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Collagen gels create in vitro environments to study tumor
cell motility where, unlike the in vivo situation, the presence
of extrinsic signals can be closely controlled. In addition to
the simplified environmental cues, the alteration of known fac-
tors of fibrillogenesis allows for the controlled manipulation of
collagen fiber microstructure,12–14 allowing one to manipulate
F/B and hence to explore the relationship between F/B ratio
and tumor cell motility. In this work, we change the F/B
ratio of collagen gels by three different methods: via alterations
in pH, ionic strength [KCl], and collagen I/collagen III ratio.
Changing fibrillogenesis using any one of these methods signifi-
cantly and reproducibly alters the F/B ratio of collagen fibers,
allowing us to study how the motility of cells responds to
differences in microstructure. Altering F/B using multiple meth-
ods helps us to ensure that any consistently observed changes in
motility are in response to changes in physical properties of the
gel, such as its microstructure, and not due to an alteration of
cellular function through an unanticipated direct signaling effect
of the fibrillogenesis method (e.g., an alteration in cellular myo-
sin expression in response to changes in the gel’s collagen III
component). Collagen gel-based techniques have been used in
the field of SHG to show that tumor cells more readily travel
along aligned collagen fibers,15 but little has been discovered
so far about the relation of fiber microstructure (as indicated
by F/B ratio) to tumor mobility. This research will exploit
the “clean” environment of collagen gels to provide important
insight into the possible mechanisms underlying the relationship
between F/B ratio and lymph node metastasis in IDC patients,
with the twin goals of improving anti-metastatic treatment and
reducing overtreatment.

2 Methods

2.1 Multiphoton Image Setup and Acquisition

The following microscopy apparatus was used for the
assessment of SHG F/B:

Multiphoton laser scanning microscopy (MPLSM) was con-
ducted using a Ti:Sapphire excitation laser controlled through a
BX61WI upright microscope (Olympus, Shinjuku, Tokyo), with
beam scanning and image acquisition controlled by an Olympus
Fluoview FV300 scanning system. For all imaging, the excita-
tion light was circularly polarized with 100 fs pulses at 80 MHz,
where circular polarization at the sample was achieved by pass-
ing the excitation light through a Berek compensator (Model
5540, New Focus, Irvine, CA) before entering the scan box.
The light was focused through an Olympus UMPLFL20XW
water immersion lens (20×, 0.95 N.A.), which was also used
to collect the backward propagating SHG and fluorescent signal.
Backscattered signals were separated from the excitation beam
using a 670 nm short-pass dichroic mirror. The backscattered
collagen SHG signal was generated with an excitation wave-
length of 810 nm, and the emission was filtered by a 405 nm
band-pass filter (HQ405/30m-2P, Chroma, Rockingham, VT).
The backward-scattered fluorescence signal, used to image
tdTomato-labelled tumor cells, was excited using 740 nm
light and the emission signal was filtered using a 580 nm
band-pass (HQ580/180m-2P, Chroma) and a 700 nm short-
pass filter (E700SP-2P, Chroma). Only SHG was captured in
the forward-scattered direction, using an Olympus 0.9 N.A.
optical condenser, reflected by a 565 nm long-pass dichroic mir-
ror (565 DCSX, Chroma), and filtered by a 405 nm band-pass

filter (HQ405/30m-2P, Chroma). All signals were captured by
Hamamatsu HC125-02 photomultiplier tubes.

2.2 In Vivo Model of Collagen Microstructural
Changes

In order to study the relationship between collagen gel F/B ratio
and tumor cell motility, we first identified a tumor cell line that
recapitulated in vivo the relationship between F/B and meta-
static output observed in patients:

Step 1: Mouse preparation. 40 female BALB/cByJ mice
(Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor, ME) were anesthetized
using ketamine/xylazine (90∕9 mg∕kg body weight). A cohort
of 30 mice received an injection of 5 × 105 tdTomato-labelled
4T1 mouse mammary carcinoma cells in the right inguinal
mammary fat pad; the remaining mice were injected with saline.
Step 2: Tissue collection. Following 14 days of tumor develop-
ment and metastasis, the animals were sacrificed using intraper-
itoneal injection of sodium pentobarbital and subsequent
cervical dislocation. Tumors and the draining inguinal lymph
node were dissected free of the surrounding tissue and immedi-
ately snap-frozen in dry ice. These experiments were performed
in accordance with University Committee for Animal Resources
regulations. Both tissues were sectioned into 20-μm slices using
a cryostat (Reichert-Jung, Depew, NY), mounted onto positively
charged slides (VWR) and stored at −20°C until imaged. Step 3:
Imaging of tumor sections. Before the start of each imaging ses-
sion, a standard fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) sample was
imaged as a calibration sample using 810 nm excitation and
535 nm emission filters (HQ535/40m-2P, Chroma) for both
detection systems. Free FITC emits isotropically, but the mea-
sured F/B ratio was different from 1.0 each day due to slight
variations in the system alignment. Therefore, a calibration fac-
tor was determined from the observed F/B ratio of FITC, which
was applied to all SHG F/B ratios for that day. In each tumor
section, one region was imaged from the center of the tumor, and
then four additional regions were imaged by moving the field of
view (FOV) in one of four directions from the center (i.e., up,
down, left, and right) until the closest visible tumor edge was
∼300 μm distant. At each imaged region, both the forward
and backward-scattered SHG were acquired in a series of 11
image pairs spaced 3 μm apart to create a 30-μm thick z-stack.

Step 4: Image Analysis: All image analyses was performed
with ImageJ software.16 A maximum intensity projection of
each of the two stacks (F and B) reduced the image stacks to
a single image pair for each region. On thin (20 μm) tissue sec-
tions, these 11 image stacks serve as an autofocus for the thin
collagen layer. Each image was background subtracted using the
average background value for the corresponding PMT deter-
mined by generating an F and B image pair with the laser shutter
closed. Next, two masks of both the forward and backward-scat-
tered SHG signals were created in which collagen pixels were
set to 1 and background pixels were set to 0 by applying a
threshold to each of the two images. The same threshold was
applied to all images. This single threshold was chosen by a
blinded observer to highlight collagen and to reject background
by first surveying a random sampling of images. An example
forward-scattered SHG image and the corresponding threshold
are shown in Fig. 1(a). After trying different thresholds ranging
over�10 a.u., we found that the F/B ratio of the sample does not
significantly differ as a result of different thresholds [Fig. 1(b),
ANOVA p ¼ 0.31]. The two masks were multiplied together to
create one mask that represents pixels with SHG emission above
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the threshold in both the forward and backward directions for
that imaged region. A single F/B ratio image for that region
was calculated from the F and B image pair. This F/B image
was multiplied by the mask in order to set the value of all non-
fiber pixels equal to zero, thereby excluding background (i.e.,
nonfiber) pixels from consideration. The average pixel value
of fiber (i.e., nonbackground) pixels for that region was then
calculated for each masked F/B ratio image. The five values
of F/B for each tumor section were then averaged to determine
the average F/B for that section. Note that, as in previous stud-
ies,10 tissue samples were mounted on full thickness glass slides
under coverslips, not between two coverslips. While this does
not affect the comparisons between identically mounted samples
as performed here, the measured F/B of these tissue sections is
an underestimate of the true F/B ratio due to the presence of
optical aberrations produced by the underlying glass slide.

Step 5: Quantify metastases. To quantify metastasis to the
corresponding inguinal lymph nodes, clusters of tdTomato fluo-
rescent cells were counted by a blinded observer on the MPLSM
from one section taken from 400 μm within each lymph node.
Step 6: Analysis and statistics. All tumors were divided into
three groups based on the number of associated metastasis,
the “Low” metastasis group had less than four metastases

and the “High” group had greater than six metastases. The
F/B ratios of the primary tumors were compared between the
three groups. Statistical differences were tested using a one-
way ANOVA, followed by a Newman–Keuls comparison of
all groups. A p-value of p < 0.05 was significantly considered.

2.3 tdTomato Transfected 4T1 Cell Culture

Once the 4T1 cell line was chosen, it was cultured and even-
tually seeded on collagen gels:

The tdTomato transfected 4T1 mouse mammary adenocarci-
noma cell line (Caliper Life Sciences, Hopkinton, MA) was
frozen after three initial passages. After being thawed, each
aliquot was used for less than 3 months then replaced from
frozen stock. Cells were maintained in RPMI (Gibco,
Invitrogen Inc., Carlsbad, CA) containing penicillin/streptomy-
cin and 10% fetal calf serum. All cells were added to the surface
of the gels in this media.

2.4 Preparation of Control Collagen Gels

Step 1: Dish Preparation. Mattek petri dishes (Ashland, MA)
with 14-mm diameter coverslip-bottomed wells were coated
with 1% BSA and incubated for 30 min at 37°C and 5%
CO2. Within a sterile hood, the BSA solution was removed
and the petri dishes were allowed to dry while preparing the
collagen gel solution. Step 2: Making the gel. Gels were
made of human type I collagen solution at a concentration of
3 mg∕mL, obtained from advanced biomatrix (San Diego,
CA). With temperatures maintained at 4°C to minimize collagen
polymerization, 810 μl of collagen solution was combined with
108 μl of RPMI media and 50 μl of distilled H2O. Solutions
were gently pipetted to avoid bubble formation in the solution.
The pH of the total gel solution was increased between 7.5 and
7.7, using 2.5 M NaOH. 100 μl of solution was aliquoted into
each of a maximum of six petri dishes. Step 3: Incubation and
imaging. The gels were incubated for 2 h at 37°C. After this
period, the gels were covered in phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) in order to avoid dehydration and a subsequent decrease
in overall gel volume. Before imaging the PBS was removed
from the top of the gel, media containing the appropriate number
of cells was added, the gel was cover slipped, and then imaging
proceeded immediately.

2.5 Determining the Effect of Cell Seeding on F/B

In preliminary experiments, we applied large numbers of cells
to the gels and incubated them for 3 days to explore the effects
that the cells themselves can have on gel F/B:

Step 1: Cell/Gel preparation. To analyze the effect of cells on
the local F/B in a gel, two sets of gels were created: gels with
4T1 cells added to the surface, and identically prepared gels with
PBS added to the surface. To seed a gel, 30;000 cells∕mL were
added to the top of gels in 200 μL of RPMI media and incubated
for 3 days, with additional media provided as necessary to pre-
vent drying. Gels without cells were covered in 200 μL of PBS
and incubated for 3 days, with addition of PBS if needed to pre-
vent drying. Step 2: Imaging. After removal of gels from the
incubator, excess media or PBS was carefully discarded, and
the gels were immediately cover slipped and imaged. To quan-
tify the effect of the presence of cells on the local F/B ratio, F/B
was determined at one location per gel, chosen to have a high
tumor cell density if the gel contained cells, and chosen from the

Fig. 1 A threshold is applied to second-harmonic generation (SHG)
images in order to highlight the collagen regions. (a) Example back-
ward-scattered (top) and forward-scattered (bottom) SHG image and
corresponding thresholded images. (b) Comparison of F/B ratios at
different chosen thresholds demonstrates that a 20 a.u. range causes
no significant differences in F/B ratio (ANOVA, p ¼ 0.31).
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center of the gel if the gel did not have cells. The images were
taken as 660-μm FOV stacks of 11 images spaced 3 μm apart, in
order to capture the region of fibers affected by the collagen
reorganization. Step 3: Image analysis. These images were
maximum intensity projected to produce a single F and B
image pair, and then the F/B ratio for the imaged region was
determined as described above. Step 4: Comparison: The aver-
age F/B ratios of these images were compared between the two
gel conditions. Statistical difference was detected using a two-
tailed Student’s t-test, p-value <0.05.

2.6 Determining the F/B Ratio of a Collagen Gel

Next, lower concentrations of cells were applied to gels, and
imaged within 3 h to minimize gel remodeling by the cells.
Polymerization conditions of the gels were manipulated to
vary F/B ratio, and F/B ratio of the gels was determined and
evaluated as a function of imaging depth. Finally, the motility
of cells within gels of varying F/B ratio was assessed:

Step 1: Calibration. Calibration using a standard FITC sam-
ple, and determination of background, were performed as
described above. Step 2: Imaging through the gel. For F/B
ratio analysis of gels, two stacks of simultaneously collected for-
ward and backward images were taken at the geometric center of
each gel, consisting of image pairs taken at 10 μm steps through
the depth of the gel. Images were 660 μm across. Step 3: Image
analysis. The F/B of each imaged depth was determined as
described above. Step 4: Analysis as a function of depth. In
order to determine how the measured F/B ratio varied as a func-
tion of imaging depth, the F/B ratio was plotted as a function of
depth within the gel, in 10% increments by depth. This provides
10 values of F/B ratio for each gel, while allowing for slight
differences in the overall depth of the gels (ranging from 450
to 550 μm). A linear fit was applied to each plot to ensure
that the slopes of the lines were not significantly different
than zero, therefore, ensuring that the measured F/B was not
affected by depth into the gel. Step 5: Producing one F/B
value. A single value of the average F/B to represent the entire
gel was then calculated by taking the average of the F/B ratios
taken at each of the 10% depth increments. This value was used
in all subsequent comparisons of different gels. All gel compar-
isons are conducted using a one-way ANOVA, followed by a
Newman–Keuls comparison to determine the statistical signifi-
cance between groups, where p < 0.05 was considered sta-
tistically significant. Statistical analysis was performed using
Prism 5 software (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA).

2.7 F/B Ratio Manipulation

The F/B ratio of the gels was altered by manipulating one of
three factors within the gel protocol during the previous
“Step 2: Making the Gel”. The pH was altered by using increas-
ing amounts of NaOH in the final gel solution to bring the total
pH to 8.5 to 8.7 or 9.5 to 9.7, measured with a Mettler Toledo
Micro Pro pH meter (Columbus, OH). The ionic strength was
changed by incorporating potassium chloride (KCl) into the
50 μl dH2O added to the collagen gel solution at either
100 mM or 200 mM concentrations. The type of collagen form-
ing the matrix was changed by adding increasing amounts of
collagen type III by weight, varying from control gels made
of 100% collagen type I to experimental conditions of 90%
type 1: 10% type III, or 80% type I: 20% type III.

2.8 Analysis of Tumor Cell Motility

Step 1: Make gel and add cells. Control gels and F/B ratio
manipulated gels were made as previously stated. To dilute
out any remaining differences in pH, KCl, or collagen I/collagen
III from the polymerization mixture, gels were incubated in 5
mL of PBS for at least 30 min or until each gel was ready to
be imaged (maximum of 12 h). Further preparation and imaging
was performed one gel at a time. Immediately before imaging,
the incubating PBS was removed and 1 × 104 tumor cells resus-
pended in RPMI media were added to the surface of a single
collagen gel in a 200 μL droplet. After allowing the cells to
settle onto the gel, the excess media were removed in order to
minimize motion during the imaging period. Step 2: Image cells.
Live cell images were taken on a Nikon Eclipse Ti, using
a Nikon MRH20101 air lens (10x, 0.3 N.A.). Cells were incu-
bated on the microscope stage throughout imaging using a live
cell microscope incubator (Pathology Devices, Westminster,
MD), at 37°C, 5% CO2, and 85% relative humidity. One
brightfield image was taken every 2 min for 3 h, and saved
as a tiff file.

Step 3: Image Analysis. Using the ImageJ16 “Template
Matching” plugin, stacks were aligned through each time
point based upon the SHG channel to minimize slight motion
artifacts. For each gel, 10 cells (or the maximum number of
cells visible) were tracked using the “Manual Tracking” plugin,
which tabulates the XY location of each cell at each time point.
From these values, the total distance traveled (sum of the dis-
tances traveled between each time point), the average velocity
(the average of the distance traveled between each time point,
divided by the time interval) and the maximum velocity each
cell reached over the time course (the largest distance traveled
between any two consecutive time points, divided by the time
interval) was calculated for each cell and values were averaged
across all cells to represent the values of that gel. Note that this is
a two-dimensional analysis of tumor cell motility because over
the timescales imaged the tumor cells to not penetrate signifi-
cantly into the gel and their xy motility is significantly greater
than their z motility. Allowing the cells sufficient time to sig-
nificantly penetrate into the gel increases the chances that the
cells will alter the F/B of the gel, as discussed above. Step 4:
Statistical analysis. Significant differences between the various
conditions were determined by comparing the average for each
gel using a one-way ANOVA, followed by Newman–Keuls
post-hoc comparison of all groups, where p < 0.05 was consid-
ered statistically significant. Additionally, distance and velocity
changes were graphed as a function of the average F/B ratio of
the gels and the relationship between the two factors was tested
using a Pearson’s correlation analysis.

3 Results

3.1 Animal Model

It has previously been shown that the average F/B ratio of the
primary tumor of patients with IDC varies with the extent of
lymph node involvement (i.e., the “N stage”) upon clinical pre-
sentation.10 The primary motivation of this study is to under-
stand the relationship between F/B ratio and tumor cell
motility in a relatively “clean” in vitro collagen cell system,
in which confounding upstream effectors are not present. In
order to accomplish this, we must first identify a tumor cell
line that recapitulates the observed relationship between F/B
and lymph node metastasis. This was accomplished by injecting
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tdTomato-labeled 4T1 murine mammary adenocarcinoma cells
into the mammary fat pad of BALB/c mice. After 2 weeks of
growth, tumors were removed along with the draining of the
inguinal lymph node [Figure 2(a)], and the F/B ratio of the pri-
mary tumor as well as the number of metastases in the lymph
node were assessed as described above, to model previous
analyses of human samples. As seen in Fig. 2(b), healthy mam-
mary fat pad tissue has a high F/B ratio, which was significantly
decreased in a tumor that has a low or medium number of meta-
stasis to the LN. The F/B ratio was not significantly different
from healthy mammary fat pad tissue in tumors that had a
high number of lymph node metastases. These results exactly
match the pattern in human patients with IDC, as shown previ-
ously, wherein weakly and moderately metastatic tumors (N0,
N1, and N2) exhibited a significantly lower F/B than healthy
breast tissue, while highly metastatic tumors (N3) did not.10.
This suggests that the 4T1 murine mammary adenocarcinoma
is a useful model for understanding the relationship between
SHG F/B and metastatic output.

3.2 Creation of Consistent and Optically Thin
Collagen Gels

To evaluate the effect of gel F/B on tumor cell motility, we must
next verify that we can produce optically thin gels with consis-
tent F/B ratios. Figure 3(a) shows that the average F/B ratios of
control gels were consistent between three different sessions of
synthesis and imaging on three different days, demonstrating
that the gel formation protocol produces collagen fibers of
consistent microstructure. Figure 3(b) shows the average F/B
ratio of standard control gels as a function of percent depth
into the gel, with the total depths ranging from 450 to
550 μm. These lines were characterized by a slope of zero
within the 95% confidence interval, signifying that the measured
F/B ratio was not significantly affected by depth, and demon-
strating that this method creates optically thin gels, in which
the SHG signal was not significantly affected by the thickness
of the gel.

3.3 Manipulation of the Average F/B ratio

Gels of significantly different F/B ratios were created by chang-
ing properties of the collagen gel during fibrillogenesis, includ-
ing the ionic strength (concentration of KCl), the pH, and the
collagen composition (ratio of type I: type III). Figure 4
shows the significant changes in the average F/B ratio of gels
resulting from each of the different manipulations, with a sig-
nificant decrease in F/B ratio as a function of increasing collagen
type III and a significant increase in F/B ratio as a function of
increasing pH during fibrillogenesis. The relationship between
F/B and ionic strength during fibrillogenesis was biphasic, with
a peak F/B at 100 mM KCl. The F/B ratio as a function of depth
into the gel was a straight line with a slope of 0 within the 95%
confidence interval for all gels in all of these conditions (data not
shown). Using three methods of changing the F/B ratio allowed
us to test how these changes in the collagen microstructure
affected the ability of the tumor cells to move along the fibers,
while minimizing the chance that this was due to a direct effect
of the fibrillogenesis manipulation itself on cell motility, rather
than via physical properties of the resulting fibers.

3.4 Cell Manipulation of Collagen Organization

The overall motivation for this project was to determine the
effects of collagen fiber F/B ratio on the motility rates of
tumor cells. However, it has previously been shown that adding
tumor cells to collagen gels induces reorganization of the overall
collagen fiber morphology.9 This suggests that tumor cells may
also alter the F/B ratio of collagen gels. We found that by adding
a large number of cells (3 × 105 cells∕mL of media) and
allowing a significant amount of time (3 days), the tumor
cells were able to induce a significant increase in the F/B
ratio of fibers immediately surrounding cell clusters. Figure 5(a)
confirms that in regions of high cellular density, the tumor cells
alter the local fiber morphology, with fibers in between and
surrounding the two clusters of cells becoming straightened
and protruding perpendicularly. The regions adjacent to
cellular clusters were also characterized by a higher F/B ratio
[Figure 5(b)]. This was significant for the design of subsequent

Fig. 2 The relationship between metastasis to LN and SHG F/B in the 4T1 murine mammary adeno-
carcinoma model matches human data. (a) Diagram of the mouse torso revealing the location of the
mammary fat pad where tumor cells were injected and the draining inguinal lymph node. (b) F/B
ratio as a function of tumor metastasis to the lymph nodes. The samples are split into four groups:
Healthy mammary fat pad (F/B ratio: 5.22� 0.79, n ¼ 10), Low (1 to 3 mets, F/B ratio: 1.90� 0.17, n ¼ 9)
Medium (4 to 6 m, F/B ratio: 2.24� 0.39, n ¼ 10), and High (7 to 12 m, F/B ratio: 3.78� 0.80, n ¼ 11).
* represents difference of p < 0.05. Results expressed as mean� SEM.
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experiments because in order to determine the effect of gel
F/B on cell motility, we must prevent the cells themselves
from significantly altering the F/B of the gel. For this reason,
in the experiments performed subsequently, the cells were
added to the surface of the gels in lower concentrations
(1000 versus 6;000 cells∕gel) and then promptly imaged (3 h
versus 3 days), to minimize significant collagen restructuring
by the cells.

3.5 Cell Motility

Using the methods described above, gels of different average F/
B ratio were used to determine how fibers of different micro-
structure affect the motility of 4T1 mouse mammary tumor
cells. Based upon our previous results, we generated gels
with four different F/B values using four different methods:
gels generated under control conditions had an F/B of
6.20� 0.14, gels generated with a collagen I/collagen III
ratio of 80% had an F/B of 2.81� 0.29, gels generated with
200 mM KCL had an F/B of 8.13� 0.16, while gels generated
in a pH of 9.5 had an F/B of 10.60� 1.08. Note that these alter-
ations are present within the polymerization media during gel
fibrillogenesis: during the subsequent seeding and locomotion
of tumor cells, which is performed well after the gels are polym-
erized, the components of the media are the same in all cases. As
shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), tumor cells were tracked for 3 h

during which the total distance traveled, average velocity, and
maximum velocity were measured. There was a significant
main effect of the F/B category on total distance traveled
(ANOVA p < 0.05), and post-hoc analysis revealed that the
total distance traveled by cells on gels of the two highest F/B
categories was significantly greater than the total distance trav-
eled by cells on gels of the two lowest F/B categories [p < 0.05,
Fig. 6(c)]. The mechanism by which these tumor cells covered
more distance may be related to how efficiently the tumor cells
pull themselves along the fiber, which would be revealed
through differences in cell velocity. Quantification of the aver-
age velocity of cells on gels with different F/B ratios revealed a
significant main effect of F/B on average velocity [p < 0.05,
Fig. 6(d)] while post-hoc analysis revealed that the average
velocity of cells on the two highest F/B category gels was
significantly higher than the average velocity of cells on the
lowest F/B ratio condition. There was also a trend toward
increased maximum velocity with increasing F/B ratio [ANOVA
p ¼ 0.06, Fig. 6(e)]. To quantify the degree to which cell motil-
ity and gel F/B ratio are related, a Pearson’s correlation analysis
and a linear regression were conducted. In these analyses, the F/
B groups were formed by collapsing the F/B ratios across treat-
ment conditions to form four distinct F/B ratio groupings, which
were compared to the motility data shown in Figs. 5(c) to 5(e).
The Pearson analysis revealed a significant positive relationship
between F/B ratio and average velocity as well as maximum

Fig. 3 Control gels revealing consistent collagen gel structure between (a) different synthesis sessions
(F∕B ¼ 5.52� 0.59, 6.27� 0.21, and 6.15� 0.14) and (b) throughout the depth of the gel. For all plots
control n ¼ 6. Results expressed as mean� SEM.

Fig. 4 Methods for significantly changing the F/B ratio. There were significant changes in the average F/
B ratio of gels as a function of changes in (a) percent of the collagen in solution that is collagen type I,
relative to type III (n ¼ 6;6;6), (b) pH of the gel solution (n ¼ 6;6;6) and (c) KCl concentration (n ¼ 6;5;5).
Results expressed as mean� SEM. * represents difference of p < 0.05, ** represents difference of
p < 0.01, and *** represents difference of p < 0.001.
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velocity (Figs. 5(g) and 5(h) p < 0.05 for both) and a nearly
significant relationship between F/B ratio and total distance
travelled [Fig. 5(f); p ¼ 0.06]. A subsequent regression analysis
reveals that these data are closely modeled by a linear fit with
a positive slope for the average and maximum velocity
(R2 ¼ 0.94 and 0.97, correspondingly). This suggests that
these three motility parameters are highly correlated with,
and are linearly related to, the F/B ratio.

4 Discussion
In patients with IDC, primary tumors with high values of F/B
produce more metastases to the draining lymph nodes upon
clinical presentation than tumors with low values of F/B.10

Gaining a further understanding of the relationship between
F/B ratio and metastasis is difficult in the complex in vivo envi-
ronment. On one extreme, the enhanced metastasis effect may
be solely due to a direct influence of collagen microstructure
(which dictates F/B) on tumor cell motility, while in the
other extreme, both F/B and tumor cell motility may be influ-
enced by some unknown upstream players, but not causally
related. To further probe the relationship between F/B and meta-
stasis, it is useful to move to the relatively “clean” in vitro envi-
ronment, where tumor cells can interact with collagen gels free
of confounding upstream factors.

To probe the in vitro relationship between F/B ratio and
motility, one must first choose an appropriate cell line. We dem-
onstrate here that the 4T1 murine mammary adenocarcinoma, a
common model of triple negative invasive breast cancer, exhibits
the same in vivo relationship between F/B of the primary tumor
and metastasis to draining lymph nodes as seen in human
patients, and hence provides an ideal tumor cell line with
which to perform these in vitro studies. Next, one must find
ways to generate collagen gels with different F/B values for
the cells to interact with. These results show that we have estab-
lished methods of creating collagen gels that have reproducible
fiber microstructure, and hence a reproducible F/B ratio. These
gels are also optically thin; hence, the emitted SHG signal is not
significantly affected by subsequent optical scattering within the
gel, allowing us to measure the F/B of the gel without concern
for the effects of imaging depth. We next determined that vary-
ing three characteristics of the gel polymerization protocol: ionic
strength, pH, and collagen I/collagen III ratio, allowed us to

generate highly reproducible differences in the F/B ratio of
the fibers within the gels. By varying these three characteristics,
we can produce gels with F/B values ranging over threefold.

Using these cells and gels, we discovered a significant rela-
tionship between the collagen gel microstructure (revealed by
significant increases in F/B ratio) and the total distance traveled
by cells moving through the gels, with a higher F/B resulting in a
greater distance traveled. One mechanism by which cells travel
this greater distance is by an alteration in the average velocity
that the cells move through the gel, as evidenced by the signifi-
cant relationship between average velocity and F/B ratio.
Quantitatively, our results further indicate a linear relationship
between total distance traveled and F/B, between average veloc-
ity and F/B, and between maximum velocity and F/B. The fact
that the changes in F/B ratio were accomplished by three differ-
ent alterations in the gel polymerization process, and that these
alterations were diluted out by a subsequent wash step before
cells were applied, help to ensure that the observed differences
in motility were due to differences in the physical properties of
the resulting gels and not due to a direct effect of polymerization
media on subsequent cell motility.

These observations qualitatively match our previous results
in human breast tumor samples, where IDC tumors with higher
F/B ratio had produced more metastases to the draining lymph
nodes than tumors with lower F/B ratio upon clinical presenta-
tion:10 in collagen gels, tumor cells moving through gels with
higher F/B travel a greater average distance. Together, these col-
lagen gel experiments suggest that in vitro collagen microstruc-
ture, as indicated by the F/B ratio, can influence tumor cell
motility, and that the observed relationship between metastasis
in IDC patients and their primary tumor F/B is due to, at least in
part, an effect of tumor collagen microstructure on tumor cell
motility. However, the detailed mechanism by which collagen
microstructure affects tumor cell motility is not yet clear.
Collagen fibril diameter, spacing, and packing disorder within
the larger fiber all are known to affect F/B of a given fiber.4–6 It is
possible that changes in these microstructural properties that
alter F/B ratio in turn affect the ability of tumor cells to
“grip” collagen fibers in such a way as to alter the motility
of the cell along the fiber. Alternatively, changes in these micro-
structural properties that alter F/B may affect the ability of
tumor cells to degrade and tunnel through obstructive fibers,

Fig. 5 Collagen restructuring from mouse mammary adenocarcinoma cells. (a) Over 3 days tumor cell
(left, red) clusters result in morphological changes in collagen (left, blue) organization in areas surround-
ing tumor cells, leading to aligned fibers. This also causes changes in the collagen microstructure dem-
onstrated in a heat map of the F/B ratio in the same area (right). (b) Tumor cell clusters can alter local fiber
microstructure, depicted by increases in F/B ratio of those fibers (Control n ¼ 10, Cell gel n ¼ 11).
Results expressed as mean� SEM. *represents p < 0.05.
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Fig. 6 Effect of synthesis method and F/B ratio on tumor cell motility in collagen gels. Representative
tracks of tumor cells over time on low F/B ratio (a) and high F/B ratio (b) gels, qualitatively revealing
differences in tumor cell motility. (c) Total distance traveled versus F/B category; ANOVA p < 0.01.
(d) Average velocity versus F/B category, ANOVA p < 0.05. (e) Maximum velocity versus F/B category;
ANOVA p ¼ 0.06. (f–g) Correlation analyses: (f) Total distance traveled versus F/B value. (p ¼ 0.06;
R2 ¼ 0.88). (g) Average velocity versus F/B value (p < 0.05 and R2 ¼ 0.94). (h) Maximum velocity
versus F/B value (p < 0.05 and R2 ¼ 0.97). Results expressed as mean� SEM. For all plots control
n ¼ 6, for all other conditions n ¼ 5. *represents p < 0.05 based on Newman–Keuls post-hoc test.
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or may be related to the overall extent of obstructions present.
Additionally, alterations in these microstructural properties that
alter F/B may affect the overall stiffness of the collagen, leading
to stiffness-sensitive alterations in tumor cell locomotion.17 Or a
combination of these effects may contribute to the relationship
between F/B and motility.

In preliminary studies, we determined that at high seeding
densities and over long time periods, the 4T1 cell line used
here can alter the F/B of the local collagen matrix. This led
us to restrict these experiments to lower seeding densities
and significantly shorter time periods in order to minimize
this effect, and allowed us to evaluate the effect of gel F/B
on tumor cells, not the effect of tumor cells on gel F/B.
However, this novel observation that tumor cells locally affect
collagen F/B ratio in vitro offers additional insight. First, the
reorganization of the direction and shape of the fibers correlates
with a change in collagen microstructure that can be detected
through changes in the F/B ratio. This finding suggests that
the processes by which morphology and microstructure are
modified by tumor cells are linked. Furthermore, we have pre-
viously shown that altering the availability of stromal MMP-13
altered F/B and metastatic output.18 The fact that tumor cells
themselves can affect F/B (as shown here), and that alteration
of enzymes present in the stroma can alter F/B (as shown pre-
viously), suggests that both tumor and stromal cells play key
roles in defining the matrix microstructure that dictates F/B.

5 Summary
In summary, these results suggest that the relationship between
F/B and metastatic output observed in patient IDC samples can
be explained at least in part by a direct influence of collagen
microstructure on tumor cell motility. Further exploration of
the underlying mechanisms of this relationship may lead to
anti-metastatic drugs that reduce clinical metastasis by altering
tumor collagen microstructure. Furthermore, these results also
suggest that in the future, quantitative measurements of the
state of collagen microstructure, i.e., F/B, may be useful to
predict the metastatic capability of a primary tumor, and
subsequently the overall survival of individual patients. The
development of improved methods of predicting metastatic out-
come would help to reduce the problem of overtreatment, where
patients are treated with adjuvant chemotherapy who would
otherwise not have suffered a metastasis.11 Finally, these results
reveal that the tumor cells themselves directly modify the col-
lagen microstructure, altering the local F/B ratio, in addition to
the previously known role that stromal cells play in this
remodeling.
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Abstract Activation of b-adrenergic receptors (b-AR)
drives proangiogenic factor production in several types of

cancers. To examine b-AR regulation of breast cancer

pathogenesis, b-AR density, signaling capacity, and func-
tional responses to b-AR stimulation were studied in four

human breast adenocarcinoma cell lines. b-AR density

ranged from very low in MCF7 and MB-361 to very high
in MB-231 and in a brain-seeking variant of MB-231,

MB-231BR. Consistent with b-AR density, b-AR activa-

tion elevated cAMP in MCF7 and MB-361 much less than
in MB-231 and MB-231BR. Functionally, b-AR stimula-

tion did not markedly alter vascular endothelial growth

factor (VEGF) production by MCF7 or MB-361. In the two
high b-AR-expressing cell lines MB-231 and MB-231BR,

b-AR-induced cAMP and VEGF production differed

considerably, despite similar b-AR density. The b2-AR-
selective agonist terbutaline and the endogenous neuro-

transmitter norepinephrine decreased VEGF production by

MB-231, but increased VEGF production by MB-231BR.
Moreover, b2-AR activation increased IL-6 production by

both MB-231 and MB-231BR. These functional alterations
were driven by elevated cAMP, as direct activation of

adenylate cyclase by forskolin elicited similar alterations in
VEGF and IL-6 production. The protein kinase A antago-

nist KT5720 prevented b-AR-induced alterations in

MB-231 and MB-231BR VEGF production, but not IL-6
production. Conclusions b-AR expression and signaling is

heterogeneous in human breast cancer cell lines. In cells

with high b-AR density, b-AR stimulation regulates VEGF
production through the classical b-AR-cAMP-PKA path-

way, but this pathway can elicit directionally opposite

outcomes. Furthermore, in the same cells, b-AR activate a
cAMP-dependent, PKA-independent pathway to increase

IL-6 production. The complexity of breast cancer cell

b-AR expression and functional responses must be taken
into account when considering b-AR as a therapeutic target

for breast cancer treatment.

Keywords Breast cancer ! b-Adrenergic receptors !
VEGF ! IL-6 ! Norepinephrine ! cAMP
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Introduction

Sympathetic nervous system activation and release of the

neurotransmitters norepinephrine (NE) and epinephrine
(EPI) can promote solid tumor growth and metastases by

activating b-adrenergic receptors (b-AR) expressed by

tumor cells or host stromal cells [1–5]. b-AR are Gs-protein
coupled receptors that activate adenylate cyclase to elevate

intracellular 30,50-cyclic adenosine monophosphate

(cAMP) and activate protein kinase A (PKA), leading to
down-stream alterations in gene expression that regulate a

variety of cellular functions. More recently, b-AR-acti-

vated effector molecules have been identified that diverge
from the classical cAMP-PKA pathway [6–8].

Direct stimulation of b-AR expressed by tumor cells

may play an important role in tumor pathogenesis. For
example, exposure to a chronic stressor promoted in vivo

angiogenesis and production of vascular endothelial growth

factor (VEGF), a key proangiogenic protein. This effect
was eliminated by silencing ovarian tumor cell b-AR

expression, implicating tumor cell b-AR expression and
signaling as an important facilitator of stress-induced

tumor angiogenesis in vivo [1]. In vitro studies using tumor

cell lines suggest that NE can promote tumor progression
by a b-AR-driven proangiogenic pathway, featuring

increased production of VEGF, interleukin-6 (IL-6), and

matrix metalloproteinases. This pathway has been dem-
onstrated in multiple tumor types and in normal cells

[4, 9–13]. The direct impact of b-AR stimulation of breast

tumor cells has not been well characterized, despite the
potential for b-AR facilitation of angiogenic and metastatic

pathways.

Here, we characterize b-AR expression and signaling
capacity in a panel of human breast cancer cell lines and

determine the impact of b-AR signaling on production of

two proteins that drive tumor angiogenesis, VEGF and
IL-6. The results suggest that heterogeneity in b-AR

expression and function in breast cancer cells needs to be

taken into account when considering b-blockade as a
therapeutic strategy to inhibit tumor growth and/or angio-

genesis in breast cancer.

Materials and methods

Cell lines

Human breast adenocarcinoma cell lines MDA-MB-231
(MB-231), MDA-MB-361 (MB-361), and MCF7 were

purchased from American Tissue Type Collection (Manassas,

VA). MDA-MB-231BR (MB-231BR), a brain-seeking
variant of MB-231, was obtained from Dr. T. Yoneda

(University of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio,

TX) [14]. All cell lines were employed experimentally
within 3 months of acquiring and/or thawing and were

regularly tested for the absence of mycoplasma contami-

nation. All cell lines were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified
Essential Medium (DMEM) containing 4.5 g/l glucose,

L-glutamine, penicillin/streptomycin and 10% fetal calf

serum (FCS). All cells were grown in T75 tissue culture
flasks (Corning Inc., Corning, NY) to no greater than

70–80% confluence.

Reagents

(-)Isoproterenol hydrochloride (ISO), terbutaline hemi-

sulfate (TERB), isobutylmethylxanthine (IBMX), for-

skolin, and KT 5720 were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO. [125I]-cyanopindolol (125ICYP) was pur-

chased from NEN Radiochemicals (Perkin Elmer Life and

Analytical Sciences, Waltham, MA). All media, Hank’s
Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS), and components were

purchased from Gibco, Invitrogen Inc., Carlsbad, CA.

b-AR radioligand binding assay

The specific binding of 125ICYP to whole cells was used to
quantify b-AR expression [15]. Tumor cells (1 9 106)

resuspended in HBSS were incubated with varying con-

centrations of 125ICYP with or without the unlabeled
b-AR-antagonist CGP-12177 (1 lM) in duplicate tubes.

Incubations were carried out for 60 min in a shaking water

bath at 37"C, sufficient time for equilibrium binding to
occur. Following incubation, 3 ml of ice-cold hypotonic

phosphate buffer (3.8 mM KH2O4, 16.2 mM Na2HPO4,

and 4 mM MgSO4) was added to each tube for 10 min. The
reaction mixtures were filtered under reduced pressure

through Whatman glass fiber filters using an automatic

harvester (Brandel Corp., Gaithersburg, MD). Filters were
rinsed with 16 ml of ice-cold Tris–EGTA buffer to remove

unbound radioligand, and radioactivity was determined in a

LKB Clinigamma gamma counter. Specific binding is
defined as the difference between binding of the radioli-

gand at each concentration in the absence and in the

presence of 1 lM CGP-12177 and was calculated for each
ligand concentration using the specific activity of the

radioligand. Specific 125ICYP (M) bound versus the

amount of ligand added was plotted, and the maximal
number of binding sites (Bmax) and receptor affinity (Kd)

was determined using non-linear regression analysis

(GraphPad Prism software, San Diego, CA). The maximal
number of binding sites per cell is calculated from the Bmax

based on simple stoichiometric assumptions (one molecule

binds to one receptor site).
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cAMP assay

Tumor cells (1 9 106) were incubated for 20 min at 37"C
in a shaking water bath in HBSS containing 0.1% bovine

serum albumin (BSA) and 100 lM isobutylmethylxanthine

(IBMX), a phosphodiesterase inhibitor (HBSS/BSA/IBMX
buffer). ISO, forskolin, or buffer alone was added to each

tube, and the cells were incubated for 5–60 min at 37"C

(final volume = 1 ml). To stop the reaction, 2 ml ice-cold
HBSS/BSA/IBMX buffer was added to each tube. The

cells were centrifuged two times for 10 min at 2009g and

then resuspended in 19 Cell Lysis Buffer, provided in the
cAMP ELISA kit. After subjecting the cells to freezing at

-20"C, followed by boiling for 10 min in a 95"C heat

block and repeating the sequence, the cells were centri-
fuged at 6009g at 4"C for 10 min to remove cellular

debris. Supernatants were collected and stored at -80"C

until analysis of cAMP content using the cAMP Parameter
ELISA kit from R&D Systems (Minneapolis, MN)

following the manufacturer’s instructions. Absorption was

measured at 450 nm using a multiwell plate reader
(Synergy HT, Biotek Instruments Inc, Winooski, VT).

Curve fitting and sample concentration calculations were

conducted with Gen5 software (Biotek).

VEGF and IL-6 production in vitro

Tumor cells were resuspended in Advanced DMEM con-

taining 1% FCS, penicillin/streptomycin, and L-glutamax

(Invitrogen). Cells were plated in duplicate at 5 9 104 cells
per well in 24-well flat bottom tissue culture plates (Falcon,

Becton-Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ). At this concen-

tration, tumor cells reached confluence by 96 h in culture.
Cells were cultured at 37"C in a 5% CO2 humidified

atmosphere and were allowed to adhere for 3 h before

addition of adrenergic agonists or antagonists. The
b2-selective blocker ICI 118,551 or the PKA inhibitor KT

5720 was added 30 min prior to b-AR agonists. VEGF or

IL-6 concentration in cell-free supernatants was measured
using human-specific VEGF or IL-6 Quantikine kits (R&D

Systems) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Absorption was measured at 450 nm using a multiwell
plate reader. Curve fitting and sample concentration cal-

culations were conducted with Gen5 software.

Cellular proliferation in vitro

Tumor cells were resuspended in Advanced DMEM con-
taining 1% FCS, penicillin/streptomycin, and L-glutamax

(Invitrogen) and plated at 1–2 9 104 cells per well in
96-well flat bottom tissue culture plates (Falcon, Becton-

Dickinson) in triplicate, and allowed to adhere for 3 h at

37"C in a 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere before addition

of adrenergic agonists or antagonists. For blocking exper-

iments, antagonists were added 30 min prior to addition of
agonists. Proliferation was measured using a fluorescent

DNA binding dye (CyQuant NF Proliferation Assay kit,

Invitrogen) according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Fluorescent intensity was measured at excitation 490 nm

and emission 520 nm using a multiwell plate reader

equipped with the appropriate filters. Background fluores-
cence (in the absence of cells) was subtracted automatically

from each well.

Statistical analysis

Statistically significant differences between groups were

determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) using

GraphPad Prism software. Initially, two-way ANOVAs
were conducted with experimental repetition and drug

treatment as a variable. If experimental repetitions were not

significantly different, the raw values or values normalized
to medium alone were combined for further ANOVA.

When experimental repetitions were significantly different

from each other, individual experimental repetitions were
analyzed separately with concentrations obtained from

individual experimental repetitions. In experiments with

time in culture as a factor, highly significant (P \ 0.0001)
effects of time in culture were observed. The results

reported were analyzed at each time point by one-way

ANOVA. When a significant main effect of drug treatment
was identified (P \ 0.05), Newman-Keuls post hoc test to

compare between groups with P \ 0.05 considered

significant.

Results

b-AR expression and signaling capacity varies

between breast adenocarcinoma cell lines

b-AR expression was measured in four human breast

adenocarcinoma cell lines. MB-231 represents the meta-
static, aggressive ‘‘triple-negative’’ phenotype and lacks

expression of estrogen receptor-alpha (ER-a) and other

hormone receptors [16]. MB-231BR, a variant of MB-231,
metastasizes exclusively to the mouse brain [14]. MCF7 is

less aggressive and is non-metastatic in mice. MB-361 was

isolated from a human brain metastasis [16]. Standard
radioligand binding was used to quantify b-AR cell surface

density. Specific binding of the b-AR antagonist 125ICYP

in each cell line is shown in Fig. 1a. The number of binding
sites, calculated as described in ‘‘Materials and methods’’

section, ranged from approximately 150–300 sites per cell

in MB-361 and MCF7 to *11,000 to 14,000 sites per cell
in MB-231 and MB-231BR (Table 1). High-affinity
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binding of ICYP (Kd) was observed, ranging from

1 9 10-11 to 9 9 10-11 M in all cell lines (Table 1).
Next, we determined if b-AR density reflected signaling

capacity as measured by b-AR-induced intracellular
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Fig. 1 Heterogeneity of b-AR expression in breast cancer cell lines.
a Binding of the radiolabeled b-AR antagonist 125ICYP was measured in
four human breast adenocarcinoma cell lines. Specific binding at each
ligand concentration was calculated by subtracting radioligand binding in
the presence of unlabeled antagonist CGP-12177 from total ICYP
binding. The concentration of 125ICYP specifically bound at varying
concentrations of ligand was calculated for each cell line as described in
‘‘Materials and methods’’ section. Results are representative of 1–3 experi-
mental repetitions. b cAMP accumulation in response to b-AR stimu-
lation. cAMP production was measured after stimulating 1 9 106 cells
with HBSS buffer alone or 10-4 M ISO for 5 min. All reactions took place
in the presence of 100 lM IBMX. Intracellular cAMP concentration was
measured by ELISA. Results shown are mean ± SEM of 2–4 exper-
imental repetitions. n.d. not detectable; level of detection = 1 pmol/ml

Table 1 Human breast cancer cell lines: b-AR binding sites and affinity

Cell line Metastatic?a Species Bmax (M) (SEM) Sites per cell (SEM) Kd (M)

MB-231 Yes Human 7.2 9 10-11 (2.9) 13798 (4858) 9.4 9 10-11 (4.9)

MB-231BR Yes Human 6.1 9 10-11 (1.8) 11027 (3991) 7.8 9 10-11 (3.0)

MCF7 No Human 0.14 9 10-11 (0.003) 297 (13) 1.1 9 10-11 (0.16)

MB-361 Yes Human 0.089 9 10-11 160 3.9 9 10-11

a Metastatic in mice
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Fig. 2 Kinetics of cAMP production with b-AR activation. Varying
concentrations of ISO was added to a MB-231BR, b MB-361, or
c MB-231. Intracellular cAMP production was measured after
stimulating 1 9 106 cells for 5, 20, or 60 min in the presence of
100 lM IBMX. cAMP concentration was determined by ELISA.
Results shown are mean ± SEM of 2–5 experimental repetitions
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cAMP. The reaction was conducted in the presence of the

phosphodiesterase inhibitor IBMX to prevent hydrolysis of
cAMP and to minimize the possibility that potential vari-

ation in phosphodiesterase activity contributed to differ-

ences in b-AR-induced intracellular cAMP. cAMP
accumulation was measured after 5 min incubation with

10-4 M isoproterenol (ISO), a non-selective b-AR agonist

(Fig. 1b). MB-231 and MB-231BR produced much more
cAMP relative to the moderate responses by MB-361 and

MCF7, as predicted by b-AR expression. Moreover, the
magnitude of the cAMP response was approximately

2.5-fold higher in MB-231 compared to MB-231BR,

despite the fact that MB-231 and MB-231BR expressed
equivalent numbers of b-AR per cell. Non-stimulated,

basal cAMP levels were near the level of detection of the

ELISA (1 pmol/ml) in MB-231BR and MB-361, but were
somewhat elevated (5 pmol/ml) in MB-231 and MCF7

(Fig. 1b).

To determine if the differences in the b-AR-induced
cAMP response between MB-231 and MB-231BR reflec-

ted altered kinetics, intracellular cAMP was measured in

MB-231 and MB-231BR with varying concentrations of
ISO at 5, 20, and 60 min. The cAMP response of the low

b-AR-expressing cell line MB-361 was included for

comparison. In MB-231BR, a rapid rise and decline in
intracellular cAMP was observed at all ISO concentra-

tions (C0.1 lM) tested within the 60-min time period

(Fig. 2a). Similarly, in MB-361, in response to high
concentrations of ISO, cAMP rose rapidly and declined to

near baseline by 60 min (Fig. 2b). In marked contrast, in

MB-231, b-AR-induced cAMP remained elevated
throughout the 60-min time period at all ISO concentra-

tions tested (Fig. 2c). The functional implications of these
differences in b-AR signaling capacity were next inves-

tigated in vitro.

b-AR stimulation and VEGF production

Several reports have demonstrated that b-AR activation of
a variety of tumor cells in vitro increased VEGF [4, 10, 13].

Therefore, we predicted that b-AR stimulation would

increase constitutive VEGF production by the breast cancer
cell lines, and the magnitude of the response would reflect

the magnitude of the b-AR-induced cAMP response. The

b2-AR-selective agonist terbutaline (TERB) (C0.1 lM)
(Fig. 3a) and ISO (data not shown) increased VEGF
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Fig. 3 b-AR activation and VEGF production by breast cancer cell
lines in vitro. The non-selective b-AR agonist ISO or the b2-AR-
agonist TERB were added at varying concentrations to a MB-231BR,
b MB-231, c MCF7, and d MB-361. Cell-free supernatants were
harvested at the indicated time points, and VEGF concentration was
determined by ELISA. For c MCF7, results shown are at 72 h in
culture. Results shown are mean ± SEM from 2 to 4 experimental
repetitions per cell line. a, b One-way ANOVA: main effects of

TERB, P \ 0.05 at each time point; c for MCF7, VEGF values
differed between two experimental repetitions, therefore results from
two experimental repetitions were normalized relative to 0 ISO.
Baseline VEGF for the two MCF7 experiments at 72 h was 412 and
316 pg/ml. Main effect of drug treatment, P = 0.01. d For MB-361,
no main effect of drug treatment. Asterisks indicate statistically
significant versus 0 ISO at the respective time point in culture by
Newman–Keuls post hoc analysis (P \ 0.05)
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production by MB-231BR at 48 and 72 h in culture. In

contrast, b-AR stimulation with C0.1 lM TERB (Fig. 3b)
and ISO (data not shown) inhibited VEGF production by

MB-231. The highest concentration of ISO tested (10 lM)

slightly increased production of VEGF by MCF7 (Fig. 3c)
and did not alter VEGF production by MB-361 (Fig. 3d).

NE, an endogenous AR ligand, has mixed affinity for

both b-AR and a-AR. NE increased VEGF production by
MB-231BR at 48 and 72 h in culture (Fig. 4a). The NE-

induced effect in MB-231BR was completely blocked by
the b2-selective blocker ICI 118,551 (ICI) (Fig. 4b). In

contrast, NE inhibited VEGF production by MB-231

(Fig. 4c), and the NE-induced inhibition was completely
blocked by an equimolar concentration of ICI (Fig. 4d).

The effectiveness of low concentrations of the b2-AR

selective agonist TERB and the ability of the b2-AR
selective blocker to block NE-induced effects indicate that

b2-AR activation elicits opposite effects on VEGF pro-

duction by MB-231 and MB-231BR.

b-AR-induced IL-6 production

To further investigate this divergent response, we next

determined whether other tumor-produced cytokines are

similarly altered by b-AR stimulation. IL-6 is a

multifunctional, proinflammatory cytokine that has been

implicated in tumor progression and metastasis [17, 18].
Under our low serum culture conditions, constitutive pro-

duction of IL-6 is detectable in MB-231 and MB-231BR,

but not by MCF7 or MB-361 (data not shown). b2-AR
activation with TERB increased IL-6 production in MB-

231BR (Fig. 5a) and MB-231 (Fig. 5d) at 48 and 72 h in

culture. Moreover, the magnitude of the TERB response
was greater in MB-231 compared to MB-231BR (at 72 h,

10 lM TERB compared to 0 drug, *59 versus *39,
respectively). NE also increased IL-6 in both MB-231 BR

and MB-231, but at higher concentrations compared to

TERB (Fig. 5b, e). ICI completely prevented the response
to NE in MB-231BR (Fig. 5c) and in MB-231 (Fig. 5f).

These results indicate that b2-AR activation increases IL-6

production by MB-231 and MB-231BR.

b-AR stimulation and Cellular Proliferation

To determine if the b-AR-induced alterations in VEGF and

IL-6 production are a function of altered cell number, we

measured proliferation using a fluorescent DNA binding
dye. ISO did not alter proliferation at any time point.

Figure 6 shows the normalized results at 72 h in culture by

MB-231BR (Fig. 6a) or MB-231 (Fig. 6b).
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Regulation of VEGF and IL-6 production

by the adenylate cyclase-cAMP-PKA pathway

We next tested the role of effectors involved in the clas-

sical b-AR-adenylate cyclase-cAMP pathway in the b-AR-

mediated VEGF and IL-6 responses. Forskolin directly
activates adenylate cyclase to elevate cAMP independently

of b-AR. In MB-231BR, forskolin (0.1 and 1 lM)

increased VEGF production, but at 10 lM, forskolin-
induced VEGF production was attenuated at 48 h and

eliminated at 72 h in culture (Fig. 7a). In MB-231, VEGF

production was reduced at 48 h (data not shown) and at
72 h (Fig. 7c). In contrast, IL-6 production was increased

by forskolin at 48 h (data not shown) and at 72 h in culture

in both MB-231BR (Fig. 7b) and MB-231 (Fig. 7d). These
forskolin-induced alterations in VEGF and IL-6 production

are similar qualitatively to those elicited by b-AR stimu-

lation in both cell lines.
To determine if cAMP activation of PKA plays a role in

the b-AR-induced responses in MB-231 and MB-231BR,

PKA activity was inhibited by KT 5720, a blocker with

high specificity for PKA. KT 5720 (1 lM) completely
blocked TERB-induced alterations in VEGF production by

MB-231BR (Fig. 8a) and by MB-231 (Fig. 8b). We noted

that PKA blockade in the absence of b-AR stimulation
slightly inhibited constitutive VEGF production by

MB-231BR (Fig. 8a). These results demonstrate a role for

b-AR-induced PKA activation in MB-231 and MB-231BR
VEGF production.

In terms of IL-6 production, KT 5720 did not alter the

b-AR-induced increase in IL-6 production by MB-231BR
in response to low or high concentrations of TERB

(Fig. 9a, b). In MB-231, KT 5720 (B5 lM) alone increased

IL-6 production (Fig. 9c), suggesting that constitutively
activated PKA in MB-231 inhibits IL-6 production. In the

presence of TERB, increasing concentrations of KT 5720

did not block the response to 0.1 or 1 lM TERB, but
instead augmented the TERB-induced increase in IL-6

production by MB-231 (Fig. 9c), the magnitude being

similar to the KT 5720-induced enhancement in the
absence of TERB. These results suggest that the

b-AR-induced increase in IL-6 production is not dependent
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on PKA activation. Furthermore, it appears that constitu-

tive PKA activation in MB-231 dampens IL-6 production.
Together, these results demonstrate that b-AR-induced

alterations in constitutive production of VEGF, but not

IL-6, are dependent on PKA activation.

Discussion

Despite the evidence that b-AR expressed by breast,

ovarian, and other tumor cell types can modulate tumor
growth and metastasis, few reports have evaluated the

connection between tumor cell b-AR expression, signaling

capacity, and functional capacity in breast cancer. In two
human breast adenocarcinoma cell lines (MCF7 and MB-

361) with low b-AR expression and signaling capacity,

b-AR stimulation elicited little or no change in production

of VEGF, a key driver of tumor angiogenesis. In MB-231,
a model of aggressive breast cancer, we confirmed high

b-AR density [19] and also demonstrated that MB-231BR,

a variant of MB-231, retained high b-AR expression.
However, the b-AR-induced cAMP response by MB-231

was greater and prolonged compared to MB-231BR.

Functionally, b-AR stimulation elicited directionally
opposite changes in VEGF production in MB-231 and MB-

231BR, while production of IL-6 was increased by b-AR
stimulation in both breast cancer cell lines. Elevating

cAMP independently of b-AR elicited alterations in VEGF

and IL-6 production that mimic the respective responses to
b-AR, indicating that cAMP is a key mediator of the

functional responses produced by b-AR stimulation.

Finally, in MB-231 and MB-231BR, PKA activation was
necessary for b-AR-induced alterations in VEGF, but not

IL-6 production, indicating that b-AR in MB-231 and MB-

231BR regulates VEGF and IL-6 production through
divergent pathways with cAMP as a central mediator.

These results imply that the impact of direct tumor cell

b-AR stimulation, or its antagonism, will vary considerably
from individual to individual, depending on tumor cell

b-AR density and signaling capacity.

Heterogeneity of b-AR signaling capacity

In all four human breast cancer cell lines, the peak b-AR-
induced cAMP response generally reflected b-AR density,

demonstrating coupling between b-AR, Gs, and adenylate

cyclase. Furthermore, MB-231BR and MB-361 displayed
typical b-AR desensitization, with a rapid peak and decline

in cAMP production upon exposure to ISO. In MB-231,

however, the magnitude and prolonged duration of b-AR-
induced cAMP is evidence of impaired b-AR feedback

mechanisms. We measured cAMP induction in the

presence of the phosphodiesterase inhibitor IBMX, elimi-
nating the possibility that differences in phosphodiesterase

expression may contribute to differences in cAMP response

kinetics. Preliminary evidence from our laboratory points
to impaired ligand-induced b-AR desensitization in

MB-231 (data not shown). The prolonged cAMP response

in MB-231 compared to MB-231BR has profound func-
tional significance, as discussed below.

b-AR-induced alterations in VEGF production are
dependent on b-AR density, cAMP, and PKA activation

In the four breast cancer cell lines, high b-AR density
predicted b-AR-induced alterations, but not directionality,

in VEGF production. In the high b-AR-expressing cell

lines, MB-231 and MB-231BR, we demonstrated that the
opposing effects of b-AR activation were mediated by the
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same adrenergic receptor subtype, the b2-AR. One possible
explanation for the differences in the b-AR-induced VEGF

responses is divergence from the classical adenylate
cyclase-cAMP-PKA pathway as has been described in

other cells [6–8]. However, the b-AR-induced alterations in

VEGF were mimicked by cAMP elevation and required
PKA, implying that effectors downstream of PKA lead to

the differential b-AR regulation of VEGF in MB-231 and

MB-231BR.
Our working hypothesis is that PKA can phosphorylate

multiple substrates with the capacity to either facilitate or

inhibit VEGF production in breast cancer cells. The for-
skolin response in MB-231BR provides evidence for cAMP-

mediated fine-tuning of VEGF production, with attenuation

of forskolin-induced VEGF production at high-forskolin
concentrations (Fig. 7a). Note, however, that such an

inhibitory mechanism does not appear to be active with high

concentrations of TERB in MB-231BR, perhaps due to the
ability of MB-231BR to rapidly down regulate b-AR-

induced cAMP production (Fig. 2a). We speculate that the

cAMP inhibitory pathway in MB-231 predominates due to
the inability to down regulate b-AR-induced cAMP pro-

duction. Elucidation of the molecular pathways involved in

fine-tuning VEGF synthesis by breast tumor cells specifi-
cally identification of PKA substrates responsible for regu-

lating VEGF in MB-231 and MB-231BR may yield new

therapeutic targets to inhibit tumor cell VEGF production
and subsequent tumor angiogenesis. This is particularly

important for aggressive breast cancer phenotypes, such as

the ‘‘triple negative’’ phenotype that MB-231 models, for
which effective therapies are limited.

It is interesting to speculate that the capacity for b-AR
stimulation to elevate VEGF production by MB-231BR

may have contributed to the selection pressure that pro-

duced this brain-seeking variant of MB-231. However,
MB-361, isolated from a human brain metastasis, exhibits

very low b-AR expression, a correspondingly low cAMP

response to b-AR stimulation, and no change in VEGF
production with b-AR stimulation. Therefore, it is apparent

that b-AR-induced VEGF production observed in

MB-231BR is not a general feature of breast adenocarci-
nomas isolated from the brain. However, since both

MB-231 and MB-231BR express high levels of b-AR and

are metastatic in mice, activation of high-density b-AR
expressed by breast cancer cells may represent a mechanism

to promote metastasis to secondary sites in breast cancer.

b-AR-induced IL-6 production in MB-231

and MB-231BR is dependent on cAMP,

but independent of PKA activation

IL-6 has been shown to participate in the epithelial–mes-

enchymal transition in human breast cancer cells and is
associated with advanced breast tumor stage and poor

prognosis [17, 18, 20, 21]. b-AR-induced IL-6 production

has been observed in a variety of normal cell types [8, 22]
and tumor cell types [10, 23, 24], even in the absence of a

pro-inflammatory stimulus [6]. IL-6 production by MB-361
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and MCF7 was undetectable under our culture conditions,

and b-AR stimulation did not induce IL-6 production in
these cell lines (data not shown). MB-231 and MB-231BR

produce detectable IL-6. Its production in both cell lines is

elevated by b2-AR stimulation, and the effect is mimicked
by a non-bAR-induced elevation of cAMP, similar to

VEGF. However, unlike VEGF, PKA inhibition did not

significantly block b-AR-induced IL-6 production, indica-
tive of a largely PKA-independent response to b-AR

stimulation. The cAMP pathway driving IL-6 production

also appears to lack an inhibitory component in response to
high-cAMP concentrations, unlike VEGF [for example,

compare the forskolin-induced IL-6 response to VEGF in

MB-231BR (Fig. 7a vs. b)]. These results are indicative of
a divergence in the b-AR-induced pathway immediately

downstream of cAMP.

We also noted that in the absence of b-AR stimulation,
PKA inhibition increased IL-6 production in MB-231, but

not in MB-231BR (Fig. 9), suggesting that constitutive
PKA activation in MB-231 may inhibit IL-6 production. A

low level of constitutive PKA activation is consistent with

the elevated basal cAMP detected in MB-231 (Fig. 1b).
Understanding the intracellular pathway underlying the

IL-6 response to b-AR stimulation is critical to blocking
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production of this proinflammatory cytokine to inhibit

tumor development.

Increased b-AR VEGF and IL-6 production is

not associated with increased cellular proliferation

b-AR activation did not alter MB-231 or MB-231BR

proliferation in vitro. Other investigators have shown
reduced MB-231 proliferation with exposure to b-AR

agonists in vitro [19, 25]. In our hands, MB-231 prolifer-
ation was inhibited 10–15% at the highest concentration of

ISO tested (10 lM), but this effect was not blocked by b-

AR antagonists (data not shown). Carie and Sebti, utilizing
an atypical b-AR agonist (ARA-211) reported reduced

MB-231 proliferation in the presence of ARA-211, and this

effect was blocked by a b-blocker [25]. Interestingly,
ARA-211 administration in vivo strongly inhibited tumor

growth, and even induced tumor regression, but the b-AR

agonist ISO was much less effective. Functional differ-
ences between agonists may indicate that signal strength or

spatial/temporal aspects of the cAMP response may also

contribute to functional heterogeneity to b-AR stimulation
in breast cancer cells.

Our inability to demonstrate increased b-AR-induced

VEGF production in vitro by MB-231 was unexpected.
Thaker et al. showed that chronic stress exposure increased

VEGF production in vivo in MB-231 tumors through a

b-AR-mediated mechanism [1], but a direct effect of tumor
cell b-AR stimulation in vivo was not tested with MB-231,

leaving open the possible involvement of VEGF-express-

ing stromal cells (such as macrophages) in the stress
response. In the context of primary breast tumors, b-AR-

expressing cells of the tumor stroma may also contribute to

b-AR-induced alterations in tumor pathogenesis and most
likely involve multiple mechanisms, including altered

angiogenesis and/or immunosuppression in vivo [3]. If

breast tumor cells express no or low b-AR, as shown here
with MCF7 and MB-361, b-AR-mediated alterations in

tumor pathogenesis may still be expected. Our in vitro

results demonstrate the potential for direct b-AR stimula-
tion of high b-AR-expressing tumor cells altering proan-

giogenic factor production in vivo. Our goals are to

determine the role of b-AR stimulation in breast tumor
pathogenesis in vivo and to determine the relative contri-

bution of the variety of b-AR-expressing cells to b-AR

stimulation in primary breast tumors.

Conclusions

The existence of a b-AR-driven proangiogenic pathway in

tumor cells suggests that pharmacological b-AR blockade,
commonly used in the treatment of cardiovascular disease,

may effectively block undesirable effects of stress expo-

sure and subsequent release of NE. In order to pursue b-AR
blockade as a therapeutic option, it is important to under-

stand the ubiquity of b-AR expression, signaling, and

function in breast tumors. We have demonstrated hetero-
geneity in b-AR expression and signaling capacity, and

only in the high b-AR-expressing cell lines did the

endogenous neurotransmitter NE markedly alter VEGF and
IL-6 production. Furthermore, in high b-AR expressing cell

lines, differences in b-AR signaling capacity can lead to
disparate functional effects, especially with regard to

VEGF production. These results suggest that blocking

b-AR on tumor cells may reduce stress-induced production
of proangiogenic factors, but caution must be used in

employing b-AR blockers. For instances, depending on

b-AR density and signaling capacity, NE release may
inhibit tumor cell VEGF production, and therefore b-AR

blockade may increase VEGF production. Future studies

will explore the response of a variety of breast cancer types
to b-AR stimulation in vivo so that more accurate predic-

tions can be made regarding responsiveness of breast

tumors to b-AR stimulation and the potential impact of
b-AR blockade.
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Evidence from cancer patients and animal models of cancer indicates that exposure to psychosocial stress
can promote tumor growth and metastasis, but the pathways underlying stress-induced cancer pathogen-
esis are not fully understood. Social isolation has been shown to promote tumor progression. We exam-
ined the impact of social isolation on breast cancer pathogenesis in adult female severe combined
immunodeficiency (SCID) mice using the human breast cancer cell line, MDA-MB-231, a high b-adrenergic
receptor (AR) expressing line. When group-adapted mice were transferred into single housing (social iso-
lation) one week prior to MB-231 tumor cell injection into a mammary fat pad (orthotopic), no alterations
in tumor growth or metastasis were detected compared to group-housed mice. When social isolation was
delayed until tumors were palpable, tumor growth was transiently increased in singly-housed mice. To
determine if sympathetic nervous system activation was associated with increased tumor growth, spleen
and tumor norepinephrine (NE) was measured after social isolation, in conjunction with tumor-promoting
macrophage populations. Three days after transfer to single housing, spleen weight was transiently
increased in tumor-bearing and non-tumor-bearing mice in conjunction with reduced splenic NE concen-
tration and elevated CD11b + Gr-1+ macrophages. At day 10 after social isolation, no changes in spleen
CD11b+ populations or NE were detected in singly-housed mice. In the tumors, social isolation increased
CD11b + Gr-1+, CD11b + Gr-1-, and F4/80+ macrophage populations, with no change in tumor NE. The
results indicate that a psychological stressor, social isolation, elicits dynamic but transient effects on mac-
rophage populations that may facilitate tumor growth. The transiency of the changes in peripheral NE sug-
gest that homeostatic mechanisms may mitigate the impact of social isolation over time. Studies are
underway to define the neuroendocrine mechanisms underlying the tumor-promoting effects of social
isolation, and to determine the contributions of increased tumor macrophages to tumor pathogenesis.

� 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction stressor, on breast tumor growth. Social isolation in rodents elicits anx-
The emotional stress experienced by cancer patients can be associ-
ated with increased tumor progression (Antoni et al., 2006), but the
biological pathways involved in stress-induced tumor progression
are only beginning to be understood. In animal models of cancer, expo-
sure to stressors potentiates tumor growth and metastasis in a variety
of tumors (Hermes et al., 2009; Saul et al., 2005; Shakhar and Ben-Eli-
yahu, 1998; Sloan et al., 2010; Thaker et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2009)
suggesting that therapies targeting stress biochemical pathways may
be effective in reducing tumor progression. Here we examine the
impact of social isolation of adult mice, an ethologically relevant
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iety and other fearful behaviors (Hermes et al., 2009; Williams et al.,
2009). Furthermore, chronic social isolation as experienced by humans
has been linked to cancer (Reynolds and Kaplan, 1990), and is a risk
factor for cancer mortality and other diseases (Hawkley and Cacioppo,
2003).

The sympathetic nervous system (SNS) is a major stressor
pathway characterized by release of the catecholamines norepi-
nephrine (NE) and epinephrine (EPI) from sympathetic noradrener-
gic nerves and from the adrenal medulla. Several lines of evidence
point to a role for the SNS in modulating tumor progression. Regio-
nal ablation of sympathetic nerves depleted NE and reduced tumor
growth (Raju et al., 2007). Stress-induced increase in tumor growth
and/or metastasis can be prevented by pre-treatment with a b-AR
blocker prior to stressor exposure or mimicked using b-AR agonists
in vivo (Shakhar and Ben-Eliyahu, 1998; Sloan et al., 2010; Thaker
et al., 2006). Furthermore, using an ovarian cancer model, Thaker
and colleagues showed that b-AR expression by the tumor cells
was necessary for stressor-induced tumor growth (Thaker et al.,
2006). It is interesting to note the variety of targets in stress- and
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or SNS-induced potentiation of tumor progression including cells of
the immune system (for example, macrophages and natural killer
cells) (Shakhar and Ben-Eliyahu, 1998; Sloan et al., 2010), angiogen-
esis (Thaker et al., 2006), and direct stimulation or inhibition of tu-
mor proliferation (Slotkin et al., 2000). In addition to understanding
the stress-induced neuroendocrine mediators/receptors that mod-
ulate tumor pathogenesis, it is also important to identify the target
cells in order to predict the outcome of stress exposure and to de-
velop therapies with minimal side effects.

The MDA-MB-231 cell line is a human mammary tumor adeno-
carcinoma representative of the more aggressive triple negative
human breast cancer. MB-231 cells express high levels of b-AR,
as detected by standard radioligand binding assay, but other breast
cancer cell lines displayed a low level of b-AR expression and min-
imal responsiveness to NE in vitro (Madden et al., 2011). By con-
trast, NE stimulation of MB-231 cells inhibits VEGF production,
and dramatically increases IL-6 production in vitro. With the view
that MB-231 serves as a model of breast cancers expressing high
levels of b-AR, we have begun testing the impact of stressor expo-
sure on MB-231 tumor growth, using social isolation as an estab-
lished model of a psychological stressor that can promote tumor
progression, including spontaneous mammary tumor progression
(Hermes et al., 2009; Thaker et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2009).

We report here that social isolation transiently increased tumor
growth only when social isolation was initiated when tumors were pal-
pable. These changes were associated with alterations in tumor macro-
phage populations early after social isolation and not associated with
elevated tumor or peripheral NE concentration. The results demon-
strate the complexity of the response of breast tumors to stressor expo-
sure that needs to be better characterized before targeting stress
hormones in the therapeutic treatment of breast cancer.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Mice

Female severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) (NOD.CB17-
Prkdcscid/J) mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory, Bar
Harbor, ME between 6 and 8 weeks of age, and were housed 5 per
cage with food and water ad lib on a 12:12 light:dark cycle. SCID
mice were provided acid water ad lib upon arrival. The mice were
housed using microisolator technology to effect a biological barrier
at the level of the individual cage. Upon initiation of the experi-
ments, the antibiotic sulfamethoxazole and trimethoprim (Hi-Tech
Pharmacol. Co., Amityville, NY) was included in the drinking water
throughout the duration of the experiment. The antibiotic treat-
ment was necessary in order to prevent the occasional pneumonia
that developed in these immunodeficient mice. All experimental
protocols were approved by the University of Rochester University
Committee on Animal Resources.

2.2. Cell lines

MB-231 tumor cells (American Tissue Type Collection; Manas-
sas, VA) were maintained in Dulbecco’s Modified Essential Medium
(DMEM) containing 4.5 g/L glucose, L-glutamine, penicillin/strepto-
mycin and 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) (all from Gibco, Invitrogen
Inc., Carlsbad, CA). MB-231 cells were employed experimentally
within 3 months of acquiring and/or thawing, and were regularly
tested for the absence of mycoplasma contamination.

2.3. Social isolation

SCID mice were allowed to adapt to group housing (5 per cage) for
at least two weeks before being housed singly. Both group- and sin-
gle-housed mice were housed in cages measuring 7.5’’ � 11’’ � 5’’.
2.4. Tumor implantation and measures

MB-231 (2–4 � 106 cells) was injected into a single mammary
fat pad of NOD/SCID female mice in mice anesthetized with
90 mg/kg ketamine and 9 mg/kg xylazine. Mice were palpated
weekly until tumors were detected. The shortest and longest diam-
eters of each tumor were measured with calipers. Tumor volumes
was calculated using the equation: 0.5 � length �width2.

2.5. Flow cytometry

Single suspensions from spleen or tumors were prepared by
pressing tissue through a metal mesh into ice-cold PBS containing
10% fetal calf serum. Red blood cells were lysed using ammonium
lysis buffer. After washing, the cells were counted and resuspended
in phosphate buffered saline containing 1% bovine serum albumin
and 0.25% sodium azide (flow wash). Macrophages were stained
using three-color immunofluorescence. Cells (1.5 � 106) were incu-
bated in 25 ll FcBlock (anti-CD16, diluted 1:50; BD Biosciences,
bdbiosciences.com) for 15 min at 4 �C. Rat anti-F4/80 (clone BM8;
FITC-conjugated; Abcam Inc.; abcam.com), rat anti-CD11b (clone
M1/70; Alexafluor 647-conjugated, BD Biosciences) and rat anti-
Gr-1 (anti-Ly-6G and Ly-6C; clone RB6-8C5; PE-conjugated; BD Bio-
sciences) were diluted 1:50 in flow wash. Antibodies (100 ll) were
incubated 30 min at 4 �C. Cells incubated in flow wash only served
as autofluorescent controls. Cells were washed two times in flow
wash, fixed in 0.5 ml PBS containing 1% paraformaldehyde, and
stored in the dark at 4 �C for no longer than 2 weeks before analysis.
Fluorescence was analyzed in the University of Rochester Flow
Cytometry Core on a BD LSR II 18-Color flow cytometer. Forward
scatter and side scatter gating was used to eliminate non-lymphoid
cells from the analysis. Analysis gates were set based on the auto-
fluorescent controls.

2.6. Cytokine and norepinephrine determination

For cytokines, tumor homogenates at a concentration of 4% w/v
were prepared in RIPA buffer containing protease inhibitors (HALT
Protease Inhibitor Cocktail, Thermoscientific; Thermofisher.com).
To measure NE, tumors were homogenized at a concentration of
1% w/v in 1 N HCl. Protein in homogenates was measured colori-
metrically using a Pierce BCA Protein Assay kit (Thermoscientific).
NE and tumor cytokines in the homogenates were measured by
ELISA according to the manufacturer’s instructions. A NE ELISA
kit was purchased from Rocky Mountain Diagnostics. Mouse- and
human-specific VEGF and IL-6 Quantikine kits (R and D Systems,
Minneapolis, MN) are highly species specific with little or no
cross-reactivity detected with the corresponding analyte from
other species. As reported by the manufacturer and confirmed in
our laboratory, the only (minimal) cross-reactivity detected is
0.2% cross-reactivity of human VEGF in the mouse VEGF ELISA. Se-
rial dilutions of the tumor homogenates were tested to determine
the optimal homogenate dilution for each analyte. Absorption was
measured at 450 nm using a multiwell plate reader (Synergy HT,
Biotek Instruments Inc., Winooski, VT). Curve fitting and sample
concentration calculations were conducted with Gen5 software
(Biotek). Results were normalized based on protein concentration
or tissue wet weight.

2.7. Statistical analysis

Statistically significant differences between groups were deter-
mined using GraphPad Prism software. For all analyses, p < 0.05 is
considered statistically significant. When comparing two groups,
F-test for equality of variance was used to determine if the variance
differed significantly. If variance between the two groups was
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equal, Student’s t-test was used. For non-equal variance, non-para-
metric Mann–Whitney was used as indicated. To compare more
than two groups, a significant main effect by one-way ANOVA
was followed by post hoc Newman–Keuls analysis. Tumor volume
over time was analyzed using a two-way repeated measures
ANOVA, and significant main effects or interactions were analyzed
using Bonferroni’s post hoc analysis.
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3. Results

3.1. Social isolation prior to MB-231 tumor cell injection

We have investigated the impact of stressor exposure in the
form of social isolation on orthotopic growth of the human breast
tumor cell line, MB-231, in SCID female mice. Mice were separated
into single housing one week prior to MB-231 tumor cell injection
(2 � 106 cells) into the mammary fat pad. Fig. 1 represents results
from three experimental repetitions in which tumor growth was
measured over time. In these experimental repetitions, tumor NE,
human and mouse VEGF and IL-6 were not consistently altered
at the time of sacrifice (day 83 post-MB-231 injection in Fig. 1; data
not shown). No difference in lung metastases (the only site of
metastasis from the primary MB-231 tumor) was observed be-
tween the two groups (data not shown). We postulated that the
inability to produce replicable changes in tumor growth was due
to the fact that MB-231 is a slow growing tumor in vivo, allowing
mice to adapt to social isolation. If true, we predicted that social
isolation would have a greater impact if transfer to single housing
took place closer to the exponential phase of tumor growth.
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3.2. Social isolation after MB-231 injection

To test this possibility, SCID mice were injected orthotopically
with MB-231 (4 � 106 cells) and tumor growth was monitored
over time. One-half of the mice were singly housed when tumors
were palpable in all mice (in this experiment, day 14 post-tumor
injection; average tumor volume = �25 mm3). The other mice re-
mained in their home cages, and tumor growth in all mice was
measured over time. MB-231 tumor growth was greater in sin-
gly-housed compared to group-housed mice when tumor volume
was analyzed through day 28 post-separation (Fig. 2A; repeated
measures ANOVA, main effect of housing, p < 0.03 with no interac-
tion by time, p = 0.5). By day 34 post-separation, the effect of social
isolation had dissipated somewhat. When this time point was in-
cluded in the analysis, the main effect was no longer significant
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Fig. 1. MB-231 tumor growth is not altered by social isolation prior to tumor cell
injection. SCID female mice were singly housed seven days prior to orthotopic
injection of MB-231 cells. Tumor diameter was measured with calipers on the days
indicated. Tumor volume is expressed as mean ± SEM, n = 8–10 mice per group.
(p = 0.07) with no interaction by day post-separation (p = 0.6). Mice
were sacrificed at this time point (day 34 post-separation). Tumor
weight did not differ between groups (data not shown). Interest-
ingly, a trend towards reduced tumor NE in the singly-housed
group was noted (Fig. 2B, Mann–Whitney, p = 0.1). Tumor human
VEGF concentration did not differ between groups (data not
shown), but a trend towards increased human IL-6 was noted in
tumors from singly-housed mice (Fig. 2C; Mann–Whitney,
p = 0.1). Mouse IL-6 did not differ between groups (data not
shown). No difference in lung metastases was observed between
the two groups (data not shown). These results demonstrate that
social isolation facilitated tumor progression, but the duration of
the effect on tumor growth was limited.
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Fig. 2. MB-231 tumor growth is transiently increased by social isolation after
tumor injection. SCID female were injected with MB-231 cells, and when all mice
had palpable tumors, half of the mice were transferred from group to single
housing. (A) Tumor volume over time. NE (B) and human IL-6 (C) were measured by
ELISA in tumors harvested at day 34 post separation. Results are expressed as
mean ± SEM, n = 8–9 mice per group. See text for statistical analysis of tumor
growth. For tumor NE and human IL-6, no significant effects based on the non-
parametric Mann–Whitney test, p = 0.1.
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In this same experiment, a subset of mice was sacrificed day 3
after social isolation to determine if sympathetic activation oc-
curred early after social isolation. At this time point, the tumors
(610 mg in weight) were too small to measure NE; therefore the
spleen was used as a highly-innervated surrogate organ to compare
NE concentration after social isolation. Day 3 post-separation,
splenic NE concentration was significantly reduced in the singly-
housed mice (Fig. 3A; ANOVA, housing x day interaction,
p < 0.001). The decrease in NE concentration was associated with
increased spleen weight (Fig. 3B; ANOVA, housing x day interaction,
p = 0.02), suggesting that the increase in spleen mass reduced NE
concentration in the singly housed mice. By day 34 post separation,
neither NE concentration nor spleen weight was altered in singly-
housed compared to group-housed mice, but compared to day 3,
splenic NE concentration was significantly reduced in both groups
in conjunction with increased spleen mass (ANOVA, main effect of
day, p < 0.001).

3.3. Effects of social isolation on increased spleen mass are not
dependent on tumor

In the next experiment, to determine if the early effect of social
isolation on spleen mass was dependent on the presence of grow-
ing tumors, non-tumor bearing SCID female mice were socially iso-
lated. In addition, flow cytometry was used to determine if
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macrophage populations were altered after social isolation, as re-
ported for other social stressors (Engler et al., 2004). Social isola-
tion increased spleen weight at this time point in association
with decreased spleen NE concentration (Fig. 4A and B), similar
to the effects at d3 in tumor-bearing mice. The percentage of sple-
nic macrophages expressing F4/80+ and CD11b + Gr-1-cells was
not significantly altered (Fig. 4C and E), but the percentage of
CD11b+ macrophages that co-express Gr-1+ were significantly in-
creased in socially isolated mice. These cells are myeloid derived
suppressor cells that have potent immunosuppressive capabilities
(Gabrilovich and Nagaraj, 2009). These results demonstrate that
the early effect of social isolation in the spleen is independent of
tumor growth, and that specific splenic macrophage populations
are sensitive to neurohormonal changes elicited by social isolation.
Since these macrophage populations are important regulators of
tumor progression, we tested if macrophage populations are al-
tered in spleens and tumors of socially isolated mice.

3.4. Social isolation alters spleen and tumor macrophage populations

The next experiment examined alterations in spleen and tumor
NE concentration and macrophage populations 10 days after social
isolation in mice bearing tumors. Social isolation was initiated
when average tumor volume was �50 mm3. Social isolation did
not alter spleen or tumor weight or NE concentration 10 days after
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Fig. 5. Social isolation alters tumor and spleen macrophage populations. SCID female mice were injected with MB-231 in the mammary fat pad. When tumors were palpable,
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social isolation (Fig. 5A–D). However, macrophage populations
were increased in tumors from socially isolated mice with signifi-
cant increases in the percentage of F4/80+ (Fig. 5E) and
CD11b + Gr-1+ populations (Fig. 5F) and a trend toward an increase
in the CD11b + Gr-1- population (Fig. 5G). In the spleen, the per-
centage of F480+ macrophages was reduced (Fig. 5H) with no sig-
nificant changes in either CD11b+ population (Fig. 5I and J). These
results demonstrate distinct changes in tumor and spleen macro-
phage populations with social isolation.
4. Discussion

Social isolation is a well-characterized social stressor that has
several advantages to more standard laboratory-type stressors. It
is a milder form of stress compared to other forms of stressor expo-
sure. For example, in our hands singly-housed mice do not lose
weight (data not shown) nor display elevated tissue NE concentra-
tion, in contrast to the weight loss (Sloan et al., 2010) and in-
creased tissue NE concentration (Thaker et al., 2006) reported
with daily restraint stress. Yet animals exposed to social isolation
mimic behavioral anxiety and increased vigilance associated with
social isolation observed in humans (Hermes et al., 2009; Williams
et al., 2009). Here, we demonstrated that social isolation tran-
siently increased MB-231 tumor growth, but only when social iso-
lation was initiated when tumor growth was near exponential
phase. No consistent effects of tumor growth or metastasis were
observed when social isolation occurred prior to MB-231 injection,
suggesting a temporal dependence in the context of a mild stres-
sor. Indeed, early and transient changes in spleen NE concentration
and macrophage populations, independent of whether or not the
animals were tumor-bearing, were observed. Furthermore, in-
creases in tumor macrophage populations took place before any
indications of altered tumor growth. The changes in macrophage
populations in the tumors were not associated with altered tumor
NE. These results suggest that social isolation can have an impact
on tumor progression, but the impact is transient and may not
be associated with dramatic changes in tumor growth and
metastasis.

The changes in macrophage populations in tumor and spleen
indicate that social isolation facilitates leukocyte recruitment – a
process described with another social stressor, social disruption
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(Engler et al., 2004). Repeated social disruption increased spleen
weight in concert with loss of CD11b+ myeloid cells from the bone
marrow and an increase in CD11b+ cells in the spleen. Further-
more, the increase in spleen weight elicited by social disruption
was mediated through b-AR stimulation, as it was prevented by
propranolol pretreatment to block b-AR (Wohleb et al., 2011).
The increase in the CD11b + Gr-1+ population in spleen from
non-tumor bearing, singly-housed mice shown here (Fig. 4), sug-
gests that this process also occurs with social isolation. A similar
stress-induced increase in tumor macrophages has been described
by Sloan and colleagues, who demonstrated elevated F4/80+ tumor
macrophages and a trend toward increased myeloid derived sup-
pressor cells with restraint stress; this effect was blocked by pro-
pranolol treatment (Sloan et al., 2010). Restraint stress did not
facilitate primary tumor growth, but increased tumor angiogenesis
and dramatically elevated metastasis (Sloan et al., 2010). In our
hands, tumor associated macrophage populations expressing
F4/80 and CD11b were increased with social isolation. The spleen
is an important source of tumor associated macrophages and tu-
mor associated neutrophils (Cortez-Retamozo et al., 2012). The so-
cial isolation-induced decrease in the splenic F4/80+ population in
conjunction with an increase in this population in tumors suggests
that the spleen may contribute to the increased F4/80+ tumor asso-
ciated macrophages in socially isolated mice. It is likely that both
the spleen and bone marrow may be targets of stress hormones
that promote the migration of these macrophage populations into
the tumor. Both tumor associated macrophages and myeloid de-
rived suppressor cell populations are associated with tumor pro-
gression (Gabrilovich and Nagaraj, 2009), but we have yet to
establish that the increased tumor macrophages lead to the in-
creased tumor growth in the singly-housed mice.

Social isolation has been characterized as a stressor based on
behavior (it elicits anxiety behaviors in female mice) (Palanza
et al., 2001), but is less well characterized in terms of hypothalamic
pituitary axis or sympathetic nervous system activation. Long-term
social isolation increased development of spontaneous mammary
tumors and metastasis, but these rats were socially isolated from
puberty (Hermes et al., 2009), making it difficult to directly com-
pare to the social isolation procedure here, which was begun when
the mice had reached adulthood. Nonetheless, social isolation led
to reduced baseline levels of plasma corticosterone at the nadir
of the diurnal rhythm in social isolated rats, but an elevated and
prolonged corticosterone response to a stressor (Hermes et al.,
2009; Williams et al., 2009). Similarly, a 21-day period of single
housing did not alter baseline plasma catecholamines, but upon
exposure to an acute stressor, plasma catecholamines in socially
isolated rats were significantly elevated versus group-housed
(Dronjak et al., 2004). Therefore, the social isolation model will
be particularly useful for examining the impact of an acute stressor
in animals exposed to long-term social isolation. The results pre-
sented here suggest that social isolation alone may elicit altera-
tions that have a transient impact. Future plans include using
social isolation to understand the biological consequences of mul-
tiple stressors on tumor pathogenesis, a more likely scenario in the
context of a diagnosis of breast cancer.

The effects of social isolation were not associated with in-
creased NE concentrations in spleen or in tumor, as might be ex-
pected if social isolation activated the SNS. However, there are a
few caveats in interpreting tissue NE measures. First, NE concen-
tration in the spleen appeared to fluctuate with changes in spleen
mass. One way to interpret this finding is that sympathetic nerve
fibers within the spleen do not respond rapidly to a rapid expan-
sion in tissue volume, such as the increase in spleen weight with
social isolation or even in a growing tumor. We can detect sympa-
thetic nerve fibers in MB-231 tumors independent of tumor size,
however the impact of the expanding tumor architecture on NE
concentration has not been systematically examined. Furthermore,
measuring only tissue NE may not be an appropriate measure of
SNS activation, especially under conditions of a relatively mild
stressor such as social isolation where homeostatic mechanisms
serve to maintain a constant tissue NE baseline (Eisenhofer et al.,
2004)). Therefore, we have begun to assess normetanephrine, a
product of NE metabolism by catechol-O-methyltransferase, as a
potential additional measure of sympathetic activation and re-
leased NE. These experiments will help define the role of SNS acti-
vation and b-AR stimulation in the context of social isolation.

The results presented here demonstrate an early, but transient
effect of a psychological stressor, social isolation, in both tumor-
bearing and normal female SCID mice. The results imply that expo-
sures to relatively mild stressors may promote tumor progression,
depending on the timing relative to tumor growth, but also suggest
the possibility that homeostatic mechanisms can mitigate the im-
pact of social isolation. This is a potential area of investigation in
terms of identifying pathways that help minimize the impact of
chronic stress experienced in breast cancer patients. It is critical
to understand how mild stressors interact to develop into a more
severe stressor and to develop therapies that work in concert with
standard breast cancer therapies to inhibit tumor progression.
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Research Article

The Antidepressant Desipramine and a2-Adrenergic
Receptor Activation Promote Breast Tumor Progression in
Association with Altered Collagen Structure

Mercedes J. Szpunar1, Kathleen A. Burke2, Ryan P. Dawes3, Edward B. Brown2, and Kelley S. Madden2

Abstract
Emotional stress activates the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and release of the neurotransmitter

norepinephrine to promote breast tumor pathogenesis. We demonstrate here that themetastatic mammary

adenocarcinoma cell line 4T1 does not express functional adrenergic receptors (AR), the receptors activated

by norepinephrine, yet stimulation of adrenergic receptor in vivo altered 4T1 tumor progression in vivo.

Chronic treatment with the antidepressant desipramine (DMI) to inhibit norepinephrine reuptake

increased 4T1 tumor growth but not metastasis. Treatment with a highly selective a2-adrenergic receptor

agonist, dexmedetomidine (DEX), increased tumor growth and metastasis. Neither isoproterenol (ISO), a

b-AR agonist, nor phenylephrine, an a1-AR agonist, altered tumor growth or metastasis. Neither DMI- nor

DEX-induced tumor growthwas associated with increased angiogenesis. In DMI-treatedmice, tumor VEGF,

IL-6, and the prometastatic chemokines RANTES, M-CSF, and MIP-2 were reduced. Tumor collagen

microstructure was examined using second harmonic generation (SHG), a nonabsorptive optical scattering

process to highlight fibrillar collagen. In DMI- andDEX-treatedmice, but not ISO-treatedmice, tumor SHG

was significantly altered without changing fibrillar collagen content, as detected by immunofluorescence.

These results demonstrate that a2-AR activation can promote tumor progression in the absence of direct

sympathetic input to breast tumor cells. The results also suggest that SNS activation may regulate tumor

progression through alterations in the extracellularmatrix, with outcome dependent on the combination of

adrenergic receptor activated. These results underscore the complexities underlying SNS regulation of breast

tumor pathogenesis, and suggest that the therapeutic use of adrenergic receptor blockers, tricyclic anti-

depressants, and adrenergic receptor agonists must be approached cautiously in patients with breast cancer.

Cancer Prev Res; 6(12); 1262–72. �2013 AACR.

Introduction
In patients with cancer, chronic emotional stress or other

negative psychological factors such as depression or lack of
social support promote tumor growth and progression
(1, 2). The sympathetic nervous system (SNS) is an impor-
tant pathway by which stress can facilitate tumor growth
(3–6). The SNS neurotransmitters norepinephrine and
epinephrine activate a- and b-adrenergic receptors (AR).
In animal models using b-AR–expressing cancer cell lines,
stressor exposure or b-AR stimulation increased tumor
growth and/or metastasis by mechanisms such as increased

tumor angiogenesis and density of tumor associatedmacro-
phages (7, 8). SNS activation can also target b-AR–expres-
sing host cells residing in the tumor or in metastatic sites
to promote tumor growth and metastasis (6, 9). These
studies provide compelling evidence that norepinephrine
and AR-expressing tumor cells or host stromal cells mod-
ulate tumor pathogenesis.

Despite progress in understanding themolecularmechan-
isms underlying sympathetic regulation of tumor progres-
sion, several critical questions remain. First, the role fora-AR
has not been carefully examined despite the fact that in
human breast cancer, a-AR expression has been linked to
poor prognosis (10). Second, variation in breast cancer cell
line adrenergic receptor expression (11, 12) is recapitulated
in humanbreast tumors that display heterogeneity ina- and
b-AR expression (10). The functional consequences of such
heterogeneity have yet to be systematically explored. It is
reasonable to assume that when breast cancer cells express
no or low levels of adrenergic receptor, host stromal adren-
ergic receptor would be the direct targets of elevated norepi-
nephrine. Stromal cells, including cells of the immune
system, endothelial cells, and fibroblasts, express a-AR and
b-AR normally and in tumors (8, 13, 14). We propose that
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SNS activation can promote tumor pathogenesis by acting
on stromal cells to alter the tumor extracellular matrix.
To test this hypothesis, we have used multiphoton laser

scanning microscopy and second harmonic generation
(SHG) to visualize a component of the tumor stroma,
fibrillar collagen. SHG is an endogenous optical signal
produced when 2 excitation photons combine to produce
one emission photon, "catalyzed" by a non-centrosymmet-
ric structure, such as ordered collagen triple helices (15).
Tumor collagen fiber microstructure, as revealed by SHG, is
of great interest because several studies have suggested that
it influences tumor progression, specifically tumor metas-
tasis. It is important to note that not all collagen fibers
produce detectable SHG (16), and that tumor cells can
migrate toward blood vessels via SHGþ fibers, locomoting
along such fibers more efficiently than cells moving inde-
pendently. Interestingly, the extent of SHG-associated
tumor cell motility is correlated with metastatic ability
(17, 18). In patients with breast cancer biopsies, we dem-
onstrated shifts in SHG emission patterns associated with
progression to more metastatic disease (19), and lymph
nodemetastasis was associated with increased breast tumor
SHGþ collagen I density (20). Finally, SHG-based tumor-
associated collagen signatures are prognostic factors for
disease-free survival, independent of tumor grade, size, and
hormonal receptor status (21). Thus, SHG imaging repre-
sents a novel imaging modality to assess the impact of SNS
activation on tumor extracellular matrix and explore stro-
mal pathways that may be activated by norepinephrine to
influence tumor progression.
We demonstrate here that 4T1, a metastatic mammary

adenocarcinoma (22), lacks functional a- and b-AR, and is
unable to respond to norepinephrine in vitro. Therefore, we
propose 4T1 as an excellent model for investigating effects
of SNS activation on tumors in the absence of direct sym-
pathetic input to the tumor cells themselves. To explore the
impact of elevated norepinephrine in the 4T1 tumormodel,
mice were treated with the norepinephrine reuptake inhib-
itor, desipramine (DMI), a drug used clinically as an anti-
depressant (23, 24).Wedemonstrate that chronic treatment
with DMI increased orthotopic 4T1 tumor growth, whereas
highly selective a2-AR activation by treatment with dexme-
detomidine (DEX) increasedboth tumor growth andmetas-
tasis. DMI and DEX treatments were associated with altered
SHG-emitting tumor collagen. These results provide evi-
dence that activation of the SNS can promote tumor pro-
gression and metastasis through interactions with the
tumor stroma, and can do so through activation of a2-AR.

Materials and Methods
Mice
Female BALB/cByJ mice (6–8 weeks of age; The Jackson

Laboratories) were housed 3 to 4 per cage with food and
water ad libitum, and used experimentally 2 weeks after
arrival. All animal procedures were carried out in accor-
dance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by

the University of Rochester Committee on Animal Res-
ources. TheUniversity of Rochester Animal Resource is fully
accredited by AAALAC International.

Cell lines and tissue culture
4T1 (mammary adenocarcinoma; CRL-2539), MDA-MB-

231 (MB-231; HTB-26), and human foreskin fibroblast-1
cells (HFF; SCRC-1041) were acquired from American Type
Culture Collection (ATCC) within the last 2 years. ATCC
authenticates cell lines using short tandem repeat analyses.
Upon acquisition, cells were expanded for no more than
3 passages and frozen. All cell lines were used within 3
months of thawing. For passaging, 4T1 was grown in RPMI
containing penicillin/streptomycin and 10% fetal calf
serum. MB-231 and HFF were grown in Dulbecco’s mod-
ified Eagle medium containing L-glutamine and supple-
mented with penicillin/streptomycin and 10% fetal calf
serum. All media and media components were purchased
from Gibco (Invitrogen Inc.). All cells were regularly tested
for mycoplasma contamination.

In vitro culture of 4T1 cells to measure proliferation and
cytokine production was described previously (11). Pro-
liferation was assessed using CyQuant NF Proliferation
Assay kit (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s ins-
tructions. Fluorescence was detected with a 485 nm
excitation filter and 530 nm emission filter using a multi-
well plate reader (Biotek). For cytokines, cell-free super-
natants were harvested after 72 hours in culture and
stored at �80�C.

Drug treatment
Drug treatments commenced 2 days before tumor cell

injection and continued for the duration of the experiment.
For DMI treatment, continuous release pellets (Innovative
Research of America) were implanted subcutaneously
under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia (90/9 mg/kg). The
adrenergic receptor agonists ISO (Sigma-Aldrich), phenyl-
ephrine (Sigma-Aldrich), and DEX (Pfizer) were dissolved
in sterile saline. Mice were injected intraperitoneally (i.p.)
daily for the duration of the experiment. ISO and phenyl-
ephrine doses were chosen based on ISO-induced increased
tumor pathogenesis reported in other murine tumor mod-
els (7, 8) and on pilot toxicity studies. Two doses of DEX
were tested: 10 mg/kg elicited no apparent sedative effects
and 25 mg/kg elicited mild and transient anesthetic effects
(slowedmovements following injection thatwereno longer
apparent 1 hour after injection). DMI, ISO, and phenyl-
ephrine treatment elicited early and transient decreases in
body weight (�10%) that recovered over time.

Tumor implantation, growth, and tissue harvest
4T1 cells (1� 105 in sterile saline) were injected into the

third mammary fat pad (MFP) under ketamine/xylazine
anesthesia. Tumorsweremeasuredwith calipers every 2 to 3
days without knowledge of experimental group. Mice were
sacrificed by pentobarbital overdose (200 mg/kg, i.p.) fol-
lowed by cervical dislocation to harvest tumor, spleen, and
lungs. Tumors and spleens were weighed and divided. For
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catecholamine and cytokine analyses, tissue was immedi-
ately placed on dry ice and stored at �80�C.

Tumor volume (V) was calculated using the equationV¼
1/2� length�width2. Tumor growth is presented either as
the raw tumor volume over time or as normalized tumor
growth. Normalized tumor growth was calculated by divid-
ing an individual’s tumor volume at a given timepoint by its
volume at the earliest time point all tumors were detected
(day 3 or 5 post-4T1).

Norepinephrine/normetanephrine and cytokine
analyses

For norepinephrine and normetanephrine, tissue was
homogenized in 0.01 M HCl at 10% volume (mL) by
tissue weight. Norepinephrine and normetanephrine
were determined by ELISA (Rocky Mountain Diagnostics)
following the manufacturer’s instructions. For cytokines,
tissue was homogenized in radioimmunoprecipitation
assay buffer containing protease inhibitors (Pierce). Cyto-
kines were measured using mouse-specific ELISAs (R&D
Systems) following the manufacturer’s instructions.

Formultiple analyte analysis, aMilliplexmouse cytokine/
chemokine magnetic bead panel kit (Millipore; catalogue
#MCYTOMAG-70K)was used following themanufacturer’s
instructions. A Luminex 200 plate reader equipped with
xPOnent software (University of Rochester Flow Cytometry
Core) was used to determine median fluorescence intensity
for each analyte. The concentration of each analyte was
calculated using the corresponding standard curve fit to a 5-
parameter logistic equation.

For all ELISAs, absorption wasmeasured at 450 nm using
a multiwell plate reader (Synergy HT; Biotek Instruments
Inc.). Curve fitting and sample concentration calculations
were conducted with Gen5 software (Biotek). Concentra-
tions were normalized to total protein in homogenates as
determined with a BCA protein assay (Pierce).

Immunohistochemistry, SHG, and image analysis
Tumors were fixed in 4%paraformaldehyde for 72 hours,

followed by incubation in 10%sucrose and 30%sucrose for
24hours each. Three adjacent tumor sections (20-mm-thick)
were collected every 100 mm. Standard immunohistochem-
ical techniques were used to detect blood vessels using rat-
anti CD31þ antibody (diluted 1:20; Abcam), proliferating
cells using polyclonal rabbit-anti Ki67 (1:500; Abcam) or
collagen I using polyclonal rabbit anti-collagen type I
antibody (1:200; Abcam). Species-appropriate Alexa-Flu-
or-594-conjugated secondary antibodies (Invitrogen) were
used to detect the primary antibodies. Fluorescein isothio-
cyanate (FITC)-conjugated anti-F4/80þ antibody (Abcam)
was used to detect F4/80þ macrophages.

For immunofluorescent and SHG imaging of collagen,
tumor sections were imaged using multiphoton microsco-
py. Five random fields of view per tumor section were
imaged by a blinded observer using a 0.8 NA 20� water
immersion objective lens and electronic zoom at 1�, one
section per tumor. SHG and immunofluorescence emission
was collected simultaneously under constant imaging

conditions in each sample, including excitation wavelength
(810 nm), laser power (8 mW at the sample), and photo-
multiplier tube voltages. To detect immunofluorescence,
fluorophore emission was collected using bandpass filters
520/40 (for FITC) and 635/30 (for Alexa-Fluor 594). SHG
signal was separated from fluorescence by a 475 nm long-
pass dichroic (Semrock) and detected through a bandpass
405/30 emission filter.

All images were analyzed by personnel blinded to group
using custom algorithms in ImageJ (NIH Freeware). To
quantify CD31 and Ki67 immunofluorescence, a threshold
that excluded autofluorescence was determined in adjoin-
ing tissue sections stained with secondary antibody alone,
and the percentage of pixels above thresholdwas calculated.
Average blood vessel area was calculated and normalized to
cell density based on 40,6-diamino-2-phenylindole nuclear
staining. To quantify SHG and anti-collagen immunostain-
ing, a common thresholdwas determined for all samples by
determining background pixels averaged from 2 tissue-free
images from each channel. The average background inten-
sity was subtracted from all images, then common SHG and
immunostained thresholds were applied to distinguish
SHG or immunostained pixels from background pixels.
Two calculations were used to represent SHG or immuno-
histochemical collagen signal: the percentage of pixels
above threshold in each image and the average intensity
of those pixels above threshold. The SHG and collagen
immunostaining values from 5 regions of interest from
each tumor section were averaged for each animal.

Lung metastases
Lungs were fixed in 10% formalin and paraffin embed-

ded. Five-mm-thick sections were collected every 100 mm
through the entire lung. Tissue sections were stained using
standard hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) techniques. Metas-
tases were visualized using a�4 objective lens and counted
in each tissue section by a blinded observer.

b-AR Expression and Intracellular Cyclic AMP
A standard radioligand-binding assay was used to deter-

mine specific binding of 125I-cyanopindolol (NEN Radio-
chemicals) to whole cells to quantify b-AR expression, as
described previously (11). The procedure to measure intra-
cellular cAMP was described previously (11). Cyclic AMP
content was measured by ELISA (R&D Systems) following
the manufacturer’s instructions.

Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were conducted with GraphPad

PRISM software with P < 0.05 considered statistically sig-
nificant. When 2 groups were compared, an F test for
variance was conducted to compare variance. If variance
was similar, an unpaired two-tailed Student t test was used.
If variance differed, group comparisons were conducted
using the nonparametric Mann–Whitney U test. To com-
pare more than 2 groups, one- or two-way ANOVA was
used. When variance differed significantly between groups,
the nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis test was used, with post
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hoc analysis by Dunn’s multiple comparison test. Tumor
growth over time was analyzed using repeated measures
two-way ANOVA. Significant interactions or main effects
were analyzed by simple effects or by Holm–Sidakmultiple
comparison test.

Results
4T1 tumor cells do not respond to norepinephrine
in vitro or signal via adrenergic receptor
To determine if norepinephrine directly regulates 4T1

tumor cell functional responses, norepinephrine or selective
adrenergic receptor agonists were incubated with 4T1 cells
in vitro. Norepinephrine did not alter 4T1 proliferation (Fig.
1A) or VEGF production (Fig. 1B) under in vitro conditions
that altered VEGF production and proliferation in MB-231

and other b-AR–expressing breast cancer cell lines (11).
Furthermore, specific binding of the b-AR ligand 125I-cya-
nopindololwas readily detectablewithMB-231 cells, but not
4T1 cells (Fig. 1C), and isoproterenol (ISO), a b-AR agonist,
elevated intracellular cAMP in MB-231 cells but not in 4T1
cells (Fig. 1D). Together, these results demonstrate that 4T1
cells do not possess cell surface b-AR. In terms of a-AR, the
a1-agonist phenylephrine did not significantly alter 4T1
proliferation or VEGF production (Fig. 1E and F). The a2-
agonistDEXhadnoeffect except at thehighest concentration
tested (42mmol/L),where 4T1proliferationwas reduced and
VEGF productionwas increased (Fig. 1G andH; Supplemen-
tary Fig. S1A and S1B). However, yohimbine, an a2-AR
antagonist, did not block these DEX-induced effects (Sup-
plementary Fig. S1A and S1B), and there was no evidence
for a2-AR signaling by cAMP inhibition (Supplementary

Figure 1. 4T1 cells do not express
functional adrenergic receptor.
Norepinephrine (NE) does not alter
4T1 cell proliferation (A) or VEGF
production (B). 4T1 cells were
incubated with NE at the
concentrations indicated. Results
are expressed as mean � SD of
triplicate wells from a
representative experiment of
2 experimental repetitions.
Statistical analyses: A, no main
effects of NE, time, or NE � time
interaction; B, no main effects of
NE or NE � time interaction, main
effect of time, P < 0.0001; C, b-AR
expression as measured by
specific125I-CYP ligandbinding of
4T1 (stars) and the b-AR-
expressing line MB-231
(diamonds). D, b-AR agonist ISO
induced cAMP response in MB-
231 compared with 4T1. E, F, 4T1
incubated with the a1-AR agonist
phenylephrine (PE). Kruskal–Wallis
test, no significant effects of PE. G,
H, 4T1 incubated with the a2-AR
agonist DEX. G, Kruskal–Wallis
test, effect of DEX (P ¼ 0.03,
indicated by asterisk), with no
significant differences versus
0 drug by Dunn's multiple
comparisons test; H, Kruskal–
Wallis test, DEX treatment,
P ¼ 0.053 with no differences
versus 0 drug by Dunn's multiple
comparisons test.
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Fig. S1C; ref. 25), asdemonstratedhere inahumanfibroblast
line (Supplementary Fig. S1D). We conclude that 4T1 cells
do not express functional a1-, a2-, or b-AR and therefore
norepinephrine cannot directly affect 4T1 function. We next
tested if elevated synaptic norepinephrine altered 4T1 tumor
pathogenesis in vivo.

DMI, a norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor, increases
4T1 tumor growth, but not metastasis

DMI inhibits norepinephrine reuptake through the nor-
epinephrine transporter and thereby increases synaptic
norepinephrine (23, 24). To assess alterations in synaptic
norepinephrine in the periphery, norepinephrine and its
metabolite normetanephrine were measured in the densely
innervated spleen. Norepinephrine concentration primarily
represents norepinephrine synthesized and stored intraneu-
ronally, but normetanephrine is produced by an extraneur-
onal enzyme (catechol-O-methyltransferase), and reflects
norepinephrine released and metabolized in the synapse
(26). In mice implanted subcutaneously with 21-day con-
tinuous release pellets containing DMI (10 mg) or placebo,
DMI increased splenic norepinephrine 2-fold and normeta-
nephrine 4-fold relative to placebo in association with
reduced spleen mass 3 days after pellet implantation (Sup-
plementary Fig. S2A–S2C). The increased normetanephrine
is evidence of effective norepinephrine uptake blockade,
and elevated normetanephrine (but not norepinephrine)
was detected in the spleen up to 7 days after DMI implan-
tation (data not shown). In comparison to daily intraperi-
toneal injection ofDMI, subcutaneous pellets elicited greater
magnitude and longer lasting elevation in splenic norepi-
nephrine and normetanephrine (data not shown).

To assess tumor growth, mice were implanted with pellets
containing DMI or placebo 2 days before 4T1 injection, a
treatment regimen similar to the chronic pharmacological
b-AR activation that elicited increased tumor growth/meta-
stasis in b-AR–expressing tumor models (7–9). Using pellets
containing 5, 7.5, or 10 mg DMI in pilot studies (data not
shown), we determined the 10 mg dose increased tumor
growth most effectively. DMI treatment (10 mg) increased
tumor volume (mm3; Fig. 2A; see figure legends for statistical
analyses) and growth rate (volume normalized; Fig. 2B), in
association with significantly increased tumor weight by day
14 post-4T1 injection (Fig. 2C). Despite the increase in tumor
growth,metastasis to the lungswas not altered inDMI-treated
mice (Fig. 2D and E). DMI treatment significantly reduced
tumor VEGF, a key proangiogenic cytokine (Fig. 2F), and
transiently decreased tumor IL-6, a proinflammatory cytokine
with proangiogenic activity (Fig. 2G); however, DMI treat-
ment did not alter CD31þ blood vessel density (Supplemen-
tary Fig. S3). Tumor norepinephrine was not altered by DMI
treatment (Fig. 2H). A transient increase in tumor normeta-
nephrine was detected at day 12 post-4T1 injection (Fig. 2I).

a2-AR activation increases breast tumor growth and
metastasis

To determine if selective activation of adrenergic receptor
can increase tumor growth, mice were injected daily with 5

mg/kg ISO (nonselective b-AR agonist), 10 mg/kg phenyl-
ephrine (a1-AR), or 10 and 25 mg/kg DEX (a2-AR) begin-
ning 2 days before 4T1 injection and continuing until
sacrifice. Neither ISO nor phenylephrine treatment altered
normalized tumor growth, tumor weight, or lung metasta-
ses (Fig. 3A–D). Tumor VEGF and IL-6 did not differ
between phenylephrine or ISO treatment and saline con-
trols at sacrifice (Fig. 3E and F). Daily treatment with the
highly selective a2-AR agonist DEX (10 and 25 mg/kg)
increased the rate of tumor growth and the number of
metastasis in the lung compared with saline controls (Fig.
3G and H). Immunohistochemistry using anti-Ki67 to
detect proliferating cells revealed an increase inproliferating
cells in the 10 mg/kg DEX group compared with saline and
25mg/kg groups (Fig. 3I).DEX treatment didnot alter tumor
VEGF (Fig. 3J) or IL-6 (Fig. 3K) at sacrifice.

Potential cytokine/chemokinemechanisms underlying
DMI- and DEX-induced tumor pathogenesis

To further probe the mechanisms underlying differences
in DMI versus DEX-induced tumor progression, additional
tumor cytokines and chemokines were measured by multi-
plex analysis. In DMI-treated mice, the proinflammatory
cytokine TNF-a was nonsignificantly increased (Fig. 4A;
Mann–Whitney, P ¼ 0.07). A similar trend was detected in
mice treatedwith10mg/kgDEX (Fig. 4B; ANOVA,P¼ 0.052)
but not in phenylephrine- or ISO-treated mice (data not
shown). TNF-a added directly to 4T1 cells did not alter
proliferation in vitro (Supplementary Fig. S4), indicating that
elevated TNF-a cannot directly increase 4T1 tumor growth.
Furthermore, neither DMI nor DEX treatment altered the
proinflammatory cytokine IL-1b, the T-cell-associated cyto-
kines IL-2 and IFN-g , or the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-
10 (data not shown). However, several tumor chemokines
that promote tumor metastasis and regulate macrophage
activity including RANTES (CCL-5), M-CSF (CSF-1), and
MIP-2 (CCL-2) were decreased by DMI treatment (Fig.
4A), but not altered by DEX treatment (Fig. 4B). Neither
DMI nor DEX treatment significantly altered the density of
F4/80þ tumor macrophages (Supplementary Fig. S5).

DMI- and DEX-induced tumor growth is associated
with altered SHG-producing tumor collagen

Structural alterations in fibrillar collagen, uniquely visi-
ble via SHG imaging, are associated with tumor cell prolif-
eration and motility (18, 27). Our laboratory has demon-
strated that stromal TNF-a knockout, or depletion of
macrophages, reduced tumor growth and metastasis and
was associatedwith alterations in SHG (28). These findings,
combined with the association between DMI- and DEX-
induced tumor growth and trends toward increased tumor
TNF-a, led us to explore a matrix-based mechanism under-
lying the increased tumor growth.

We analyzed collagen in 4T1 tumors from DMI-, DEX-,
and ISO-treated mice using 2 methods: standard immu-
nohistochemical analysis and SHG imaging. Figure 5A
shows 2 representative images from a 4T1 tumor with
SHG-producing collagen (in blue) and collagen type I
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detected by immunohistochemistry (in green) in the same
section. Image analysis revealed that in 4T1 tumors from
DMI-treated mice, the SHG-emitting pixel intensity was
increased (Fig. 5B) without a change in the density of SHG-
emitting collagen as determined by the number of SHG
pixels above a common threshold (Fig. 5C). No change in
total collagen was detected by anti-collagen I immunohis-
tochemistry (Fig. 5D). However, DEX treatment did not
alter the intensity of SHG pixels above threshold (Fig. 5E),
but it increased the number of SHG pixels above threshold
(Fig. 5F) with no change in total collagen (Fig. 5G). The
b-agonist ISO produced no change in SHG intensity (Fig.
5H) and a nonsignificant increase in SHG pixel number
(Fig. 5I, P ¼ 0.07). By immunohistochemistry, ISO also
produced a nonsignificant reduction in total collagen pixel
intensity (Fig. 5J, P ¼ 0.15). These alterations in SHG

indicate changes in tumor collagen microstructure with
DMI, DEX, and ISO treatment, and each treatment unique-
ly correlates with augmentation of primary tumor growth
(DMI), tumor growth and metastasis (DEX), or no alter-
ation (ISO; summarized in Table 1).

Discussion
Adrenergic receptor activation promotes tumor growthor

metastasis in several animal models of cancer in which the
tumor cells express functional adrenergic receptor (7, 8, 29).
We demonstrate here that the mammary adenocarcinoma
cell line 4T1 lacks a-AR and b-AR expression and signaling
capacity and is unable to directly respond to norepineph-
rine. To our knowledge, no studies have investigated the in
vivo impact of sympathetic activation and norepinephrine
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Figure 2. DMI treatment increased tumor growth but not metastasis. Mice were implanted with 10 mg DMI or placebo continuous release pellets 2 days before
4T1 inoculation. Tumor growth expressed as volume (A) or normalized (B) and as tumor weight (C). Lung metastasis (D) were measured 14 days post-
4T1 injection. E, representative H&E-stained lung with metastatic lesion indicated by arrow. �4 magnification; scale bar ¼ 200 mm. A, D, results represent
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stimulation on tumor pathogenesis when the tumor cells
cannot directly respond to norepinephrine. Doing so
removes the influence of tumor adrenergic receptors and
thus allows the investigation of adrenergic receptor stimu-
lation of adrenergic receptor-expressing host stromal cells,
effects that may be masked when tumor cells express func-
tional adrenergic receptor. Under these conditions, we
demonstrated that inhibition of norepinephrine reuptake
to elevate synaptic norepinephrine promotes 4T1 tumor
growth, and a2-AR activation can drive tumor growth and
metastasis. The distinct alterations in SHG emission from
tumor collagen accompanying elevated norepinephrine
and adrenergic receptor stimulation suggests that SNS acti-

vation may modify the tumor extracellular matrix to regu-
late pathogenesis. Together, these results reveal novel path-
ways by which SNS activation can drive tumor growth and
metastasis despite the inability of the tumor cells themselves
to respond to norepinephrine.

A role fora2-AR andhost stromal cells in tumor growth
and metastasis

The finding that DMI treatment elevated norepinephrine
and increased 4T1 tumor growth is consistent with other
reports demonstrating augmentation of tumor growth and/
or metastasis associated with sympathetic innervation and
b-AR–expressing tumor or stromal cells (6–8). However, our
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Figure 3. 4T1 tumor growth and metastasis in mice treated with ISO, PE, or DEX. Treatment was initiated 2 days before 4T1 injection and continued daily until
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results differ in several important ways from these reports.
We found no evidence that increased tumor growth was
associated with b-AR activation or with increased angiogen-
esis or proangiogenic cytokines. Furthermore, in this adren-
ergic receptor-negative tumor model, b-AR activation with
ISO did not increase lung metastasis or elevate M-CSF (also
known as CSF-1; data not shown), as reported by Sloan and
colleagues. We contend a b-AR–induced reduction in CSF-1
or other stromal-derived cytokines/chemokines may be
obscured if tumor cytokine production (such as CSF-1) is
increased byb-AR activation. In this scenario, whether or not
the tumor cells can respond to b-AR stimulationmay dictate
directionally opposite tumor outcomes.
Our results are consistent with a small number of reports

of increased proliferation by a2-AR–expressing breast
tumor cell in vitro and increased tumor growth in vivo
(13, 29, 30), but we have been unable to detect functional
a2-AR in several breast cancer cell lines (data not shown). In
fact, DEX at supra micromolar concentrations may act on
imidazoline receptors (31) to reduce 4T1 cell proliferation
and increase VEGF production in vitro (Fig. 1G andH). This
concentration of DEX, orders of magnitude above the Ki for
a2-AR (1.08 nmol/L; ref. 32), is unlikely to be achieved in
vivo at the doses used here. Instead, we propose that DEX
activation of host stromal a2-AR increased tumor growth
and metastasis. Intriguingly, in human breast cancer, the
a2A-AR genewasoneof 26 tumor stromagenes that together
predicted poor outcome (33). One question raised by our
results is why DMI treatment—and increased synaptic nor-
epinephrine—did not activate a2-AR to affect metastatic
outcome along with increased tumor growth. One possi-

bility is that norepinephrine stimulation of b-AR or a1-AR
pathways may oppose a2-AR signaling in the tumor or
elsewhere in the periphery. This is supported by the obser-
vation that although DEX ligation of a2-AR did not affect
VEGF, IL-6, RANTES, and other prometastatic cytokines,
DMI-induced elevationof synaptic norepinephrine reduced
them, presumably via adrenergic receptors other than a2,
thus providing an antimetastatic counter to the prometa-
static effects of a2-AR stimulation by elevated norepineph-
rine. One way to test this possibility is to selectively block
adrenergic receptor in DMI-treated mice, but we found the
combination of DMI and b-blocker treatment was associ-
ated with a high level ofmortality; we therefore tested direct
stimulation of b-AR and a1-AR. Although we did not detect
significant alterations in 4T1 tumor growth and metastasis
with ISOor phenylephrine treatment, in ISO-treatedmice, a
trend toward reduced tumor growth (Fig. 3A) and chemo-
kine production was noted (data not shown), and we are
further exploring b-AR activation in this tumor model.

We have yet to identify the stromal targets of norepine-
phrine and a2-AR stimulation or their location. DMI only
transiently increased synaptic norepinephrine in the tumor,
as indicated by the norepinephrine metabolite normeta-
nephrine. It should be noted that at no time point post-
DMI treatment was splenic or tumor norepinephrine or
normetanephrine content reduced, indicative of sympathe-
tic nerve depletion because of chronic elevation of norepi-
nephrine. Splenic norepinephrine and normetanephrine
were dramatically increased early after DMI implantation,
an effect that subsided but was still apparent as the tumor
developed (data not shown). The DMI-induced increase in

Figure 4. Multiplex analysis of tumor chemokines and cytokines in mice treated with (A) DMI or (B) DEX. DMI elicited reductions in chemokines that were
not observed with DEX treatment. Results are expressed asmean� SEM, n¼ 7 to 8mice per group. A, Student t test or nonparametric Mann–Whitney (M-W)
P-values are indicated for each chemokine/cytokine. B, P-values represent analysis by one-way ANOVA. � indicates significant differences versus
corresponding control group (P < 0.05).
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splenic norepinephrine points to the potential targeting of
adrenergic receptor–expressing cells in extratumoral organs,
such as spleen and bone marrow, that play a role in 4T1
pathogenesis (34). Similarly, DEX treatment may target a2-
expressing cells within the tumor and the lung to promote
metastasis. Furthermore, we cannot rule out these drugs
acting at the level of the central nervous system. For example,
the DEX-induced increase in tumor Ki67þ proliferating cells
(Fig. 3I) and TNF-a (Fig. 4B) at 10 mg/kg, but not 25 mg/kg,
may indicatedistinctmechanismsunderlyingDEX treatment

involving the mild sedation (central nervous system effects)
observed with 25 mg/kg DEX. Nonetheless, our results dem-
onstrate that the elevated tumor growth associatedwithDEX
andDMI treatment is driven by changes apparent within the
tumor, including the extracellular matrix.

A novel mechanism for SNS regulation of tumor
progression: collagenmicrostructure andSHG imaging

Tumor stromal cells, including macrophages and fibro-
blasts, regulate tumor collagen structure. The detected SHG

Table 1. Summary of DMI, DEX, and ISO-induced tumor matrix alterations

Treatment
(AR-selectivity) Tumor growth Metastasis

SHGþ content
(intensity)

SHGþ fibers
(% pixels)

Total collagen
(IF)

DMI (mixed AR) Increased No change Increased No change No change
DEX (a2) Increased Increased No change Increased No change
ISO (b-AR) No change No change No change No change Decreased

Figure 5. Tumor collagen structure is differentially altered by DMI, DEX, and ISO treatment. Tumor slices were stained for collagen by standard
immunohistochemical techniques and imaged to detect immunofluorescent and SHG emission by multiphoton microscopy. Image analysis was conducted
with Image J as described inmaterials andmethods. A, 2 representative pseudo-colored images of SHG (blue) versus collagen type I (green) froma4T1 tumor.
Scale bars ¼ 100 mm. B, E, H, SHG pixel intensity above threshold; C, F, I, percentage of SHG pixels above threshold; D, G, J, anticollagen
immunohistochemical analysis. Results shown are mean � SEM, n ¼ 8 to 9 mice per group for both DMI and DEX experiments; n ¼ 6 per groups for ISO
experiment. Asterisk indicates significant differences based on Student t test, P < 0.05 versus placebo or saline by Student t test; M-W ¼ Mann–Whitney
nonparametric U test.
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signal from a collagen fiber is sensitive to the amount of
collagen (15), as well as the diameter of the fibrils that form
fibers (35, 36), their spacing (36), and the order versus
disorder in fibril packing (37). Here, we define a change in
one ormore of the latter 3 parameters (fibril diameter, fibril
spacing, and order) as a change in collagen fiber "micro-
structure." Hence, the signal produced by SHG differs from
immunofluorescent detectionof collagen,which is sensitive
to epitope concentration and reports primarily the amount
of collagen in a given regionof interest. The 2 readouts [SHG
and immunofluorescence (IF)] from a given collagen fiber
canbe comparedwith gain insight into the extent of changes
in fibril microstructure (primarily alters SHG) versus
changes in collagen content (alters both SHG and IF; see
refs. 28, 38, and 39).
As revealed by image analysis, tumor SHG-emitting col-

lagen was increased by both DMI and DEX treatment in
subtly different ways. In DMI-treated mice, tumor SHG
pixel intensity above threshold increased without an
increase in the percentage of pixels above threshold, repre-
senting a change in SHGþ fiber microstructure (Fig. 5B and
C). However, increased SHG emission from tumors from
DEX-treated mice was because of an increase in the per-
centage of pixels above threshold without an increase in the
intensity of those pixels above threshold (Fig. 5E and F),
suggesting an increase in SHGþ fiber content relative to
control tumors. Neither of these types of increased SHGwas
associatedwith altered total collagen asmeasured by IF (Fig.
5D and G), indicative of an alteration in the structure of the
tumor collagen and not collagen deposition. Interestingly,
ISO elicited a trend toward decreased total collagen as
measured by IF (Fig. 5J), and yielded no change in tumor
growth or metastasis despite the trend toward increased
SHGþ fiber content (Fig. 5I). Based on the evidence that
microstructural changes in tumor collagen, as detected by
SHG,maydrive tumor cell proliferation, local invasion, and
metastasis (21, 40, 41), we contend that the treatment-
dependent changes in SHG-emitting collagen shown here
reflect a stromal-based mechanism by which adrenergic
receptor activation may promote tumor progression. Stud-
ies are underway to understand the adrenergic receptor
mechanisms that alter SHGþ collagen microstructure and
to demonstrate that such changes lead to DEX- or DMI-
induced tumor progression. These results illustrate the
potential power of using SHG imaging in the 4T1 model
todistinguishoverlapping andopposing effects of increased
norepinephrine with sympathetic activation consistent
with our proposal that norepinephrine elicits effects via
mixed adrenergic receptor signaling that can oppose each
other.

Clinical implications
An important aspect of this work is that DMI and DEX

are used clinically. A retrospective study examining the
clinical use of antidepressants and breast cancer devel-
opment found an association between DMI and increased
breast cancer risk (42), consistent with the protumor
growth effect shown here. DEX is used as a sedative to

treat cancer pain, adding urgency to delve further into the
mechanisms underlying chronic DEX treatment and
increased tumor growth and metastasis (43, 44). Finally,
our results with DMI and elevated synaptic norepineph-
rine imply a balance between prometastatic effects of a2-
AR and antimetastatic b-AR with increased norepineph-
rine release. If true, caution should be applied in the
clinical adjuvant use of b-blockers, as proposed by others
(3, 45).

In summary, our results strongly implicate a2-AR activa-
tion as a promoter of tumor pathogenesis in the absence of
direct sympathetic input to the tumor cells. The results
suggest a unique, matrix-based mechanism whereby nor-
epinephrine can facilitate breast tumor growth through
regulation of the tumor extracellular matrix, specifically
collagen microstructure. Further investigation into this
mechanism is critical in part because of the possibility of
using SHG imaging to detect SNS-induced alterations in the
tumor matrix as a marker of a more aggressive tumor
phenotype. Our results suggest that norepinephrine can
elicit directionally opposing effects within the tumor that
must be carefully investigated to understand the impact of
stress-induced SNS activation in a disease as molecularly
heterogeneous as breast cancer.
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Fluoxetine modulates breast cancer metastasis to
the brain in a murine model
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Abstract

Background: Despite advances in the treatment of primary breast tumors, the outcome of metastatic breast cancer
remains dismal. Brain metastases present a particularly difficult therapeutic target due to the “sanctuary” status of
the brain, with resulting inability of most chemotherapeutic agents to effectively eliminate cancer cells in the brain
parenchyma. A large number of breast cancer patients receive various neuroactive drugs to combat complications
of systemic anti-tumor therapies and to treat concomitant diseases. One of the most prescribed groups of
neuroactive medications is anti-depressants, in particular selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs). Since
SSRIs have profound effects on the brain, it is possible that their use in breast cancer patients could affect the
development of brain metastases. This would provide important insight into the mechanisms underlying brain
metastasis. Surprisingly, this possibility has been poorly explored.

Methods: We studied the effect of fluoxetine, an SSRI, on the development of brain metastatic breast cancer using
MDA-MB-231BR cells in a mouse model.

Results: The data demonstrate that fluoxetine treatment increases the number of brain metastases, an effect
accompanied by elevated permeability of the blood–brain barrier, pro-inflammatory changes in the brain, and
glial activation. This suggests a possible role of brain-resident immune cells and glia in promoting increased
development of brain metastases.

Conclusion: Our results offer experimental evidence that neuroactive substances may influence the pathogenesis
of brain metastatic disease. This provides a starting point for further investigations into possible mechanisms of
interaction between various neuroactive drugs, tumor cells, and the brain microenvironment, which may lead to
the discovery of compounds that inhibit metastasis to the brain.

Keywords: Breast cancer, Brain metastasis, Fluoxetine, Blood–brain barrier
Background
Despite recent advances in the treatment of primary
breast cancer tumors, the incidence of fatal metastatic
events remains high. Brain metastasis represents a par-
ticularly challenging complication of breast cancer. It is
estimated that 10-15% of breast cancer patients have
symptomatic brain metastases [1,2] and as many as 30%
of patients reveal brain metastases on autopsy [3,4]. The
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brain provides a unique microenvironment for tumor
growth. It is a particularly difficult therapeutic target
due to the complexity of brain function as well as the
reduced ability of therapeutic agents to cross the blood–
brain barrier (BBB) [5]. In fact, many of the newest and
most effective treatments for primary tumors are in-
effective in treating breast tumor metastases in the brain
[1,5]. It is becoming increasingly clear that prevention
and treatment of metastatic brain tumors requires a
better understanding of the mechanisms that determine
complex interactions between this unique metastatic
milieu and tumor cells [2].
In this study we explore the mechanisms that underlie

brain metastases by investigating possible effects of
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antidepressant drug treatment on their development.
We present evidence that a selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitor (SSRI), fluoxetine, facilitates increased brain-
specific formation of breast cancer metastases in a
mouse model of the disease. This is accompanied by
increased permeability of the BBB and elevated produc-
tion of pro-inflammatory cytokines, indicating that
fluoxetine treatment may promote the entry of cancer
cells into the brain via changes in the function of the
BBB. This provides important insight into the mecha-
nisms governing breast tumor metastasis to the brain,
and possible ways to manipulate those mechanisms in
order to reduce brain metastases. This approach has
additional clinical relevance because it has been well
documented that up to 25% of women with breast
cancer suffer from clinical depression, a much higher
percentage compared to the incidence observed in the
general population [6,7]. As a result, antidepressant drug
use among breast cancer patients can be as high as 50%
[8]. The SSRIs in particular have found widespread use
in the clinical management of breast cancer-associated
depression, hot flashes, and chemo brain [9,10]. Re-
cently, however, there has been increasing concern about
pharmacologic interactions between several SSRI antide-
pressants and anti-tumor medications used in breast
cancer therapy [11,12]. Several studies indicate that
simultaneous administration of these drugs may lead to
decreased anti-tumor therapeutic effectiveness and
increased risk of recurrent breast cancer or death, due to
drug competition for binding sites at the relevant meta-
bolic liver enzymes [13,14]. Even though these reports
warrant further experimental validation that considers
genetic factors, patient drug compliance, and population
dynamics [15,16], there is no doubt that any clinical
approach to the prevention and treatment of primary
and metastatic breast cancer must take into account
possible adverse effects of prescription drug use.
Methods
Cells
For intracardiac and tail-vein injections, we used the
MDA-MB-231BR-GFP (231BR) human cell line that
exhibits an ability to metastasize to the brain [17], a
generous gift from Dr. P. Steeg. Cells were maintained in
DMEM supplemented with 1% penicillin-streptomycin
mixture. A YFP-expressing CNS-1 rat glioma cell line
was used for intracranial injections, a generous gift from
Dr. R. Mathews [18]. CNS-1 cells were grown in RPMI
1640 medium with 100 μg/ml of hygromycin B. All
cell growth media were supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS). Cells were regularly checked for
mycoplasma contamination, with consistently negative
test results.
Fluoxetine administration and cell injection
All animal experimental protocols were approved by the
University of Rochester Committee for Animal Research.
Fluoxetine was added at 200 mg/L into drinking water
supplied to adult female Nu/Nu mice (Charles River
Laboratories) 21 days before either intracardiac or tail-
vein injections, and continued during the 3-week sur-
vival period. For stereotactic injections into the brain
parenchyma, animals were placed on dietary fluoxetine
at 200 mg/L for 4 weeks before the cell injections; fluo-
xetine administration continued for 1 additional week, at
which time brains were harvested. 231BR or CNS-1 cells
were re-suspended in cold DPBS containing 0.5% FBS,
and placed on ice prior to injection. Intracardiac injec-
tions: After anesthesia with Avertin, we injected 105

231BR cells into the left cardiac ventricle. Placement of
the needle into the left ventricle was confirmed by the
presence of pulsating arterial blood. Tail vein injections:
Mice were placed into a mouse restrainer (Braintree
Scientific) and injected with 106 231BR cells into a tail
vein. At the end of each series of injections, cell viability
was determined by Trypan Blue staining. Mice were
weighed before and after experiments and checked for
behavioral abnormalities every three days. No pathologic
changes were detected in this study. Intracranial injec-
tions: Animals were anesthetized with isoflurane and
placed into a stereotactic apparatus. A craniotomy was
made, and 104 CNS-1 cells were introduced into the
frontal cortex of Nu/Nu adult female mice.

Fluoxetine and norfluoxetine quantification by liquid
chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS)
Mice were treated with 200 mg/L of fluoxetine in drinking
water for 30 days. 100 μl of serum was collected at day 0
and every 10 days throughout the fluoxetine treatment.
SRMs for fluoxetine and norfluoxetine were performed by
direct infusion in the positive mode using 50% methanol
with 0.1% formic acid. The parent ion m/z, fragment ion
m/z, collision energy, and tube lens voltage for the two
compounds were 296.1 m/z. 134.1 m/z, 5, 68 for fluoxet-
ine; and 310.1 m/z, 44.3 m/z, 13, 66 for norfluoxetine. To
extract the compounds from serum, 5 volumes of aceto-
nitrile (ACN) were added to the serum (500 μl of ACN to
100 μl of serum), followed by vortexing for 2 min and cen-
trifugation at 16,000 g for 5 min at 4°C. The supernatant
was collected and dried down in a SpeedVac. The dried
material was reconstituted in 100 μl of 50% methanol, and
10 μl was injected for the LC-MS/MS run. LC-MS/MS
runs was performed at 40°C on a Thermo Quantum
Access Max triple quadropole mass spectrometer, with a
Dionex Ultimate 3000 UPLC, configured with a 150 ×
2.1 mm Accucore RP-MS column. The solvent system
used 0.1% formic acid as solvent A and 100% methanol as
solvent B, with a gradient elution run, beginning with 30%
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B for 0.5 minutes, ramping to 95% B over 1.5 minutes,
holding at 95% B for 1 minute, and returning to 30% B in
0.25 minutes, with a final 30% B equilibration step for
2 minutes. Raw data files were imported into LCQUAN
software, including a standard curve spanning concen-
trations of 10 nM - 3.16 μM, extracted from serum for
fluoxetine and norfluoxetine. Area under the curve ana-
lysis was used to quantify the compounds in unknown
samples.
Additional file 1: Figure S1A reveals that after 10 days

of treatment, the mean concentration of fluoxetine
reached 128 ng/ml, with the range of 55-243 ± 16 ng/ml.
After 20 and 30 days of fluoxetine administration, the
mean fluoxetine levels were 160 and 178 ng/ml, with the
range of 80-306 ± 25 and 24-363 ± 39 ng/ml, respec-
tively. The mean norfluoxetine concentration at the
10-day time point was 282 ng/ml, with the range of
140-479 ± 41 ng/ml, whereas at the 20 and 30 day interval,
the mean norfluoxetine levels were 364 and 414 ng/ml,
with the range of 74-532 ± 41 and 153-579 ± 46 ng/ml, re-
spectively (Additional file 1: Figure S1B). The serum levels
of fluoxetine were within the range reported previously
for human serum samples [19]. However, norfluoxetine
concentration reached ~ twofold higher levels than in hu-
man populations [19], probably due to the differences in
metabolic transformation of the parent drug in mice ver-
sus humans.

Immunohistochemistry and image analysis
To quantify brain metastasis, mice injected intracardially
with 231BR cells were perfused with 4% paraformalde-
hyde. The brains were serially sectioned in the coronal
plane at 50 μm. Sections were viewed on an AX70 Micro-
scope (Olympus, Center Valley, PA) using an epifluo-
rescence setup. Digital images were obtained using a
MicroFire camera (Optronics, Muskogee, OK) and Image
Pro software (Media Cybernetics, Bethesda, MD). Images
were analyzed in ImageJ by a blinded observer. As re-
ported previously in the literature [20], we classified visible
metastases as “macrometastases” or “micrometastases” de-
pending upon their size. Specifically, a cluster of cells that
was greater than 100 μm in greatest extent was counted
as a single “macrometastasis” while any cells in a cluster
smaller than 100 μm in extent were defined as multiple
“micrometastases” and counted individually. To quantify
lung metastasis, lungs were perfused with 4% paraformal-
dehyde and embedded in paraffin. 5 μm serial sections
were cut through the lungs at 300 μm intervals and
stained with hematoxylin-eosin. The number of lung me-
tastases was determined in 4–6 tissue sections per animal
by a blinded investigator using an AX70 Microscope
(Olympus, Center Valley, PA) in trans-illumination mode.
To investigate brain-resident tumor growth, the brains of
mice injected with CNS-1 tumors were serially sectioned
at 50 μm. The sections were imaged by a blinded observer
as described for 231BR cells above, and images were ana-
lyzed in ImageJ. Three measures were used to quantify
CNS-1 tumor growth: the number of brain sections con-
taining cells, the total number of tumor-containing pixels
in the sections, and the maximum width that the cells
spread perpendicular to the initial injection track. Imaging
parameters and thresholds were kept constant between
sections.
For immunohistochemistry (IHC), sections were washed

in 0.1 M phosphate buffered saline (PBS), followed by in-
cubation in 1% hydrogen peroxide to block endogenous
peroxidase activity. Next, tissue was incubated in blocking
solution containing 0.3% Triton-X and 5% normal donkey
serum (NDS) in 0.1 M PBS. After an additional wash, the
sections were incubated for 48 h in a humidified chamber
at 4°C in primary antibody solution containing one of
the following antibodies: rabbit anti-Iba-1 (1:500, Wako
Pure Chemical Industries, Richmond, VA); mouse anti-
IA/IE (1:200, BD Pharminogen, San Jose, CA); mouse
anti-CD11b (1:200, AbD Serotec, Raleigh, NC); mouse
anti-CD45 (1:300, AbD Serotec, Raleigh, NC); mouse anti-
CD68 (1:800, Abcam, Cambridge, MA); rabbit anti-GFAP
(1:1500, Abcam, Cambridge, MA); and Wisteria Floribunda
Lectin (WFA) (1:500, Vector Laboratories). The sections
were subsequently washed and incubated for 4 h at room
temperature with either of the following secondary anti-
bodies: Alexa Fluor 594 donkey anti-rabbit IgG (1:500) or
Alexa Fluor 594 donkey anti-mouse IgG (1:500) (Molecular
Probes, Carlsbad, CA). The sections were washed, moun-
ted, and cover-slipped using ProLong Gold Antifade
Reagent (Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, CA).
Sections were viewed on an AX70 Microscope (Olympus,

Center Valley, PA) using an epifluorescence setup.
Digital images were obtained using a MicroFire camera
(Optronics, Muskogee, OK) and Image Pro software
(Media Cybernetics, Bethesda, MD). Images were analyzed
by a blinded observer using ImageJ. To determine the
amount of glial staining in relation to distance from 231BR
metastases, we created binary masks of tumors and glial
staining. The tumor mask was then expanded iteratively by
one pixel and the number of stained pixels within the re-
gion defined by the tumor mask was measured to produce
the fraction of stained pixels as a function of distance from
the edge of the tumor. All measurements were confined to
the brain area in which the tumor resided to correct for
differences in glial expression between brain areas. Tumors
in control and fluoxetine groups were not statistically dif-
ferent in size for all stains. WFA antibody was used to
visualize perineuronal nets in brain sections from animals
that were injected with 231BR cells. To quantify WFA
staining, background subtracted normalized average pixel
intensity value was determined for various brain regions
and compared between the control and fluoxetine groups.
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Thinned skull imaging
Chronic imaging of mouse visual cortex was performed
using a thinned skull preparation as previously described
[21], using GFP-M mice [22] that received 100 mg/L of
fluoxetine in drinking water for 4 weeks. Briefly, a two-
photon microscope with a Mai Tai laser (Spectra Physics)
and a modified Olympus Fluoview 300 confocal unit was
used. An Olympus LUMPlan fI/IR 20X/0.95NA was used
to identify the binocular visual cortex based on cortical
vasculature; an area containing brightly labeled neurons
was chosen for imaging. 3D image stacks were obtained at
high magnification to allow for dendritic spine reconstruc-
tion in layers 1 and 2 of the visual cortex. After the initial
imaging session, the scalp was sutured and the animals
were returned to the animal facility. The animals were re-
anesthetized 4 days later and the same area was identified
based on the blood vessel and dendritic patterns [21]. 3D
image stacks of the same dendritic regions were again ob-
tained at high magnification. The percentage of lost and
new spines was determined relative to the total number of
spines present in the initial imaging session using ImageJ.

Proliferation and migration assay
For proliferation assays, 231BR cells were plated at 20,000
per well and incubated for 6 h to allow cells to adhere. The
medium was replaced with DMEM containing fluoxetine
at 1–5000 ng/ml. Cell numbers counted after 24, 48, and
72 h of incubation. Results are representative of two inde-
pendent experiments. A migration assay was performed
using the FluoroBlok 24-well insert system with 8.0 μm
pore size (BD Biosciences, Bedford, MA). 231BR cells were
grown for 48 h in DMEM containing various fluoxetine
concentrations, trypsinized, counted, and seeded in serum-
free DMEM/fluoxetine mixture onto the apical side of the
insert at 50,000 per well. DMEM/fluoxetine with 10% FBS
was added as a chemoattractant to the basal chamber. Fol-
lowing overnight incubation at 37°C in 5% CO2, cells were
stained with calcein AM and then read on a bottom rea-
ding fluorescent plate reader.

Evan’s Blue spectroscopy
Mice were injected via tail vein with 100 μl/10 g body
weight of 2% Evan’s Blue in PBS. 1 hour after the injection,
the animals were perfused with sterile isotonic saline, and
the brains were removed and dried in a vacuum oven for
24 hours. Brain tissue was subsequently homogenized in a
volume of PBS based on dry tissue weight, and then sub-
jected to protein precipitation with trichloroacetic acid.
The spectroscopic analysis of the supernatant was per-
formed at 620 nm to determine Evan’s Blue absorbance.

Quantitative RT-PCR
Animals were perfused with PBS containing 2 IU/ml of
heparin. RNA was isolated from the brain tissue using
TRIzol reagent, and 1 μg of the purified RNA product
was subsequently reverse transcribed using Superscript
III reverse transcriptase kit (Invitrogen). PCR was per-
formed using TaqMan® Gene Expression Assays from
Applied Biosystems, and the results were normalized to
the expression of G3PDH.

Cytokine immunoassay
Mice were perfused with PBS. Brain tissue was homoge-
nized in RIPA buffer containing protease inhibitors
(Thermo Scientific). 25 μl of protein extract was used in
the subsequent immunoassay to determine cytokine ex-
pression. For the multiplex assay, a custom-made plate of
mouse cytokines was used according to manufacturer’s in-
structions (EMD Millipore). Data were acquired on a
FLEXMAP 3D system and analyzed with MILLIPLEX
Analyst (EMD Millipore). Cytokine expression was deter-
mined in duplicate and subsequently normalized to sam-
ple protein concentration.

Statistical analysis
Means and standard errors of the mean are presented,
and significance was established using either Student’s t-
test or analysis of variance (ANOVA). When ANOVA
revealed statistical significance, multiple comparison post
hoc analysis was performed to confirm differences be-
tween experimental groups. P < 0.05 was considered sta-
tistically significant.

Results
Fluoxetine increases the ability of breast cancer cells to
metastasize to the brain
To study the effects of fluoxetine on the ability of breast
cancer cells to metastasize to the brain, we pretreated
Nu/Nu mice with fluoxetine for three weeks prior to the
intracardiac injection of 231BR breast cancer cells. Ad-
ministration of fluoxetine in drinking water resulted in
therapeutic concentrations in the serum as explain in the
methods (Figure 1). Three weeks post-injection, metasta-
ses in fixed brain sections appeared either as isolated cells
that could be readily distinguished and counted, which we
term “micrometastases”, or as large groups of intercon-
nected cells which could not be accurately distinguished
and hence were counted as a single “macrometastasis” by
our blinded observer (Figure 1A). Animals that received
fluoxetine demonstrated a 52% increase in the total num-
ber of brain metastases compared with control: fluoxetine
(n = 11), 35.54 ± 3.90 vs. control (n = 12), 23.33 ± 2.46
tumors/section, p = 0.02 (Figure 1B). This significant
change in brain metastatic ability was largely due to in-
creased incidence of micrometastases: fluoxetine, 32.59 ±
3.64 vs. control, 21.43 ± 3.64 tumors/section, p = 0.03, a
52% increase (Figure 1C). While not statistically signi-
ficant, the same trend was evident for the number of



Figure 1 Fluoxetine increases breast tumor metastasis to the brain. Nu/Nu mice were treated with fluoxetine and injected with 231BR cells as
described. A) Representative images of micrometastases (upper panel) and a macrometastasis (lower panel) in the brain of Nu/Nu mice 3 weeks after
cell injection. Metastases were visualized in brain tissue by fluorescent microscopy. Note that the cells exhibited a tendency to localize perivascularly
and form “sleeves” around blood vessels. Fluoxetine treatment increased the total number of metastases observed within the brain (B) as well as the
number of brain micrometastases (C), p < 0.05, t-test. D) While there was a trend towards an increase in the number of macrometastases, it did not
reach statistical significance, p = 0.08, t-test. E) The diameter of macrometastases did not differ between the fluoxetine and control group. n = 11-12
per group. Scale bar: 50 μm.
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macrometastases, with a 56% increase in the fluoxetine
group: fluoxetine, 2.95 ± 0.49 vs. control, 1.89 ± 0.39 tu-
mors/section, p = 0.08 (Figure 1D). The same outcomes
have been observed in two independent experiments
which have been pooled to produce the results described
above.
Fluoxetine is a neuroactive substance suggesting that

its effects may be brain-specific. In addition, 231BR cells
have been selected for their preferential metastatic affin-
ity to the brain. However, fluoxetine treatment may have
altered metastatic targeting of 231BR cells and modified
their potential to produce tumor growth elsewhere. To
investigate this, we determined whether metastasis to
another organ, the lung, was affected by fluoxetine treat-
ment. Animals were treated as above and 231BR cells
were then injected via the tail vein. Mouse lungs were
removed after a 3 week survival period during which the
animals continued to receive fluoxetine treatment. The
tissue was fixed, paraffin embedded, serially sectioned,
and stained with hematoxylin/eosin. The number of me-
tastases in the lungs (Figure 2A) was determined using
light microscopy. As shown in Figure 2B, fluoxetine
treatment did not affect the ability of breast cancer
cells to produce lung metastases, with 1.06 ± 0.22 vs.
0.93 ± 0.10 tumors/section in the fluoxetine and control
groups, respectively, p = 0.31, suggesting that fluoxetine
affects the entry of cells specifically into the brain rather
than causing a non-specific increase in the cancer cells’
ability to survive within and/or extravasate from the
vasculature.

Proliferative and migration capacity of 231BR cells is not
affected by fluoxetine
While the lack of a fluoxetine effect on lung metastasis
suggests a brain-specific mechanism, we wanted to further
rule out the possibility that fluoxetine interacts directly
with 231BR cells to increase their proliferation and/or
migration. Therefore, we performed in vitro proliferation
assays in the presence of 1, 10, 100, 1000 or 5000 ng/ml of
fluoxetine and measured 231BR proliferative activity at 24,
48, and 72 hours. Fluoxetine did not increase 231BR pro-
liferation in vitro (Figure 3A). Incubation with 5000 ng/ml
of fluoxetine caused an arrest in cellular proliferation
starting at 48 hours (Figure 3A), with higher fluoxetine
doses - 20 μg/ml, 100 μg/ml, 500 μg/ml, and 1000 μg/ml -
exhibiting a clear toxic effect on 231BR cells (Figure 3C).
Additionally, incubation with various concentrations of
fluoxetine did not increase migration of 231BR cells
in vitro (Figure 3B). These assays demonstrate that
fluoxetine does not increase proliferation or migration of
231BR cells, thereby supporting our hypothesis that fluo-
xetine specifically affects the brain microenvironment.
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Fluoxetine treatment does not affect dendritic spine
turnover and perineuronal nets
Our results suggest that fluoxetine acts on the brain
microenvironment to enhance its capacity to foster me-
tastasis. Two mechanisms that may contribute to this ef-
fect are: an enhanced growth of the established tumors
within the brain parenchyma, or an increased ability for
metastatic cells to penetrate the BBB. To examine the
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Figure 3 The effect of fluoxetine on proliferation and migration of 23
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former possibility we examined the extracellular envi-
ronment of the brain after fluoxetine treatment. Fluo-
xetine has been shown to modulate synaptic plasticity
[23], a process that is dependent on remodeling of the
brain extracellular matrix (ECM) [24]. ECM changes
have the potential to influence breast tumor growth
within the brain, since the invasion process is critically
dependent upon the extracellular substrate [25]. To
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determine whether fluoxetine treatment altered the extra-
cellular brain environment, we first assayed dendritic
spine turnover in vivo, a process that is highly sensitive to
brain ECM composition [26,27]. GFP-M mice [22] were
treated with fluoxetine for 4 weeks. Dendritic spines,
which are the postsynaptic structures of the majority of
excitatory synapses in the central nervous system, were
imaged in vivo through a thinned-skull window on two
separate imaging sessions spaced four days apart. As ex-
pected, examination of dendritic spine turnover revealed
that animals in both the control (Figure 4A) and fluo-
xetine (Figure 4B) group demonstrate dynamic gain and
loss of spines. However, quantitative analysis showed no
significant difference in the percentages of either new or
lost spines between the experimental groups (Figure 4C),
suggesting that fluoxetine does not enhance structural
plasticity at cortical synapses.
We also evaluated the direct effect of fluoxetine treat-
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fluoxetine experimental groups (Figure 4E). These results
suggest that the increase in brain metastatic ability of
breast cancer cells elicited by fluoxetine treatment is not
modulated via large-scale changes in ECM either at synap-
tic sites or in PNNs.

Effect of fluoxetine on tumor growth within the brain
parenchyma
The lack of changes in dendritic spine dynamics and ECM
structure suggests that fluoxetine may facilitate the entry
of cancer cells into the brain rather than their subsequent
growth within the brain parenchyma. This predicts that
tumors growth is not altered by fluoxetine once cells are
established within the brain. In support of this view, fluo-
xetine treatment did not affect the size of 231BR macro-
metastases: the average diameter was 1599 ± 17 a.u. in the
fluoxetine group vs. 1547 ± 49 a.u. in the control group,
p = 0.19 (Figure 1E). We hypothesized that if fluoxetine
was changing the brain microenvironment to foster
growth of established brain tumors, this should enhance
the ability of any brain-resident tumors to grow within the
brain. To test this, we performed stereotactic injections of
a rat glioma cell line, CNS-1, into the frontal cortex of
Nu/Nu mice, in order to examine whether fluoxetine
would affect brain tumor development after introduction
of malignant cells directly into the brain parenchyma.
While intracranial injection of CNS-1 cells led to the de-
velopment of brain tumors in mice (Figure 5A), 4 weeks
of pre-surgical treatment with 200 mg/L of fluoxetine,
followed by a 1 week survival period, did not affect brain
tumor size when compared to the control group. Tumor
spread, assayed by the number of sections containing
CNS-1 cells, was comparable between the fluoxetine and
control groups, 47.56 ± 3.24 and 49.8 ± 5.98, respectively,
p = 0.76 (Figure 5B), as was the distance traveled by
infiltrating tumor cells (771 ± 51 μm in the fluoxetine
group vs. 751.4 ± 92 μm in the control group, p = 0.86,
Figure 5C). The overall tumor size (total image pixel count
per tumor), which may reflect the ability of tumor cells to
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Figure 5 Fluoxetine does not increase brain-resident tumor growth. N
the frontal cortex, as described. A) A representative image of a tumor form
separate measures were used to quantify tumor growth. None of them sho
containing CNS-1 tumors, p = 0.76 (B); total pixel count analysis of brain se
the average of four largest values from each animal, p = 0.86 (D). n = 9-10
proliferate within the brain, was comparable between
treated and untreated groups, 2.148 ± 0.49 ×106 vs. 2.148 ±
0.38 ×106, respectively, p = 0.66 (Figure 5D). These findings
suggest that fluoxetine may impact the ability of breast
cancer cells to enter the brain, without altering their ability
to infiltrate and spread once they have established meta-
static foci within the brain parenchyma.

Effect of fluoxetine on blood–brain barrier permeability
A possible mechanism of increased brain metastatic breast
cancer modulated by fluoxetine administration is a direct
effect on BBB permeability. The BBB plays a critical role
in the process of extravasation of cancer cells and deter-
mines their ability to seed the brain parenchyma [30,31].
After a 3-week treatment with fluoxetine, we analyzed
Evan’s Blue absorbance in brain extracts after tail vein in-
jection of the dye to examine whether fluoxetine has any
effect on BBB permeability. Brain extracts from animals
that were treated with fluoxetine for 3 weeks demonstrate
a statistically significant 54% increase in Evan’s Blue
absorbance compared to the control group, p < 0.0001
(Figure 6). Thus, fluoxetine administration leads to
changes in the BBB that promote increased permeability
and may facilitate the increased entry of breast cancer
cells into the brain.

Fluoxetine stimulates production of pro-inflammatory
cytokines
A possible mechanism for changes in BBB permeability is
production of cytokines that have been shown to modu-
late BBB function in models of injury, ischemia, and neu-
rodegeneration [32,33]. To determine whether fluoxetine
treatment leads to increased expression of pro-inflamma-
tory markers, mice were treated with fluoxetine, and brain
extracts were analyzed using real-time PCR and multiplex
ELISA. PCR analysis revealed that fluoxetine admi-
nistration induced mRNA expression of several pro-
inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-1α, and IL-1β
as well as an adhesion molecule ICAM-1, with levels
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Figure 6 Fluoxetine administration increases BBB permeability.
Fluoxetine was administered for 3 weeks before animals were
injected intravenously with 2% Evan’s Blue solution. One hour after
the injection, brain tissue was collected and processed as described.
Tissue supernatants were analyzed by spectroscopy at 620 nm to
determine Evan’s Blue absorbance. The results show significant
effects of fluoxetine treatment. n = 6-7 per group, p < 0.0001.
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increasing 4.96-, 2.27-, 3.76-, and 4.44-fold, respectively,
p < 0.05 (Figure 7A). Transcription of two other pro-
inflammatory molecules, IL-6 and MHC-II, was not sig-
nificantly altered by fluoxetine treatment, p = 0.52 and
0.87, respectively. Protein analysis confirmed significantly
elevated levels of TNF-α, IL-1α, and IL-1β, and demon-
strated high levels of other cytokines - MCP-1, MIP-2,
and RANTES, p < 0.05 (Figure 7B). The results of mRNA
and protein expression assays demonstrate that fluoxetine
can alter the inflammatory environment within the brain
and stimulates cytokine production. This in turn may
affect BBB permeability and lead to increased brain metas-
tasis of circulating breast cancer cells.

Fluoxetine enhances glial activation in the vicinity of
brain metastatic tumors
Microglia and astrocytes are two possible sources of pro-
inflammatory markers that may affect the functioning of
the BBB and thereby facilitate enhanced entry of tumor
cells to the brain. To determine whether fluoxetine altered
the activation pattern of glia around tumors, we stained
brain sections with a number of antibodies specific for
microglia and astrocytes (Figure 8). Both microglial and
astrocytic markers were markedly elevated in proximity to
the tumor in control animals, indicating an inflammatory
response around metastases. Interestingly, fluoxetine
treatment elevated the expression of both microglial and
astrocytic markers showing that fluoxetine altered in-
flammatory signaling in response to metastasis (Figure 9).
Signal intensity for microglial markers IA-IE and CD68
was significantly higher in the fluoxetine group through-
out the entire area we examined (up to 400 μm distance
from the tumor, p < 0.001). Other microglia-specific anti-
bodies, Iba-1 and CD45, exhibited higher expression levels
closer to the tumor, following fluoxetine administration
(p < 0.001 and p < 0.01), whereas CD11b levels were
higher between 200 and 400 μm away from the tumor
(p < 0.01). In addition, staining intensity for GFAP, an
astrocytic marker, was significantly higher between 100–
400 μm in the fluoxetine treated animals compared to
control, p < 0.01 (Figure 9). In each case the tumors exa-
mined were not significantly different in size in control
and fluoxetine groups (Figure 10).

Discussion
In this study we describe fluoxetine’s ability to increase
the number, but not the size, of metastases in a murine
model of breast tumor metastasis to the brain. This
increase is accompanied by changes in the BBB and the
inflammatory environment of the brain, with no detec-
table changes in the properties of the brain ECM. These
results provide several insights into the possible mecha-
nisms by which fluoxetine alters brain metastasis, and
hence possible avenues for future therapeutic manipula-
tion of the metastatic outcome.

Fluoxetine and the brain ECM
Fluoxetine is thought to exert its anti-depressant effects
by promoting brain plasticity, synaptogenesis and neuro-
genesis [23,34]. These processes are critically dependent
on the brain ECM, as is tumor invasion [35], suggesting
that fluoxetine could achieve its metastasis-altering effects
in part by remodeling the extracellular milieu of the brain
[36]. We examined this possibility by focusing on an ECM
component, the PNN, which has been shown to play a
critical role in modulating plastic changes in the brain.
PNNs are established during brain development, as inhibi-
tory and excitatory circuits mature and the brain becomes
less plastic [37]. Both enzymatic removal of PNNs and flu-
oxetine treatment enhance plasticity in the adult [23,38].
However, we detected no significant change in PNNs in
different brain areas after fluoxetine treatment, which sug-
gests that the effects of fluoxetine on brain plasticity and
metastasis are mediated through a different pathway. In
agreement with this, synapse remodeling, a process that is
highly sensitive to the extracellular environment [24,27],
was also not affected by fluoxetine. Given the apparent
lack of fluoxetine-induced ECM remodeling in our brain
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Figure 7 (See legend on next page.)
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(See figure on previous page.)
Figure 7 Fluoxetine upregulates levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines. A) To detect mRNA levels, brain tissue was collected after 3 weeks of
fluoxetine treatment. mRNA was isolated, reverse transcribed, and subjected to real-time PCR analysis in order to determine expression levels
of several pro-inflammatory markers. Experimental data were normalized to the expression of G3PDH, a housekeeping gene. n = 5 per group,
p < 0.05. B) For protein analysis, after 3 weeks of fluoxetine administration, a custom-made mouse cytokine/chemokine panel was used to determine
protein concentration of several pro-inflammatory markers in brain extracts from control and treated animals. Analyte expression was normalized to
protein concentration in individual samples. n = 6 per group, p < 0.05.
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metastasis model, it is not surprising that neither the size
of breast tumor metastases established in the brain nor
the size of resident glioma tumors appeared sensitive to
fluoxetine treatment in our experiments. These results
suggest that the effects of fluoxetine on the establishment
of brain metastasis are not mediated via the brain ECM.

Fluoxetine treatment and glia
The pathogenesis of the vast majority of CNS diseases,
including depression, is mediated, at least in part, by in-
flammatory processes. Although fluoxetine acts as a
serotonin reuptake inhibitor, it also has strong effects on
peripheral immune cells [39] and brain resident immune
cells [40-42]. We observed fluoxetine-induced alterations
in expression of several cytokines indicative of glial acti-
vation, and observed that fluoxetine enhanced glial acti-
vation in the vicinity of established brain metastases.
This suggests that fluoxetine can alter inflammatory sig-
naling in vivo, and that this alteration may be a mecha-
nism by which fluoxetine elevates breast tumor
metastasis to the brain in our murine model.
CD45CD68

Iba-1 CD11b

Figure 8 Glial cells are activated in the vicinity of brain metastatic tum
stained with antibodies against Iba-1, CD11b, IA-IE, CD68, CD45, and GFAP
400 μm of metastatic breast cancer cells.
The contribution of microglia and astrocytes to the
pathology of brain resident tumors has been well docu-
mented [43-45]. However, their involvement in metastatic
events is less clear. Several studies have described acti-
vated glia associated with metastastic lesions in the brain
parenchyma, suggesting an important role for these cells
in metastatic growth within the brain [25,43]. While the
immune function of these cells could contribute to
defending the brain against cancer cell invasion, it is be-
coming clear that brain tumor cells can co-opt glia to pro-
mote tumor growth and invasion. Tumor cells and glia
undergo a complex molecular cross talk that influences
glial behavior and subsequent tumor progression [44,45].
Activated glia can produce multiple cytokines, chemo-
kines, and enzymes that lead to increased tumor invasion,
including IL-1β and TNF-α [46], markers that were up-
regulated in this study. Surprisingly, the elevated levels of
pro-inflammatory markers after fluoxetine treatment did
not affect the growth of gliomas or breast tumor metasta-
sis already established in the brain, despite the fact that
many of these inflammatory molecules have been shown
IA-IE

GFAP

ors. Tissue sections from the control and fluoxetine groups were
to determine the degree of microglial and astrocytic activation within
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Figure 9 Fluoxetine enhances glial activation in the vicinity of brain metastatic tumors. Brain sections were stained with the following
antibodies to assess glial activation - Iba-1, CD11b, IA-IE, CD68, CD45, and GFAP. Images of tumors were analyzed to compare the expression of
these markers (fraction of total pixels that were immunopositive) within 400 μm of the edge of metastatic tumors, following fluoxetine treatment.
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001, 2-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc analysis. n = 20-24 tumors per group, 5–6 animals per group.
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to play a significant role in tumor survival and angioge-
nesis [47,48]. Possibly, the source or extent of fluoxetine-
driven expression of these molecules is such as to change
the entry of cells into the brain but not affect their subse-
quent growth.
It is interesting to note that in our study, chronic

fluoxetine treatment increased inflammatory marker ex-
pression in the brain, while other studies examining
peripheral and brain effects of fluoxetine have reported
anti-inflammatory effects with reduced expression of mar-
kers such as TNF-α [40-42], although inflammatory effects
of fluoxetine were also observed [41]. There are several
possible reasons for this discrepancy. First, the majority of
studies focus on the effects of fluoxetine within the con-
text of pathological inflammation due to either LPS injec-
tion [40] or CNS disease [42]. Thus the effects on baseline
inflammatory state have not been examined. Second, most
studies examining inflammatory markers have focused on
in vitro settings where cells behave differently than they
do in vivo [41]. Our data suggest that fluoxetine, at neuro-
active doses, can increase inflammatory signaling in vivo
in the absence of pathological changes in the brain and this
in turn may affect breast tumor metastasis.

Inflammation and BBB
Glial cells, and astrocytes in particular, are critical ele-
ments of the BBB and could influence tumor cell entry
into the brain through its manipulation. Glia-derived cyto-
kines and proteases have been implicated in promoting
cancer cell navigation through the BBB [32,33,49]. Inter-
estingly, brain-resident glia are frequently localized to the
sites of cancer cell arrest in brain capillaries [25]. The
intimate relationship between glia and tumor cells that
have not yet entered the brain might imply a role for glia
in shepherding tumor cells through the BBB. In addition,
glial cells also produce MCP-1, MIP-2, and RANTES
(all of which were increased after fluoxetine treatment)
that could promote metastasis indirectly by stimulating
infiltration into the brain of peripheral cells with pro-
tumor activities such as myeloid-derived suppressor cells
(MDSC), tumor-associated macrophages (TAM), and
tumor-associated neutrophils (TAN). These cells may in
turn contribute to the vicious circle of the pro-invasion
phenotype created by fluoxetine administration, via add-
itional secretion of IL-1β, TNF-α, and other cytokines.
Moreover, in the process of infiltrating the brain paren-
chyma, MDSCs, TAMs, and TANs may create a “back
door” whereby cancer cells in the immediate vicinity can
accompany the infiltrating cells as they leave the
capillaries.

Fluoxetine treatment and the BBB
A surprising result of fluoxetine administration is signifi-
cantly increased BBB permeability even in the absence of
circulating tumor cells. These data suggest that fluoxetine
may facilitate the entry of breast cancer cells into the brain
by affecting the function of the BBB directly rather than
enhancing the transport of tumor cells specifically. In
other disease models such as CNS trauma, ischemia and
neurodegeneration, a number of pro-inflammatory media-
tors are released by brain parenchymal cells, including
endothelial cells and glia [50]. These mediators, including
IL-1β and TNF-α, increase BBB permeability [32,49] via
altered expression of tight-junction proteins as well as
increased production of reactive oxygen species and
metalloproteases [51]. Therefore, the increased expression
of IL-1β and TNF-α that we observed after fluoxetine ad-
ministration may directly lead to the impairment of BBB
function and increased permeability of the barrier, thus
precipitating increased brain metastasis.
Another important step in tumor cell extravasation is cell

arrest within the blood vessels of the brain. Paracrine
stimulation by pro-inflammatory molecules such as TNF-α,
IL-1β, and MIP-2, leads to increased synthesis of chemo-
kines and expression of cell adhesion molecules such as
ICAM-1, E-selectin, and vascular cell adhesion molecule-1
(VCAM-1) by cerebrovascular endothelial cells [52], which
may increase anchorage of tumor cells and eventually lead
to facilitated cellular invasion from the circulation into the
brain [53]. These same changes may directly or indirectly
lead to increased ability of MDSCs, TAMs, and TANs to
enter the brain and further influence tumor cell entry
across the BBB. Additionally, inflammatory expression may
influence the survival of tumor cells within the vasculature
and thus enhance the probability of brain metastasis.

Conclusions
Our data provide the first experimental evidence that a
neuroactive drug can promote increased entry of cancer
cells into the brain parenchyma. The results of this study
suggest a novel drug-induced, brain-specific mechanism
whereby permeability of the BBB is altered by 1) the effect
of fluoxetine on cellular components of the brain micro-
environment to stimulate production of pro-inflammatory
cytokines that can in turn modulate BBB function, 2) direct
effect of fluoxetine on the components of the barrier, or 3)
a combination of these two mechanisms. These findings
suggest that neuroactive drugs used to treat depression and
chemo brain in patients need to be carefully screened for
unexpected effects on brain metastasis. In addition, they
open new opportunities in the search for pharmacologic
drugs that would inhibit brain metastasis by restricting per-
meability of the BBB or, conversely, would improve the de-
livery of therapeutic agents to the brain by opening up the
BBB. Such drugs would have the advantage of targeting the
brain rather than the heterogeneous and rapidly mutating
tumor cell and could be used to limit brain-specific metas-
tasis of many different primary tumor types.
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Additional file

Additional file 1: Figure S1. Fluoxetine reaches therapeutically relevant
levels in mouse serum. Nu/Nu mice were treated with fluoxetine for
30 days as described. Mouse serum was collected at day 0 and every
10 days throughout the experiment. The concentration of fluoxetine
and its major metabolite, norfluoxetine, was determined by LC-MS/MS.
A) The mean fluoxetine concentration reaches 128 ng/ml after 10 days of
treatment and remains at therapeutic levels at 30 days. B) The mean
norfluoxetine level after 10 days is 282 ng/ml, and continues to increase.
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Multiphoton fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (MP-FRAP) is a laser microscopy technique used
to measure diffusion coefficients of macromolecules in biological systems. The three-dimensional resolution
and superior depth penetration within scattering samples offered by MP-FRAP make it an important tool for
investigating both in vitro and in vivo systems. However, biological systems frequently confine diffusion within
solid barriers, and to date the effect of such barriers on the measurement of absolute diffusion coefficients via
MP-FRAP has not been studied. We have used Monte Carlo simulations of diffusion and MP-FRAP to understand
the effect of barriers of varying geometries and positions relative to the two-photon focal volume. Furthermore,
we supply ranges of barrier positions within which MP-FRAP can confidently be employed to measure accurate
diffusion coefficients. Finally, we produce two new MP-FRAP models that can produce accurate diffusion
coefficients in the presence of a single plane boundary or parallel infinite plane boundaries positioned parallel to
the optical axis, up to the resolution limit of the multiphoton laser scanning microscope.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.83.051916 PACS number(s): 87.64.kv, 66.10.C−, 87.64.mn, 87.64.Aa

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiphoton fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
(MP-FRAP) is a laser microscopy technique typically em-
ployed to measure diffusion coefficients within biological
systems [1]. MP-FRAP is performed by using a brief, high-
intensity, laser flash to generate photobleaching within a region
of interest in a fluorescent sample. The laser is then attenuated
and the region of interest is monitored as still-fluorescent
molecules from outside the region diffuse in to replace the
outwardly diffusing bleached molecules. The resulting fluores-
cence versus time curve can be fitted to an analytical formula
to produce the diffusion coefficient of the mobile fluorophore.
In an MP-FRAP experiment, fluorescence and photobleach-
ing are both generated via multiphoton excitation [1]. The
intrinsic spatial confinement of multiphoton excitation results
in a three-dimensionally (3D) resolved bleaching/monitoring
volume [2] and allows the use of MP-FRAP to measure three-
dimensionally resolved diffusion coefficients within intact
samples. This intrinsic spatial confinement obviates the need
for a confocal pinhole and allows MP-FRAP, as well as the
multiphoton laser-scanning microscope upon which it is based,
to probe living tissue down to depths of several hundred
micrometers. In its original formulation [1] MP-FRAP was
demonstrated with a parked bleaching and monitoring beam.
Several variants of MP-FRAP have since been demonstrated
with patterned photobleaching accomplished by interfering
beams [3], beam scanning [4], and other methods. In this work
we refer to the experiment performed in its classical parked
beam configuration as MP-FRAP.

Other techniques employed to measure biological dif-
fusion include (single-photon) fluorescence recovery after
photobleaching (FRAP), FRAP with spatial Fourier analysis
(SFA-FRAP), single particle tracking (SPT), and fluorescence

*Edward Brown@urmc.rochester.edu

correlation spectroscopy (FCS). FRAP is the precursor to MP-
FRAP and was developed in the 1970s [5–7] to probe transport
parameters in biological systems. Due to the lack of spatial
confinement of the one-photon excitation process, FRAP is
applied to two-dimensional samples, defined as having an axial
extent that is significantly smaller than the Rayleigh length
of the focused bleach and monitor beam. High-resolution
measurements with high numerical aperture (NA) lenses are
therefore limited to thin samples (<1 μm). FRAP can be used
on thicker samples by using cylindrical beams (i.e., a low
NA lens) with longer Rayleigh lengths. This again provides
a two-dimensional measurement of the diffusion coefficient,
averaged over the axial extent of the sample. Finally, FRAP
with a confocal pinhole can be used to achieve 3D resolved
measurements [8], but rely on numerical analysis rather than
analytical formulas. The use of spatial Fourier analysis allows
SFA-FRAP [9] to probe diffusion in intact thick tissue, but
the technique also has low spatial resolution (∼40 μm)
and is limited to the depth penetration of epifluorescence
microscopy (∼50 μm). SPT tracks individual molecules via
high spatiotemporal imaging to determine their transport
properties, with two-dimensional (2D) imaging techniques
(i.e., epifluorescence) producing 2D resolved measurements
of diffusion coefficients [10,11] and 3D imaging techniques
producing 3D resolved measurements of diffusion coefficients.
FCS comes in both one-photon [12] and two-photon [13,14]
varieties and like MP-FRAP it can be used to measure
diffusion with high, 3D , resolution. SPT and FCS rely on low
fluorophore concentrations (with accompanying low signals),
while MP-FRAP relies on high fluorophore concentrations
(with accompanying large signals), making the techniques
complementary, especially in the difficult optical environment
of scattering tissue.

The effect of barriers to diffusion is an important and
relevant topic regarding the study of both biological and
nonbiological systems. MP-FRAP has been employed to
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measure absolute diffusion coefficients in the cytoplasm of
cells [1,15], in cartilage [16], in optically fabricated gels
[17], and in blood plasma [18]. In these cases, the volume
surrounding the bleached spot was assumed to be “open,”
with barriers to diffusion at infinity. However, many biological
systems inherently confine measurements to regions within
solid barriers to diffusion, such as cell walls and organelles.
In vivo systems in particular offer few free volumes for
diffusion measurements. Clearly, when the focal volume is
positioned within a cell there is concern that the confined
geometry will affect the measured diffusion coefficient. How-
ever, even when the bleach and monitor volume is positioned
outside of individual cells, the tissue interstitium exhibits
a complex structure that can interfere with free diffusion
due to adjacent cellular structures. Determining the effects
of these barriers, and the distances over which these effects
become significant, is absolutely necessary for MP-FRAP to
be performed accurately in vivo.

In the limit that these barriers become extremely close,
their impact is relatively straightforward to model because
they simply change the dimensionality of the system. For
example, it has been shown that an MP-FRAP experiment
in microvilli (an extremely narrow tube) can be modeled by
one-dimensional diffusion [19,20]. However, there has been
no analysis of MP-FRAP applied in systems with boundaries
to diffusion positioned at intermediate distances, i.e., neither
approaching zero nor at infinity, in order to determine their
effects on the reported diffusion coefficient.

There have been several recent studies investigating the
various effects caused by barriers to diffusion in relation to
micro- and nanostructures [21,22], nuclear magnetic reso-
nance [23], diffusion-convection processes [24,25], anomalous
diffusion [26], and diffusion in channels [27]. However, the
results of these studies are not presented in the context of
experimental biological diffusion measurement techniques. In
recognition of the prevalence of small volumes presented by
many biological systems, work has been done to apply FCS
[28–32], SPT [33,34], and FRAP [35] in systems where the
focal volume is confined. While MP-FRAP has been applied to
both living cells and in vivo, to date the effect of barriers on the
measurement of absolute diffusion coefficients via MP-FRAP
has been largely neglected (although in the development of
one patterned photobleaching variant of MP-FRAP the effect
of axial boundaries was considered [4]).

Barriers to diffusion are omnipresent in vivo, and their
effects must be considered when attempting to perform
accurate MP-FRAP. In this work we explore the effects
of different barrier geometries on the diffusion coefficient
reported by MP-FRAP, discuss the mechanism by which
these barriers affect the reported diffusion coefficient, and
determine the appropriate distances at which the effects of
barriers can be neglected. To do this we simulate the diffusive
spread of a distribution of bleached molecules in the presence
of various barriers to diffusion via Monte Carlo simulation
and then calculate the resultant (two-photon) fluorescence
signal, producing an artificial fluorescence versus time curve.
We then fit many such curves to the classical MP-FRAP
equation, which assumes all barriers are at infinity, and explore
how the presence of differing barriers produces errors in the
reported diffusion coefficient. In the case of both a single

plane boundary and two parallel infinite plane boundaries
oriented parallel to the optical axis, we introduce new models
of MP-FRAP that explicitly account for the presence of one or
more boundaries and explore how these new models improve
the accuracy of the reported diffusion coefficients. This work
is essential to the application of MP-FRAP in vivo.

II. MONTE CARLO MODEL OF MP-FRAP

A. Initial fluorophore distribution

The initial concentration distribution of unbleached fluo-
rophore immediately after the photobleaching pulse, in the
limit that the boundaries to diffusion are at infinity, is given by
Brown et al. [1]:

c(x,y,z; t = 0) = co exp
[ − (1/b)qbδb

〈
I b
bl(x,y,z)

〉
�t

]
, (1)

where co is the initial equilibrium concentration of fluorophore,
b is the number of photons absorbed per photobleaching event,
qb is the quantum efficiency for b-photon photobleaching,
δb is the multiphoton fluorescence action cross-section of
the fluorophore for the order of excitation required for
photobleaching, 〈I b

bl(x,y,z)〉 is the time average of the bleach
intensity raised to the bth power, and �t is the duration of the
bleaching pulse.

The bleach intensity can be approximated as a 3D Gaussian
[1]:

〈
I b

bl(x,y,z)
〉 = 〈

I b
bl(0,0,0)

〉
exp

[
−2b(x2 + y2)

ω2
r

− 2bz2

ω2
z

]
, (2)

where ωr and ωz are the 1/e2 radial and axial dimensions of the
two-photon focal volume, respectively, and 〈I b

bl(0,0,0)〉 is the
time average of the intensity at the two-photon focal volume
center raised to the bth power.

For the purpose of simulation, it is more efficient and effec-
tive to follow the bleached fluorophores [36–38]. Substituting
Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), setting b = 2 for a two-photon bleaching
process and co = 1 in anticipation of populating nodes later
to determine the amplitude, and noting that the bleach depth
parameter is defined as β ≡ (1/b)qbδb〈I b

bl(0,0,0)〉�t , we find
the initial distribution of bleached fluorophore:

cbl(x,y,z; t = 0)

= 1 − exp

{
−β exp

[
−4(x2 + y2)

ω2
r

− 4z2

ω2
z

]}
. (3)

The bleach depth parameter was chosen to be β = 0.25,
a value typical of experimental in vivo MP-FRAP recovery
curves [1,18]. The axial and radial extents of the two-photon
focal volume were defined as ωr ≡ 2.6λ/(2πNA) and ωz ≡
8.8nλ/[2π (NA)2], respectively, where λ is the wavelength
of the excitation laser, n is the index of refraction of the
immersion medium, and NA is the numerical aperture of the
lens [39]. Our simulations represent the NA extremes of typical
water-immersion lenses (λ = 780 nm, n= 1.33, NA = 0.5 or
1.2). Space was discretized into a regular lattice with spacing
defined by the expected diffusion properties (see “Diffusion”
below). One thousand bleached fluorophores were placed at
lattice points using Eq. (3) as the probability distribution and
with the caveat that no fluorophores were allowed outside
any diffusive barriers introduced into the system. Multiple
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occupancy on a single node was permitted, though rarely
occurred.

It is important to note that the size of the bleaching
distribution is not necessarily the same as that of the optical
focal volume. As explained in Brown et al. [1], the shape of the
photobleaching volume will depend upon the photochemical
mechanism of photobleaching, the bleach depth parameter,
and the characteristic radii of the optical point spread function
(PSF). In order to explore a tractable parameter space, we are
assuming the simple first-order model of photobleaching pho-
tochemistry described within Brown et al., an experimentally
relevant value for the bleach depth parameter of β = 0.25,
and two values of microscope NA (and hence two values for
each of the characteristic radii of the optical PSF) of 0.5 and
1.2. Due to the relatively small value of β, this produces a
characteristic size for the bleaching volume that is within 3%
of the size of the optical PSF; hence we plot the effects of
barrier proximity as a function of distance from the center of
the focal volume in units of ωr and ωz, the radial and axial e−2

extents of the PSF, respectively. To extrapolate these results to
other photobleaching chemistries or greater bleach depths, one
can calculate the characteristic radial and axial dimensions of
that photobleaching distribution and treat those as ωr and ωz

for comparison to our results.

B. Diffusion

Diffusion was modeled as a random walk on a 3D lattice
[37,38,40,41]. Lattice spacing was determined by the 3D dif-
fusion equation, 〈r2〉 = 6Dt , where the diffusion coefficient,
D, was chosen a priori and the time step, t , was chosen to be
approximately 1/1000 of the typical diffusive recovery time
for a system with a diffusion coefficient D and with radial and
axial focal volume widths ωr and ωz. For both the low and
high NA cases, D was chosen as 10 μm2/s, approximately
the experimental diffusion coefficient for 2000 kD fluorescein
dextran [18]. The corresponding time steps were chosen as
3.12 and 0.376 μs, respectively, and the lattice spacings were
calculated to be 13.7 and 4.75 nm, respectively.

C. Boundary conditions

Four boundary models were applied to the diffusing system:
a single infinite plane boundary parallel and perpendicular
to the optical axis, two parallel infinite plane boundaries
parallel and perpendicular to the optical axis, a hollow infinite
cylindrical boundary parallel and perpendicular to the optical
axis, and a hollow spherical boundary. In the context of
our simulations a barrier is considered infinite if a particle
cannot cross the barrier at any time during the simulation. The
parallel, cylindrical, and spherical boundaries were positioned
symmetrically about the focal volume center, and the positions
of all of the boundaries were defined as fractions of ωr or
ωz relative to the focal volume center. All boundaries were
assumed to be perfectly reflecting; i.e., any particle attempting
to cross a boundary was returned to the node it was occupying
when the step began. There were no bleached or unbleached
molecules beyond the boundaries at t = 0 or at any subsequent
point.

D. MP-FRAP

The fluorescence intensity generated by a weak monitoring
beam that is held stationary in the sample and produces
fluorescence through an m-photon process is given by

F (t) = δmE

m

∫ 〈
Im
mo(x,y,z)

〉
c(x,y,z; t)dxdydz, (4)

where δm is the multiphoton fluorescence action cross-section
of the fluorophore for the order of excitation required to
produce fluorescence, E is the collective efficiency of the
detection system, and m is the number of photons absorbed
per excitation event.

We can calculate the “missing fluorescence” that would be
generated by the bleached fluorophores were they not bleached
by re-expressing the integral as a sum of the monitor intensity
[given by Eq. (2) with b → m] over all bleached fluorophore
locations (xi,yi,zi). We can also let (1/m)Eδm → 1, as it will
be divided out when the fluorescence is normalized for fitting:

Fbl(t) =
∑

i

exp

[
−2b

(
x2

i + y2
i

)
ω2

r

− 2bz2
i

ω2
z

]
. (5)

To obtain the normalized fluorescence of the unbleached
molecules, F (t)/Fo, we first normalize the missing fluores-
cence of the bleached molecules by the prebleach fluorescence
of all the fluorophores in the system, Fo, and then subtract
from one: F (t)/Fo = 1 − Fbl(t)/Fo. Fo was determined by
first setting t = 0 and β = 0.25 in Eq. (6), below, truncating
the sum to the first ten terms, and solving for F (0)/Fo. This
value was then substituted into F (0)/Fo = 1 − Fbl(0)/Fo to
deduce Fo from Fbl(0).

The natural variation of a Monte Carlo simulated random
walk introduced a small amount of noise into the resulting F (t)
recovery curves. On top of this, we added Poisson distributed
noise to mimic the typical distribution of noise arising from
photon counting experiments, and in an amount typical of
in vitro MP-FRAP experiments [1,18]. Fluorescence recov-
eries were terminated when the change in the recovered
fluorescence was less than 1% over a time equivalent to the
half-time for complete recovery of a freely diffusing system
with diffusion coefficient D.

Unless otherwise stated, all simulated F (t) curves were fit
to the accepted diffusive recovery model [1] for a stationary
bleaching and monitoring beam:

F (t)

Fo

=
∞∑

n=0

(−β)n

n!

1

(1 + n + 2nt/τD)

1

(1 + n + 2nt/RτD)1/2
,

(6)

where τD is the characteristic diffusion time and R is the square
of the ratio of the axial and radial dimensions of the focal
volume. The diffusion coefficient is given by D = ω2

r /8τD .

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Single plane boundary

We begin our Monte Carlo investigation by introducing a
single infinite plane reflective boundary parallel to the optical
axis, at a range of distances measured in units of ωr relative to
the focal volume center. This models diffusion measurements
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FIG. 1. (Color) Single boundary parallel to the optical axis at a
range of positions, presented as fractions of ωr from the focal volume
center, for both a high NA (squares) lens and a low NA (circles)
lens. Negative position values indicate that the boundary has crossed
the focal volume center (i.e., more than half the focal volume is
hidden beyond the boundary). Fluorescence recovery curves were
generated via Monte Carlo simulation and fit to the standard MP-
FRAP model [Eq. (6)]. Fit diffusion coefficients were normalized to
the input diffusion coefficient; hence an accurate fit produces a ratio
of one.

adjacent to cell walls [42–44]. We then generate an initial
distribution of bleached molecules according to Eq. (1), with
the caveat that no molecules are located beyond the boundary.
Then we simulate the random diffusion of those molecules
and produce an F (t) curve as described above. The resultant
curve is fit to Eq. (6), the MP-FRAP formula that assumes all
boundaries are at infinity. The fit diffusion coefficient is then
divided by the true diffusion coefficient (defined a priori in
setting up the diffusion random walk); hence errors due to the
presence of a boundary are readily identified by a deviation of
this ratio from one. Note that we ceased our simulations at a
boundary location of −0.5ωr because at this point the average
fluorescence from the focal volume in steady state is <10% of
the value of the unobstructed focal volume.

The resultant data are presented in Fig. 1 and show that
MP-FRAP begins to yield diffusion coefficients significantly
different from the input diffusion coefficient (defined hereafter
as when the mean fit diffusion coefficient is more than 1
standard deviation (SD) different from the input diffusion
coefficient) when the boundary passes a distance of 1.3ωr

from the focal volume center for a high NA lens and a distance
of 1.5ωr for a low NA lens. In each of these cases, the fit
diffusion coefficient, Dfit, becomes significantly different from
the input coefficient, Dinput, before the boundary crosses the
focal volume center (0ωr ), and the deviation is biphasic, with
Dfit initially smaller than Dinput, then becoming significantly
larger than Dinput as the boundary crosses the focal volume
center. The erroneously low value of Dfit is most pronounced
when the boundary is in the range of ∼0ωr–1.5ωr , and we
hypothesized that this occurs because the boundary hinders
the complete escape of bleached molecules from the focal
volume, forcing a selection of fluorophores to reside longer
in the neighborhood of the focal volume, thereby lengthening
the recovery time. We further hypothesized that as a growing
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FIG. 2. (Color) Single “destructive” boundary (black) and
“reflective” boundary (blue) parallel to the optical axis at a range
of positions, presented as fractions of ωr from the focal volume
center for a high NA (squares) lens and a low NA (circles) lens.
Negative position values indicate that the boundary has crossed the
focal volume center. Fluorescence recovery curves were generated
via Monte Carlo simulation and fit to the standard MP-FRAP model.
Fit diffusion coefficients were normalized to the input diffusion
coefficient.

portion of the focal volume becomes “hidden” behind the
boundary its characteristic radial size will become smaller than
ωr and fitting of the resultant recovery curves to Eq. (6), which
assumes that ωr is the relevant radial length scale, will produce
the erroneously large values of Dfit that become apparent as
the wall approaches −0.5ωr .

To test these hypotheses we first repeated the series of
Monte Carlo simulations, now using a “destructive” boundary
instead of a “reflective” one, such that each bleached molecule
that attempted to cross the boundary was removed from the
simulation. As shown in Fig. 2, removal of the reflected
fluorophores eliminated the initially low values of Dfit but
retained the later large values, suggesting that it is indeed
reflection of bleached molecules off of the boundary and back
into the focal volume that lengthens the recovery time and
leads to the initial erroneously small values of Dfit. One may
note that the curves describing the destructive case begin to
upswing while those for the reflective case are still in their
initial downturn. At this point in the reflective case the effect on
recovery is dominated by the fluorophores reflecting back into
the region of the focal center, and only as the boundary crosses
the focal center does the effect on shortening ωr begin to
overcome particle deflection and reverse the trend, eventually
leading to too-large values of Dfit.

Next, to demonstrate the effect that changing the focal
volume dimensions has on fluorescence recovery and fitting,
we generated data assuming an unobstructed focal volume and
free diffusion, but with ωr reduced to mimic the influence
of the barriers reducing the focal volume as introduced
in the simulations. We then fit the resulting fluorescence
curves assuming a focal volume with the original ωr . As ωr

was reduced to successively smaller values, the fit diffusion
coefficient became increasingly large, beyond the value of
Dinput (data not shown). This reproduces the trend seen in
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Fig. 2 and suggests that the erroneously large values of Dfit are
indeed due solely to a reduction in the bleaching distribution
and monitoring volume, and hence are an overestimate of their
characteristic size during the fitting process.

Inspection of Fig. 1 also reveals that the low NA curve is
more affected by the approach of the barrier than is the high
NA curve, with more significantly low initial values for Dfit.
We hypothesized that this is due to the different aspect ratios
of the focal volumes (ωz/ωr = 3.75 for the high NA case
and ωz/ωr = 9 for the low NA case). The fastest route for
diffusive escape from an initial bleached distribution will be
along the shortest dimension of the initial distribution, and the
higher aspect ratio of the low NA focal volume means that the
diffusive transport in the direction of the approaching barrier
is a more significant contributor to fluorescence recovery for
that objective lens than for a higher NA objective, resulting in
a more significant effect of the barrier. To test this hypothesis
we repeated the series of Monte Carlo simulations, but brought
in a barrier to diffusion that was perpendicular to the optical
axis. The fastest route for diffusive escape in this geometry is
now parallel to the surface of the approaching barrier and thus
unhindered by it, leading us to predict that the initially low
values of Dfit should deviate from Dinput far less than for the
case of boundaries parallel to the optical axis. Furthermore, the
low values of Dfit should now be least significant for the low
NA case, as that has the highest aspect ratio. As shown in Fig. 3,
the initially low values of Dfit for the boundary perpendicular
to the optical axis do indeed deviate less from Dinput and are
now least significant for the low NA case, thus confirming
our hypothesis. Figure 3 also reveals that MP-FRAP begins
to yield diffusion coefficients significantly different from the
input diffusion when a boundary perpendicular to the optical
axis passes −0.3ωz for a high NA lens. For the low NA case,
Dfit does not deviate significantly for any of the boundary
locations assessed.
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FIG. 3. (Color) Single boundary parallel (blue) and perpendicular
(red) to the optical axis at a range of positions, presented as fractions
of ωr or ωz, respectively, from the focal volume center for a high
NA (squares) lens and a low NA (circles) lens. Negative position
values indicate that the boundary has crossed the focal volume
center. Fluorescence recovery curves were generated via Monte Carlo
simulation and fit to the standard MP-FRAP model. Fit diffusion
coefficients were normalized to the input diffusion coefficient.

To improve the accuracy of the reported diffusion coef-
ficient for the case of a single barrier to diffusion, we have
derived an alternative analytical model of the fluorescence
recovery (see Appendix) that takes into account the presence
of the barrier. For a barrier lying parallel to the optical axis,
the new model is

F (t)

F ′
o

= 1

2

1

erfc(−2u/ωr )

∞∑
n=0

(−β)n

n!

1

[n + μn(t)]

1

[n + νn(t)]1/2

×
{

erfc

[
−2 [1 + n/μn(t)]1/2 u

ωr

]

+ exp

[
− 16n

n + μn(t)

(
u

ωr

)2
]

× erfc

[
−2

[1 − n/μn(t)]

[1 + n/μn(t)]1/2

u

ωr

] }
, (7)

where μn(t) = 1 + 2nt/τD , νn(t) = 1 + 2nt/RτD , and u is the
x or y position of the bleached molecule distribution center
relative to the boundary. For a barrier perpendicular to the
optical axis, the form is the same but μn → νn and ωr → ωz

in the exponential and complementary error functions.
When this new MP-FRAP “single boundary” model is used

to fit simulated diffusion curves produced in the presence
of a single barrier parallel to the optical axis at a known
distance, the fit diffusion coefficients improve dramatically
over a wide range of barrier distances (see Fig. 4). For the
case of a barrier perpendicular to the optical axis, Dfit does
not improve significantly over the already generally accurate
results using the standard model (data not shown). Figure 4
shows that Dfit remains accurate until after the boundary has
crossed the center of the focal volume (0ωr ), but becomes
significantly different from Dinput as a boundary parallel to
the optical axis passes −0.15ωr from the focal volume center
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FIG. 4. (Color) Single boundary parallel to the optical axis at a
range of positions, presented as fractions of ωr from the focal volume
center for a high NA (squares) lens and a low NA (circles) lens.
Negative position values indicate that the boundary has crossed the
focal volume center. Fluorescence recovery curves were generated
via Monte Carlo simulation and fit to the standard MP-FRAP model
(blue) and the new MP-FRAP model (green) designed for use near a
single barrier. Fit diffusion coefficients were normalized to the input
diffusion coefficient.
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for both a high NA lens and a low NA lens. If the position
of the boundary is not known, we can allow u to be a free
fitting parameter. However, doing so yields erroneous values
for the diffusion coefficient for barrier positions <1ωr (data
not shown).

B. Parallel plane boundaries

Two parallel infinite plane reflective boundaries mimic
systems such as the regions between cell walls found in tumor
and brain extracellular space [42–44]. To model this system
we introduce parallel plane barriers symmetrically about the
focal volume center, positioned parallel or perpendicular to
the optical axis at a range of distances measured in units of ωr

or ωz relative to the focal volume center. As before, the data
are presented as Dfit/Dinput as a function of boundary location.
In each case, Fig. 5 shows that as the boundaries approach
the focal volume, the fit diffusion coefficient begins to drop
compared to the input diffusion coefficient. Dfit becomes
significantly different from Dinput as boundaries parallel to
the optical axis pass 1.5ωr from the focal volume center for
a high NA lens and 1.8ωr for a low NA lens. For boundaries
perpendicular to the optical axis, Dfit becomes statistically
significantly different from Dinput as the boundaries pass 0.5ωz

from the focal center for a high NA lens. For the low NA case,
Dfit does not deviate significantly for any of the boundary
locations assessed.

As in the case of the single boundary, the effect on the
diffusion coefficient is more significant for the case of two
parallel plane boundaries running parallel to the optical axis.
As demonstrated previously, this arises because boundaries
parallel to the optical axis reduce the opportunity for diffusing

FIG. 5. (Color) Two parallel boundaries parallel (blue) or perpen-
dicular (red) to the optical axis at a range of positions symmetric about
the focal volume center and presented as fractions of ωr or ωz for a
high NA (squares) lens and a low NA (circles) lens. Fluorescence
recovery curves were generated through Monte Carlo simulation
and fit to the standard MP-FRAP model. Fit diffusion coefficients
were normalized to the input diffusion coefficient. Dashed lines mark
the limit of 2D diffusion as indicated by generating data with the
2D MP-FRAP recovery equation and fitting it to the 3D MP-FRAP
recovery equation. For data points marked with an asterisk (*), the
accurate diffusion coefficient was recovered when the data were fit
with the 2D MP-FRAP model.

molecules to leave the focal volume via the shorter radial
dimension, which predominantly determines the duration of
recovery for a freely diffusing sample. This is also shown by
the opposite behaviors of low and high NA lenses in the two
geometries. When the boundaries are parallel to the optical
axis, the low NA lens is the most affected because radial
diffusion is more significant in this high aspect ratio focal
volume. Conversely, when the boundaries are perpendicular
to the optical axis, the low NA lens is the least affected, for
the same reason. Unlike the single boundary case, however, as
the boundaries significantly reduce the focal volume Dfit does
not rise but levels off. The characteristic length of the focal
volume is reduced in the direction normal to the plane surfaces,
suggesting that the characteristic recovery time should become
shorter, as in the single boundary case. However, as the distance
between the planes approaches zero, diffusion is effectively
confined to two dimensions, and this effect dominates.

By letting ωz → ∞ in Eq. (6) we obtain a two-dimensional
form of the MP-FRAP model, which is valid in the limit of a
2D system perpendicular to the optical axis and identical to
the original one-photon FRAP model [5]:

F (t)

Fo

=
∞∑

n=0

(−β)n

n!

1

1 + n + 2nt/τD

. (8)

By generating data using this 2D formula and then fitting the
data to the standard 3D model we find that in the limit of 2D
diffusion the 3D model should yield a value of the diffusion
coefficient that is 0.84 ± 0.04 times the accepted value for a
high NA lens and 0.96 ± 0.03 times the accepted value for a
low NA lens. These limits are plotted in Fig. 5 as the dashed
lines and coincide with the values of the normalized diffusion
coefficients at small values of ωz as determined by the Monte
Carlo simulations of MP-FRAP. The asterisks (*) mark data
sets that, when refit with the 2D MP-FRAP model given by
Eq. (8), recovered the input diffusion coefficient to within
1 SD.

To improve the accuracy of the reported diffusion co-
efficient for the case of parallel infinite plane barriers to
diffusion, we have derived an alternative analytical model of
the fluorescence recovery (see the Appendix) that takes into
account the presence of the barriers. For barriers lying parallel
to the optical axis, the new model is

F (t)

F ′′
o

= 1

3

1

erf(2u/ωr )

∞∑
n=0

(−β)n

n!

1

[n + μn(t)]

1

[n + νn(t)]1/2

×
{

erf

[
−2[1 + n/μn(t)]1/2 u

ωr

]

+ exp

[
− 16n

n + μn(t)

(
u

ωr

)2]

×
(

erf

[
− 2

[1 − n/μn(t)]

[1 + n/μn(t)]1/2

u

ωr

]

+ erf

[
− 2

[1 + 3n/μn(t)]

[1 + n/μn(t)]1/2

u

ωr

])}
. (9)

For barriers perpendicular to the optical axis, the form is the
same but μn → νn and ωr → ωz in the exponential and error
functions.
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FIG. 6. (Color) Two parallel plane boundaries parallel to the
optical axis at a range of positions, presented as fractions of ωr

from the focal volume center for a high NA (squares) lens and a
low NA (circles) lens. Fluorescence recovery curves were generated
via Monte Carlo simulation and fit to the standard MP-FRAP model
(blue) and the new MP-FRAP model (green) designed for use between
two parallel plane barriers. Fit diffusion coefficients were normalized
to the input diffusion coefficient.

When this new MP-FRAP “parallel boundary” model is
used to fit simulated diffusion curves produced assuming
the presence of two parallel plane barriers parallel to the
optical axis at a known distance, the fit diffusion coefficients
improve dramatically over a wide range of barrier distances
(see Fig. 6). For the case of barriers perpendicular to the optical
axis the values for Dfit do not improve significantly over the
already widely accurate results using the standard model (data
not shown). Figure 6 shows that Dfit becomes significantly
different from Dinput as boundaries parallel to the optical axis
pass ωr from the focal volume center for both a high NA lens
and a low NA lens. If the position of the boundary is not known,
we can allow u to be a free fitting parameter. However, doing
so yields poor fits for barrier positions <1ωr (data not shown).

C. Cylindrical boundary

An infinite hollow cylindrical boundary provides an excel-
lent approximation for neuronal dendrites and axons, in which
transport measurements are of interest in neurobiological
research [45,46]. In our simulations, we introduce a cylindrical
boundary both parallel and perpendicular to the optical axis,
positioned symmetrically about the focal volume center with a
range of radii measured in units of ωr and ωz. Again, the data
are presented as Dfit/Dinput as a function of boundary location.
As with the case of the parallel plane boundaries, Fig. 7 shows
that as the cylindrical boundary approaches the focal volume,
Dfit begins to drop compared to Dinput, and these effects occur
at values of ωr for the case of a cylindrical boundary parallel
to the optical axis larger than for corresponding values of ωz in
the perpendicular case. Specifically, Dfit becomes significantly
smaller than Dinput as the radius of a cylinder parallel to the
optical axis becomes smaller than 1.8ωr for a high NA lens and
2ωr for a low NA lens. Dfit becomes statistically significantly
smaller than Dinput as the radius of a cylinder perpendicular
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FIG. 7. (Color) Cylindrical boundary parallel (blue) and perpen-
dicular (red) to the optical axis at a range of positions, symmetric
about the focal volume center and presented as fractions of ωr or ωz,
for a high NA (squares) lens and a low NA (circles) lens. Fluorescence
recovery curves were generated through Monte Carlo simulation
and fit to the standard MP-FRAP model. Fit diffusion coefficients
were normalized to the input diffusion coefficient. Dashed lines mark
the limit of 1D diffusion as indicated by generating data with the
1D MP-FRAP recovery equation and fitting it to the 3D MP-FRAP
recovery equation. For data points marked with an asterisk (*), the
accurate diffusion coefficient was recovered when the data were fit
with the 1D MP-FRAP model.

to the optical axis becomes smaller than 0.7ωz for a high NA
lens and 0.3ωz for a low NA lens.

Similar to the parallel plane boundaries, we find that when
the cylindrical boundary is sufficiently constricting the diffu-
sion effectively becomes one dimensional (1D). Consequently,
although the size of the available volume decreases Dfit does
not increase above Dinput after initially dropping significantly
below Dinput. In the limit of 1D diffusion, the MP-FRAP model
can be altered to account for the dimensional change. By letting
ωr → ∞ in Eq. (6) we obtain a 1D form of the MP-FRAP
model for diffusion along the optical axis:

F (t)

Fo

=
∞∑

n=0

(−β)n

n!

1

(1 + n + 2nt/RτD)1/2
. (10)

By generating data using this 1D model and fitting it to the 3D
model we find that in the limit of 1D diffusion the 3D model
should yield a value of the diffusion coefficient that is 0.026 ±
0.001 times the accepted value for a high NA lens and 0.006 ±
0.001 times the accepted value for a low NA lens. These limits
are plotted in Fig. 7 as the dashed lines and coincide with
the values of the normalized diffusion coefficients at small
values of ωr as determined by the Monte Carlo simulations
of MP-FRAP. The asterisks (*) mark data sets that, when refit
with the 1D MP-FRAP model, recovered the input diffusion
coefficient, within 1 SD.

D. Spherical boundary

A hollow spherical boundary well approximates a cell
body, cell nucleus, or dendritic spine [47–49]. We introduce
the spherical boundary symmetrically about the focal volume
center with a range of radii measured in units of ωr . The data
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FIG. 8. (Color) Spherical boundary at a range of positions,
symmetric about the focal volume center and presented as fractions
of ωr , for a high NA (squares) lens and a low NA (circles) lens.
Fluorescence recovery curves were generated through Monte Carlo
simulation and fit to the standard MP-FRAP model. Fit diffusion
coefficients were normalized to the input diffusion coefficient.

are presented as Dfit/Dinput as a function of boundary location.
Figure 8 shows that the fit diffusion coefficient drops rapidly
relative to the input diffusion coefficient as the boundaries
narrow in on the focal volume. Specifically, Dfit becomes
significantly smaller than Dinput as the radius of the sphere
becomes smaller than 2.75ωr for a high NA lens and 3.75ωr

for a low NA lens.
As the sphere becomes sufficiently small, many (and

eventually all) of the bleached molecules will be unable to
leave the focal volume. This suggests that the standard 3D
MP-FRAP model [Eq. (6)], which assumes free diffusion
of the entire fluorophore population, may be inappropriate
to fit the recovery. The concept of an “immobile fraction”
has been discussed previously [1,50] in the context of
fluorophore populations attached to the extracellular matrix or
cell cytoskeleton and involves an additional fitting parameter
to account for the incomplete recovery caused by a subset
of immobile fluorophores. We refit the data generated for
free diffusion within a spherical boundary using standard 3D
MP-FRAP with a fitting parameter for an immobile fraction,
but did not achieve significantly more accurate values for the
diffusion coefficient (data not shown). This arises because the

case of an immobile fluorophore population and our case of a
trapped but mobile population are only superficially similar. In
the case of an immobile fraction, a subset of fluorophores are
permanently (relative to the duration of the experiment) fixed
in space. The remaining fluorophores, however, are assumed
to diffuse freely. In the case of fluorophores confined within a
spherical boundary, however, while many fluorophores remain
within the focal volume they are always free to move. As
the bleached molecules spread from their initial center-heavy
distribution to a more uniform distribution, the fluorescence of
the sample changes. The shape of the recovery is subtly, yet
significantly, different from the case of immobile fluorophores,
and fitting with this added parameter does not significantly
improve the resultant diffusion coefficient.

E. Summary

Using Monte Carlo simulations, we have defined the range
of applicability of MP-FRAP to measure diffusion in the
presence of barriers of various geometries and positions
relative to the focal volume center. Table I summarizes the
results of our simulations. Using the standard MP-FRAP
model, the onset of deviations in the fit diffusion coefficient is
at a distance of 1.3ωr–1.5ωr for a single plane barrier parallel
to the optical axis and ∼−0.3ωz for a barrier perpendicular
to the optical axis. Using the new MP-FRAP single boundary
model (Eq. (7)) for a barrier parallel to the optical axis, the
initially low values of Dfit are avoided and the point of onset
of significant deviations greatly improves to ∼−0.15ωr . For
two parallel plane boundaries, the onset of deviations is at
a distance of 1.5ωr–1.8ωr for barriers parallel to the optical
axis and <0.1ωz to ∼0.5ωz for barriers perpendicular to the
optical axis. To improve the range of applicability for barriers
parallel to the optical axis, the user could perform MP-FRAP
analysis using the new two-boundary model [Eq. (9)], enabling
accurate diffusion coefficients to be produced down to ωr .
The onset of deviations within a hollow cylindrical boundary
is at a radius of ∼1.8ωr–2ωr for a cylinder parallel to the
optical axis and ∼0.3ωz–0.7ωz for a cylinder perpendicular to
the optical axis. In each of these geometries, the high-aspect
ratio of two-photon focal volumes leads to greater deviations
when the boundaries are brought in parallel to the optical
axis. For the sphere, the onset of deviations occurs at a radius
of ∼2.75ωr–3.75ωr and is not improved by fitting with an
immobile fraction term.

TABLE I. Summary of results of fitting fluorescence recovery curves in the presence of reflective boundaries to diffusion with the standard
MP-FRAP diffusive-recovery model. Boundaries are located symmetrically about the focal volume center at positions measured in units of ωr

or ωz. The boundary locations for a single parallel-plane boundary and two parallel-plane boundaries laying parallel to the optical axis within
which the standard MP-FRAP model yields erroneous diffusion coefficients can be narrowed by using the new models presented in the text.

Boundary geometry Orientation with respect to optical axis Boundary limit with standard MP-FRAP Boundary limit with new model

Single plane parallel 1.3ωr–1.5ωr ∼−0.15ωr

perpendicular ∼−0.3ωz

Parallel-plane parallel 1.5ωr–1.8ωr 1ωr

perpendicular <0.1ωz–∼0.5ωz

Cylinder parallel 1.8ωr–2ωr

perpendicular 0.3ωz–0.7ωz

Sphere 2.75ωr–3.75ωr
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FIG. 9. (Color) Representative recovery curves and fits for the case of a cylindrical barrier of three different radii (3.5ωr , 1.5ωr , and 1.0ωr ,
respectively), oriented parallel to the optical axis. In (a) the shape of the recovery curve matches that for free diffusion, and Dfit/Dinput = 1.02.
By direct comparison with (a) the recovery curve in (b) appears altered, but the shape is typical of MP-FRAP recovery curves and the fit looks
good by eye. However, Dfit/Dinput = 0.59; Dfit is not accurate. In (c) the curve is significantly altered in shape and the fit both looks poor to the
eye and yields an inaccurate diffusion coefficient, Dfit/Dinput = 0.15.

For all geometries, the error in the fit diffusion coefficient as
the boundary approaches the focal volume is initially presented
as a deviation below the input diffusion coefficient. This is
caused by a hindrance of the ability of bleached molecules
to leave the environment of the focal volume as a result of
reflection off of the boundary wall(s) and back into the focal
volume. For the case of a single plane barrier to diffusion, after
initially dipping below Dinput, Dfit begins to rise, eventually
leading to deviations greater than Dinput. This is caused by
truncation of the bleach distribution and monitor volume
as the focal volume crosses into the boundary wall. This
same trend is not seen for the other geometries, however,
even though our simulations bring the boundaries inside the
focal volume, thus also truncating the bleach distribution and
monitor volumes. Instead, Dfit levels off in all cases. For the
parallel plane and cylindrical boundaries, this is because the
confinement mimics the approach to a 2D (parallel plane) or
1D (cylindrical) system. When data at this limit for barriers
parallel to the optical axis are refit with the corresponding
1D or 2D MP-FRAP models, Dfit returns the same value as
Dinput. For the case of the spherically confining boundary, Dfit

continues to get smaller as the boundaries move inward.
Given the significant errors evident in the fit diffusion

coefficient when the various boundaries closely confine the
focal volume, it is reasonable to expect that the corresponding
recovery curves would be significantly altered compared to
their unbounded counterparts and that the fits may be obviously
poor by simple inspection. In the case of a single plane barrier
or two parallel-plane barriers, while the recovery curves do
lengthen as the boundaries are brought in (hence the drop
in Dfit), they retain the classic recovery curve shape and
fits to recovery curves for all boundary locations assessed
look good by inspection (data not shown). It is not until
a cylindrical barrier is brought in to narrowly confine the
focal volume that any obvious error is detected. Figure 9
shows representative data sets and fits for recovery curves
generated within cylindrical boundaries of three different
radii. To simulate the data shown in Fig. 9(a) the cylinder
radius was 3.5ωr . In this case the boundary was far enough
away to achieve a result consistent with free diffusion, and
Dfit/Dinput = 1.02. To generate the data in Fig. 9(b) the

cylinder radius was 1.5ωr . Although by direct comparison with
Fig. 9(a) the recovery curve does appear altered, the shape is
typical of MP-FRAP recovery curves and the fit looks good by
eye. However, in agreement with Fig. 7, Dfit/Dinput = 0.59; the
fit diffusion coefficient is not accurate. Finally, to produce the
data in Fig. 9(c) the cylinder radius was 1.0ωr , very nearly at
the limit of 1D diffusion. In this case the curve is further altered
and the fit now looks poor to the eye. Again in agreement with
Fig. 7, Dfit/Dinput = 0.15. Clearly, the experimental researcher
cannot rely on inspection of recovery curves and fits to indicate
an error in the measurement, except in the extreme case of a
narrowly constrained cylinder. Instead, she or he should follow
the guidelines described here.

Most MP-FRAP experiments are performed using a multi-
photon laser scanning microscopy (MPLSM) platform, with a
radial and axial resolution of imaging of ∼ωr and ∼ωz, respec-
tively [51], although improved resolution can be achieved with
deconvolution techniques [52]. Furthermore, MP-FRAP relies
on large fluorophore concentrations, typically high enough to
allow in vivo imaging of the diffusing fluorophore population.
Based upon our results, the user can therefore image the spatial
distribution of fluorophores and avoid MP-FRAP analysis
using the standard model [Eq. (6)] when the boundaries move
within the locations presented in the third column of Table I.
In the cases of planar barriers and a cylindrical barrier, all
oriented perpendicular to the optical axis, one cannot take
advantage of the full range of safe barrier distances because
the resolution limit of the microscope (∼1ωz) prevents us
from accurately determining our position relative to the barrier
with accuracy less than the resolution limit. In those cases,
MP-FRAP should only be performed when the barrier is at
a resolvable distance from the focal volume center (typically
�1ωz) to ensure that unsafe regions are not interrogated. In
the case of a single barrier or two parallel-plane barriers lying
parallel to the optical axis, the range of safe barrier distances
has been extended by the new models [Eqs. (7) and (9)] down
to or below the resolution limit.

In some experiments, the diffusing population may be
concentrated enough to use for MP-FRAP but too dilute to
allow imaging of the diffusive barriers. In this case, a second
fluorophore could be employed to highlight the boundaries
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FIG. 10. (Color) Placement of real and “image” bleached
molecule concentration distributions for the case of a single infinite
plane boundary. The overlap of the image distribution in the region
of the real distribution as the two distributions spread (t > 0) mimics
the behavior of diffusing molecules that bounce off the barrier and
back into the focal volume. At t = 0, there will be overcounting
of bleached molecules when the two distributions are close to the
barrier. This error will remain small until the image distribution peak
approaches the barrier.

within and between which the measurement will be taken, for
example, by labeling the cell walls or by introducing a second
diffusible fluorophore into the region of tissue interstitium
under study. By using an appropriately chosen color for the
second population, the spectral overlap in fluorescence is
minimized and the effects on the MP-FRAP results will be
negligible.

Our results provide assurance to the experimental re-
searcher that if she or he can successfully image the region
of interest of the intended measurement, then MP-FRAP can
now be relied upon to yield an accurate measurement of the
absolute diffusion coefficient within the constrained space.
This opens up a wide range of in vivo systems within which
MP-FRAP can now be confidently applied.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have used Monte Carlo simulations
to model multiphoton fluorescence recovery after photo-
bleaching in the presence of reflecting boundaries of various
geometries and sizes. Our results show that MP-FRAP can
produce erroneous values of the diffusion coefficient even
when the boundaries are significantly larger than the focal
volume. The size limit at which the boundaries begin affecting
the MP-FRAP measurement varies with the geometry of
the boundary, with the two extremes being a single plane
perpendicular to the optical axis (Dfit becomes erroneous at
∼−0.3ωz) and a sphere (Dfit becomes erroneous at 3.75ωr ).
The significance of the error is a function of the aspect ratio
of the focal volume (i.e., the NA) and the orientation of the
barriers, with barriers to diffusion in the radial direction having
the greatest effect. Using our guidelines, a researcher can
first image a sample using two-photon fluorescence and then
measure and locate a region with the appropriate dimensions
to allow an accurate measurement of the diffusion coefficient
using the appropriate model. For both a single barrier and
paired barriers parallel to the optical axis, we present a new
model of MP-FRAP that can be used to produce accurate
diffusion coefficients for boundary distances much closer than

is possible with the standard MP-FRAP model. Measurements
of diffusion via MP-FRAP can now be completed with
confidence in an array of in vivo systems previously believed
to be inaccessible.
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APPENDIX

The time-dependent concentration distribution of un-
bleached fluorophore following the bleach pulse is given by
Brown et al. [1]. When written in Cartesian coordinates for a
concentration distribution centered at the origin, the expression
is

c(x,y,z; t) = co

∞∑
n=0

(−β)n

n!

1

μn(t)νn(t)1/2

× exp

[
−2bn

ω2
r

x2

μn(t)

]
exp

[
−2bn

ω2
r

y2

μn(t)

]

× exp

[
−2bn

ω2
z

z2

νn(t)

]
, (A1)

where

μn(t) = 1 + 8bnDt/ω2
r , (A2)

νn(t) = 1 + 8bnDt/ω2
z . (A3)

For the case of a single infinite plane boundary at the
origin we can develop an approximate analytical model by
replacing the barrier with the real distribution and an “image”
distribution placed symmetrically about the origin at positions
u and −u, which represent the distance of the real distribution
from the barrier (see Fig. 10). In the region to the right of the
origin, this closely models the behavior of the system: as the
distributions spread due to diffusion, the overlap of the image
distribution with the real distribution mimics the behavior of
those fluorophores that bounce off the barrier and back into
the space to the right of the barrier. With this approximation,
there is some overcounting of the initial fluorophore population
(hatched region in Fig. 10) when the two distributions are
oriented close to the barrier. This “extra” distribution of
bleached molecules will evolve over time, producing an error
in the fluorescence as a function of time, and hence in the
diffusion coefficient, D. However, this error remains small
until the peak of the image distribution approaches the origin.
As the two distributions perfectly overlap the error in D

disappears and then grows again as the distribution centers
continue past one another.

The combined concentration distribution, assuming a bar-
rier parallel to the optical axis in the x dimension, is given by

c′(x,y,z; t) = (1/2)[c1(x − u,y,z; t) + c2(x + u,y,z; t)],

(A4)
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where c1 and c2 are produced by introducing a coordinate
shift into Eq. (A1), and the 1/2 accounts for the fact that we
have introduced an image distribution that doubles the true
concentration of fluorophore.

The fluorescence recovery is monitored by a low-intensity
laser beam centered on the real concentration distribution and
is given by

F ′(t) = δmE

2m

∫ 〈
Im
mo(x − u,y,z)

〉
c′(x,y,z; t)dxdydz, (A5)

where δm is the multiphoton fluorescence action cross-section,
E is the collection efficiency of the system, m is the number
of photons required to produce fluorescence from a single
fluorophore, and 〈Im

mo(x − u,y,z)〉 is the time-average of the
bleach intensity raised to the mth power, given by〈

Im
mo(x − u,y,z)

〉 = 〈
Im
mo(0,0,0)

〉
e−(2m/ω2

r )(x−u)2

× e−(2m/ω2
r )y2

e−(2m/ω2
z )z2

. (A6)

It is important to note that while for the standard model
derivation the integral in F (t) is taken over all space, in the
presence of a single barrier the integral along the dimension
interrupted by the barrier (in this case x) is taken only from
0 → ∞.

When Eqs. (A4) and (A6) are substituted into Eq. (A5)
and the integral is performed, the simplified expression for the
fluorescence recovery, letting m = b = 2, is

F ′(t)
F ′

o

= 1

2

1

erfc(−2u/ωr )

∞∑
n=0

(−β)n

n!

1

[n + μn(t)]

1

[n + νn(t)]1/2

×
{

erfc

[
−2 [1 + n/μn(t)]1/2 u

ωr

]

+ exp

[
− 16n

n + μn(t)

(
u

ωr

)2
]

× erfc

[
−2

[1 − n/μn(t)]

[1 + n/μn(t)]1/2

u

ωr

] }
, (A7)

where F ′
o is the equilibrium value of the fluorescence be-

fore the photobleaching pulse. We can compare Eq. (A7)
with the standard MP-FRAP model [Eq. (6)] to gain some
insight into the new form. As noted earlier, the 1/2 arises
from our introduction of the image distribution. The first
complementary error function comes from the calculation
of F ′

o, which is evaluated over the limits 0 → ∞. The first
part of the summation, appearing on the first line, is the
standard MP-FRAP equation. Finally, the contribution to the
fluorescence recovery is shared between the real concentration
distribution, represented by the second complementary error
function, and the image concentration distribution, represented
by the exponential × complementary error function term. In
the limit u → ∞,

F ′(t)
F ′

o

= 1

2
+ 1

2

∞∑
n=0

(−β)n

n!

1

[n + μn(t)]

1

[n + νn(t)]1/2
. (A8)

With the image distribution center pushed to negative infinity,
the distribution of unbleached molecules in the region of
the focal volume (at positive infinity) is at equilibrium and
contributes a constant 1/2 to the normalized fluorescence.

Meanwhile, the real distribution center translates to infinity
with the focal volume and produces a fluorescence recovery
with the same form as a standard fluorescence recovery. At
full recovery (t → ∞), F ′(t)/F ′

o = 1, as expected.
This derivation can be repeated for a wall perpendicular

to the optical axis by introducing the appropriate coordinate
shifts in z, rather than x or y. The result has the same form
as Eq. (A7), but with ωr → ωz and μn(t) → νn(t) in the
exponential and complimentary error functions.

Following similar logic leading to the derivation of the
“single boundary” MP-FRAP model, we can also produce an
approximate analytical model for use in the presence of two
parallel infinite-plane boundaries. In this case, we place the
real concentration distribution at the origin and model two
boundaries placed symmetrically about the distribution center
(at u and −u) with an image distribution on the opposite side of
each barrier (at −2u and 2u). The concentration distribution for
this configuration has three parts, c′′(x,y,z; t) = (1/3)[c1(x −
2u,y,z,; t) + c2(x,y,z; t) + c3(x + 2u,y,z; t)], and the inte-
gration to determine the fluorescence is limited to −u → u

along the dimension in which the barriers appear. The resulting
normalized fluorescence recovery, for boundaries parallel to
the optical axis, is given by

F ′′(t)
F ′′

o

= 1

3

1

erf(2u/ωr )

∞∑
n=0

(−β)n

n!

1

[n + μn(t)]

1

[n + νn(t)]1/2

×
{

erf

[
−2 [1 + n/μn(t)]1/2 u

ωr

]

+ exp

[
− 16n

n + μn(t)

(
u

ωr

)2
]

×
(

erf

[
−2

[1 − n/μn(t)]

[1 + n/μn(t)]1/2

u

ωr

]

+ erf

[
−2

[1 + 3n/μn(t)]

[1 + n/μn(t)]1/2

u

ωr

] )}
. (A9)

Similar to the single boundary formula, the 1/3 arises
from the introduction of the two image distributions. The
first error function comes from the calculation of F ′′

o , which
is evaluated from −u → u. The standard MP-FRAP model
appears again and is weighted by contributions from the real
distribution, represented by the second error function, and the
image distributions, represented by the two exponential × error
function terms. In the limit u → ∞,

F ′′(t)
F ′′

o

= 2

3
+1

3

∞∑
n=0

(−β)n

n!

1

[n+μn(t)]

1

[n+νn(t)]1/2
. (A10)

Here, the image distributions contribute a constant 1/3
each to the normalized fluorescence, while the real distribution
recovers as would a standard MP-FRAP curve. At full recovery
(t → ∞), F (t)′′/F ′′

o = 1, as expected.
As with the one-boundary model, this derivation can

be repeated for walls perpendicular to the optical axis by
introducing the appropriate coordinate shifts in z, rather than
x or y. The result has the same form as Eq. (A9), but with
ωr → ωz and μn(t) → νn(t) in the exponential and error
functions.
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Engineering Superficial Zone Features in Tissue Engineered
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Abstract
A major challenge in cartilage tissue engineering is the need to recreate the native tissue's
anisotropic extracellular matrix structure. This anisotropy has important mechanical and biological
consequences and could be crucial for integrative repair. Here we report that hydrodynamic
conditions that mimic the motion-induced flow fields in between the articular surfaces in the
synovial joint induce the formation of a distinct superficial layer in tissue engineered cartilage
hydrogels, with enhanced production of cartilage matrix proteoglycan and type II collagen.
Moreover, the flow stimulation at the surface induces the production of the surface zone protein
Proteoglycan 4 (aka PRG4 or lubricin). Analysis of second harmonic generation signature of
collagen in this superficial layer reveals a highly aligned fibrillar matrix that resembles the
alignment pattern in native tissue's surface zone, suggesting that mimicking synovial fluid flow at
the cartilage surface in hydrodynamic bioreactors could be key to creating engineered cartilage
with superficial zone features.

Keywords
Tissue Engineering; Bioreactors; Cartilage; Chondrocyte; Interstitial flow; Shear Stress; Two
Photon Microscopy

INTRODUCTION
Articular cartilage, the soft tissue that lines the ends of articulating bones in diarthrodial
joints, has unique composition and structure features that enable it to facilitate nearly
frictionless motion, while supporting loads that exceed the body weight, many times over,
for millions of cycles throughout life. The remarkable resilience of articular cartilage is
attributed to its biphasic composition and anisotropic extracellular matrix (ECM) structure
(Mow and Wang 1999), which give rise to spatially heterogeneous in vivo biomechanics and
differentially affect the metabolism of the chondrocytes – a paradigm known as
mechanobiology (Wong and Carter 2003). When injured, articular cartilage lacks the
intrinsic repair capacity of vascularized tissues such as bone, and even with the current
surgical repair options, it generally heals with an inferior fibrocartilage scar tissue. This
outcome feeds a cycle of injury-degeneration that leads to accelerated osteoarthritis (OA)
later in life due to altered joint mechanics (Guilak et al. 2001). OA is the most prevalent
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disease in the US, equal in numbers to the next top 4 disorders combined (heart, pulmonary,
mental health and diabetic conditions) (CDC 2009), which is projected to affect >67M
people in the US by 2020 (Hootman and Helmick 2006). Given that there are no treatment
strategies for OA that can rejuvenate the articular cartilage, regenerative medicine
approaches such as tissue engineering offer important strategies to repair focal cartilage
defects and preempt OA.

Cartilage tissue engineering typically involves seeding a scaffold or hydrogel with
chondrocytes or stem cells and cultivating the resulting construct in bioreactors. Some
bioreactors are designed to enhance interstitial nutrient transport through direct perfusion
(Sittinger et al. 1994) or enhanced mixing (Vunjak-Novakovic et al. 1999). Other
bioreactors are designed to mimic in vivo biomechanics to stimulate the constructs using
compressive deformations (Buschmann et al. 1995; Mauck et al. 2000) or sliding articular
motion (Wimmer et al. 2004). While these bioreactors typically yield constructs with
enhanced ECM composition and improved biomechanical properties over time, they
generally do not regenerate the zonal anisotropy in the collagen framework that
characterizes native cartilage. Failure to restore the structural anisotropy of collagen in
engineered cartilage has been cited as a contributing factor to the oft-reported failure of
integrative repair (Khan et al. 2008).

Articular cartilage has been classically described as a stratified tissue with three successive
“zones” based on ECM structural and compositional features (Figure 1) (Jeffery et al. 1991;
Mow and Wang 1999). Of particular interest to this investigation, the densely-packed
collagen fibers in the surface zone of cartilage are oriented parallel to the articular surface in
a prestressed state (Clark 1990; Mow and Lai 1974), effectively forming a permeability
barrier to regulate fluid efflux and the tissue's swelling behavior under loading, providing
the tissue with the resilience to resist tensile and shear stresses during articular motion, and
contributing to the production of the surface zone protein Proteoglycan 4 (PRG4), which
facilitates the nearly frictionless articular motion (Klein et al. 2006). The significance of the
dynamic interactions between the synovial fluid (SF) and the surface zone of cartilage
during sliding articulation has long been recognized in squeeze film joint lubrication (Hou et
al. 1989) and in hydrodynamic instabilities that could lead to chondrodegeneration (Mow et
al. 1974). However, the metabolic effects of these interactions and their implications for
cartilage tissue engineering have to date been understated.

During articular motion, the sliding of the mating cartilages and the pressure gradients they
induce within the joint compartment drive SF flow over the surfaces of cartilage (McCarty
et al. 2011). The solutions for the simplified problems of Poiseuille and Couette viscous
flow over a biphasic cartilage layer, which represent simplified approximations of the
kinematic conditions in the articulating joint, have been formulated by applying the
appropriate pseudo-slip and kinematic boundary conditions at the SF-cartilage interface, and
predict the induction of interstitial flow within a thin boundary region in the surface layer of
cartilage (Hou et al. 1989). These interstitial flow fields likely affect collagen metabolism
and alignment, as has been observed in fibroblast-seeded collagen matrices (Ng et al. 2005),
and cultured chondrocytes in perfusion and parallel plate bioreactors (Gemmiti and
Guldberg 2009; Pazzano et al. 2000).

We have recently experimentally quantified the interstitial flow fields in a boundary layer
near the surface of engineered cartilage hydrogel under Poiseuille flow (Chen et al. 2012),
which simulates SF-cartilage interactions during articulation. These flow fields are mostly
unidirectional, parallel to the surface of hydrogel. We also observed that in addition to the
hydrodynamic effects, this interstitial flow enhances convective mass transport in this
boundary layer, and ECM production near the surface (Chen et al. 2012). Therefore, we
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hypothesized that the induced interstitial flow boundary region has important
mechanobiologic implications for engineering the anisotropy of the surface zone in tissue-
engineered cartilage.

To test our hypothesis, we designed a modular multi-chamber bioreactor system to cultivate
chondrocyte-seeded agarose (hereafter tissue engineered cartilage or TEC) hydrogels in a
stirred-tank bioreactor under simulated Couette flow conditions (Fig. 2). The hydrodynamic
flow conditions were generated by periodic rotation of the multi-chamber system holding
the TEC hydrogels within the culture media in the stirred tank. Since it has been reported
that hypoxia enhances chondrogenesis (Wang et al. 2005), the TEC hydrogels were cultured
in 5% oxygen conditions either under surface flow conditions in the bioreactor or under
control no flow conditions in a hypoxia chamber for 14 days. The TEC hydrogels were then
evaluated using histology, immunohistochemistry (IHC), in situ hybridization (ISH),
proteoglycan (PG) biochemistry, and collagen organization using 2-photon second harmonic
generation (SHG).

METHODS
Bioreactor Design and Operation

A modular multi-chamber bioreactor system was custom designed to hold 4 TEC hydrogels
and cultivate them in a stirred tank under simulated flow conditions (Fig 2). The multi-
chamber bioreactor features 4 compartments with rectangular wells into which the TEC
hydrogels are cast, and 4 channels over the TEC hydrogel wells. The assembled bioreactor
compartments with the TEC hydrogels are mounted onto the agitator shaft of a Bioflo 110®
stirred tank bioreactor (New Brunswick Scientific, Edison, NJ). Chondrocyte-seeded TEC
hydrogels were cultivated in the stirred tank for 2 weeks in hypoxic conditions (5% O2)
under simulated flow conditions generated by motorized rotation of the modular bioreactor/
agitator assembly in culture media. This results in hydrodynamic conditions in the flow
channels that simulate Couette flow.

TEC Hydrogel Preparation and Cultivation
All reagents were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA) unless otherwise noted.
Chondrocytes were aseptically isolated from the elbow joints of pigs within 24 hours after
slaughter as previously described (Chen et al. 2012). Briefly, cartilage bits from the joint
were minced and enzymatically digested using pronase (CalBioChem, San Diego CA) for
1.5 hours followed by type-2 collagenase (Worthington Biochemical, Lakewood NJ) for 16
hours. The digested tissue suspension was then strained through a 40μm cell strainer and the
retrieved cells were suspended in complete media (DMEM/F-12, 10% FBS, 1% P/S)
supplemented with 10 ng/mL rhTGF-β1 (R&D Systems, Minneapolis MN) and mixed with
molten (~40 °C) type VII agarose (Sigma-Aldrich) solution in PBS to create a 40×106 cells/
mL in 2% agarose solution. The chondrocyte/agarose solution was cast in the rectangular
wells of the 4 sliding bioreactor compartments and allowed to polymerize at room
temperature for 20 minutes to form the TEC hydrogel, after which it was anchored
posteriorly by a cell-free agarose layer. The modular compartments of the system were then
assembled and mounted on the agitator shaft of the Bioflo 110® stirred tank. These TEC
hydrogels were cultured in complete media supplemented with ascorbic acid and maintained
at 37 °C, 5% O2 and 7.4 pH. To simulate Couette flow at the surface of the TEC hydrogels,
the bioreactor system mounted on the agitator shaft was rotated periodically in a half-square
wave (0–25 rpm, 1 minute on followed by 1 minute off) for 40 minutes, followed by steady
rotational speed of 25 rpm for the remainder of the day. Due to the non-circular geometry of
the bioreactor compartments, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation predicted that
the start of rotation from rest effectively results in oscillatory shear stress (~2 Hz) on the
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surface of the TEC hydrogel, which was dampened as the rotation reached steady state
within 1 minute (data not shown). Therefore, this regimen was used to simulate periods of
loading and unloading during a moderate (e.g. walking at 1 to 2 Hz) activity, which has been
shown in the literature to provide anabolic mechanical signals to chondrocytes in tissue
engineered constructs (Mauck et al. 2000). Based on the dimensions of the bioreactor, this
regimen effectively induced a range of nominal shear stresses of 0–0.12 Pa at the surface of
the TEC hydrogel. This rotational regimen was repeated daily for 14 days. Alternatively,
control TEC hydrogels in identical bioreactor wells were placed in a hypoxia chamber
(Billups-Rothensberg, Del Mar, CA) maintained at 5% O2, 5% CO2, and 37 °C, and cultured
for 14 days without simulated flow. After the 14 day culture period, the hydrogels were
retrieved and cylindrical disks were sampled and either placed in 10% Neutral Buffered
Formalin (NBF) for histology, ISH, and IHC processing, or frozen for biochemical analysis.

Histology and Immunohistochemistry
Samples were fixed in 10% NBF at room temperature for 24 hours. Samples were then
removed from the NBF and dehydrated under vacuum through graded alcohol steps (30, 50,
70, 80, 95 and 100% ethanol) for one hour each, followed by two fifteen minute washes in
Xylenes (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis MO). Samples were then infiltrated with 2 changes of
paraffin at 60 °C for 2 hours each under vacuum before embedding. After samples were
embedded in paraffin, 5 μm sections were cut and stained with Toluidine Blue and
Picrosirius Red, or processed for immunohistochemistry. Briefly, sections were quenched of
endogenous peroxidases using DAKO Dual Enzyme Block (DAKO, Glostrup Denmark).
Antigen retrieval was performed using 4 mg/mL pepsin in 0.01 N HCl at 37 °C for 30
minutes. Sections were then blocked for an hour with 2% solution of Normal Rabbit Serum
(Vector Laboratories, Burlingame CA) followed by a 1:100 dilution of mouse anti-Collagen
II (II-II6B3; Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, Iowa City, IA) or a mouse
monoclonal anti-Collagen I (Cat #: ab90395; Abcam, Cambridge MA), in Normal Rabbit
Serum. Biotinylated horse anti-mouse secondary antibody (Vector Laboratories) was then
added for 30 minutes followed by addition of Pierce High Sensitivity Streptavidin-HRP
(Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc, Rockford IL) for 20 minutes. Romulin AEC (Invitrogen) was
used to detect the labeled antigens. Lubricin immunofluorescence (green) staining was
performed using a goat polyclonal antibody (Cat #: sc-50078; Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Inc., Santa Cruz CA). A FITC-conjugated anti-goat secondary was added for 30 minutes and
then conterstained with DAPI (blue) for cell nuclei.

In Situ Hybridization
ISH assays were generally performed as previously described (Hilton et al. 2005), using 35S-
labeled riboprobes. Briefly, tissue sections were de-paraffinized in xylene, rehydrated
through an alcohol gradient, postfixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, and rinsed in PBS. Sections
were then treated with 10 μg/ml Proteinase K, 0.2 M HCl, and 0.1 M triethanolamine with
acetic anhydride for 10 min each followed by PBS rinses. Sections were dehydrated in 100%
alcohol and hybridized overnight with the appropriate antisense riboprobe at 55 °C.
Riboprobes were generated from cDNA clones for Agc1 and Col2a1 available from Open
Biosystems, Inc. Unbound riboprobes were removed from the tissue sections using a series
of 2X and 0.2X SSC washes and dehydraded in alcohol before exposing the slides to Kodak
NTB radiographic emulsion. Finally, the slides were developed using Kodak developer and
fixer, counterstained with 0.5% Toluidine Blue, and imaged in both bright-field and dark-
field using an Axioskop 40 microscope (Zeiss), a SPOT RT3 digital camera, and compatible
software. Composite bright-field/dark-field images were constructed using Adobe
Photoshop.
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Biochemical Analysis
Samples were digested using 0.5 Units/mL of papain (Sigma-Aldrich) with 2 mM L-cysteine
(Sigma-Aldrich) and 2 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA; Sigma-Aldrich) for 16
hours. The dissolved specimens were stored frozen at −80 °C until assayed using 1,9-
dimethylmethylene blue (DMMB) and Quant-iTTM PicoGreen assays for sulfated-
glycosaminoglycan (s-GAG) and double-stranded DNA content, respectively, as previously
described (Awad et al. 2004).

Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) Two-Photon Microscopy
Five microns thick paraffin histological sections were baked, deparaffinized in xylene and
rehydrated through graded alcohols. The sections were then dehydrated and coverslipped.
The sections were imaged using two-photon microscopy as previously described (Brown et
al. 2003) at 810 nm excitation wavelength with a 20x/0.95NA objective and images were
captured using identical imaging settings (laser power, photomultiplier tube voltage, etc.).

Fiber Alignment Algorithm
Alignment of collagen fibers was determined using a custom written Matlab (The
Mathworks Inc, Natick MA) program based on a previously established algorithm
(Chaudhuri et al. 1987). Regions of interest in the superficial layers of native porcine
cartilage and TEC hydrogels (512 × 512 pixel) polarized light microscopy or SHG images
were cropped. The cropped image was padded with the mean grayscale value of the image.
A modified Blackman-Harris window was used to soften the edges of the padded image.
The 2-D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the processed images was applied. A cosine sector
filter was used to isolate 15° bands of the FFT. The pixel intensity of the 15° band was then
summed as a representation of the collagen fiber frequency within this orientation band, and
the cosine sector process was repeated up to 180° in 15° increments or bands. A rose plot
histogram of collagen fiber orientation was constructed and normalized to the angle band
with the maximum frequency.

RESULTS
Hydrodynamic Bioreactor Culture Induces Heterogeneous Collagen ECM

We examined the effects of the hydrodynamic bioreactor stimulation on collagen
metabolism and organization. Col2a1 mRNA expression, assessed by ISH, was spatially
uniform throughout the control TEC hydrogels (Fig. 3a), whereas the expression in the
bioreactor-cultivated constructs was significantly increased at the surface (Fig. 3b).
Consistent with these observations, IHC staining for type II collagen demonstrated the
formation of a fibrous superficial layer in the bioreactor-cultivated constructs (Fig. 3d).
These distinct features were lacking in the controls, in which no evidence of a mature,
fibrous ECM formation could be observed (Fig. 3c). We also examined the distribution of
type I collagen in our constructs. IHC staining against type I collagen was mostly negative
in the ECM, except for faint and punctate intracellular staining, regardless of whether the
constructs were grown in control conditions or in the bioreactor (Fig. 3e and f).

The degree of collagen alignment was then assessed by imaging the constructs using
multiphoton laser-scanning microscopy (MPLSM) and analyzing the SHG phenomenon,
which is caused primarily by collagen in connective tissues and tumors (Han et al. 2008b).
SHG is sensitive to the structural characteristics of the collagen fibers, including their
thickness and alignment. In control constructs, SHG indicates that fibrillar collagen is
primarily found in a pericellular halo in the region typically described as the pericellular
matrix (PCM) around the chondrocytes (Fig. 3g). In addition to the SHG signal in the PCM,
the bioreactor-cultivated TEC hydrogels also showed a unique, robust SHG signal and a
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higher order organization in the dense superficial layer stimulated by flow (Fig. 2h) that was
not observed in control constructs. The distribution of collagen fiber orientations in the
superficial layer of the TEC hydrogels were determined in MATLAB using a Fast-Fourier
Transform (FFT)-based algorithm, and plotted as rose plot histograms. Wherein the control
TEC hydrogels showed no preferred orientation or parallelism (Fig. 3i), the bioreactor-
cultivated TEC hydrogels showed a higher degree of parallelism with preferred orientations
within 0±30 degrees bands (Fig. 3j), with remarkable qualitative resemblance to the
orientation distribution and parallelism in the superficial zone of native cartilage tissue (Fig.
3k).

Hydrodynamic Bioreactor Culture Induces Heterogeneous Proteoglycan Production
Since PG represents the second major constituent of the solid ECM in cartilage, we also
assessed the expression of aggrecan and the content and spatial distribution of sulfated
glycosaminoglycans (GAG). Quantitatively, the GAG content in the bioreactor-cultivated
hydrogels was significantly increased (p<0.05) compared to the control hydrogels (Fig. 4a).
As demonstrated by ISH, aggrecan (Agc1) mRNA was uniformly expressed by the
chondrocytes throughout the depth of the TEC hydrogels cultured under control conditions
(Fig. 4b). In contrast, the bioreactor-cultivated TEC hydrogels showed increased expression
of Agc in the surface layer (Fig. 4c). Consistent with these observations, PG accumulation in
the ECM of the control TEC hydrogels was diffuse but uniformly distributed, with more
intense accumulation in the PCM region, as indicated by Toluidine Blue staining (Fig. 4d).
In addition to these features, the bioreactor-cultivated TEC hydrogels exhibited a unique
structurally mature superficial layer with dense accumulation of PGs (Fig. 4e) that was
lacking in control constructs. Whereas the cells throughout the control TEC hydrogels had
rounded morphology (Fig. 4d) as typically observed in these hydrogels (Mauck et al. 2000),
the cells in the superficial layer in the bioreactor-cultivated TEC hydrogels were more
flattened and aligned (Fig. 4e), resembling superficial zone chondrocytes in native articular
cartilage (Klein et al. 2006).

Hydrodynamic Bioreactor Culture Induces Surface Zone Protein PRG4
Since proteoglycan 4 (PRG4) is a component of synovial fluid secreted by superficial zone
chondrocytes and synoviocytes, and contributes to lubricating the mating cartilage surfaces
in the joint (Jones et al. 2009), we performed IHC probing for PRG4 synthesis in our TEC
hydrogels. Consistent with published observations on the role of surface shear in stimulating
Prg4 gene expression (Wimmer et al. 2004), we found a significant upregulation of PRG4 in
our bioreactor-cultivated TEC hydrogels (Fig. 4g), compared to control constructs (Fig. 4f).

DISCUSSION
Several bioreactor systems have been developed to optimize growth of tissue engineered
cartilage subject to hydrodynamic conditions, including bioreactors utilizing continuous
perfusion of the culture medium (Bujia et al. 1995; Neves et al. 2002; Raimondi et al. 2006;
Sittinger et al. 1994), hydrodynamic shear and continuous mixing in spinner flasks (Bueno
et al. 2009; Gooch et al. 2001; Vunjak-Novakovic et al. 1999), and concentric rotating
cylinders (Saini and Wick 2003; Williams et al. 2002). In addition, dynamic compressive
deformations that mimic in vivo joint loads in tissue engineering bioreactors (Buschmann et
al. 1995; Mauck et al. 2000) have been shown to stimulate the biosynthetic activity of
chondrocytes or stem cells and improve the biochemical composition and biomechanical
properties of TEC constructs (e.g. agarose hydrogels) over time (Hung et al. 2004). In the
latter, the observed enhancement in PG biosynthetic activity on the periphery of the
constructs in unconfined compressive loading has been correlated with increased interstitial
fluid flow, rather than hydrostatic pressure or compressive strains in these peripheral
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regions, suggesting an important mechanotransduction role for interstitial fluid flow
(Buschmann et al. 1995; Buschmann et al. 1999). Despite improvements in the growth
characteristics of engineered cartilage constructs, these bioreactor systems typically have not
yielded engineered tissue with stratified structural organization or mechanical properties
similar to native cartilage. As such, the provision of a physiologically relevant
hydrodynamic environment and the associated interstitial flow fields might be required for
stimulating distinct compositional and structural features in the superficial region of
engineered cartilage.

The hydrodynamic bioreactor system we used in this study was designed to simulate aspects
of SF-cartilage interfacial fluid flow during in vivo joint articulation. Squeeze or thin-film
lubrication is a primary mode of lubrication that facilitates the nearly frictionless articulation
of cartilage in synovial joints. In this mode of lubrication, which involves cartilage-SF-
cartilage relative motion (Hou et al. 1992), SF cannot instantaneously be squeezed out from
the gap as the bearing surfaces approach each other. A pressure is therefore built up as a
result of the viscous resistance generated by SF as it is being slowly squeezed from the gap.
The pressure field in the fluid film can support large loads for short periods of 1 or 2
seconds before the film is depleted. With articular motion, pressure gradients force SF flow
in the thin film between the articulating cartilage layers. This tribology problem of flow of
SF over a biphasic cartilage layer has been described by Hou and Mow (1989) (Hou et al.
1989) and approximated to the classical problems of Poiseuille and Couette flow over a
hydrated porous solid (Beavers and Joseph 1967). Inspired by this approximation, we have
previously conceptualized a bioreactor chamber in which Poiseuille flow can be introduced
to stimulate TEC hydrogels (Chen et al. 2012). We demonstrated through direct
experimental measurements that this hydrodynamic stimulation induces interstitial fluid
flow gradients within a boundary region near the TEC hydrogel surface. We also observed
that PG and type II collagen synthesis is enhanced in that superficial region in association
with enhanced convective mass transport (Chen et al. 2012). However, while these results
were promising, the TEC hydrogels lacked many features of native articular cartilage. Thus,
we undertook to evaluate the effects of hydrodynamic stimulation in the rotating bioreactor
system on the evolution of surface zone features in TEC hydrogels. The bioreactor-
cultivated hydrogels were subjected to simulated surface flow conditions generating nominal
shear stress range of 0–0.12 Pa at the surface of the TEC hydrogel, which was selected
based on previous reports (Gemmiti and Guldberg 2009) demonstrating anabolic effects in
engineered cartilage under surface flow stimulation in this range of shear stress. While not
directly measured in our current system, we believe that the simulated Couette flow in the
rotating bioreactor induces interstitial flow and convective transport fields in the TEC
hydrogels similar to those measured experimentally (Chen et al. 2012), which could explain
the experimentally observed heterogeneity in composition of the ECM, qualitatively
manifested by increased gene expression and ECM accumulation of PG and type II collagen,
respectively, in the superficial layer. Future studies should attempt to quantify the PG and
type II collagen accumulation in the superficial layer and correlate their levels with surface
shear stress and convective transport changes. However, it was noted that Col2a1 expression
was suppressed in the region immediately beneath the newly formed superficial layer. The
mechanism of this suppression is not clear but one explanation might be that the de novo
accumulated ECM in the superficial layer might create a transport barrier that was not
predicted in our experimental or computational analysis of the day 0 TEC hydrogels (Chen
et al. 2012). Modulating the hydrodynamic conditions at the surface to account for
permeability and transport barrier changes might be necessary to overcome this limitation.
This warrants further examination in future studies.

Previous reports examining the growth of TEC constructs in concentric wall (Saini and
Wick 2003) and wavy wall (Bueno et al. 2005) mixed bioreactors have demonstrated the
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formation of a fibrous type I collagen capsule on the periphery of engineered cartilage disks.
However, our control and bioreactor culture conditions resulted in constructs that were
mostly devoid of type I collagen. Indeed, the gene expression and IHC staining data suggest
that the fibrillar ECM in the superficial region of our bioreactor-cultivated TEC hydrogels is
predominantly comprised of type II collagen, the phenotypic collagen in healthy, native
articular cartilage. Furthermore, the enhanced collagen alignment of this distinct superficial
layer bears qualitative resemblance to the surface zone of articular cartilage. While we
cannot definitively explain the differences in these results, one possibility might be related
to the high oxygen (hyperoxia or 21% O2) concentration used in these previous studies.
Since it has been reported that hypoxia enhances chondrogenesis (Markway et al. 2010;
Wang et al. 2005), our TEC hydrogels were cultured in 5% O2 conditions either under
surface flow conditions in the bioreactor or under control no flow conditions in a hypoxia
chamber. Indeed, previous studies demonstrate that hypoxia and hypoxia-inducible factor 1-
alpha (HIF-1α) not only enhance gene expression of type II collagen and aggrecan, but also
downregulate the gene expression of types I and III collagen (Duval et al. 2009).
Interestingly, oxygen transport through tissue-engineered cartilage in a parallel plate
(Poiseuille) flow bioreactor has been modeled, and while demonstrating higher tissue
oxygenation with bioreactor flow compared to controls, the model also suggested that the
flow induces a time- and depth-dependent gradients in oxygen concentration in the
engineered cartilage (Pierre et al. 2008). By extrapolating these model results to our system,
one can assume that the surface region of our TEC hydrogels was maintained at the hypoxic
5% O2 concentration, whereas the deeper regions might be at significantly more hypoxic
conditions (<<5%), although this has yet to be mathematically or experimentally
determined. The hydrodynamic conditions at the surface of the TEC hydrogels could also
differentially affect the ECM at the surface of the TEC constructs. For example, it has been
demonstrated through computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling that turbulent eddies
at the surfaces of TEC disk in concentric wall bioreactors create high shear stress states that
could contribute to the formation of the observed fibrous capsule (Williams et al. 2002).
Future work will attempt to use CFD and multiphysics models to map the interstitial flow
fields and quantify the hydrodynamic (shear stress) and transport effects in our experimental
bioreactor. Furthermore, it is possible that the biomaterial used in engineered cartilage
constructs could modulate the ECM produced by the cells. Indeed, while previous studies
utilizing poly-lactic acid (PLA) or poly-glycolic acid (PGA) scaffolds reported the formation
of a fibrous type I collagen capsule, we didn't observe this phenomenon in our agarose TEC
hydrogels. It is tempting to hypothesize that the acidic environment resulting from the
degradation of the PLA and PGA scaffolds might have contributed to the formation of the
collagenous capsule. While it has been reported that collagen synthesis and cell viability of
chondrocytes in agarose hydorgels is not pH-dependent within a pH range of 7.3 to 6.6 (Wu
et al. 2007), it is still possible that lower, more acidic pH microenvironments might be
detrimental to collagen synthesis or perhaps more catalytic to the activity of MMP3, a
cartilage acid metalloprotease (Wilhelm et al. 1993), which could affect the collagen ECM
indirectly.

Our results also suggest that hydrodynamic stimulation of the TEC hydrogels enhanced PG
synthesis, and induced a gradient in the PG distribution within the newly formed ECM.
Interestingly, the dense accumulation of PGs in the superficial layer of the TEC hydrogel
appears to be at odds with PG distribution within native adult tissue (Fig. 1a), in which the
PGs are most abundant in the middle zone and least abundant in the surface zone (Ratcliffe
et al. 1984). This is likely due to the lack of compressive and shears forces in our system,
since it has been suggested that regions of cartilage that experience intermittent compressive
and shear stresses in the joint are characterized by a highly parallel collagen network and
relatively low proteoglycan content as a consequence of the loading pattern (Hyttinen et al.
2009). It has also been shown that the combination of sliding (shear) and compressive
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motion upregulates PRG4, which is a multidomain glycoprotein (also known as lubricin)
product of the Prg4 gene (Jones et al. 2009), in chondrocyte-seeded engineered scaffolds
(Wimmer et al. 2004). Consistent with published observations on the role of surface shear in
stimulating Prg4 gene expression (Wimmer et al. 2004), we found a significant increase of
PRG4 in our bioreactor-cultivated TEC hydrogels (Fig. 4g), compared to control constructs
(Fig. 4f). This observation has important ramifications for engineering cartilage constructs
with lubricious properties (Blewis et al. 2010). Surprisingly, the hydrodynamic stimulation-
induced secretion of PRG4 was not restricted to the superficial layer, but was observed
deeper within the TEC hydrogels. It is possible that paracrine signals from the superficial
chondrocytes subjected to hydrodynamic stimulation might become available to deeper
chondrocytes along transport gradients. This possibility remains to be verified. However, it
is important to note that while PRG4 in native tissue is thought to be produced by the
phenotypically distinct surface chondrocytes, it has been shown that chondrocytes harvested
from middle/deep regions of cartilage secrete PRG4 in monolayer or in alginate hydrogels,
albeit at significantly reduced levels compared to surface zone chondrocytes (Klein et al.
2006).

One limitation of this study is that we did not evaluate the effects of the hydrodynamic
culture conditions, and the resulting heterogeneity in the collagen ECM on the
biomechanical properties of the TEC hydrogels. It has been shown that similar
hydrodynamic stimulation regimen in parallel plate bioreactors results in significant
enhancements in the tensile properties of engineered cartilage (Gemmiti and Guldberg 2006;
Gemmiti and Guldberg 2009). However, it has also been long understood that collagen
interacts with other ECM molecules including PG and thus plays multiple roles in
determining the shear and swelling properties of articular cartilage (Mow and Wang 1999),
as well as the compressive biomechanical properties. Future studies will examine the effects
of bioreactor cultivation on the biomechanical properties of the TEC hydrogels.

One of the major limitations of the current work is that the bioreactor-cultivated TEC
hydrogels lacked other important features of articular cartilage, including the characteristic
middle and deep zone architecture. This suggests that the biomimetic surface flow in our
bioreactor is not sufficient to recapitulate the stratified zonal architecture of the native tissue.
Other methods of creating stratified tissue have been reported, including exploiting the
differential behavior of zonal chondrocytes to create anatomically-shaped, scaffold-free
constructs with stratified layers for cartilage engineering applications (Han et al. 2008a), and
the use of pre-aligned, mesenchymal stem cell-seeded electrospun fibers (Wise et al. 2009).
These studies suggest that predisposing cells to a preferred alignment and morphology,
perhaps even by a mechanical stimulus such as interstitial fluid flow, may provide necessary
queues to create differential tissue alignment and anisotropy. We believe that our approach,
perhaps in combination with other loading regimens and/or prealigned scaffold fabrication
techniques, could lead to transformative advances in cartilage tissue engineering and merits
future studies of efficacy in cartilage repair in vivo.

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the hydrodynamic bioreactor culture that we have described enables the
formation of TEC hydrogels with surface zone features. The in vitro results show that
hydrodynamic stimulation of the surface of the TEC constructs with fluid flow enhances the
metabolism of type II collagen and proteoglycans, including aggrecan and PRG4, and
induces a distinct superficial layer with enhanced collagen alignment. This study emphasizes
the importance of mimicking the flow conditions at SF-cartilage interface in providing
appropriate mechanical signals and nutritious gradients to induce surface zone features in
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engineered cartilage hydrogels. These results represent an exciting first step towards the
creation of stratified engineered cartilage constructs.
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Figure 1. Zonal Anisotropy of Articular Cartilage
(a) Safranin O/Fast Green stained articular cartilage micrograph depicting the spatial
distribution of proteoglycan (red) and non-proteoglycan (green) ECM through the chondral
depth. (b) Polarized light microscopy image of articular cartilage depicting the depth-
dependent anisotropy in the collagen fiber alignment. Light enhanced regions denote the
presence of aligned structures while dark regions denote randomly aligned fibers. The
anisotropy is verified with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging of regions of
interest spanning the 3 classical zones of cartilage. (c) The superficial tangential zone has
collagen fibers aligned parallel to the cartilage surface. (d) The middle zone has randomly
aligned fibers. (e) The deep zone has vertically aligned fibers. (SEM Scale bars represent 1
μm.)
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Figure 2. Bioreactor Design
A modular bioreactor was custom designed to hold 4 tissue engineered cartilage (TEC)
hydrogels and cultivate them in a stirred tank under simulated flow conditions. (a) A
partially exploded view of the modular bioreactor consisting of a base block (light grey), 4
sliding compartments (gold) with rectangular wells into which the TEC hydrogels are cast,
and 4 lids (dark grey) that form channels over the TEC hydrogel compartments. (b) The
modular compartments of the system were then assembled and mounted on the agitator shaft
of the Bioflo 110® stirred tank. (c) Schematic representation of the Bioflo 110® stirred tank
bioreactor (New Brunswick Scientific, Edison, NJ) consisting of a water-jacketed culture
vessel with stackable control units and various probes and tubing (not shown) to regulate
temperature, pH, dissolved gas(s) concentration, and the rotational speed of the agitator. (d)
TEC hydrogels were cultured in complete media supplemented with ascorbic acid and
maintained at 37°C, 5% O2 and 7.4 pH for 14 days, and were subjected to simulated surface
flow conditions generated by periodic rotation in the stirred tank filled with culture media in
a half-square wave (0–25 rpm at 0.004 Hz) for 40 minutes, followed by steady rotational
speed of 25 rpm for the remainder of the day, which resulted in a nominal shear stress of
0.12 Pa at the surface of the TEC hydrogel.
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Figure 3. Effects of the bioreactor cultivation on collagen transcription, synthesis, and alignment
in the chondrocyte-seeded TEC hydrogel after 14 days in culture
Spatial localization of type II collagen mRNA is visualized using in situ hybridization (ISH)
for Col2a1 in (a) control and (b) bioreactor-cultivated TEC hydrogels. Type II collagen
accumulation and distribution in (c) control and (d) bioreactor-cultivated TEC hydrogels is
visualized with immunohistochemistry (IHC). Type I collagen IHC staining in (e) control
and (f) bioreactor-cultivated TEC hydrogels. Arrows in b, d, and f indicate the flow
direction. Scale bars in a–f represent 250 microns. Two-photon microscopy imaging of
second harmonic generation (SHG) of fibrillar collagen in the (g) control and (h) bioreactor-
cultivated TEC hydrogels. Note the strong SHG signal depicting improved alignment in the
hydrodynamically-stimulated superficial layer in bioreactor-cultivated TEC hydrogels,
which is absent in controls. Note also the localization of the SHG signal to the pericellular
matrix around the chondrocytes throughout the controls and in the deeper regions of
bioreactor-cultivated TEC hydrogels. Fiber orientations in the superficial region of the
hydrogels were determined in MATLAB using a Fast Fourier Transform-based algorithm,
and binned in 15° intervals and plotted as normalized frequency histograms (rose plots) for
(i) control and (j) bioreactor-cultivated hydrogels, as well as for (k) the superficial zone of
articular cartilage. Note that the collagen fibers are predominately aligned along the
direction of fluid flow in the hydrodynamically-stimulated surface regions of the TEC
hydrogels (j), which bears striking resemblance to the native superficial zone alignment
pattern (k).
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Figure 4. Effects of the bioreactor cultivation on PGs expression, synthesis, and accumulation in
the chondrocyte-seeded TEC hydrogel after 14 days in culture
(a) The proteoglycan content in control and bioreactor-cultivated TEC hydrogels were
quantified biochemically using the DMMB assay. Data presented as box plots showing the
mean, quartiles, and range of the PG content normalized by DNA content. Note that the
origin of the vertical axis starts at 10 μg s-GAG/μg dsDNA. Asterisk indicates significant
differences as determined by an unpaired t-test (α<0.05). Spatial localization of aggrecan
mRNA is visualized using in situ hybridization (ISH) for Agc1 in (b) control and (c)
bioreactor-cultivated TEC hydrogels. Proteoglycan accumulation and distribution is
visualized using Toluidine blue stained histological sections of (d) control and (e)
bioreactor-cultivated TEC hydrogels. Representative immunofluorescence staining for PG4
(green fluorescence) at the surface of (f) control and (g) bioreactor-cultivated hydrogels
counter stained with DAPI (blue) for cell nuclei. Scale bars in b–g represent 250 microns.
Arrows in c, e, and g indicate the flow direction.
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dendrites implies Ca2+-dependent interactions via its
EF-hand 5 domain
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Key points

• The dynamics of the second messenger Ca2+ are tightly controlled by Ca2+-binding proteins
(CaBPs).

• The diffusional mobility of a given CaBP, such as calretinin (CR), defines how it affects the
range-of-action of Ca2+ but, if unexpectedly low, may also indicate that the CaBP acts as a
Ca2+ sensor, undergoing specific protein interactions.

• Here we quantified the diffusional mobility of CR in dendrites of cerebellar granule cells using
microscopic methods.

• We find that CR diffuses unexpectedly slow, that its mobility is further reduced when Ca2+ levels
are elevated and that a distinct region of CR interacts with specific targets in a Ca2+-dependent
manner.

• Our findings indicate a new ‘sensor’ role for CR, which may allow for Ca2+-dependent feedback
control of neuronal excitability.

Abstract Ca2+-binding proteins (CaBPs) are important regulators of neuronal Ca2+ signalling,
acting either as buffers that shape Ca2+ transients and Ca2+ diffusion and/or as Ca2+ sensors.
The diffusional mobility represents a crucial functional parameter of CaBPs, describing their
range-of-action and possible interactions with binding partners. Calretinin (CR) is a CaBP
widely expressed in the nervous system with strong expression in cerebellar granule cells. It is
involved in regulating excitability and synaptic transmission of granule cells, and its absence
leads to impaired motor control. We quantified the diffusional mobility of dye-labelled CR in
mouse granule cells using two-photon fluorescence recovery after photobleaching. We found that
movement of macromolecules in granule cell dendrites was not well described by free Brownian
diffusion and that CR diffused unexpectedly slow compared to fluorescein dextrans of comparable
size. During bursts of action potentials, which were associated with dendritic Ca2+ transients,
the mobility of CR was further reduced. Diffusion was significantly accelerated by a peptide
embracing EF-hand 5 of CR. Our results suggest long-lasting, Ca2+-dependent interactions of
CR with large and/or immobile binding partners. These interactions render CR a poorly mobile
Ca2+ buffer and point towards a Ca2+ sensor function of CR.
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Abbreviations CaBP, Ca2+-binding protein; CR, calretinin; CR∗, dye-labelled calretinin; FD, fluorescein-labelled
dextran; FRAP, fluorescence recovery after photobleaching; γ, transport coefficient; IQR, interquartile range; PMTs,
photomultiplier tubes.

Introduction

The precise functional roles of most members of the large
and diverse group of Ca2+-binding proteins (CaBPs) are
still poorly understood. While the distinct Ca2+-binding
kinetics of the different CaBPs are evidently of central
importance for their function, other properties also need
to be considered to give meaning to the cell type-specific
expression of CaBPs, of which some differ little in their
Ca2+-binding behaviour. Diffusional mobility, interaction
with binding partners and possible sensor functions are
such properties that define the range of action (Allbritton
et al. 1992) and mode of action (Schwaller, 2009) of CaBPs.

Calretinin (CR) is an EF-hand CaBP closely related to
calbindin-D28k and calmodulin with well-characterized
Ca2+-binding kinetics (Faas et al. 2007). It is widely
expressed in the nervous system, including the Calyx of
Held (Felmy & Schneggenburger, 2004) and cerebellar
granule cells (Rogers, 1989; Schwaller et al. 2002).
Its absence increases release probability at granule cell
terminals (Schmidt et al. 2013) and alters excitability of
granule cells (Gall et al. 2003), which at the behavioural
level leads to impaired motor co-ordination (Schiffmann
et al. 1999). Despite its functional importance and
abundant expression, little is known about the mobility
and possible interactions of CR within neurons. Some
reports point towards immobilization at membranes
(Winsky & Kúznicki, 1995; Hack et al. 2000) while
others suggest that CR acts as a Ca2+ sensor (Kúznicki
et al. 1995a,b) that binds to Cav2.1 channels (Christel
et al. 2012) and other targets (Marilley & Schwaller,
2000).

Mobility and binding of proteins of interest can
be quantified with fluorescence recovery after photo-
bleaching (FRAP) (Axelrod et al. 1976), allowing for
measurements in spines (Svoboda et al. 1996; Star et al.
2002; Schmidt et al. 2003a, 2005, 2007b), small dendrites
(this study), axons (Schmidt et al. 2007a), somata (Brown
et al. 1999) and membranes (Feder et al. 1996), i.e. in
situations where equations for 1D, 2D and 3D diffusion
apply. However, more complex situations such as bounded
systems (Sullivan & Brown, 2011) or anomalous sub-
diffusion (Brown et al. 1999) can also be quantified with
adapted diffusion equations. Interactions with cellular
targets become evident by prolonged recovery times,
especially if the targets are large or immobile and if the
interaction has slow off rates (Schmidt et al. 2005). Finally,
binding sites can be identified by quantifying the effects of
synthetic peptides that resemble putative binding domains
(Schmidt et al. 2005).

Here we employed FRAP to study the mobility of CR
in dendrites of cerebellar granule cells. We found that
molecular movement is better described by anomalous
subdiffusion than normal diffusion and that CR showed
a strongly reduced mobility when compared to inert
tracers. Increasing the intracellular Ca2+ concentration
([Ca2+]i) significantly reduced the mobility further, while
a peptide consisting of 35 amino acids, containing the
sequence of EF-hand 5 of CR, significantly increased the
mobility of CR. Our data indicate that CR acts as poorly
mobile buffer and possibly as a Ca2+ sensor in granule
cells.

Methods

Ethical approval

All experiments were carried out in accordance with
institutional guidelines for animal experiments, and
were approved by the state directorate of Saxony,
Germany.

Slice preparation and solutions

Acute cerebellar brain slices were prepared from
21–24-day-old mice of either sex that were killed
by decapitation under isoflurane (Curamed, Karlsruhe,
Germany) anaesthesia. The vermis was isolated and
mounted in a chamber filled with cooled (0–2◦C) artificial
cerebrospinal fluid. Parasagittal slices (200 μm thick) were
cut using a vibratome (HM 650 V; Microm, Walldorf,
Germany) and kept in artificial cerebrospinal fluid at
35◦C for 40 min before they were transferred to the
recording chamber. Experiments were performed at room
temperature. Artificial cerebrospinal fluid contained (in
mM): 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3,
1 MgCl2, 2 CaCl2 and 20 glucose, gassed with 95% O2

and 5% CO2 (pH 7.3–7.4 at 20–22◦C). Unless stated
otherwise, all chemicals were from Sigma-Aldrich, Seelze,
Germany. For FRAP experiments, the pipette solution
was composed of (in mM): 150 potassium gluconate, 10
NaCl, 3 magnesium ATP, 0.3 sodium GTP, 10 Hepes,
0.08 dye-labelled CR (CR∗) or 0.5 fluorescein-labelled
dextran (FD; 10 or 40 kDa) and 50 μM EGTA
dissolved in bidistilled water (Sigma-Aldrich, Seelze,
Germany).

We set the concentration of CR to 80 μM because the
buffer capacity of granule cells has been estimated to be
∼60 (Brenowitz & Regehr, 2007) and CR is their major

C© 2013 The Authors. The Journal of Physiology C© 2013 The Physiological Society
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endogenous buffer (Schiffmann et al. 1999). Depending
on assumptions about concentrations of unknown buffers
and the Ca2+ affinity of CR (Faas et al. 2007), the CR
concentration will be 40–80 μM (Schmidt et al. 2013), a
concentration range we expect to be reached after 20 min
equilibration time with a pipette solution containing
80 μM CR.

For Ca2+ imaging, the pipette solution contained
50 μM of the Ca2+-indicator dye Oregon Green BAPTA-1
(OGB-1; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA) and 50 μM

of the Ca2+-insensitive dye Atto 637 (Atto-Tec, Siegen,
Germany) instead of CR∗ or FD/EGTA. The pH was
adjusted to 7.3 with KOH.

Labelled calretinin and gel electrophoresis

Purified human recombinant CR (266 of 271 amino acids
(98%) identical to mouse CR) expressed in Escherichia
coli was labelled with Alexa-488 (Molecular Probes) as
described previously (Schmidt et al. 2003a). Labelling
conditions (pH 9.0) were selected to preferentially label
the α-amino group of CR, while ε-amino groups were not
labelled significantly. The labelled protein was purified
on a size exclusion column (20 × 0.8 cm, gel volume
10 ml) containing Bio-Gel P-6 (medium, fractionation
range 1–6 kDa; Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) to remove
unbound dye. 0.3–1 ml labelling reaction mixture was
applied to the column and eluted with buffer [50 mM

(NH4)HCO3, 0.1 mM CaCl2, pH 8.3]. The molecular
Alexa/CR ratio was 2.6–4.5. The purity of the protein was
tested by gel electrophoresis of dye-labelled and native
CR (250 μg each), using a 15% SDS-polyacrylamide
gel.

To test for unbound dye in FD solutions, FDs were
dissolved in purified water (500 μM) and separated on
a 2.5% agarose gel, prepared and run in standard
Tris-acetate EDTA buffer solution for 1 h at 50 V. In
addition, mixtures of FDs and fluorescein were run on
the same gel.

Cell loading and electrophysiology

Patch pipettes were pulled from borosilicate glass
(Hilgenberg, Malsfeld, Germany) with a PC-10 puller
(Narishige, Tokyo, Japan) to resistances of 10–11 M�.
Whole-cell patch clamp recordings were obtained with an
Axopatch 200A amplifier (Axon Instruments Inc., Union
City, CA, USA), a LIH 1600 AD/DA converter and Patch
Master 2.2 software (HEKA, Lambrecht, Germany). Seal
formation was slightly prolonged by CR∗ or FDs. The
resting membrane potential was held constant by injecting
up to –50 pA holding current in the current clamp mode.
The cells were equilibrated with the dye-containing pipette

solution for at least 20 min before FRAP or Ca2+ imaging
experiments.

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
recordings

Two-photon FRAP experiments were performed as
described previously (Schmidt et al. 2003a) on granule
cell dendrites between 20 and 50 min after the whole
cell configuration had been established. Briefly, a
custom modified Fluoview 300 laser-scanning microscope
(LSM; Olympus, Hamburg, Germany) equipped with a
mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser (Tsunami; Spectra Physics,
Darmstadt, Germany) set to a centre wavelength of
765 nm was used. The laser light was intensity modulated
with a Pockels cell (model 350-80 LA-BR; Conoptics,
Danbury, CT, USA; controlled via the AD/DA converter
and Patch Master software) and focused on the specimen
by a 60×/0.9 NA water immersion objective (Olympus).
The fluorescence and laser intensity were recorded
simultaneously using the internal photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs) of the LSM, and sampled in the point mode
(sampling frequency 500 kHz, 1 ms binning).

The baseline fluorescence and the fluorescence recovery
were measured at laser intensities of 3–8 mW (measured
at the exit of the objective). For bleaching, a 1 ms
long, high-intensity laser pulse (20–40 mW) was applied.
The specimen and system background were recorded by
focusing the laser beam on unstained tissue next to the
granule cell dendrite and by completely blocking the laser
beam, respectively, using the same intensity protocol as
during the FRAP recordings.

Aqueous FRAP recordings of 3, 10, 40 and 70 kDa FD or
CR∗ (50 μM each), were performed in a droplet of intra-
cellular solution, using photon counting instrumentation.
The LSM was custom-modified so that two external,
photon counting capable PMTs could be attached to
the system. The first, red-sensitive PMT (PMC 100-1;
Becker & Hickl, Berlin, Germany) was placed close to the
scanning mirrors of the LSM and, by detecting scattered
laser light, was used to record the excitation intensity. The
second, red-insensitive PMT (PMC 100-0; Becker & Hickl)
collected the fluorescence signal after it was diverted out of
the LSM by a mirror placed into the emission pathway. The
PMT signals were recorded using a time-correlated single
photon counting board (TimeHarp; PicoQuant, Berlin,
Germany) and SymPhoTime 4.2 software (PicoQuant).
For each aqueous FRAP experiment, 2500 individual
measurements, repeated at 20 Hz, were averaged. The
duration of the bleach pulse was reduced to 10 μs, to
prevent significant diffusion during bleaching (Brown
et al. 1999). Baseline fluorescence was recorded for 1 ms
and the recovery for 20 ms. In recording the fluorescence
and system background, the intracellular solution was
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replaced by water or the laser beam was blocked,
respectively.

Peptides

In indicated experiments 80 μM of a synthetic peptide
(‘EF5-peptide’) or a scrambled control peptide were
co-dialysed with 40 μM CR∗ via the somatic patch pipette.

EF5-peptide EFNAIFTFYDKDGSGYIDENELDALLK
DLYEKNKK

Scrambled peptide EDNFKLDNLKDYAKELFIAGYLYG
EEKFIKTSDDN

The EF5-peptide, assumed to represent the putative
binding domain of CR, contained the entire EF-hand
domain 5 (the Ca2+-chelating loop is marked in bold)
and part of the linker EF5 to EF6 (underlined). This
35 amino acid stretch is highly conserved, i.e. 100%
identical between rat and mouse. Ninety-four per cent
(33 of 35 residues) are identical in the human CR
sequence.

Analysis of fluorescence recovery after
photobleaching data

FRAP data were analysed with custom written routines
in Igor Pro (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR, USA). The
raw fluorescence data were corrected for the specimen
background, the laser intensity data for the system back-
ground. To correct for non-linear switching artefacts of
the Pockels cell, the fluorescence was subsequently divided
by the square of the laser intensity (Brown et al. 1999)
and, thereafter, normalized to the baseline fluorescence
(F/F0). Data were only accepted for analysis if the
initial bleaching during the baseline period was less than
15%.

The first second of the fluorescence recovery in
dendrites (F(t)) was fitted with a one-dimensional
diffusion equation (Schmidt et al. 2007a) of the
form:

F (t) = F ∞
∞∑

n=0

(−β)n

n!

1(
1 + n + 16Dtn

ω2
r

)1/2
(1)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, F∞ is the postbleach
fluorescence after recovery, β is the bleach depth parameter
and ωr is the radial e−2 radius of the two-photon excitation
volume. For our system, ωr has dimensions of ∼0.53 μm
in tissue and ∼0.57 μm in water (Schmidt et al. 2007a).
A fit for anomalous subdiffusion was implemented by
replacing terms of Dt by D(t)·t , then by �·tα and finally
by (γt)α (Feder et al. 1996; Brown et al. 1999), where γ
is a mobility coefficient and α ≤ 1 is the anomalous sub-

diffusion exponent. This yielded the following equation:

F (t) = F ∞
∞∑

n=0

(−β)n

n!

1(
1 + n + 16(γt)αn

ω2
r

)1/2
(2)

The first 20 ms of the aqueous recovery were described
with the free 3D diffusion equation given in Brown et al.
(1999):

F (t) = F ∞
∞∑

n=0

m3/2(−β)n

n!(m + bn + (bnmt/τD ))

× 1

(m + bn + (bnmt/RτD ))1/2

(3)

with the characteristic radial diffusion time tD = ωr
2/8D,

and the ratio of the beam dimensions R = ωz
2/ωr

2, where
ωz ∼1.8 μm (Schmidt et al. 2007a) is the axial e−2 radius
of the two-photon excitation volume. The parameters
m and b represent the number of photons absorbed
per molecule in a fluorescence and bleaching event,
respectively. Assuming two-photon excitation, we used
m = b = 2 and ignored possible higher-order processes.
During fitting, the series were truncated after the sixth
partial sum. The reliability of all fits was judged by
inspection of the residuals (i.e. data – fit).

Ca2+ imaging

Ca2+ signals were recorded at 67 Hz, using 50 μM of the
fluorescent Ca2+ indicator dye OGB-1. As OGB-1 is dim
at resting Ca2+ levels, 50 μM of the Ca2+ insensitive red
fluorescent dye Atto 637 was used in addition. Both dyes
were excited at ∼810 nm. The fluorescence signals were
split by a 570 nm dichroic mirror. The red fluorescence was
filtered with a 645–685 nm bandpass, the green signal with
a 510–550 nm bandpass filter (AHF, Tübingen, Germany).
In both channels, a 700 nm short-pass filter was used for
blocking residual excitation light.

Analysis of Ca2+ signals was done using Igor Pro.
Changes in intracellular free Ca2+ were expressed as
background subtracted relative increases in OGB-1
fluorescence (
F/F0). 
F/F0 traces were subsequently
smoothed using a five-point sliding average algorithm.

Numerical simulations

Numerical simulations were performed according to pre-
viously published principles and with previous parameters
(see Schmidt et al. 2003b, 2007b, 2013 and references
therein). The kinetics of dendritic Ca2+ dynamics
were described by numerically solving coupled sets of
differential equations in a single compartment model
using NDSolve of Mathematica 9 (Wolfram Research,
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Oxfordshire, UK). The model covered Ca2+ influx, a
surface-based clearance mechanism (K M 3 μM), binding
and diffusion of Ca2+, ATP (370 μM, kon 500 μM−1 s−1, koff

100,000 s−1), CR (80 μM, kon, tense 1.8 μM−1 s−1, kon, relaxed

310 μM−1 s−1, kon,V 7.3 μM−1 s−1, koff, tense 53 s−1, koff, relaxed

20 s−1, koff,V 252 s−1) and, during model adjustment,
OGB-1 (40 μM, i.e. 80% of the pipette concentration, kon

430 μM−1 s−1, koff 140 s−1). Ca2+ binding was simulated by
second order kinetics, except for binding sites I–IV of CR,
for which cooperativity was implemented. The extrusion
mechanism was balanced by a Ca2+ leak to generate a
resting [Ca2+]i of 45 nM; [Mg2+]i was set to 590 μM.
The model was adjusted to the measured fluorescence
transients using an influx train (Gaussian width 600 μs,
96 Hz average frequency with 6% adaptation factor for
the interspike interval). The amplitude of the Ca2+

influx and pump velocity were the only variables. During
adjustment, a 35% whole cell wash-out reduction for end-
ogenous CR was used. For simulating FRAP recordings,
OGB-1 and wash-out correction were removed from the
simulation and the fractional Ca2+ occupancy of CR was
calculated.

Statistics

Unless denoted otherwise average data are given
as median and interquartile range (IQR). For
comparing groups of non-normally distributed data the
Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon rank sum test (comparison of
two groups) or the Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA on ranks
(comparison of more than two groups) was used.

Results

The aim of the present study was to analyse the mobility
of the endogenous CaBP, CR, in its native neuronal
environment using two-photon FRAP (Brown et al. 1999;
Schmidt et al. 2003a). For this purpose we chose cerebellar
granule cells, which constitute the major fraction of brain
neurons (Braitenberg & Atwood, 1958) and are known
to strongly express CR (Rogers, 1989; Arai et al. 1991;
Resibois & Rogers, 1992). To our knowledge this is the
first study of FRAP experiments in granule cells. Thus, in
a first set of experiments we established the experimental
and theoretical framework of FRAP in dendrites of granule
cells using FD. Subsequently, the mobility of CR∗ was
quantified under resting conditions, during neuronal
activity and during interference with possible binding
partners.

Anomalous subdiffusion of fluorescein dextrans in
granule cell dendrites

Granule cells were dialysed with a pipette solution
containing either 10 kDa or 40 kDa FDs in the whole

cell patch clamp configuration. Within minutes, the
morphology of the cells (soma, initial axon segment
and dendrites) could be resolved under two-photon
excitation (Fig. 1A). Granule cells had three to five
dendrites of 6–24 μm length, which terminated in the
typical glomerular structure. The single ascending axons

Figure 1. Anomalous subdiffusion in granule cell dendrites
A, left: contrast-enhanced two-photon image (z-stack) of a granule
cell filled with a 40 kDa FD (500 μM) via a somatic patch pipette. The
red box outlines the dendritic region shown magnified on the right.
Cross-hairs denote the positions on which fluorescence recovery
after photobleaching recordings (shown in B) were performed. B,
top: scheme of the laser intensity protocol. Middle: dendritic
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching time course. The dots
represent the average of three normalized recordings (F/F0) from the
spots denoted in A. The lines represent fits to the fluorescence
recovery assuming free diffusion (grey line, eqn 1 in Methods) or
anomalous subdiffusion (red line, eqn 2). The blue line shows the
calculated recovery for free diffusion using the previously published
diffusion coefficient of 40 kDa FD (Schmidt et al. 2007a). The lower
panel shows the initial recovery expanded in time. Note that the
subdiffusion model yields the best fit to the recovery. FD, fluorescein
dextrans; Int., laser intensity.
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originating from the somata or a dendrite were rather
dim due to their small diameter. To measure the mobility
of FDs, the low-power laser beam was directed to single
points of interest on the dendrites. The soma, together
with the patch pipette, represents a large reservoir of
unbleached molecules that may accelerate fluorescence
recovery. To minimize this effect, FRAP spots were at
distances of at least 4 μm from their somatic point of
origin (9 ± 4 μm, means ± SD, n = 65 cells). For photo-
bleaching a brief (1 ms), high-intensity laser pulse was
applied to irreversibly bleach the fluorophores within
the focal volume. The fluorescence was subsequently
monitored again at low laser intensity and the recovery
of the fluorescence, which reflects diffusion of unbleached
FD molecules from neighbouring regions into the focal
volume, was recorded (Fig. 1B).

A model of free Brownian motion [eqn (1), cf. Schmidt
et al. 2007a] fitted the late recovery phase well. It failed,
however, to capture the initial recovery (Fig. 1B, grey line).
Moreover, the obtained D values were surprisingly small.
Median values were 2 μm2 s−1 (IQR 0.3–6.0 μm2 s−1)
for 10 kDa FDs (n = 69 recordings from 24 cells) and
1.5 μm2 s−1 (0.6–4.0 μm2 s−1) for 40 kDa FDs (n = 69
recordings from 23 cells). These values are approximately
five times smaller than those reported for FDs in axons
of Purkinje cells (Schmidt et al. 2007a). The previously
published D values would lead to significantly faster
recoveries (blue line in 1B) than the one determined in
this study. Incorporating an immobile fraction (IF) into
the diffusion model (cf. Schmidt et al. 2005) improved the
fit (not shown) and yielded D values compatible with the
literature. The requirement for an IF, however, is not in
line with the assumption that FDs are inert markers with
respect to their intracellular mobility (Luby-Phelps et al.
1985, 1995; Reits & Neefjes, 2001; Schmidt et al. 2005;
Sprague & McNally, 2005).

We tested for the possibility that the rapid initial
recovery was due to the presence of free dye in the FDs
containing solutions. Using gel electrophoresis of these
solutions we found only a single band for each FD that
was clearly separated from a free dye band tested in a
separate column (data not shown), indicating that dye
contamination is not responsible for the initial rapid
recovery phase. A further possibility is that radial diffusion
contributed to recovery, a phenomenon known to affect
fluorescence recovery in bounded systems (Sullivan &
Brown, 2011). However, the radial (ωr) and axial (ωz)
radii of the bleach spot at the e−2 intensity were
0.53 and 1.95 μm, respectively in our system (Schmidt
et al. 2007a). Both values are larger than the radii of the
dendrites estimated from fluorescence images (≤0.5 μm)
or reported in the literature (Eccles et al. 1967; Ito, 1984).
The size of the focal volume is thus larger than or equal to
the radial dendritic dimension, and FRAP data are unlikely
to be distorted by radial diffusion.

The described discrepancies between model and data
(early recovery phase) and between published and
estimated D values (late recovery) are resolved if molecular
movements are described by anomalous subdiffusion
(Feder et al. 1996; Brown et al. 1999). Anomalous sub-
diffusion is a process in which free diffusion of inert
molecules is hindered by the cell’s geometry (Ölveczky
& Verkman, 1998; Sbalzarini et al. 2005; Santamaria
et al. 2006), molecular crowding or transient trapping
(Bouchaud & Georges, 1990; Saxton, 1996; Weiss et al.
2004). In many cases, however, the physical mechanisms
inducing anomalous subdiffusion remain ill-defined.
Therefore, the model below gives just an ad hoc fit
with no direct information about the diffusion-hindering
processes in the compartment under study. In subdiffusion
models, the mean square displacement of the diffusing
particle is no longer proportional to time, but obeys a
power law in time and the diffusion coefficient D becomes
a function of time (Feder et al. 1996), i.e.:〈

X 2
〉 ∝ D(t) · t = � · tα = (γt)α (4)

where α ≤ 1 is the anomalous subdiffusion exponent and
� is a transport coefficient (Feder et al. 1996; Brown et al.
1999).

Anomalous subdiffusion models have previously been
shown to improve fits to FRAP data obtained in
biological systems and to eliminate the requirement of
an IF (Feder et al. 1996; Brown et al. 1999; Klafter &
Sokoov, 2005). Mathematically, anomalous subdiffusion
was implemented by replacing terms of Dt in eqn (1) by
(γt)α, The effective diffusion coefficient at any time t (e.g.
D10ms) is then equal to γα tα−1 (Brown et al. 1999). This
results in a 1D anomalous subdiffusion equation (eqn (2)),
which substantially improved the accuracy of the fit during
the initial phase of the recovery (Fig. 1B, red trace, lower
panel) and eliminated the requirement of an IF.

The values of γ are not in units of μm2 s−1 and can
only be compared directly between groups if α values are
identical. To allow comparing fitting results with different
α values, the time-dependent diffusion coefficient D(t)

at t = 10 ms after bleaching was calculated. We found
a median D10ms of 12 μm2 s−1 (IQR 8–18 μm2 s−1) for
10 kDa FD (n = 69 from 24 cells) and of 10 μm2 s−1

(7–14 μm2 s−1) for 40 kDa FD (n = 69 from 23 cells).
While the data showed a substantial variability, most likely
due to the signal-to-noise ratio of FRAP recordings in
thin dendritic structures, the D10ms values of the dextrans
were significantly different from each other (P < 0.05).
The median anomality exponent α was not significantly
different for 10 and 40 kDa FDs 0.64 (0.47–0.89) and
0.68 (0.60–0.87), respectively, P > 0.1]. These results point
towards a size dependency of D(t) (larger molecules diffuse
more slowly), while α is independent of molecular weights
between 10 kDa and 40 kDa and, thus, may reflect cellular
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hindrances (Saxton & Jacobson, 1997; Santamaria et al.
2006). Taken together, the molecular movement of inert
traces in granule cell dendrites is not well described by free
diffusion, while a model of 1D anomalous subdiffusion
improved data description.

Dye-labelled calretinin diffusion in granule cell
dendrites

Having established a basic framework for diffusion in
granule cells, we continued with FRAP experiments on
dendrites loaded with a pipette solution that contained
80 μM CR∗ (Fig. 2A). The cells equilibrated with CR∗

on timescales similar to the dextrans, i.e. cellular
structures were clearly resolvable after ∼15 min loading
time, indicating that CR∗ had access to all cellular
compartments. For FRAP recordings of CR∗, similar laser
intensity protocols as for the FDs were used. Subsequently,
data were quantified using the anomalous subdiffusion
model (Fig. 2B). On average, the fits yielded an α-value
of 0.68 (IQR 0.52–0.95, n = 63 from 18 cells) for CR∗, a
value not different from the α-values for the FDs (P > 0.7;
Fig. 2E). Thus, in addition to its independence of the
molecular weight, α is also independent of the nature of
the diffusing particle, which is in accordance with the
notion of α as a structural parameter. By contrast, the
median time-dependent diffusion coefficient at t = 10 ms
was remarkably low, being only 3.2 (IQR 1.6–5.9) μm2 s−1

(Fig. 2C and E). This value is significantly smaller than
D10ms of 10 kDa FD (P < 0.001) and even of 40 kDa FD
(P < 0.001), which has a higher molecular weight than
CR∗ (∼31.5 kDa).

Validation of dye-labelled calretinin fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching

To exclude the possibility that the observed reduction in
D10ms of CR∗ in comparison to the FDs is due to the
labelling procedure or to agglomeration of the protein,
CR∗ purity was tested by SDS-gel electrophoresis (Fig. 3A)
and by single-photon time-correlated FRAP recordings in
a cuvette (Fig. 3B).

The gel electrophoresis resulted in clear, single bands for
CR and CR∗, showing that in each case only one diffusing
species was present and that the staining increased the
mass of the protein only slightly and as expected. For
time-correlated FRAP recordings, FDs of various sizes
or CR∗ (50 μM each) were dissolved in the intracellular
solution and were measured independently (Fig. 3B). In
cuvettes, the fluorescence recovery curves of FDs as well as
of CR∗ were well described by a 3D free Brownian diffusion
model (Brown et al. 1999). The diffusional mobility of
the molecules decreased with increasing molecular weight
(Fig. 3C). The means ± S.E.M. values for 3 kDa, 10 kDa,

40 kDa and 70 kDa were 250 ± 6, 141 ± 1, 71 ± 1 and
40 ± 1 μm2 s−1, respectively. The logarithms of these data
were well fitted by a straight line with a slope of −0.55
when plotted against logarithms of their molecular weights
(Fig. 3C), which is consistent with previous reports on
aqueous diffusion of FDs (Arrio-Dupont et al. 1996). For
CR∗ the aqueous D was determined as 120 ± 1 μm2 s−1

(means ± S.E.M.). When introduced into the above log–log
plot, this value falls close to the fitting line, with a deviation
towards faster diffusion. The latter may be explained by
differences between the tertiary structure of FDs and of
CR∗ but is in absolute contrast to the slowed cytoplasmic
diffusion of CR∗ in granule cell dendrites. Thus, these data
indicate that the reduced dendritic CR∗ mobility is neither
due to impurities of CR∗ nor to the labelling procedure or
to other technical aspects.

Dependence of dye-labelled calretinin diffusion on
granule cell activity

The above data suggest that CR undergoes a specific, yet
unidentified interaction in dendrites, i.e. CR could have
characteristics of a Ca2+ sensor. For a Ca2+ sensor, such
an interaction should depend on the intracellular Ca2+

concentration ([Ca2+]i). To test for this sensor hypothesis,
we analysed whether CR∗ diffusion would be affected by
an elevated [Ca2+]i.

Granule cells were loaded via a somatic patch pipette
with 50 μM of the Ca2+ indicator dye Oregon Green
BAPTA-1 (OGB-1) and, as OGB-1 is dim at resting Ca2+

levels, additionally with 50 μM of the red fluorescent, Ca2+

insensitive dye Atto-637. Collecting fluorescence from
both dyes allowed resolving the cell morphology despite
the low indicator concentration (Fig. 4A). Trains of action
potentials were evoked by somatic step depolarization
(Fig. 4B, upper panel) and resulted in an average firing
frequency of 96 ± 20 Hz (means ± SD, n = 16 cells).
During action potential firing, the dendritic fluorescence
increased (Fig. 4B, lower panel) and reached a plateau
value of 42 ± 7% 
F/F0 within ∼0.3 s (means ± S.E.M.,
n = 6 cells). This demonstrates that somatic APs are
associated with a dendritic Ca2+ influx in granule cells,
with amplitude and time course being consistent with
previous reports from granule cells (Gall et al. 2005) as
well as from pyramidal neurons (Helmchen et al. 1996).
We performed numerical simulations (see Methods for
details), to back-calculate the Ca2+ transient in the absence
of OGB-1 and to estimate the corresponding fraction
of Ca2+-bound CR during the train. This simulation
indicated that saturation of CR by Ca2+ increased from
4.7% under resting conditions to 11.7% during the plateau
of the Ca2+ transient (Fig. 4C).

Next, CR∗ FRAP recordings were performed during
granule cell activation identical to the above but without
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the dyes necessary for Ca2+ imaging (Fig. 4D). The bleach
pulse was applied at a time when a stable elevation in
[Ca2+]i and Ca2+-saturated CR could be expected based
on the imaging experiments and the simulation. Fitting
the corresponding fluorescence recovery with the 1D
anomalous subdiffusion model yielded a median D10ms

of 2.2 (IQR 1.2–4.0) μm2 s−1 (n = 56 from 10 cells), a
value significantly smaller than under resting conditions
(Fig. 4E; P < 0.05). In contrast, no change in the α-value
was observed (α = 0.66, IQR 0.56–0.83, not shown).
Control experiments performed with 10 kDa FD showed
no effect of stimulation on either D10ms (14.4 μm2 s−1,
IQR 9.8–24.6 μm2 s−1; n = 36 from 9 cells) or α (0.68,
IQR 0.60–0.89), indicating that the calcium-dependent
decrease in mobility is specific to CR (Fig. 4E).

Identification of the binding site of calretinin

FRAP allows testing for specific binding sites by
co-dialysing peptides that block the putative binding
site and, thereby, accelerate the mobility of the protein
(Schmidt et al. 2005). We reasoned that CR’s EF-hand 5
could represent a likely candidate region for interaction
with other proteins. As no structural data are currently
available for CR, we compared the structures of the
related hexa-EF-hand CaBPs, calbindin D-28k (Kojetin
et al. 2006) and secretagogin (Bitto et al. 2009). In both
proteins, EF-hand domains 1–4 form relatively compact
structures insulated from EF-hand 5 by the non-functional
EF-hand 6. EF-hand 5, which is highly conserved between
mice, rats and humans (94% identity at the amino
acid level), has a rather low Ca2+ affinity of ∼36 μM

Figure 2. Reduced mobility of CR in granule cells
A, granule cell dendrite loaded with 80 μM of CR∗ via a somatic patch pipette. The cross-hairs mark the spots at
which FRAP experiments were performed. B, average of three FRAP recordings from the points indicated in A. The
black line represents a fit by the subdiffusion equation. In the top line, the residuals (measured values – fit values)
are shown. The lower panel shows the initial recovery expanded in time. C, cumulative probability histograms of
time-dependent D values at 10 ms (D10ms). D, grand averages of FRAP recordings from different cells but with
similar bleach depth (45–55%) obtained with 40 kDa FD (grey, n = 31 from 10 cells) and CR∗ (black, n = 25 from
six cells), fitted with the anomalous subdiffusion equation (continuous lines). The lower panel shows the initial
recoveries expanded in time. E, values of D10ms and anomalous subdiffusion coefficients (alpha) for 10 and 40 kDa
FD and CR∗, as indicated (n = 69 FRAP measurements from 24 cells for 10 kDa FD, n = 69 from 23 cells for 40 kDa
FD, and n = 63 from 18 cells for CR∗). The arrowheads indicate the values obtained by fitting the grand averages
for 40 kDa FD and CR∗ (as in D) and for 10 kDa FD (n = 39 from 10 cells). Note that the molecular weight of
CR∗ is ∼31.5 kDa. ∗P < 0.05, ∗∗P < 0.001. CR, calretinin; CR∗, dye-labelled CR; FD, fluorescein dextrans; FRAP,
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching.
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(Faas et al. 2007) to ∼500 μM (Schwaller et al. 1997),
and is freely accessible to the aqueous environment,
rendering it a likely interaction site. We synthesized a
peptide embracing mouse EF-hand 5 and a small part of
the 5/6 linker region (Fig. 4C). When co-dialysed with CR∗

into granule cells, FRAP recordings revealed a significantly
increased mobility of CR with D10ms of 7.7 μm2 s−1 (IQR
4.1–12.4 μm2 s−1; n = 92 from 17 cells) without affecting
α (0.59, IQR 0.42–0.84) (Fig. 4F). This was a specific effect
of the EF-hand 5 peptide as a scrambled peptide (Fig. 4G)
did not affect CR’s mobility (D10ms = 2.3 μm2 s−1 (IQR
1.4–5.0 μm2 s−1; α = 0.69, IQR 0.55–0.96; n = 76 from
seven cells).

Discussion

Using two-photon FRAP we analysed the mobility
of CR in granule cell dendrites. We found that
anomalous subdiffusion better describes the movement of
macromolecules (inert tracers and CR) than free diffusion
and that the movement of CR, the main Ca2+ buffer
expressed in granule cells, is further hindered by specific
interactions with yet unidentified binding partners. The
interaction is most likely mediated by the EF-hand 5 region
of CR and enhanced by Ca2+ binding of EF-hands 1–4,
indicating that CR acts as a Ca2+ sensor in granule cells.

Despite an increasing amount of observations of
anomalous subdiffusion (Klafter & Sokoov, 2005), its
physical importance is not well understood and distinct
mechanisms may underlay this phenomenon. Anomalous
subdiffusion has been shown to occur when diffusing
molecules are temporarily trapped. Trapping can be due
to molecular interactions (Feder et al. 1996; Saxton, 1996,
2001; Luby-Phelps, 2000) or to morphological constraints
(Santamaria et al. 2006, 2011), which delay diffusion in a

time-dependent manner (cf. eqn (4)). The trapping has to
operate on a timescale similar to diffusion to induce sub-
diffusion. Substantially longer-lasting interactions induce
fixed offsets in the FRAP curves (Schmidt et al. 2005), while
shorter-lasting interactions lead to slowed but otherwise
normal diffusion (Sprague & McNally, 2005). However,
it is often difficult to distinguish between the various
diffusion regimes, in particular since IF and the sub-
diffusion coefficient α can have a dependency on each
other (Feder et al. 1996). The use of inert tracer dyes,
therefore, is of crucial importance to clarify the diffusion
regime applicable for the solute of interest (Sprague &
McNally, 2005).

The prevalence and the significance of anomalous
diffusion are only slowly emerging (Klafter & Sokoov,
2005). For diffusion over longer stretches of spiny
dendrites of Purkinje cells, spines act as molecular traps
and cause diffusion to become anomalous (Santamaria
et al. 2006, 2011). In the same cell type, diffusion of
inert tracer dyes can be described by normal diffusion
when analysed in smooth dendrites (Santamaria et al.
2006), in axons (Schmidt et al. 2007a), or between
single spines and their parent dendrite (Schmidt et
al. 2003a, 2005). Within the cytosol of Purkinje cells,
therefore, normal diffusion prevails, arguing against other
than morphological constraints to hinder diffusion in
Purkinje cells (Santamaria et al. 2011). On the other
hand, diffusion of green fluorescent protein in somata
of rat basophilic leucemia (RBL) cells is anomalous
(Brown et al. 1999) while diffusion of dextrans and
parvalbumin is normal in somata of Purkinje cells
(Schmidt et al. 2007a), indicating molecule- and/or
cell type-specific differences in diffusional mobility. To
the best of our knowledge, our dextran data (Fig. 1)
represent the first example of anomalous subdiffusion

Figure 3. CR∗ diffusion in vitro
A, SDS-gel of native and CR∗ (CR and CR∗,
respectively). MW markers are shown in the left
lane: 10, 15, 20, 25, 37, 50, 75, 100, 150 and
250 kDa from bottom to top. B, aqueous
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching time
course of CR∗ dissolved in pipette solution in a
cuvette (average of 2500 individual recordings) and
a fit to a three-dimensional, normal diffusion
equation (grey line; top: residuals). C, logarithms of
the mean aqueous D values of CR∗, 3 kDa, 10 kDa,
40 kDa and 70 kDa FD plotted against the
logarithms of their MW. Four experiments each.
S.E.M. values are smaller than the markers. Linear
regression to the dextran data yielded a slope of
–0.55. CR, calretinin; CR∗, dye-labelled CR; FD,
fluorescein dextrans; MW, molecular weight; Res.,
residuals.
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Figure 4. Decreased mobility of CR∗ during neuronal activity
A, left: a granule cell loaded with 50 μM OGB-1 and 50 μM Atto-637 via a somatic patch pipette. The box
delineates the dendritic region (shown magnified on the right) from which the fluorescence signals in B were
recorded. The corresponding regions of interest are denoted by solid and dashed ellipses. B, top: voltage response
(Vm) to a somatic current injection (Ihold) of the granule cell shown in A. Bottom: associated relative fluorescence
increases of OGB-1 (�F/F0) recorded from the dendritic regions indicated by the small dashed (grey traces) and
large solid ellipses (black trace) in A. C, scheme of CR (upper panel) with the EF-hands of which five bind Ca2+
(Schwaller et al. 1997). The N- and C-terminals as well as the numbering of the amino acids are indicated. The
lower panel shows a numerical simulation of CR’s Ca2+ saturation during the average action potential train in the
absence of indicator dye. The dashed line indicates 0% saturation. The resting saturation is 4.7%. The two bottom
traces illustrate the experimental approach for FRAP recordings during action potential firing. D, FRAP time course
of CR∗ during repetitive firing (average of six recordings). The continuous line represents a fit of the recovery to
the subdiffusion equation. E, cumulative probability graph of D10ms values under control conditions (‘CR∗ rest’,
‘10 kDa FD rest’; data from Fig. 2C) and during action potential firing (‘CR∗ stim’; n = 56 recordings from 10 cells;
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occurring in aspiny dendrites. Data from aspiny dendrites
of neocortical interneurons (Goldberg et al. 2003) and
cerebellar stellate cells (Soler-Llavina & Sabatini, 2006)
make it unlikely that morphological constraints delay
diffusion. In consequence, transient trapping by inter-
actions with large and/or immobile molecules could be
responsible for anomalous diffusion (Saxton, 1996). For
an inert tracer such as FD as well as for proteins, electro-
static interactions may represent a probable explanation.
Further experimentation, however, will be required to
identify the factors inducing anomalous diffusion in
dendrites and somata.

CR diffused unexpectedly slowly in granule cells,
especially when compared to dextrans of similar molecular
weight (Fig. 2C and E). Typically, proteins diffuse faster
than dextrans (Fig. 3C), most likely due to their different
tertiary structure (Arrio-Dupont et al. 1996). In Purkinje
cells, for example, the observed diffusion coefficient for
parvalbumin is ∼1.4 times larger than that expected for a
dextran of comparable size (Schmidt et al. 2003a). We
attribute CR’s low mobility to an interaction with yet
unidentified intracellular binding partners.

Depending on the endogenous concentration of CR
([CR]endo), we may have over- or underestimated the
retardation of CRs mobility. If [CR]endo would be sub-
stantially higher than our estimate of 80 μM, saturation of
binding partners may occur in unperturbed cells, leading
to a higher average mobility. If, on the other hand,
[CR]endo would be substantially lower (and if binding
partners are already substantially saturated at 80 μM), we
may have underestimated CR’s mobility. However, given
the quantitative data on the endogenous Ca2+-binding
capacity of granule cells (Brenowitz & Regehr, 2007), for
which CR is the only endogenous Ca2+ buffer expressed
at a relevant concentration (Schiffmann et al. 1999), and
given the Ca2+-binding kinetics of CR (Faas et al. 2007), we
consider 80 μM to represent the most likely value, or at least
an upper limit of [CR]endo. In line with this assumption, we
could recently show that this CR concentration maximizes
the overlap between simulations and Ca2+ imaging data
as well as electrophysiological recordings from wild-type
and CR-deficient mice (Schmidt et al. 2013).

Irrespective of the stoichiometry, the binding partners
must be of considerable size and/or they must be
immobilized to explain the substantial immobilization
they exert on CR. Interestingly, CR has been shown to be
associated with membranes (Winsky & Kúznicki, 1995;

Hack et al. 2000) and to regulate voltage-gated Ca2+

channels (Christel et al. 2012). However, the expected
dendritic channel density is too low to convey a substantial
retardation of μM amounts of CR, therefore additional
targets need to be considered, such as interactions with
cytoskeletal or cytoskeletal-associated elements (Marilley
& Schwaller, 2000).

Independent of the identity of the target, we suggest
EF-hand 5 as the likely interaction site of CR (Fig. 4F and
G). EF-hand 5 has a rather low Ca2+ affinity (∼36 μM,
Faas et al. 2007), rendering it important for buffering Ca2+

close to the mouth of open Ca2+ channels (Schmidt et al.
2013) but poorly suited to affect the low-amplitude Ca2+

dynamics occurring within dendrites and somata.
Characteristic for a Ca2+ sensor are conformational

changes upon Ca2+ binding, which enable interaction
with binding partners (da Silva & Reinach, 1991; Ikura,
1996). Such conformational changes were found for rat
and for human CR upon Ca2+ binding in vitro (Kúznicki
et al. 1995a,b; Schwaller et al. 1997). Furthermore, Winsky
and Kúznicki (1995) demonstrated a Ca2+-dependent
interaction of CR with a brain membrane fraction in
vitro and Hack et al. (2000) showed for chick auditory
brainstem neurons that CR gets concentrated beneath
the plasma membrane during postnatal development.
Our data suggest that EF-hand 5 acquired an additional
function as an interacting site. As CR’s mobility is
reduced by submicromolar Ca2+ and as EF-hand 6 is
non-functional (Schwaller et al. 1997), Ca2+ binding by
EF-hands 1–4 (Faas et al. 2007) is proposed to allosterically
affect the EF-hand 5 region.

It cannot be excluded that the labelling procedure
affected the spatial structure of CR and, therefore, its
molecular interactions, because this possibility is an
inherent and at present unavoidable problem of any
labelling procedure. Yet, because of the small size of the
fluorescent label and because our procedure led to a pre-
ferential labelling of the α-amino group, which is at the
opposite site of the proposed interaction site, we consider
it unlikely that the labelling strongly affected CR’s tertiary
structure and, thereby, induced the specific binding via
EF-hand 5.

In other Ca2+ sensor proteins of the EF-hand family,
e.g. the neuronal Ca2+ sensor subfamily, Ca2+-dependent
immobilization is caused by the ‘myristoyl switch’, where
a myristoyl group attached to an amino acid in the
N-terminal region is inserted in the plasma membrane

∗P < 0.05 and ‘10 kDa FD∗ stim’; n = 36 recordings from nine cells). F, FRAP time course of CR∗ in the presence
of peptide resembling EF-hand 5 of CR, the putative interaction site. The continuous line represents a fit of the
recovery to the subdiffusion equation. Note the accelerated recovery compared to Fig. 2B. G, cumulative probability
histograms of D10ms values under control conditions (CR∗; as in 2C) or in the presence of peptide representing
EF-hand 5 of CR (‘pep’; n = 92 recordings from 17 cells) or a scrambled peptide (‘scr’; n = 76/7). ∗∗P < 0.001.
CR, calretinin; CR∗, dye-labelled CR; FD, fluorescein dextrans.
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caused by a Ca2+-dependent conformational change of
the protein (Spilker & Braunewell, 2003; Burgoyne, 2004).
We hypothesize that the low-affinity EF-hand 5 represents
another way of transiently immobilizing a CaBP (CR)
to specific targets. Thus, in light of our findings CR,
initially considered as a conventional mobile Ca2+ buffer,
has to be viewed as an immobilizable neuronal Ca2+

sensor. Whether the effects of immobilized CR are linked
to its Ca2+-binding properties or to modulation of
CR targets remains to be determined. Identifying CR’s
specific binding partners, possibly also differing in various
CR-expressing subpopulations will be of importance in
understanding the physiological significance behind CR’s
cell type-specific expression in the CNS.
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Abstract

Osteogenesis and angiogenesis are two integrated components in bone repair and regeneration. A 

deeper understanding of osteogenesis and angiogenesis has been hampered by technical 

difficulties of analyzing bone and neovasculature simultaneously in spatiotemporal scales and in 

three-dimensional formats. To overcome these barriers, a cranial defect window chamber model 

was established that enabled high-resolution, longitudinal, and real-time tracking of angiogenesis 

and bone defect healing via Multiphoton Laser Scanning Microscopy (MPLSM). By 

simultaneously probing new bone matrix via second harmonic generation (SHG), neovascular 

networks via intravenous perfusion of fluorophore, and osteoblast differentiation via 2.3kb 

collagen type I promoter driven GFP (Col2.3GFP), we examined the morphogenetic sequence of 

cranial bone defect healing and further established the spatiotemporal analyses of osteogenesis and 

angiogenesis coupling in repair and regeneration. We demonstrated that bone defect closure was 

initiated in the residual bone around the edge of the defect. The expansion and migration of 

osteoprogenitors into the bone defect occurred during the first 3 weeks of healing, coupled with 

vigorous microvessel angiogenesis at the leading edge of the defect. Subsequent bone repair was 

marked by matrix deposition and active vascular network remodeling within new bone. 

Implantation of bone marrow stromal cells (BMSCs) isolated from Col2.3GFP mice further 

showed that donor-dependent bone formation occurred rapidly within the first 3 weeks of 

implantation, in concert with early angiogenesis. The subsequent bone wound closure was largely 

host-dependent, associated with localized modest induction of angiogenesis. The establishment of 

a live imaging platform via cranial window provides a unique tool to understand osteogenesis and 

angiogenesis in repair and regeneration, enabling further elucidation of the spatiotemporal 

regulatory mechanisms of osteoprogenitor cell interactions with host bone healing 

microenvironment.
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INTRODUCTION

Bone defect healing is a dynamic progenitor cell-driven tissue morphogenetic process that 

requires coordinated osteogenesis and angiogenesis at the site of repair (1,2). The 

coordination between osteogenesis and angiogenesis is thought to be achieved by the 

complex interplay of auto- and paracrine factors produced by osteoblasts, endothelial cells 

and their precursors (3,4). While the essential role of osteogenesis and angiogenesis in bone 

defect repair has been established, the molecular and cellular interplay between bone 

forming and vessel forming cells has yet to be fully elucidated. Furthermore, due to the lack 

of an animal model that permits real-time, longitudinal, and high resolution analyses of 

osteogenesis and angiogenesis, our understanding of the spatiotemporal regulation of 

osteogenesis and angiogenesis during defect repair remains extremely limited. Since bone 

defect repair is a dynamic process controlled at multiple spatial and temporal scales, 

establishing the capability to analyze osteoprogenitor cell dynamics and their interaction 

with neovasculature is crucial for advancing our understanding of bone defect repair and for 

further optimizing material-based approaches to orchestrating spatiotemporal delivery of 

single or multiple cues capable of instructing both host and donor cells for improved bone 

defect reconstruction (5).

Multiphoton laser scanning microscopy (MPLSM) has emerged as a superior in vivo 

imaging modality for analyses of thick tissues in living animals (6,7). The key advantages of 

MPLSM include confocal-like imaging quality, reduced photo-damage, and enhanced 

imaging depth. Multiphoton microscopy further permits morphological and functional 

analyses of neovasculature with benefits of high spatiotemporal resolution, minimal 

invasiveness and 3D capability (8–11). In addition to imaging nonlinear fluorescence 

excitation, multiphoton microscopy can also be used for imaging bone matrix through 

second harmonic generation (SHG) (12,13). The unique capability of this technology that 

allows simultaneous visualization of cells, ECM, as well as the surrounding vascular 

networks, offers a superior imaging modality for dynamic, real-time and simultaneous 

analyses of osteogenesis and angiogenesis in bone tissue repair and regeneration.

The goal of our current study was to establish a MPLSM-based live imaging platform for 

real-time, non-destructive, and high resolution analyses of osteogenesis and angiogenesis in 

bone defect repair and regeneration. Utilizing a cranial defect window chamber model and 

an osteogenic-specific promoter-driven GFP reporter mouse model (Col2.3GFP), we 

demonstrated for the first time the spatiotemporal analysis of defect healing and 

osteogenesis and angiogenesis coupling at the site of cranial bone defect repair and 

regeneration. Our study highlighted the coordinated interactions between osteogenic and 

angiogenic compartments during repair and regeneration, further validating the use of 

MPLSM combined with the cranial defect window chamber model as a unique and novel 

tool for understanding bone defect repair and for delineating the molecular and cellular 
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interactions of the osteogenesis and angiogenesis coupling in bone defect repair and 

reconstruction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and reagents

Col2.3GFP transgenic mice were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, 

Maine). NestinGFP mice were kindly provided by Dr. Grigori N. Enikolopov at Cold Spring 

Harbor Laboratories (14,15). Immunocompromised mice (bg-nu/nu-xid) were purchased 

from Harlan Sprague Dawley Inc. All surgical interventions were approved by the 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Rochester.

Cranial defect window chamber model

The cranial window chamber model in mice has been previously reported for analyses of 

brain cell function and tumor-associated neovascularization (16,17). The model was further 

modified to meet the need for long-term tracking of defect healing via intravital imaging. 

Briefly, the surgical mouse was anesthetized with a mixture of Ketamine and Xylazine and 

placed on a stereotaxic frame (Stoelting Co. Wood Dale, IL) for microsurgery. To create a 

window chamber, a custom-made 0.5 mm-thick spacer made of poly (aryl-ether-ether-

ketone) (PEEK) was glued onto skull using cyanoacrylate glue (Loctite, Cat #45404). The 

defect region was carefully exposed through a circular 6 mm (diameter) opening at the 

center of the spacer. A full thickness defect was created in the parietal bone of mouse 

calvarium using a tungsten vanadium inverted cone bur (Armstrong Tool & Supply 

Company, Livonia, Michigan) attached to a high-speed micro-drill (Stoelting Co. Wood 

Dale, IL). A circular cover-glass slip was gently lowered to cover the open-skull region and 

glued onto the top of the spacer. The wound was sealed to the edge of the optical window 

with a thin layer of dental cement (Stryker, Cat#0700-6-437, surgical grade). The custom-

made spacer was used to position the animal head onto a platform for subsequent MPLSM 

imaging. A schematic illustrating the cranial defect window chamber model in mice is 

shown in Supplemental Fig. S1A&B. Once established, the mouse with a window chamber 

can survive over a 6-month period with no visible signs of distress.

The size of the defect was controlled using a 0.9 mm or 1.8 mm size Busch inverted cone 

bur (Armstrong Tool & Supply Company, Livonia, MI) which generates a 1 mm or 2 mm 

full thickness defect, respectively, in the parietal bone. The healing dynamics of 1 mm or 2 

mm-sized defects was examined by MPLSM and microCT over a 3 month period. Although 

both defects failed to completely heal in the window chamber over a 3 month period 

(supplemental Fig. S2), 1 mm defects induced a more robust healing response at the leading 

edge of the defect, and therefore were used in the MPLSM analyses for osteogenesis and 

angiogenesis.

Multiphoton-Laser-Scanning Microscopy (MPLSM)

An Olympus FV1000-AOM multiphoton imaging system (Olympus), equipped with a 

Titanium:Sapphire laser (Spectra-Physics), a C-Apochromat 10X/0.45 (Zeiss), and a 25X/

1.05 (Olympus) water immersion objective, was used for live imaging of the cranial defect 
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healing. Images were acquired at 512×512 pixels, 0.2 μs pixel dwell with the laser tuned to 

780nm. The fluorescence of GFP and second harmonic signals (SHG) was collected with a 

517/23-nm and a 390/20- nm bandpass filters (Semrock, Rochester, NY), respectively. To 

visualize the blood vessel network, Q-tracker 655 nanocrystals (Invitrogen, Grand Island, 

NY) were injected intraveneously via a femoral vein into mouse circulation according to the 

instruction from the manufacturer (InVitrogen). Far red fluorescence from nanocrystals was 

detected using a far red bandpass emission filter (Semrock), 655/40 nm). Using the 10x 

water immersion objective len (Zeiss), a 1.3×1.3 mm multichannel z-series stack with 5μm 

steps was obtained. The z-series stack allowed 3D reconstruction of the defect up to a depth 

of 300μm (supplemental Video1&2). The defects were imaged at the indicated time points 

post-surgery until euthanized. The multichannel 2D slice viewing and 3D reconstruction of 

defect were conducted using Amira software developed by Visualization Sciences Group 

(VSG, Burlington MA).

Quantification of SHG propagation and Col2.3GFP cell dynamics in cranial defect repair

To characterize collagen matrix propagation and Col2.3GFP (+) cell dynamics, the defect 

was imaged over a period of 9 weeks by MPLSM. To ensure accuracy of the analyses, all 

imaging parameters, including laser power, PMT voltages and compensation were 

maintained constant throughout the entire experiment. Based on the SHG microscopy, which 

provided the contour of the defect region, a region of interest (ROI) was established in the 

time-series images, referencing back to the circular defect region at the day 1 following 

surgery. To quantify SHG propagation within an ROI, a global thresholding method was 

used to quantify the total number of SHG (+) voxels above an appropriate threshold in time-

series images. The percentage volume of SHG occupying the total volume of the defect was 

used to depict the propagation of collagen bone matrix within the defect. Similarly, the 

volume of GFP (+) cells occupying the defect regions within defined ROI was obtained by 

quantifying the total number of green fluorescent voxels above an appropriate threshold 

across the time-series images. SHG signal from bone matrix could be easily distinguished 

from soft tissue by its distinct morphology and its association with Col2.3GFP cells during 

healing. A schematic illustrating the measurements of SHG and GFP (+) cells can be found 

in Supplemental Fig. S3. All measurements were performed using a combination of Image J 

and Amira.

To examine the extent of bone defect healing, the area of the defect was measured in ImageJ 

by tracing the circular defect region in the 2D images obtained from MPLSM. Since we are 

using a Busch inverted cone bur to create the defect, the shape of the defect is circular or 

nearly circular. Based on mathematical calculations, the radius of a circle can be 

approximated using the area of the circular region, i.e., . The mean of the cell 

advancing distance from the edges of the bone was determined by calculating the difference 

of the outer radius (corresponding to the original edge of the defect) and the inner radius 

(corresponding to the leading edge of the expanding cells). The original radius of the defect 

at day 1 was calculated as , where A_0 is the area of the defect at day 1. The 

area of the defect region that was not occupied by the cells at each indicated time point was 
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used to approximately calculate the radius of the inner circle as: , 

where A_inner is the area of the void in the defect. The advancing distance of osteoblasts at 

the indicated time points is then given by r_0 – r_inner. The difference was further 

normalized by the radius of the original defect and plotted as a function of time.

Quantitative and histomorphometric analyses of neovascularization at the site of cranial 
bone defect repair

A method for quantitative analyses of blood vessels was illustrated in supplemental Fig. S4 

and supplemental video 3. Briefly, blood vessels (red channel) and SHG (white channel) 

were imaged simultaneously. The entire defect as illustrated by SHG and the surrounding 

vascular network (supplemental Fig. S4A) was reconstructed in 3D format using a 

multichannel z-series stack. To analyze the vascular network (supplemental Fig. S4B), a 

region of interest (ROI) was created to include all the vessels associated with the SHG 

signals produced by bone matrix. This vascular network was then isolated using Amira 

Segmentation Editor to obtain the final segmented vascular image (Fig. S4C), which was 

subjected to a series of morphometric analyses: vascular volume (Vasc. Vol.), total volume 

(T. Vol.), and vascular volume fraction (Vol. Fract.) (i.e., the ratio of Vasc. Vol. over T. 

Vol.). Using Amira’s AutoSkeleton module, which implements a distance-ordered 

homotopic thinning operation, the segmented 3D vascular network was further skeletonized 

to generate a line-based network that was topologically equivalent to the original network 

(supplemental Fig. S4D) (18,19). The skeleton was superimposed on the original image to 

assess the relative accuracy of this method (supplemental Fig. S2E). The final skeletonized 

vessel network was obtained by manually retracing of the skeletons using Amira’s 

Filamental Editor to remove false segments. Based on the skeletonized network, the number 

of vascular segments (NV), total vessel length (T. Length), and vessel length fraction 

(L.Fract.) (i.e., ratio of vessel length to total volume) were read from the Amira software. 

The average vessel thickness (Avg. Vess. Th.) and the associated vessel thickness 

distribution (Fig. S4F&G) were further calculated using an ImageJ plugin developed by 

Robert Dougherty (20). The complete process for quantification of vascularity was 

illustrated in Supplemental Video 3.

To detail the dynamic changes of osteogenesis and angiogenesis coupling at the site of 

repair and to ensure clear visualization of microvessels at the site of defect, clusters of 

Col2.3GFP osteoblasts were tracked in time series at a higher magnification over a period of 

9 weeks. Quantitative and histomorphometric analyses of neovasculature as described above 

were performed simultaneously with volumetric quantification of Col2.3GFP cells and 

SHG. Analyses were performed in 5 regions from a group of 4 mice, covering a field of 

view of 0.75×0.75×0.15mm3 for each region.

CD31 Immunohistochemical staining of vascular network in cranial defect

Mouse was perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde at week 2 following surgery. The cranial 

defect region of the mouse skull was harvested. The sample was treated with 3% bovine 

albumin in PBS containing 0.3% Triton X-100, followed by staining with CD31 antibody 

conjugated with Phycoerythrin (PE) (BD Pharmingen, Cat# BD 553373) or αSMA antibody 
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conjugated with Cy3 (Sigma. Cat# C6198, clone 1A4). The samples were imaged via 

MPLSM as described above. The multichannel images obtained were analyzed using Amira 

and Image J. Calvarial defect samples were cryo-sectioned and stained with CD31 or αSMA 

antibodies. Tissue sections (5μm thick) were imaged and photographed under a fluorescent 

microscope (Zeiss Axio Imager, Zeiss) using 40x lens.

Isolation, seeding and implantation of bone marrow stromal cells (BMSCs)

Bone marrow cells were isolated from 2-month-old Col2.3GFP transgenic mice as 

previously described with slight modification (21). Briefly, bone marrow cells were flushed 

from marrow cavity by slowly injecting α-MEM at one end of the bone using a sterile 21-

gauge needle. The marrow suspension was dispersed gently by pipetting several times to 

obtain a single cell suspension. The cell suspension was further filtered through a 70μm cell 

strainer (Falcon) to remove debris. The collected cell suspension was gently overlaid onto 

Hitopaque1083 (Sigma) and centrifuged at 1100g for 20mins. Mononuclear cells were 

collected from the interphase and plated on six-well plates at a density of 2X106/cm2 and 

cultured in α-MEM containing 15% FBS (HyClone Laboratories) for 48 hours. The medium 

was removed by the end of 48 hours and the culture was washed to remove all non-adherent 

cells. Adherent cells were further cultured in fresh MEM with 15% FBS for additional 10 

days. The adherent bone marrow stromal cells (BMSCs) were released from the culture plate 

at day 10 using trypsin and EDTA. The recovered BMSCs were mixed with naturalized 

collagen solution (3mg/ml, BioMatrix) and congealed at 37°C for 30 mins (22). A 2 mm3 

gel containing about 2×105 cells was punched out and subsequently implanted into a 2 mm 

defect.

Longtudinal live microCT scanning

Mice were sedated with isoflurane and restrained in a custom-made chamber containing 

isoflurane. The mouse skull was scanned by a Scanco Viva CT40 system (Scanco Medical) 

at a voxel size of 17.5 μm. Imaging was performed on the same groups of mice repeated 

over three months. From the 2D images generated, the defect was reconstructed in 3D and 

analyzed using Amira software combined with Image J. The rate of the defect healing was 

evaluated by calculating the area of the defect closure over a period of 3 months.

Statistical analyses

Data are expressed as the mean ± SEM. Comparison was made among time-series data sets 

obtained from a group of 4 mice. Statistical significance was determined using repeated 

measures one-way ANOVA and a Tukey’s posthoc test in GraphPad (GraphPad Prism, San 

Diego, CA). A p value <0.05 was considered statistically significant. Multivariate 

correlation analyses were performed in Excel and GraphPad. The Pearson correlation 

coefficients (R) between groups were analyzed in GraphPad to obtain a p value and an F 

value. A p value <0.05 following Bonferroni correction was considered statistically 

significant.
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RESULTS

Real-time imaging of bone defect repair via MPLSM in the cranial defect window chamber 
model

A defect was created in the parietal bone of a 2.3kb collage type 1 promoter-driven GFP 

transgenic mouse (Col2.3GFP), which permitted the tracking of osteoblast differentiation at 

the repair site (23). The superior optical sectioning capability of MPLSM enabled 

simultaneous visualization of GFP (+) cells (Green channel), SHG (+) collagen matrix 

(white channel), and neovasculature (red channel) at 2D and 3D dimensions (Supplemental 

Fig. S1E–G and Supplemental videos 1&2). Reconstruction of the images from live 

microCT scanning (Supplemental Fig. S1D) and MPLSM/SHG microscopy (Supplemental 

Fig. S1E) illustrated the remarkable agreement between these two approaches, which 

combine the high depth penetration of microCT scanning with the molecular and cellular 

specificity of MPLSM.

To perform longitudinal analyses, the entire defect was surveyed and reconstructed to 

illustrate bone (white), vessels (red), and osteoblasts (green) separately or in combination at 

the indicated time points (Fig. 1). As shown, the nascent blood vessels were found at week 

1, extending outward to the rim of the defect (Fig. 1A2). The newly formed vessels were 

often irregular and disorganized. Mature vessels were visualized after week 2, radially 

distributed around the bone defect (Fig. 1A3). Angiogenesis at the defect region persisted 

during the first 6 weeks and subsided at week 9 (Fig. 1A4–6). GFP and SHG signal at the 

site of repair were assessed (Fig. 1, panel B). Col2.3 GFP (+) cells were first identified in the 

residual bone around the edge of the defect during week 1 (Fig. 1B2, arrows). More GFP (+) 

osteoblasts appeared at week 2 around the rim of the defect (Fig. 1B3). These GFP (+) 

osteoblasts expanded in size and volume, further advancing into the defect in week 3 and 

onward. The propagation of SHG (+) signals within the defect was evident at week 3 and 

progressively increased over time (Fig. 1B4–5). Quantitative analyses showed that GFP (+) 

osteoblast volume increased at week 2, peaked between 3–6 weeks and decreased at week 9 

(Fig. 1C, n=4). The SHG signal within the defect continued to increase over a 9-week 

period, with significant propagation detected between week 3 and 9 (Fig. 1D). A greater 

percentage of defect closure at the center region was observed in the first 3–4 weeks of 

healing as indicated by the percent rate of defect closure (Fig. 1E). Measurement of the 

osteoblast advancing distance towards the center of the defect indicated that osteoblast 

progenitors expanded into the defect at a faster pace during the first 3 weeks of healing (Fig. 

1F). The average advancing distance of GFP (+) cells at the leading edge of the defect was 

calculated as ~ 6μm/day during the first three weeks and ~2μm/day during the last 4–9 

weeks (n=4). A similar faster rate of defect closure within the first 4 weeks of healing was 

further confirmed by live microCT scans (supplemental Fig. S2A). Collectively, these data 

indicate that effective bone wound closure depends on osteoblastic activity initiated at the 

leading edge of the bone defect during early stages of healing.
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Real-time tracking of the clusters of Col2.3GFP (+) osteoblasts and the coupled 
angiogenesis at the site of defect repair

To examine the dynamics and coupling of osteogenesis and angiogenesis during repair, 

clusters of Col2.3GFP (+) cells identified at the edge of the bone defect were tracked at a 

higher magnification over a period of 9 weeks (Fig. 2, panel A to E). As shown, at week 1, 

GFP (+) clusters were found in the residual bone at the edge of the bony defect (Fig. 2, panel 

A, and Fig. 2F1 as indicated by arrows). These clusters of GFP (+) cells were found to be in 

close proximity of the invading blood vessels (Fig. 2F2, arrows). At week 2, the same 

clusters of Col2.3 GFP (+) cells expanded into the defect site, surrounded by numerous 

newly formed microvessels at the leading edge of the bone defect (Fig. 2, panel B). Weak 

SHG signals were detected among these cells (Fig. 2B3), indicating that they were less 

mature osteoblasts. At a higher magnification, micro-capillary vessels were found 

intertwined within these expanded Col2.3 GFP (+) cell clusters (Fig. 2G1&2 yellow arrows). 

A few GFP (+) cells were found extending along blood vessels in bone matrix (Fig. 2G1&2, 

blue arrow). At week 3, the same groups of cells expanded into the wound and increased in 

size and volume (Fig. 2, panel C). These cells produced a significant amount of bone matrix 

as indicated by the induction of high contrast SHG signals (Fig. 2C3). At a deeper level, 

microvessels were found embedded within new bone matrix (Fig. 2C4–6). The larger 

vessels inside bone matrix were surrounded by Col2.3 GFP (+) cells (high magnification 

Fig. 2H1&2, blue arrows). Careful examination showed that GFP (+) osteoblasts were 

situated along the edges of the bony channels, suggesting the active modeling of the bony 

channel by osteoblasts to support vascular ingrowth in bone tissue. By week 6, angiogenesis 

subsided as evidenced by the reduction of microvessels at the site of the defect repair (Fig. 

2, panel D). Within the new bone matrix, enlarged sinusoidal blood vessels were formed 

(Fig. 2D4–6 and Fig. 2I1&2, yellow arrows). Continued tracking of the defect at week 9 

showed a significant reduction of Col2.3GFP (+) cells at the site of healing, along with 

regression of vessels within and around bone matrix (Fig. 2, panel E). More mature bone 

matrix was built along the edge of bony defect as indicated by high contrast SHG signals. 

Remodeled blood vessels could be found intertwined within bone marrow spaces (Fig. 

2J1&2, arrows).

Another time-series of images obtained at a different repair site further highlighted the key 

changes in neovasculature during repair (Fig. 3, panel A to E). Notably, the micro-capillary 

vessels were found intertwined within the expanding osteoblast clusters at the leading edge 

of the bone defect throughout weeks 2 and 3 (Fig. 3A1–3 and B1–3, circled region). 

Measurements of these vessels showed an average diameter of 7.35±3.2 μm (n=50). The 

quantity of these microvessels at the leading edge of the defect dwindled as the 

osteoblastogenesis subsided at a later stage of healing (Fig. 3C3–E3, circled regions), 

indicating a critical role of these microvessels for expansion and migration of the osteoblasts 

into the center of the defect wound. In addition to the changes in microvessels, active 

modeling and remodeling of blood vessel network within new bone matrix were noted (Fig. 

3C3&D3&E3, arrows). The appearance of the large and irregular sinusoidal vessels in the 

bony tissue was evident at a later stage of healing and coincided with active remodeling of 

bone matrix and formation of bone marrow space.
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To characterize the dynamic changes of osteogenesis and angiogenesis coupling during 

defect healing, quantitative histomorphometric analyses of GFP (+) cells, SHG and 

neovascularization were performed at the active bone repair sites using time-series images 

obtained at a higher magnification. Osteoblast volume increased at week 2, peaked at week 

3 and decreased at week 9 (Fig. 4A). SHG progressively increased over a period of 9 weeks 

indicating the propagation and deposition of new bone matrix (Fig. 4B). Localized 

angiogenesis was characterized and quantified using a series of measurements. T. Length 

and L. Fract. were increased at week 1, preceding the induction of osteoblastogenesis. The 

two parameters peaked during weeks 2 and 3, coinciding with the peak of 

osteoblastogenesis, and further reduced at week 6, preceding the decline of osteogenesis at 

week 9 (Fig. 4C and D, n=4). Compared to T.Length and L.Fract, other measurements 

namely Vasc. Vol. and Avg. Vess. Th. showed a similar trend of induction but exhibited a 

significant variability among samples (Fig. 4E, F and G). In the vessel thickness distribution 

analyses, similar trend of changes were observed, with vessels less than 10μm exhibiting a 

better correlation with osteoblast volume during healing (Fig. 4H).

Multivariate correlation analyses were performed using time-series data obtained from 

histomorphometric imaging analyses to determine the correlation among SHG volume, 

Col2.3 GFP (+) cell volume, and vascularity. SHG was found to be correlated with neither 

GFP volume nor vascularity (Supplemental Table 1.). In contrast, Col2.3GFP (+) cell 

volume demonstrated statistically significant correlations with a number of vascular 

measurements, including T. Length, L.Fract., Avg. Vess. Th., Vasc. Vol. and Vol. Fract. 

(Table 1). Among them, T. Length Fract. showed the strongest correlation with GFP (+) cell 

volume (R=0.69, p=0.0016), and Vasc. Vol. and Vol. Fract. showed the weakest (R=0.52, 

p=0.02). If three parameters were combined, e.g., Vasc. Vol., T. Length and Avg. Vess. Th. in 

a multivariate regression analysis, an improved correlation coefficient (R) reached to 0.82, 

with a R2 of 0.62 (p<0.001), demonstrating a significant correlation of vascularity with 

Col2.3GFP (+) cells at the regions of active repair. In vessel distribution analyses, we found 

that vessels less than 10 μm showed a better correlation with osteoblast volume than vessels 

greater than 10 μm (R=0.60, p=0.02), again suggesting that microvessel angiogenesis is 

critical for osteoblast-dependent repair.

To further characterize the regenerative microvasculature at the leading edge of the cranial 

defect, a nestin-GFP transgenic mouse model, which has been shown to mark nascent 

vessels in collagen-mediated angiogenesis and in skin wound healing (24,25), was utilized. 

In un-injured mice, nestin-GFP (+) cells could be occasionally identified in bone marrow 

space adjacent to a blood vessel in parietal bone. In the suture, a large number of nestin-GFP 

(+) cells could be found associated with blood vessels (data not shown). Following cranial 

defect surgery, nestin-GFP (+) cells were identified at the repair site at week 1, attaching to 

the irregularly shaped nascent blood vessels at the surface of the bone wound (Fig. 5A). For 

a duration of week 2 and onward, a large number of nestin-GFP (+) blood vessels were 

found at the surface of bone wound, primarily located in soft tissue (Fig. 5B). Only a very 

small number of nestin-GFP (+) cells were identified at the leading edge of the bone defect 

(Fig. 5C), indicating that the microvasculature at the bone repair site was mostly nestin-GFP 

negative. To establish the identity of nestin-GFP (+) cells associated with blood vessels, 
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immunofluorescent stainings on intact calvaria sample harvested from the defect site were 

performed. As shown, nestin-GFP (+) vessels co-localized with CD31 (+) vessels primarily 

in soft tissue on the surface of the bone wound (Fig. 5D). Microvessels at the leading edge 

of the bone defect were largely negative for nestin (Fig. 5E). Both endothelial and pericytic 

location of nestin-GFP (+) cells were observed in MPLSM imaging (Fig. 5F). Higher 

magnification MPLSM images depicted nestin-GFP (+) cells as typical endothelial lining 

cells along CD31 (+) vessels (Fig. 5G–I, arrows). Nestin-GFP (+) cells also stained positive 

for αSMA (Fig. 5K–M, arrow). Further immunohistochemical stainings of CD31 and αSMA 

using histologic sections prepared from calvaria samples confirm the co-localization of 

nestin-GFP (+) cells with CD31 (+) endothelial cells (Fig. 5J, arrow) and αSMA(+) 

pericytes (Fig. 5N, arrow), demonstrating that nestin marks both endothelial cells and 

pericytes on blood vessels. To further establish the expression of nestin in nascent forming 

vessels, we performed tubular formation assay using stromal vascular fraction of adipose 

tissue from nestin-GFP mice (26). Extensive nestin (+) tubular networks were identified in 

the culture, co-localizing with CD31 (supplemental Fig. S7).

Real-time tracking of donor BMSC-mediated bone defect repair and reconstruction

The establishment of a chronic window chamber model further enables us to track donor 

progenitor cell-mediated bone regeneration at the defect site. To track donor cell 

differentiation and bone formation in real-time and longitudinal fashion, bone marrow 

stromal cells (BMSCs) derived from Col2.3 GFP mice were implanted into the site of a 

cranial defect. Prior to implantation, all BMSCs were GFP (−). Upon differentiation, 

osteogenic cells including osteoblasts and early osteocytes in forming osteoid become GFP 

(+), facilitating tracking of osteogenic differentiation and bone forming activity in vivo 

(23,27). As illustrated, progressive new bone formation within the defect region was 

detected by live longitudinal microCT scans over a period of 14 weeks (Fig. 6, panel A). A 

similar time course of defect healing was depicted by 3D reconstruction of MPLSM images 

obtained from the same defect (Fig. 6, panel B). The analyses of the MPLSM time-series 

showed that clusters of Col2.3GFP (+) BMSCs appeared at day 10 post-implantation, 

surrounded by nascent blood vessels (Fig. 6B1). Col2.3 GFP (+) cells were quickly replaced 

with bone tissue between days 14–20 as indicated by live microCT scanning (Fig. 6A2) and 

MPLSM imaging (Fig. 6B2). A significant number of GFP (+) cells were found embedded 

in new bone matrix indicating direct donor cell-dependent new bone formation during the 

early stages of healing (Fig. 6C2). Continued monitoring of the defect over the next 11 

weeks showed progressive bone wound closure (Fig. 6B3–B6&C3–C6). Based on the 

presence of the donor GFP (+) cells in the time-series images, it was evident that late stage 

bone formation and bone wound closure were largely dependent on the host (Fig. 6C3–6 and 

D3–6). Although scattered donor GFP (+) bone nodules (yellow arrows in Fig. 6C3&C4) 

were found within the defect, tracking of these isolated bone nodules showed that the GFP 

(+) donor osteoblasts slightly expanded in volume and were eventually embedded within 

host bone at a later stage. While host-dependent bone formation primarily arose from the 

edge of the defect, scattered GFP (−) bone nodules (host origin) could be identified within 

the center region of the defect. Examination of the neovascularization at the defect site 

showed that induction of overall vascularity coincided with early osteogenesis (Fig. 6. Panel 

D). Blood vessels remodeled and regressed as the bone matrix built up and became more 
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mature. Only modest induction of vascularity was shown at the localized region, 

corresponding to the enhanced host bone formation at weeks 9 and 14 (Fig. 6D5&D6, white 

boxed region).

Donor-dependent bone formation and the associated neovascularization were further 

illustrated at a higher magnification over time (Fig. 6, panel E&F). At day 10, nascent 

vessels were found invading the differentiated GFP (+) osteoblastic donor cells (Fig. 6E1). 

These cells quickly laid down bone matrix between days 10 and 20 as indicated by SHG 

(Fig. 6E2). Microvessels were found closely encircled around GFP (+) cells within new 

bone at days 20–30 following implantation (Fig. 6E2–3 and F2–3). These blood vessels 

were subsequently remodeled and regressed as more bone matrix was built, leading to the 

formation of vascular channels and bone marrow spaces (Fig. 6E4–6& F4–6). Interestingly, 

we found that some donor GFP (+) cells persisted in newly formed bone, particularly in 

areas where marrow cavity and sinusoidal vessels were formed at a later stage (Fig. 6F2–6). 

Histology of the same sample harvested at week 14 illustrated the donor-derived bone in the 

calvaria defect (supplemental Fig. S8).

DISCUSSION

To gain a better understanding of the spatiotemporal regulation of osteogenesis and 

angiogenesis in defect repair, we established a cranial defect window chamber model in 

mice that allows high-resolution, longitudinal, and real-time analyses of bone defect healing 

and osteogenesis and angiogenesis coupling via Multiphoton Laser Scanning Microscopy 

(MPLSM). Using this novel intravital imaging approach, we demonstrate for the first time 

the longitudinal and spatiotemporal analyses of osteogenesis and angiogenesis in cranial 

bone defect repair and regeneration. Our study provides basis for understanding molecular 

and cellular interactions of bone and vessel forming cells in cranial bone defect repair and 

regeneration, further offering a unique in vivo real-time imaging tool to track the fate of the 

progentior cells and their interactions with host healing microenvironment.

Bone defect repair is a dynamic tissue morphogenetic process orchestrated by progenitor 

cells, chemokines and growth factors produced at the site of repair. Despite the fact that the 

cranial bone defect model is being used as the first stage of in vivo study for bone 

regeneration and bone tissue engineering, the dynamic morphogenetic process of cranial 

bone defect healing has been poorly described. The spatiotemporal regulation of 

osteogenesis and angiogenesis in defect repair remains superficially understood. By 

simultaneously tracking SHG, Col2.3GFP (+) osteoblasts, and neovascularization in a 

windowed cranial defect model via MPLSM, we established the morphogenetic sequence 

and spatiotemporal coordination of osteogenesis and angiogenesis in cranial bone defect 

healing. Our study showed that at the early stage of healing, the expansion of the Col2.3GFP 

(+) osteoblasts coupled with vigorous angiogenesis and characteristic formation of micro-

capillary vessels at the leading edge of the defect. The significance of the coupling with 

micro-capillary vessels is further corroborated by multivariate correlation analyses which 

demonstrated a strong correlation of osteoblast volume with vascular parameters, 

particularly the blood vessel length and vessels less than 10μm in diameters at the site of 

repair. In concomitance with the early small vessel angiogenesis, the rate of the defect 
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healing, as measured by the advancing distance of GFP (+) osteoblasts into the defect, was 3 

times faster in the first 3 weeks than the last 6 weeks. These data collectively suggest that 

localized small vessel angiogenesis at the early stage of repair is critical for the expansion of 

osteoblasts and the induction of bone formation. Hence, prolonging this early osteogenic and 

angiogenic phase could be beneficial for enhancing defect closure.

In contrast to the early stage, the late stage bone defect healing was characterized by slow 

expansion of osteoblasts at the leading edge and active vascular network remodeling within 

the newly formed bone matrix. Vascular remodeling and regression are integral components 

of angiogenesis in tissue repair (28). The proper remodeling and pruning of neovasculature 

are critical for establishing bone homeostasis, developing sinusoids and restoring bone 

marrow in repair (29–31). How this remodeling process is regulated in repair and how it is 

affected by bone healing microenvironmnet in defect repair remain poorly understood. 

Further detailed studies using available fluorecent transgenic reporter mouse models will 

facilitate mapping of the spatiotemporal cues of the “morphogenetic field” of cranial defect 

repair, offering new insights for development of material-based approaches to orchestrating 

controlled delivery of growth factors and chemokines for repair and reconstruction.

The origin and sources of osteoblast precursors remains as one of the key interests in 

skeletal repair and regeneration. While periosteal progenitor cells have been recognized as a 

major source (32,33), studies have reported the contribution of skeletal progenitors from 

bone marrow, dura, as well as perivascular cells in cranial repair and regeneration (34–37). 

A 2.3kb collagen type I promoter driven GFP transgenic mouse model (Col2.3GFP) was 

used in our current study. It is reported that Col2.3GFP labels mature osteoblasts and 

osteocytes in forming bone (23,38). However, in our experiments, we found that Col2.3GFP 

also labeled early osteoprogenitors that had the capacity to migrate and expand into the 

wound healing site. Careful tracking of these cells showed that the osteoprogenitors 

originated from the residual bone at the rim of the bone defect (Fig. 1 and 2). The unique 

location of these cells suggests a potential contribution of osteoblasts from the living cells 

dwelling inside the bone tissue. It is known that skeletal progenitors can be directly isolated 

from the crushed bone chips (39), and several studies show that osteocytes can undergo 

dediferentiation and migrate out of lacunae to form osteoblasts in vitro (40,41). Further 

lineage tracing experiments in cranial windowed defects will assist in establishing the key 

sources of the osteoblasts in cranial defect repair.

Perivascular cells, often referred to as pericytes, have been shown as a source of skeletal 

stem/progenitor cells (31,42,43). The unique pericytic location of osteoblastic cells in repair 

tissue has been described by Maes et al. who suggest that osteoblast precursors (OSX +ve 

cells) enter the cartilage and bone along with blood vessels to form new trabecular bone 

during endochondral bone formation (44). A similar close location of osteoblasts with blood 

vessel was observed in our current study in both un-injured (suppelmental Fig. S5C, arrows) 

and injuried bone (Fig. 2G2&H2). Careful analyses showed that the majority of the GFP (+) 

osteoblasts along blood vessels were situated along the surface of bony channels, suggesting 

a mechanism that involves the induction of osteoblasts along vessel paths to facilitate 

dynamic vascular ingrowth and remodeling within the newly formed bone.
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In attempt to further characterize the neovascularization in repair, we examined the 

distribtuion of nestin-GFP (+) cells in repair tissue. Nestin (+) perivascular cells have been 

shown to constitute hematopoietic stem cell niches in bone marrow and further participate in 

bone remodeling and homeostasis (14). Nestin-GFP has also been associated with nascent 

vessels in collagen-induced angiogenesis and in skin wounds (25). Using nestin-GFP 

transgenic mice in cranial defect model, we found that nestin-GFP expressions were 

primarily associated with blood vessels in inflammatory soft tissues at the surface of the 

defect. In contrast, the regenerative micro-vasculature at the leading edge of bone defect was 

mostly negative for nestin-GFP (Figure 5). Further immunofluorescent staining established 

the localization of nestin-GFP (+) cells as CD31 (+) endothelial cells and αSMA (+) 

perivascular cells on blood vessels. These data confirm the heteogeneity of the nestin-

promoter driven GFP cells on blood vessels (42,45) and further demonstrates the preferential 

distribution and localization of nestin-GFP (+) vessels in repair.

While BMSCs have been used in repair and reconstruction of bone tissue in animal models 

and in human trials, the mechanisms by which BMSCs participate in bone defect repair are 

not completely understood (46–48). The establishment of an intravital bone healing platform 

provides a unique tool to track BMSC differentiation and further investigate the role of 

BMSC in repair and reconstruction. Using this novel imaging approach combined with 

longitudinal microCT scanning in the cranial defect window chamber model, we obtained a 

sequence of images illustrating BMSC-mediated bone regeneration in vivo (Figure 6). Our 

analyses on these images showed that 1) donor BMSCs underwent differentiation in concert 

with early angiogenesis; 2) donor BMSC-dependent regeneration occurred rapidly within 

the first 3 weeks of implantation, with significant numbers of Col2.3GFP (+) BMSCs 

incorporated into bone; 3) active vascular remodeling occurred in donor-derived bone tissue 

with potential participation of donor derived Col2.3GFP (+) osteoblasts; 4) late stage bone 

repair and defect closure occurred at a slower rate and were mostly host dependent; 5) the 

persistent late stage bone healing was associated with localized modest induction of 

angiogenesis and active remodeling of blood vessels. These observations collectively 

support a mechanism of coordinated and joint contribution of both the donor and host bone 

forming cells in bone defect repair. Since only modest and localized angiogenesis was 

observed during late stage bone defect healing, the persistent bone formation in these 

regions could be attributed to the unique capabilities of BMSCs to produce a wide array of 

trophic factors that stimulate host osteogenesis and modulate local inflammatory and 

immune responses in repair (47,49–51). The anti-inflammatory and anti-fibrotic actions of 

BMSCs have been extensively reported in cardiac and skin injury models (52–54).

Current analyses of osteogenesis and angiogenesis in bone defect repair largely rely on 

histology, which is destructive and challenging in providing a three-dimensional perspective 

of the repair tissue. A micro CT-based approach has been successfully used in quantitative 

analyses of osteogenesis and angiogenesis in bone tissue repair and regeneration (55–57). 

However, micro CT-based analysis does not permit longitudinal analyses of the 

neovasculature and has limitations when imaging small vessels less than 20μm in diameter 

(58,59). Other methodologies such as Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) (60), Doppler 

(61,62) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) can provide functional assessment of blood 
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vessels but lack the resolution to correlate the neovascularization with cellular 

differentiation during bone tissue repair and reconstruction. MPLSM, due to its high 3D 

spatiotemporal resolution and deep tissue penetration, is ideal for real-time tracking of 

clusters of progenitor cells and their complex residing vascular microenvironment in vivo. 

This unique capability offers distinctive advantages over MicroCT and histology for 

simultaneous and dynamic analyses of osteogenesis and angiogenesis coupling in real-time 

and 3D format. In conjunction with fluorescent transgenic mouse models and cell/vessel 

labeling technologies, MPLSM could provide a valuable tool for analyses of cell-cell, cell-

vessel, and cell-matrix interactions in dynamic biological processes, such as bone defect 

repair and bone tissue engineering (4,12,34,63,64).

As every other available technology that has pros and cons, MPLSM also has a number of 

limitations when imaging bone tissue in living animals. These include: 1) the surgical 

challenge in establishing a clean window for repeated imaging; 2) the limitation in 

maximum penetration in bone tissue (250–300 μm); 3) the potential tissue response from 

repeated imaging; and 4) the reliance on technical innovations in fluorochrome and cell 

labeling system to probe biological system. However, despite these disadvantages, MPLSM 

remains the top choice for in vivo imaging of thick and complex tissue. Technology 

development will continue to push the boundaries of multiphoton-based imaging technology 

to provide a better and more suitable platform for obtaining comprehensive pictures of 

biological systems at high macroscopic resolutions (65).

In summary, by establishing a MPLSM-based intravital imaging modality in a cranial defect 

window chamber model, we examined the morphogenetic process of cranial bone defect 

healing and further established the spatiotemporal analyses of osteogenesis and angiogenesis 

coupling in repair and regeneration. Our study provides the basis for real-time tracking of 

progenitor cell fate and understanding of the molecular and cellular interactions of bone and 

vessel forming cells in bone defect repair. The establishment of an intravital imaging 

modality further facilitates elucidation of spatiotemporal regulatory mechanisms of 

osteoprogenitor cell interactions with the host bone healing microenvironment, aiding in 

development of novel material-based approaches aimed at modulating progenitor cell 

behavior and engineering bone healing microenvironment for enhanced bone defect repair. 

With the increasing need for design of smart biomaterials for controlled delivery of growth 

factors, a deeper understanding of the spatiotemporal cues of osteogenesis and angiogenesis, 

as well as vascular remodeling and regression will facilitate the development of novel 

material-based therapeutics for improving defect repair and reconstruction.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Longitudinal analyses of cranial defect healing via MPLSM in Col2.3GFP mice
A 1 mm cranial defect healing was tracked over a period of 9 weeks using MPLSM. 

Progressive defect healing and neovascularization are illustrated in a time-series images 

reconstructed by Col2.3GFP(+) osteoblasts (green), SHG (+) bone matrix (white) and blood 

vessels (red) in combination as indicated (panel A and B). Volumetric analyses of GFP (+) 

osteoblasts (C) and SHG (D) over a 9 week period within the defect region are shown. Using 

the area and radius of the defect on day 1 as a reference, the % area of the defect in the 

center region (E), and the cell advancing distance relative to the radius of the original defect 

(F) were further calculated. Data are expressed as the mean +/− SEM (n=4). * indicates 

significant difference (p<0.05). Scale bar =100μm.
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Figure 2. Real-time tracking of the clusters of Col2.3GFP (+) osteoblasts and the coupled 
angiogenesis at the site of defect repair
Clusters of GFP (+) osteoblasts at the edge of bone defect were tracked via MPLSM at a 

high magnification at week 1 (A1–6), 2 (B1–6), 3 (C1–6), 6 (D1–6) and 9 (E1–6). The 

region of interest was reconstructed and shown at a depth of 20–250 um (panel 1–3) and 

100–250um (panel 4–6). The cluster of Col2.3GFP (+) cells (indicated by yellow arrows) 

and the associated vessels were further zoomed-in to illustrate the spatial interaction of 

clusters of GFP (+) cells and neovasculature at week 1 (G1–2), 2 (H1–2), 3 (I1–2), 6 (J1–2) 

and 9 (K1–2). Osteoblasts were identified along microvessels or closely associated with 

vasculature at week 2 and 3 (G1&2, H1&2, blue arrows). Scale bar =100μm in B–F, 40um 

in G–K.
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Figure 3. Real-time tracking of angiogenesis and vascular modeling in cranial defect repair
Dynamics of defect healing and neovascularization was shown in time-series images 

reconstructed by Col2.3GFP (+) osteoblasts (green), blood vessels (red) and SHG (+) bone 

matrix (white) at a depth of 50–250um (A1–3, B1–3, C1–3, D1–3 and E1–3) at week 2, 3, 6, 

9 and 14. The purple dash lines marks the defect at day 1 in all images. The combined 

images of SHG, GFP, and vessels demonstrate the progressive new bone formation at the 

leading edge of the defect (panel A1, B1, C1, D1 and E1). Images of GFP and blood vessels 

combined (panel A2, B2, C2, D2 and E2), and images of blood vessels alone at the same site 

(panel A3, B3, C3, D3, E3) are shown to illustrate the spatial interaction of osteoblasts and 

blood vessels over time. The association of osteoblasts with micro-capillary vessel is 

indicated by yellow circles. The formation and remodeling of vascular channels within 

newly formed bone are indicated by blue arrows in B3–D3. Scale bar =125μm.
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Fig. 4. Quantitative and histomorphometric analyses of GFP (+) cells, SHG, and neovasculature 
during defect healing
Quantitative and histomorphometric analyses of SHG, GFP and vascularity were performed 

as described. Osteoblast volume peaked at week 3 and 6, decreased at week 9 (A) whereas 

SHG progressively accumulated up to 9 weeks (B). Blood vessel length (C), length fraction 

(D), vascular volume (E) and volume fraction (F) increased at week 1 and peaked at week 3, 

coupled with osteoblast expansion and differentiation. Average vessel thickness (G) and 

thickness distribution (H) at the site of the defect repair are shown. Data are expressed as the 

mean + SEM. * indicates significant difference (p<0.05). n=4.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of nestin-GFP (+) cells at the cranial defect site
A windowed defect was created in nestin-GFP transgenic mouse. The reconstructed live 

MPLSM images at week 1 and 2 show nestin-GFP (+) cells associated with nascent blood 

vessels at week 1 (A) and 2 (B) in soft tissue on top of bone. Microvasculature at the leading 

edge of the defect was largely negative for nestin-GFP (C). CD31 immunofluorescent 

staining of intact calvaria samples demonstrated that nestin-GFP (+) cells were primarily 

associated with blood vessel at the surface of bone wound (D). Only a few nestin-GFP (+) 

cells were identified on vessels leading into the bone tissue (F). Higher magnification 3D 

reconstruction of MPLSM image depicts CD31 (+) nestin-GFP (+) vessels at the defect site 

(F). Nestin GFP (+) cells demonstrated typical morphology of endothelial lining cells (G) 

and were co-localized with CD31 (H: CD31 only, I: nestinGFP overlaying with CD31). 

Immunofluorescent staining of CD31 using histologic section confirmed the co-localization 

of nestin-GFP (+) cells with CD31 (+) endothelial cells (J). Immunofluorescent staining of 

αSMA showed co-localization of nestin-GFP (+) cells with αSMA (+) pericytes (K: 

nestinGFP only; L: αSMA(+) vessel only; M: nestinGFP overlaying with αSMA; arrow 

indicate αSMA+ perivascular cells). Immunofluorescent staining of CD31 using histologic 

section confirmed the co-localization of nestin-GFP (+) cells with αSMA (N).
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Fig. 6. Live tracking of donor BMSCs and neovascularization during cranial defect repair and 
regeneration
Donor BMSCs isolated from Col2.3GFP mice were implanted into a cranial defect window 

chamber created in an immunocompromised mouse. The entire defect was scanned and 

reconstructed at the indicated time points by microCT (panel A) and MPLSM (panel 

B&C&D), with yellow circle indicating the defect region. The 3D time-series images of the 

defect (panel B) were reconstructed by Col2.3GFP(+) osteoblasts (green), SHG (+) bone 

matrix (white) and blood vessel (red) to show progressive defect healing over a period of 14 

weeks. The same time-series 3D images reconstructed by GFP (green) and blood vessels 

(red) were superimposed with a 2D image of SHG to show the distribution and 

incorporation of donor GFP (+) cells into bone matrix (panel C). The same time series 3D 

images reconstructed by GFP (green) and blood vessels (red) (panel D) illustrate the spatial 

interaction of GFP (+) cells with neovasculature during the entire process of repair. Blue 

boxed region in A3 corresponds to the region undergoing donor-dependent bone formation. 

White boxed region in A4–6 and D5–6 corresponds to the region primarily undergoing host-

dependent bone formation. Arrows in C3 and C4 indicates donor derived bone nodules. 
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Arrows in C5 and C6 indicate the formation of bone marrow space and remodeling of 

sinusoidal vessels in new bone. Blue boxed region in A3 is further zoomed-in to illustrate 

the dynamic progression of donor dependent bone formation (panel E) and spatial 

interaction of donor cells with neovasculature (panel F). Scale bar =200 μm in panel B, C 

and D. Scale bar=100um in panel E and F.
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Second harmonic generation microscopy
reveals altered collagen microstructure in
usual interstitial pneumonia versus healthy
lung
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Abstract

Background: It is not understood why some pulmonary fibroses such as cryptogenic organizing pneumonia (COP)
respond well to treatment, while others like usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP) do not. Increased understanding of
the structure and function of the matrix in this area is critical to improving our understanding of the biology of
these diseases and developing novel therapies. The objectives herein are to provide new insights into the
underlying collagen- and matrix-related biological mechanisms driving COP versus UIP.

Methods: Two-photon second harmonic generation (SHG) and excitation fluorescence microscopies were used to
interrogate and quantify differences between intrinsic fibrillar collagen and elastin matrix signals in healthy, COP,
and UIP lung.

Results: Collagen microstructure was different in UIP versus healthy lung, but not in COP versus healthy, as indicated by
the ratio of forward-to-backward propagating SHG signal (FSHG/BSHG). This collagen microstructure as assessed by FSHG/
BSHG was also different in areas with preserved alveolar architecture adjacent to UIP fibroblastic foci or honeycomb areas
versus healthy lung. Fibrosis was evidenced by increased col1 and col3 content in COP and UIP versus healthy, with
highest col1:col3 ratio in UIP. Evidence of elastin breakdown (i.e. reduced mature elastin fiber content), and increased
collagen:mature elastin ratios, were seen in COP and UIP versus healthy.

Conclusions: Fibrillar collagen’s subresolution structure (i.e. “microstructure”) is altered in UIP versus COP and healthy
lung, which may provide novel insights into the biological reasons why unlike COP, UIP is resistant to therapies, and
demonstrates the ability of SHG microscopy to potentially distinguish treatable versus intractable pulmonary fibroses.

Keywords: Second harmonic generation, SHG, Fibrosis, Collagen, Matrix, Lung, Pulmonary, Two photon, Fluorescence,
Microscopy, Usual interstitial pneumonia, Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, Cryptogenic organizing pneumonia
Background
Pulmonary fibrosis results from accumulation of fibro-
blasts, scar-forming myofibroblasts, and extracellular
matrix proteins including collagen, often leading to irre-
versible loss of lung function. It can be caused by various
factors including toxins, radiation exposure, autoimmune
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disorders, and infection. Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis
(IPF) is a severe form of fibrotic lung disease that can pro-
gress to respiratory failure and has a prognosis worse than
lung cancer. There are currently few effective therapies.
Usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP) is the histopathology
underlying IPF and is characterized by heterogeneity of
disease and accumulation of fibroblast foci and collagen
with an emphasis on collagen type I (col1) over type III
(col3) [1, 2], and abnormalities in other matrix molecules
including elastin [3]. IPF is one of many diseases associ-
ated with significant collagen and other matrix protein
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accumulation. It is the most common of the idiopathic
interstitial pneumonias, is increasing in prevalence, and it
is a progressive disease that causes significant morbidity
and mortality. The median duration of survival from the
time of diagnosis is only 2.9 years [4, 5]. There are
currently few effective FDA approved treatments for IPF
(for review and overview of current and targeted therapies
for IPF, please see: [6–10]), making research into IPF
pathogenesis critical.
Cryptogenic organizing pneumonia (COP) is another

common fibrotic lung disease. It is also characterized by
accumulation of matrix components resulting in orga-
nized areas of granulation tissue in the lung. Compo-
nents of this pathologic matrix accumulation in COP
also include col1 and col3 (with an emphasis on col3
over col1, in contrast to UIP), fibronectin, and proteo-
glycans [1, 11]. In contrast to UIP, the granulation tissue
found in COP accumulates in the airspaces and small
airways rather than in the interstitial spaces and import-
antly, COP is a treatable disease with most cases respond-
ing to corticosteroids. Although the matrix components of
UIP and COP have some similarities, it is unknown why
the excess matrix in COP can be reabsorbed or cleared
after treatment with corticosteroids while the matrix in UIP
is resistant to treatment and resolution [1].
A growing body of literature supports the roles of matrix

organization and structure as important effectors of fibrotic
lung disease. Extracellular matrix (ECM) components have
important mechanobiological properties including the abil-
ities to activate pro-fibrotic cytokines; regulate cell traffick-
ing; and modulate cell activation, proliferation, survival and
differentiation [12, 13]. The organization and structure of
the ECM, including collagen, also helps regulate availability
of and interactions with a large variety of cell-matrix bind-
ing sites critical for controlling lung function. These find-
ings further reinforce the notion that in biology, structure
is a key determinant of function. Indeed, other data sug-
gests that ECM stiffness regulates key cellular activities that
may contribute to IPF [14], as well as endogenous lung
function [15]. Hence, there is heightened interest in the
content and structure of the matrix, and how abnormal
content and structure may impact lung pathophysiology.
For these reasons, we hypothesized that differences in
ECM structure, and collagen microstructure in particular,
underlie the different natural histories, prognoses, and re-
sponses to treatment of UIP and COP.
To explore this question, we used Second Harmonic

Generation (SHG) Microscopy (SHGM) to compare the
matrix of UIP and COP to that of healthy lung tissue.
SHGM is a variant of two photon (2P) microscopy that can
detect the fibrillar collagens (FCs) without exogenous labels.
The fibril-forming collagens include collagen types 1–3, 5,
11, 24, and 27 [16], and at least several of these FCs such as
types I, III, and V are key players in lung fibroses including
usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP) and cryptogenic organiz-
ing pneumonia (COP) [1–3, 11]. SHGM can be used to in-
terrogate changes in collagen’s macrostructural properties
(e.g. collagen fiber density, arrangement, and organization),
as well as collagen’s subresolution microstructural proper-
ties (e.g. the diameter, order versus disorder, and/or pack-
ing density of collagen fibrils within larger collagen fibers)
[17–22]. These microstructural features of individual col-
lagen fibers, as they can influence SHG directionality from
that fiber (i.e. FSHG/BSHG, defined below), are herein col-
lectively referred to as collagen “microstructure”. In this
aspect, SHGM is unique in its ability to interrogate subre-
solution structure of FCs (e.g. col1 and col3) in intact and
potentially live samples without exogenous labels, abilities
which also make SHGM an attractive potential clinical
and investigational diagnostic tool. Thus this technique
can utilize intrinsic properties of matrix components to
characterize the content and organization of the ECM in
these fibrotic lung diseases.
Using SHGM, herein we describe important differences

in matrix content and organization in UIP/IPF and COP
compared to healthy lung tissue. Specifically, we found
differences in collagen’s subresolution structural properties
in UIP compared to COP and healthy lung as assessed by
SHGM and the FSHG/BSHG ratio. Importantly, even adja-
cent normal UIP tissue exhibited these differences in
collagen microstructure compared to healthy lung, thus
introducing the compelling possibilities that altered colla-
gen microstructure might lead to or correlate with fibrosis
in the relatively intractable disease UIP, but not in the more
treatable COP. We also report different col1:col3 ratios in
UIP versus COP and healthy lung tissue, which is import-
ant especially in the context of our FSHG/BSHG data, be-
cause others have reported that altered col1:col3 ratios can
drive (or perhaps be driven by) changes in FC microstruc-
ture such as fibril diameter [23–25], which is one aspect of
collagen microstructure interrogated by the FSHG/BSHG
ratio [17–22]. Finally, we show both UIP and COP have dif-
ferences in mature elastin fiber content, and elastin:collagen
ratio, suggesting that both fibrotic disease have identifying
physiological differences in matrix structure suggestive of
lung disease, but only the less tractable disease, UIP, ex-
hibits differences in underlying collagen microstructure.
These results are important because they provide new in-
sights into the potential biological and biostructural under-
pinnings of refractory versus “treatable” lung fibroses, with
an emphasis on subresolution collagen microstructure, and
demonstrate SHGM’s potential as a powerful new tool for
aiding in the diagnosis and treatment of lung fibrosis.

Methods
Patient populations and source of tissue
Formalin-fixed paraffin embedded human lung tissue
sections were obtained from the University of Rochester
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Department of Pathology using an RSRB approved
protocol, by database search for resected lung tissue
from mixed-sex patients with pathologically confirmed
diagnoses of either UIP or COP. Additional UIP lung tis-
sue was obtained from the NIH sponsored Lung Tissue
Research Consortium. All UIP and COP biopsy speci-
mens contained established, moderate to severe fibrosis
by Pathologist diagnosis. Healthy lung tissue specimens
were obtained from non-smoker subjects who had a
lung biopsy for a lesion that was confirmed either benign
or not primary lung cancer, from regions adjacent to the
lesions that did not contain any portion of the lesion.

Histology and immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemistry (IHC) for col1 and col3 was per-
formed as previously described [19] and excerpted in part
herein (with modifications). Briefly, formalin fixed paraffin
embedded (FFPE) lung biopsies obtained as above were
sectioned at 15 um, then static-mounted on positively
charged slides. For IHC, sections were deparaffinized with
xylene and graded ethanols, followed by 30 minutes micro-
waving (65 °C) in sodium citrate solution for antigen re-
trieval, 2 × 5 min in sterile PBS, then blocked for one hour
(10 % goat serum, 0.5 % BSA, 0.2 % Triton-X, 0.3 M glycine
in PBS). Primary antibodies for Collagen I (#C2456, Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO; 1:1000) and/or Collagen III
(#ab7778, Abcam, Cambridge, UK; 1:200) diluted in block-
ing buffer, were then applied for 2 h at room temperature
in a humidified chamber, followed by 3 × 5 min PBS wash,
then one hour of Alexa Fluor 594-conjugated goat anti-
rabbit (for Col3) or goat anti-mouse (for Col1) IgG second-
ary antibodies (1:500 in 2 % goat serum, 0.25 % BSA;
Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Optimal antibody dilutions and
incubation times were pre-determined empirically. Follow-
ing staining for col1 and/or col3, lung sections were
washed 3 × 5 min in PBS and mounted in ProLong Gold
Antifade reagent (without DAPI; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA),
then allowed to dry before imaging. Imaging and quantifi-
cation of these tissues labeled for col1 and col3 was then
performed as described in “Col1/Col3 ratio imaging” below.
Hematoxylin-eosin (H&E) staining was performed by
standard methods as previously described [19].

Two photon and SHG microscopy
FSHG/BSHG Imaging
Formalin fixed paraffin embedded human lung tissue
sections for healthy, UIP and COP were obtained and
prepared on slides as described above then imaged (un-
stained, unless otherwise described) for forward (FSHG)
and backward (BSHG) SHG signals as previously described
[19, 26, 27] and as excerpted in part herein, with modifica-
tions. We [26] and others [28] have demonstrated that
reliable FSHG/BSHG data is obtained from paraffin embed-
ded human biopsy tissues. Double-blinded samples were
imaged using a custom built multiphoton microscope, with
a Mai Tai titanium:sapphire laser (Newport/Spectra Physics,
Santa Clara, CA) providing two-photon (2P) excitation
(100 fs pulses at 80 MHz and 810 nm) which was circularly
polarized by passing the beam through a Berek compensa-
tor (Model 5540, New Focus, Irvine, CA) before the scan-
ner. Beam scanning and image acquisition were performed
with a custom-modified Fluoview FV300 confocal scanner
interfaced with a BX61WI upright microscope (Olympus,
Center Valley, PA), with an Olympus XLUMPLFL20xW
water immersion lens (20×, 0.95 N.A.) collecting the
epi-directed backscattered SHG (BSHG) and an Olympus
0.9 N.A. optical condenser simultaneously collecting the
forward-scattered SHG (FSHG) using HQ405/30 m-2P
emission filters (Chroma, Rockingham, VT) and HC125-02
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) (Hamamatsu Corporation,
Hamamatsu, Japan) for both FSHG and BSHG. Excitation
light (810 nm) was separated from emission signals by a
short pass dichroic mirror (Chroma 670 DCSX) on the
backwards (BSHG) side, and a 565 nm long pass dichroic
mirror (565 DCSX, Chroma) on the forward (FSHG) side.
Thus FSHG and BSHG were simultaneously captured in two
distinct channels on every scan. The resulting two-channel
(FSHG and BSHG) images were 680 microns across. Laser
power was monitored and kept constant throughout each
experiment and across experimental repetitions, as were
PMT voltage, gain, and offset. Because the goal was to com-
pare relative differences in FSHG/BSHG between the experi-
mental conditions, and all experimental conditions to be
compared were imaged during each imaging session, fur-
ther calibration of the PMTs (e.g. to a reference standard)
was not required.
Using these methods, we obtained z-stacks (3 um steps

over the entire tissue thickness) for FSHG and BSHG in
two channels simultaneously, from 3-6 sections, ~5
random collagen-containing regions of interest (ROIs)
(images)/section, and 15–30 ROIs total per patient, for
N = 5, 5, and 10 Healthy, COP, and UIP patients respect-
ively. All data was plotted as N = number of patients per
group. For each channel (FSHG and BSHG), the image
stack was maximum intensity projected (which effect-
ively “autofocuses” each Z-stack into comparable single
images), then image analysis was performed with ImageJ
as previously described [19, 26, 27]. Briefly, background
was defined by the average pixel counts of an equivalent
laser-excited maximum intensity projected image stack
taken from an area of the slide with no tissue, and sub-
tracted from the raw FSHG or BSHG maximum intensity
projected image stacks. These background subtracted
FSHG and BSHG images were divided to create an FSHG/
BSHG ratio image. To calculate FSHG/BSHG, a common
threshold was applied to all FSHG/BSHG ratio images to
distinguish fibrillar collagen pixels from background
pixels, and subthreshold background (i.e. non collagen
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fiber) pixels were excluded from analysis by binary
masking. This average FSHG/BSHG value from each image
was averaged across all images per patient, to yield a
single representative FSHG/BSHG value for each patient,
which were then expressed as mean FSHG/BSHG ± SEM
for the Healthy, COP, and UIP patient populations.
Col1/Col3 ratio imaging
The same patient sets or subsets as described above for
FSHG/BSHG imaging were immunofluorescently (IF) la-
beled for Col1 and Col3 as described in “Histology and
Immunohistochemistry” above. Following this labeling
with anti-Col1 and anti-Col3 antibodies, two photon im-
aging was performed as described for FSHG/BSHG, except
now two-photon excited fluorescence (TPEF) for immu-
nofluorescently labeled Col1 or Col3 was captured in the
backwards (epidirected) channel only, with the IF signal
captured with a HQ635/30 m-2P emission filter (Chroma)
and HC125-01 Hamamatsu PMT. Z-stacks from each ROI
were obtained, intensity projected, and background sub-
tracted for all sections and ROIs per patient as described
for FSHG/BSHG above. Fluorescent intensities from the re-
sultant images were quantified with ImageJ and then
expressed as mean anti-Col1 or anti-Col3 IF pixel intensity
± SEM per patient, as described above and previously [19].
Col1:Col3 ratio was quantified in the same fashion, then
dividing the mean Col1/Col3 signals for each patient.
Collagen/elastin ratio imaging
The same patient sets or subsets were imaged and quan-
tified for total FC content (i.e. total FSHG + BSHG signals)
and intrinsic autofluorescence (AF) from mature lung
elastin (captured at 515–555 nm), as follows. Imaging
was performed exactly as for FSHG/BSHG. Immediately
after each simultaneous FSHG and BSHG stacks was taken,
the backward channel filter was replaced with a 535/40
emission filter (Chroma) and a replicate stack taken, to
capture intrinsic autofluorescence (AF) from mature
lung elastin in exactly the same ROIs from which colla-
gen SHG was obtained. Elastin AF, FSHG, and BSHG im-
ages were processed as described above. This mean
Elastin AF signal per patient ± SEM was quantified and
expressed both by itself and relative to the total FC sig-
nal (i.e. total SHG signal, or FSHG + BSHG).
Statistical analyses
All data are expressed as patient means +/- SEM. A one
way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc tests correcting for
multiple comparisons were used to establish statistical
significance using “R” (http://www.R-project.org) and
GraphPad Prism (http://www.graphpad.com) software.
Results were considered significant if p < 0.05.
Results
Fibrillar collagen microstructure in the ECM is different in
UIP, but not COP, versus healthy lung
SHG in general is sensitive to changes in collagen micro-
structure including regularity or ordering of collagen fi-
brils within larger collagen fibers; fibril compaction; and
fibril diameter, tilt angle, or pitch angle [17–22, 29–34].
SHG is emitted both forwards and backwards (i.e. epi-
directed) from the SHG-generating scatterers in the focal
volume, and the FSHG/BSHG ratio in particular is primarily
sensitive to the spatial extent of SHG-generating scatterers
along the optical axis, i.e. the effective diameter or packing
arrangement/density/order versus disorder of collagen fi-
brils within the SHG focal volume [18–22, 26]. Therefore,
to determine if a relatively intractable lung fibrosis such as
UIP has a different underlying FC microstructure in the
ECM versus a treatable lung fibrosis such as COP, or versus
healthy lung, we used SHGM to interrogate the mean
FSHG/BSHG ratio in the ECM of UIP, COP, and healthy lung
tissues. Intriguingly, we found this FSHG/BSHG ratio was
significantly decreased UIP versus healthy lung, but un-
changed in COP versus healthy lung (Fig. 1). Figure 2 illus-
trates the results quantified in Fig. 1 with representative
FSHG, BSHG, and FSHG/BSHG images from each condition.
Although corresponding clinical data such as symptoms or
pulmonary function testing was not available, all patients
with UIP and COP had moderate to severe pathology on
the biopsy specimens. Importantly, the lack of significant
variability in the FSHG/BSHG ratio between patients in each
disease group and between healthy controls suggests
there is a disease specific phenotype. Additional stud-
ies will be necessary to determine whether there is a
difference in the FSHG/BSHG ratio seen in UIP on the
basis of disease severity.
Figure 3 shows representative H&E staining (2A-C)

matched to the same fields of view (FOVs) for FSHG (2D-
F) for healthy, COP, and UIP respectively, and illustrates
that the SHG signal (white pixels, 2D-F) quantified from
these lung tissues arises as expected chiefly from small
airways (yellow arrows) and parenchymal alveolar space
in healthy lung (2A/D), and from fibrotic collagen de-
position (blue arrows) in COP (2B/E) and UIP (2C/F).
Together these results show that FC microstructure is

altered in UIP but not in COP versus healthy lung.

Lung tissue with preserved alveolar architecture adjacent
to UIP fibroblastic foci or honeycomb areas has different
fibrillar collagen microstructure versus healthy lung
Next, we wondered whether lung tissue with preserved
alveolar architecture adjacent to UIP fibroblastic foci or
honeycomb areas also had different FC microstructure
versus healthy lung as measured by FSHG/BSHG, which
might suggest the possibility of underlying collagen struc-
tural deficits that could predict or predispose development

http://www.R-project.org
http://www.graphpad.com
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Fig. 1 Fibrillar collagen microstructure is different in UIP, but not
COP, versus healthy lung. SHG imaging was performed on healthy,
COP, and UIP formalin fixed paraffin embedded human lung tissue,
and the FSHG/BSHG ratio was calculated to assess relative differences
in FC microstructure. Plot represents mean FSHG/BSHG pixel intensity ±
SEM for each disease, calculated as described in Methods. Compared to
healthy lung tissue, FSHG/BSHG was significantly decreased only in UIP
(**p< .0018) but not COP. Plots were generated from a total of 15–30
sections and 75–150 distinct ROIs from N= 5 patients (Healthy and COP),
and 30–60 sections and 150–300 distinct ROIs from N= 10 patients (UIP).
All data was plotted as N = number of patients per group. Statistics
were performed by one way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test
and correction for multiple comparisons against healthy control.
F/B SHG values are a ratio of mean pixel intensities in relative
arbitrary fluorescent units (AFU)
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of UIP. Indeed, fibroblastic foci, honeycomb areas, and sur-
rounding normal appearing lung tissue in UIP all had simi-
lar FSHG/BSHG ratios, which were all different versus the
FSHG/BSHG of healthy lung tissue (Fig. 4). These results pro-
vide an exciting, previously unreported “first glance” into
the biologic underpinnings of UIP as relates to FC micro-
structure, and suggest the possibility that pre-existing alter-
ations in FC microstructure even in “normal” lung tissue
may foreshadow or precipitate development of UIP.

Col1, Col3, and Col1/Col3 ratio differences in UIP versus
COP and healthy lung
Col1 and col3 are implicated in the pathology of UIP
and COP, and as fibrotic diseases, col1 and col3 levels in
UIP and COP are anticipated to be higher compared to
healthy lung. Moreover, previous reports have suggested
that col1 is the primary collagen deposited in UIP,
whereas col3 assumes this role in COP [1]. Importantly,
relative col1 and col3 expression levels can interact to
regulate aspects of collagen microstructure such as col-
lagen fibril or fiber diameter [23–25]. Conversely, by al-
tering availability of fibroblast (or other effector cell
type) binding sites on collagen fibrils, changes in colla-
gen’s subresolution fibril microstructure may regulate
relative collagen expression levels. Therefore, we wished
to determine how changes in FSHG/BSHG ratio (Fig. 1),
indicative of altered collagen microstructure in lung
ECM, correspond with changes in col1/col3 deposition
in UIP, COP, and healthy lung.
We found higher col1 levels in both UIP and COP

compared to healthy lung, with UIP showing the highest
col1 levels versus COP and healthy (Fig. 5a). Both UIP
and COP had similarly elevated col3 levels versus
healthy lung (Fig. 5b). Overall, this resulted in relative
col1:col3 ratios that were significantly elevated in UIP
versus healthy controls, but not in COP versus healthy
controls (Fig. 5c). Fig. 5d-f illustrate higher Col3 levels
in COP (4E) and UIP (4 F) versus healthy (4D), as is
shown in 4B. Together, these results demonstrate the ex-
pected evidence of fibrosis in both UIP and COP com-
pared to healthy lung controls, and confirm previous
observations of higher relative col1:col3 deposition in
UIP, versus more abundant col3 over col1 deposition in
COP [1].
These Col1:Col3 ratio findings are also interesting in

the context of the FSHG/BSHG differences demonstrated
in Fig. 1, because altered Col1:Col3 ratios are reported
to regulate collagen fibril diameter and/or structure (i.e.
FC microstructure) [23–25], and accordingly UIP shows
a difference in both col1:col3 ratio (Fig. 5c) and FSHG/
BSHG (i.e. FC microstructure) (Fig. 1) versus healthy
lung, whereas COP shows neither a difference in col1:-
col3 ratio nor FSHG/BSHG versus healthy lung. Overall,
these results suggest a possible relationship between FC
microstructure differences and altered col1:col3 ratios in
intractable UIP fibrosis, but not in the more treatment
responsive COP fibrosis.

Elastin and elastin:collagen ratios differ in UIP and COP
versus healthy lung
In parallel with SHGM imaging, intrinsic tissue autoflu-
orescence representing principally mature lung elastin
can be captured simultaneously with SHG [35], to pro-
vide additional insights into how ECM structure and
organization may differ in UIP versus COP. Elastin is
another lung ECM component that interacts closely with
collagen to regulate lung function [36–39] and is fre-
quently dysregulated in fibrotic lung diseases [40, 41].
Elastin’s intrinsic autofluorescence captured by two-
photon excitation fluorescence (TPEF) microscopy arises
from the pyridoxine-based pyridolamine cross-links [35,
42] found only in mature elastin fibers [43], thus making
TPEF of elastin a useful indicator for the mature elastin
fiber content of lung tissue. Therefore, we captured this
signal for the same healthy, UIP, and COP specimens,
then quantified and expressed it both by itself and
relative to the total FC signal (i.e. total SHG signal, or
FSHG + BSHG), to see whether there were other under-
lying differences in ECM structure or organization that
we could identify and quantify by SHGM and two-



Fig. 2 Illustration of FSHG, BSHG, and FSHG/BSHG imaging as seen in Fig. 1. SHG imaging was performed on healthy, COP, and UIP formalin fixed
paraffin embedded human lung tissue, and FSHG, BSHG, and FSHG/BSHG ratio images obtained, as described for Fig. 1. Panels a–c, showing look-up-table
(LUT) “heatmaps” applied to the FSHG/BSHG ratio pixel values for representative FSHG/BSHG images, illustrate that Healthy lung tissues have the lowest
collagen content (as expected) but higher FSHG/BSHG ratios compared to COP and UIP which evidence fibrosis and lower average FSHG/BSHG ratios as
quantified in Fig. 1. Panels d–f and g–i respectively show the corresponding FSHG and BSHG images for each condition, with Healthy tissue again showing
the lowest collagen content and highest FSHG signal intensity relative to BSHG signal intensity (i.e. the highest FSHG/BSHG ratio), whereas COP has high fibrosis
and slightly higher BSHG relative to FSHG signals (intermediate FSHG/BSHG ratio), and UIP also has evident fibrosis and the least differential between the FSHG
and BSHG signal intensities (i.e. the lowest FSHG/BSHG ratio). Levels (screen stretch) are linear and set the same for images a–c and d–i
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photon excitation fluorescence (TPEF) microscopy. Using
this methodology, total mature elastin signal was similarly
decreased in both UIP and COP compared to healthy lung
tissue (Fig. 6a), and FC:mature elastin ratios (Fig. 6b) were
similarly increased in UIP and COP compared to healthy.
However, in neither of these parameters was UIP different
from COP. Panels 5C-D illustrate the lower FC:mature
elastin ratio seen in healthy versus UIP respectively.
These data demonstrate that compared to healthy lung,

both fibrotic lung diseases (UIP and COP) are characterized
by significant gross physiologic disruptions in ECM struc-
ture and organization that can be quantified with non-



Fig. 3 Healthy, COP, and UIP lung histopathology compared to FSHG. Representative hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) FOVs showing healthy a versus
fibrotic COP b and UIP c pathology were field-matched to the FSHG images d, e, f for the same FOVs, respectively. Note the eosin stained areas
of concentrated collagen deposition (light pink color, indicated by blue arrows in b and c) that match areas of high FC FSHG signal intensity
(white pixel regions, indicated by blue arrows in e and f) in COP and UIP respectively. In contrast, the FSHG (collagen) signal in healthy tissue d
arises primarily from alveolar parenchyma and muscular arteries (examples of muscular arteries are indicated by yellow arrows, in all images). Thus
SHGM detects and allows quantification of altered microstructure (e.g. Figs. 1, 3 and Fig. 5) from both intrinsic normal and pathologic collagen
content in lung tissue. Levels (screen stretch) are linear and set the same for all images d–f
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invasive and non-tissue destructive combined SHG and
TPEF microscopy. Yet only the more intractable UIP
fibrosis shows evidence of disrupted FC microstruc-
ture as interrogated by FSHG/BSHG, thus highlighting
the compelling possibility that together these tech-
niques may help make clinical distinctions between in-
tractable and treatable lung fibroses.
Discussion
Pulmonary fibrosis is characterized by accumulation of
ECM proteins in lung tissue. The mechanisms leading
to pathologic (or non pathologic) accumulation and
organization of matrix proteins remain poorly understood.
Although we have some insight into the composition,
structure and/or organization of the matrix, many proper-
ties of the matrix remain uninvestigated. Numerous matrix
proteins likely contribute to organ dysfunction in pulmon-
ary fibrosis, however, we are only beginning to understand
how homeostasis and organization of these proteins impact
cellular function.
Collagen, produced and organized mainly by fibroblasts
and scar-forming myofibroblasts, is one of the most abun-
dantly studied matrix proteins. At least twenty-eight differ-
ent collagen subtypes have been described to date. All
collagen species contain three alpha peptide sequences
forming a triple helix. Collagen type is determined by the
type(s) of alpha peptides and post translational modifica-
tions, hydroxylation, and/or glycosylation. Further modifi-
cation of collagen structure occurs after release into the
extracellular space. Here, crosslinking and joining of the
helices occur to form collagen fibrils and larger collagen fi-
bers, and fibrosis (aberrant excess deposition of collagen)
may occur.
Due to their ability to provide information on the in-

trinsic content and structure of collagen and other en-
dogenous ECM proteins without exogenous labels or
tissue destroying procedures (see description of SHGM
and TPEF in Background and Results, respectively),
there has been increasing interest in using SHGM and
TPEF to provide insights into the matrix structure of
healthy and diseased lung, both for fibrotic as well as
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Fig. 4 Lung tissue with preserved alveolar architecture adjacent to
UIP fibroblastic foci and honeycomb areas have different fibrillar
collagen microstructure versus healthy lung. SHG imaging of the
FSHG/BSHG ratio was performed on healthy (Hlthy) and UIP lung
tissue in areas with preserved alveolar architecture adjacent (UIPadj)
and compared to UIP fibroblastic foci (UIPff) and honeycomb
regions (UIPhc). Methodology was otherwise as described in Fig. 1.
The FSHG/BSHG ratio was significantly decreased in UIPadj (**p< .0036)
and UIPff (**p < .0054) and UIPhc (**p < .0007) versus healthy lung
tissue – whereas UIPadj, UIPff, and UIPhc were not significantly
different from each other – suggesting that even “normal appearing”
lung tissue in UIP patients has altered FC microstructure. Plots were
generated from a total of 15–30 sections and 75–150 distinct ROIs
from N = 5 patients (Healthy and UIPff); 18–36 sections and 90–180
distinct ROIs from N = 6 patients (UIPadj); and 30–60 sections and
150–300 distinct ROIs from N = 10 patients (UIPhc). All data was
plotted as N = number of patients per group. Statistics were performed
by one way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test and correction for
multiple comparisons against healthy control. F/B SHG values are a
ratio of mean pixel intensities in relative AFU
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non-fibrotic lung diseases [28, 36, 44–48] (and for lung
cancers, not discussed herein). One group reported that
combined TPEF and SHG identified “characteristic fea-
tures of fibroblastic foci in human Idiopathic Pulmonary
Fibrosis samples” [47], whereas another report used
FSHG and BSHG signals to differentiate Col1 from Col3 in
lung tissue from patients with chronic obstructive pul-
monary disease (COPD) [48]. Also in COPD, Tjin et al.
found the FSHG/BSHG ratio was different in COPD ver-
sus non-diseased lung tissue [28]. However, reports
demonstrating a diagnostic capability of quantifiable
SHGM and TPEF parameters to discriminate between
different clinical lung fibroses, or perhaps more im-
portantly to provide insights into the underlying eti-
ology or structure-function origins of lung disease, are
still scarce.
In this report, we extend these works by using SHGM

and TPEF imaging to identify key differences in the
ECM of UIP compared to COP and healthy control lung
tissue. UIP and COP were chosen because they are both
characterized by increases in matrix proteins, particu-
larly FCs, yet they have contrasting natural histories, re-
sponses to corticosteroids, and prognoses. The reasons
why UIP is progressive and difficult to treat are not
clear. One possible explanation is that there may be a
fundamental difference in collagen’s content, structure,
and/or organization in the UIP ECM that renders colla-
gen more structurally more resistant to degradation in
UIP versus COP. We tested this hypothesis using
SHGM, a microscopy approach that is sensitive to the
intrinsic FC organization and microstructure within the
matrix, to confirm whether FC in UIP has different
microstructural properties versus COP or healthy lung.
Using this approach, we have demonstrated that FC

microstructure in the ECM of UIP is significantly differ-
ent from FC microstructure in either COP or healthy
control lung tissue, as evidenced by the FSHG/BSHG ratio.
Changes in this FSHG/BSHG ratio suggest that there is a
significant difference in the density, structure, and/or
organization of FC in UIP compared to COP and healthy
lung tissue, particularly with regard to the effective
diameter or packing arrangement/density of collagen fi-
brils in the ECM [18–22, 26]. These results are compel-
ling because while previous studies (discussed above)
have elegantly demonstrated the utility of SHGM for in-
vestigating lung fibroses, or have shown expression
changes in several collagen subtypes in fibrotic lung dis-
eases, to our knowledge this is the first report of abnor-
malities in ECM and FC microstructure in UIP as being
quantifiable and differentiable from other lung fibroses
(and from healthy) by SHGM, specifically FSHG/BSHG.
Still more compelling is the fact that only the intractable
fibrosis (UIP) demonstrated significant differences in FC
microstructure versus healthy lung, whereas the treat-
able fibrosis (COP) did not, thus providing compelling
and to our knowledge seminal evidence that alterations
in collagen’s fundamental underlying structure may
contribute to whether or not pulmonary fibroses are
treatment responsive. These results provide previously
unavailable insights into the biological underpinnings of
treatment-resistant pulmonary fibrosis, and also high-
light the potential of SHGM as a novel clinical diagnos-
tic and investigational tool for distinguishing between
intractable and treatable lung fibroses.
We also found that lung tissue with preserved alveolar

architecture adjacent to UIP fibroblastic lesions and
honeycomb areas all have different FC microstructure
(i.e. FSHG/BSHG) versus healthy lung. Moreover, there
was no difference in FSHG/BSHG between UIP fibroblastic
foci, honeycomb areas, and adjacent areas with pre-
served alveolar architecture (Fig. 4). Together these re-
sults suggest the possibility that pre-existing alterations
in FC structure even in “normal” lung tissue may fore-
shadow or precipitate (or at minimum, associate with)



Fig. 5 Increased Col1 and Col3 deposition, and Col1:Col3 ratio differences, in UIP or COP versus healthy lung. a Compared to healthy, Col1
deposition was significantly increased in UIP (**p < .0033) and trended toward an increase in COP (p = .13). b Col3 deposition was about equally
increased in both COP (**p < .009) and UIP (**p < .004) versus healthy. Overall, this led to c The Col1:Col3 ratio being effectively equivalent in
COP versus healthy, but significantly increased in UIP versus healthy (*p < .015). Plots were generated from≥ 9-18 sections and≥ 45–90 distinct
ROIs from N≥ 3 patients per condition. All data was plotted as N = number of patients per group. Statistics were performed by one way ANOVA
with Dunnett’s post-hoc test and correction for multiple comparisons against healthy control. Values for Collagen I and III represent mean
immunofluorescence pixel intensities in relative AFU (Panels a, b), or a ratio thereof (Panel c). In panels d–f, for illustrative purposes, the originally
grayscale Col3 immunofluorescence is shown with “Red” LUT applied in ImageJ for Healthy, COP, and UIP respectively, with levels (screen stretch)
linear and set the same for all images. Note the round Masson’s bodies characteristic of COP (in e), whereas f respresents an area of widespread
late-stage fibrosis in UIP
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development of UIP. In other words, underlying collagen
structural deficits – perhaps present in pre-UIP tissue
well before the onset of UIP – might be a biomarker that
predicts or predisposes development of future UIP.
As expected, both col1 and col3 were elevated in UIP

and COP versus healthy lung, with col1 deposition being
predominant to col3 in UIP, and vice-versa in COP, as
has been previously reported [1]. These results are sig-
nificant in the context of our other results reported
herein because it is known that changes in FC ratios,
particularly col1:col3 ratios, plays a significant role in
regulating collagen fibril diameter [23–25] (one compo-
nent of collagen microstructure). Similarly, by regulating
the availability of fibroblast (or other effector cell type)
binding sites on collagen fibrils, changes in collagen’s
subresolution fibril microstructure could in turn control
relative levels of FC expression. In other words, different
col1:col3 ratios may in turn drive or be driven by altered
collagen microstructure in UIP. Together with the earl-
ier data, these results demonstrate that the ECM of UIP
not only contains more collagen (particularly more col1)
than the ECM of COP and/or healthy lung tissue, but
also that there are significant differences in the subresolu-
tion microstructure of these collagen fibrils (i.e. fibril
diameter, density, and/or organization, as interrogated by
FSHG/BSHG) in UIP versus COP and healthy, independent
of the absolute amount of collagen deposition in each
disease.
Finally, we demonstrated that mature elastin content

in both UIP and COP is reduced compared to healthy
controls (Fig. 6). Elastin’s intrinsic autofluorescence orig-
inates from pyridoxine-based pyridolamine cross-links
[35, 42] found primarily in mature elastin fibers [43],
therefore TPEF of endogenous lung elastin preferentially
identifies mature elastin fibers in lung tissue. These re-
sults are consistent with the concept that breakdown of
mature elastin fibers in the lung, and their “replacement”
with often excess deposition of immature elastin fibers
and elastin precursors, is believed to contribute to re-
duced lung function in a variety of pulmonary diseases
[49]. In other words, increased elastosis (i.e. breakdown
of mature elastin fibers), as has been demonstrated for
both UIP and COP [50], most likely leads to a compen-
satory increase in elastin production in an (ultimately
unsuccessful) effort to restore the mature elastin fibers
which have been lost.
Hence our results here together with these previous

studies all support the concept of increased elastin turn-
over (i.e. synthesis and “deposition” of “immature” elas-
tin components) consequent to breakdown and loss of
mature elastin fibers in UIP and COP, with resultant def-
icits in pulmonary function. Indeed Enomoto et al. show



Fig. 6 Elastin content and Collagen:Elastin ratio differ in UIP and COP versus healthy lung. a Mature elastin fiber content was similarly decreased
in both COP (*p < .007) and UIP (*p < .004) versus healthy lung tissue, and b The total fibrillar collagen/mature elastin ratio was similarly increased
in both COP (**p < .004) and UIP (**p < .0008) compared to healthy. Plots represent mean pixel intensity ± SEM for these elastin autofluorescence
(Panel a) and (FSHG + BSHG/ Elastin autofluorescence) (Panel b) signals captured as described in Methods, in relative AFU. Plots were generated
from a total of 12–24 sections and 60–120 distinct ROIs from N = 4 patients (Healthy and UIP), and 9–18 sections and 45–90 distinct ROIs from
N = 3 patients (COP). All data was plotted as N = number of patients per group. Statistics were performed by one way ANOVA with Dunnett’s
post-hoc test and correction for multiple comparisons against healthy control. Representative merged images c and d illustrate this lower total
FC SHG (blue):mature elastin (green) ratio as seen in c healthy compared to d UIP. (Compare total amount and intensity of the blue summed
FSHG + BSHG collagen SHG signal, relative to the green mature elastin signal, in the healthy c versus UIP d panels respectively). Panel d respresents
an area of widespread late-stage fibrosis in UIP. For illustrative purposes, the originally grayscale SHG and elastin fluorescence signals are shown
with “Blue” and “Green” LUTs applied in ImageJ respectively, with levels (screen stretch) linear and set the same for all channels in all images
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a significant increase in very fragmented appearing elas-
tin (i.e. likely to be fragmented mature elastin fibers
and/or deposition of immature elastin precursors; see
Fig. 1 in [51]) associated with a decline in lung function
in IPF [51]. Others have also reported apparently in-
creased elastin production, for example increased elastin
gene expression and protein expression [52], as well as
increased enzymatic breakdown of mature elastin in
COPD and IPF [50], in these and other [53] pulmonary
fibroses. Finally Eurlings et al. recently reported in-
creased collagen and decreased elastin in aveolar and
small airway walls of chronic obstructive pulmonary dis-
ease (COPD) [54], another disease with fibrotic path-
ology, similar to what we demonstrate herein for COP
and UIP (Fig. 3 and Fig. 5).
Taken together with our findings on different FC
microstructure in UIP but not COP versus healthy lung,
these observations on elastin content are especially
compelling because they demonstrate that compared
to healthy lung, both fibroses (UIP and COP) have
significant identifying physiologic disruptions in ECM
structure and organization that are quantifiable with
non-invasive and non-tissue destructive combined SHG
and TPEF microscopy. Yet only the more intractable
UIP fibrosis has disrupted FC microstructure identifiable
by FSHG/BSHG, and thus together these techniques may
represent novel clinical diagnostic tools for distinguish-
ing between intractable and treatable lung fibroses. The
continual pre-clinical advancement of SHG and TPEF
endoscopic technology makes the prospect of such a
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diagnostic tool for distinguishing between intractable and
treatable lung fibroses all the more compelling [17, 55].
While both UIP and COP are fibrotic diseases, UIP is

a fatal disease affecting the alveolar walls and subpleural
areas, while COP is a treatable disease affecting the al-
veolar spaces and bronchiolar lumen. Thus while both
have fibrosis, their topography and natural history are
distinct, and therefore any inter-disease comparative
study of this nature cannot completely exclude the pos-
sibility that some measured differences might be attrib-
utable at least in part in part to temporal or anatomical/
topographical differences in the lung tissues examined
between the patient groups. Moreover, incorporating
additional corresponding clinical data such as symptoms
or pulmonary function testing (unavailable for these
current patient sets) will allow us to strengthen our
findings and interpretations in future studies. None-
theless the possibility that non-invasive and non-tissue
destructive combined SHG and TPEF microscopy,
utilized either ex vivo or perhaps ultimately in vivo,
may be able to distinguish and/or predict onset or out-
come of tractable versus fatal lung fibroses remains
compelling.
In summary, using SHG and TPEF microscopy, herein

we identify several previously unreported key differences
between UIP, COP and healthy lung tissue. The collagen
microstructure differences we observed in UIP ECM
provide novel insights as to why this pathology may be
resistant to many therapies. For example, an ECM and/
or collagen fibrils that are more densely packed, more
ordered or disordered, and/or more cross-linked may be
more resistant to homeostatic turnover and exhibit dif-
ferences in matrix stiffness that are key to modifying cel-
lular activity of resident cells and activation of pro-
fibrogenic cytokines such as transforming growth factor
beta (TGF- β. Identifying all the microstructural changes
present in UIP and/or the mechanisms that regulate
them will be a critical part of our future research. These
ongoing studies will seek to determine more specifically
exactly what features of collagen’s microstructure (e.g. fi-
bril diameter, fibril density, and/or hetero- or homo-
typic fibril composition or organization) are different in
UIP versus COP and healthy lung, and identify molecu-
lar targets that may effect these changes in collagen’s
underlying microstructure. Although further studies are
required to ascertain whether or not the altered FC
microstructure as we demonstrate here is an underlying
cause of (rather than just associated with) differences in
natural history, treatment responsiveness, and/or prog-
nosis between UIP and COP, at minimum these results
introduce the intriguing possibility of using SHG mi-
croscopy as a novel clinical biomarker that may help
predict treatment responsiveness of idiopathic fibrotic
lung disease.
Conclusions
To date it is unknown why some lung fibroses respond
well to therapies, yet others remain relatively intractable.
Herein, we report differences in collagen’s subresolution
structure or organization (i.e. “microstructure”) and
airway matrix structure in usual interstitial pneumonia
versus cryptogenic organizing pneumonia and healthy
lung, as identified by quantifiable nonlinear SHG and
TPEF microscopy parameters. These findings may offer
key insights into the biologic underpinnings of refractory
versus treatable pulmonary fibroses, and highlight the
potential of second harmonic generation microscopy as
a novel diagnostic tool for distinguishing between these
clinical scenarios.
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Abstract
Application of two-photon microscopy (TPM) to translational and clinical cancer research has
burgeoned over the last several years, as several avenues of pre-clinical research have come to
fruition. In this review, we focus on two forms of TPM—two-photon excitation fluorescence
microscopy, and second harmonic generation microscopy—as they have been used for
investigating cancer pathology in ex vivo and in vivo human tissue. We begin with discussion of
two-photon theory and instrumentation particularly as applicable to cancer research, followed by
an overview of some of the relevant cancer research literature in areas that include two-photon
imaging of human tissue biopsies, human skin in vivo, and the rapidly developing technology of
two-photon microendoscopy. We believe these and other evolving two-photon methodologies will
continue to help translate cancer research from the bench to the bedside, and ultimately bring
minimally invasive methods for cancer diagnosis and treatment to therapeutic reality.

Keywords
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INTRODUCTION
Over the last 20 years, two-photon microscopy (TPM) has enjoyed explosive growth in its
application to biomedical research. One of many areas in which two-photon (2P)
microscopy has proven its utility is that of cancer research. In pre-clinical (i.e., laboratory
models), translational, and clinical research, TPM has afforded a range of insights into
cancer biology in areas related to tumor stroma and microenvironment; metastasis;
angiogenesis; tumor metabolism, physiology and gene expression; and drug delivery and
gene therapy. As is absolutely prerequisite to advance scientific knowledge to successful
diagnosis and treatment of disease in humans, many of these studies have utilized TPM
methods in pre-clinical cell and animal laboratory models, as that is where much of
medicine begins. Much of this pre-clinical work has been elegantly reviewed in detail
elsewhere, often focused on particular areas of cancer research, or on particular 2P
methodologies (and of course, including relevant clinical studies as available and topically
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appropriate). For example, Provenzano et al.91 capably discuss a range of research studies
that have utilized multiphoton microscopy and fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy
(FLIM) to further our understanding of the tumor microenvironment and metastatic
mechanisms. Several other excellent articles focus in whole or in part on reviewing intravital
two-photon imaging investigations of tumor angiogenesis36,71,107 and metastasis.4,19,54,63

Other colleagues have discussed application of intravital TPM to studies of stromal cell
dynamics and interactions in the tumor microenvironment,38,70 and to understanding the
mechanisms and contributions of immune cells and the immune response to tumor
pathology.121

To complement and extend these many capable works, we will begin with an overview of
technologies, then will focus on implementation of two-photon optical microscopy primarily
as applied to human biological materials—that is, either biopsied tissue (both fixed and
fresh), or in vivo imaging—over a wide range of cancer types. A few pre-clinical studies
will be mentioned when they relate closely to the clinical and translational studies surveyed.
In closing, we will briefly highlight applications of TPM to human tissues in areas other
than cancer. In this fashion, we hope to provide a broad overview of the demonstrated
potential of two-photon optical microscopy instruments and methodologies as diagnostic
and prognostic tools for human disease.

TWO-PHOTON MICROSCOPY THEORY AND INSTRUMENTATION FOR
CANCER RESEARCH

As a principle of quantum mechanics, two-photon excitation was initially theorized by
Maria Goppert-Mayer,39 then first demonstrated in laser-excited crystals 30 years later,53

and first applied to living biological specimens as TPM—thus triggering TPM’s explosive
growth in biological research—another 30 years after that.25 As applied to biology, TPM
utilizes customized, semi-customized, or turn-key commercial laser-scanning type
microscopes, where the typical visible laser light sources [e.g., for confocal microscopy
(CM)] have been replaced by pulsed, high-intensity near-infrared (IR) (usually ~680–1100
nm) lasers. Notably, the advent of commercially available turn-key tunable, mode-locked
Titanium:Sapphire near-IR (~680–1080 nm) lasers with femto- to pico-second pulse widths
greatly facilitated the widespread introduction of commercially available 2P microscopes,
which in turn has enabled the expansion of multi-photon microscopy techniques to broader
realms of biomedical research. Please see Zipfel et al.125 and Rocheleau and Piston98 for
further technical background on TPM as a tool for biological research.

Two-Photon Excitation Fluorescence (TPEF) vs. Second Harmonic Generation (SHG)
Microscopy

In the most common TPM technique, sometimes referred to as TPEF microscopy, an
exogenous or endogenous fluorescent molecule is excited by the near-IR laser, and the
resultant fluorescent signal is recorded by photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), thus providing a
means of optically monitoring physiologic and biochemical events within the cells or other
biologic tissue. In addition to the two-photon excitation of a fluorophore and subsequent
monitoring of the fluorescent emission signal (i.e., TPEF), TPM can be also be utilized to
take advantage of other physical and optical properties of two-photon interactions with
tissue. For example, another TPM technique increasingly applied to cancer research is SHG
microscopy. SHG, like TPEF, also depends on two photons interacting simultaneously with
a target. Unlike TPEF, however, in which two photons are absorbed by the target to produce
a single photon of fluorescent emission (with some energy loss), with SHG there is no
absorption of photons by the target. Rather SHG involves scattering of photons and no
energy loss, whereby two photons interacting simultaneously with a non-centrosymmetric
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target combine to produce a new photon with exactly twice the energy (thus twice the
frequency, and half the wavelength) of the interacting photons10,81,83,95 (Fig. 1). Hence, 2P
irradiation of an SHG generating target at 810 nm will emit SHG photons at 405 nm.

These differences between TPEF and SHG not-withstanding, here it is also important to note
that because of the similarities between TPEF and SHG, both of which involve laser-
induced two-photon interactions with the imaged subject matter, the majority of TPM
hardware and technical considerations discussed below apply equally to TPEF and SHG
microscopy, with the fundamental difference being that spectrally distinct emission filters
are used to capture the disparate SHG and TPEF signals. Therefore, for clarity herein, we
will use “TPEF” to refer specifically to TPEF microscopy, “SHG” to refer specifically to
SHG microscopy, and “TPM” to refer generically to TPM features which are mutually
applicable to both distinct methodologies. In addition, while TPEF microscopy can utilize
either exogenous or endogenous (intrinsic) fluorescent molecules, herein we will primarily
discuss TPEF signals arising from the numerous intrinsic fluorophores found in biologic
tissue.

Instrument and Image Acquisition Considerations for Clinical and Translational Cancer
Research

As laser scanning microscopy techniques, the lasersubstrate interactions and emission
capture (of TPEF and/or SHG signals) in TPM typically occur one pixel at time, by raster-
scanning the laser focal point over the designated XY specimen area within the microscopic
field of view. As such, typically configured TPM generally achieves <1 frame/second.
However there are numerous reports of video rate (30 frames/second) and super-video rate
(usually by multi-focal approaches,1,5,6,34,55,72,104) TPM enabled by hardware
customization to improve scanning speeds, and many of these methods could conceivably be
applied to clinical and translational cancer research. Video-rate or better TPM may
ultimately prove useful for imaging human cancer tissue physiology in real-time, and/or for
high throughput imaging of archival tissue specimens.

The pulsed, near-IR laser is in fact integral to application of TPM in living biological
tissues. In conventional one-photon fluorescence excitation, a single-photon excitation of a
fluorophore results in the emission of a single lower energy photon of longer wavelength
(i.e., the Stokes shift). Two-photon excitation theory holds that when irradiance is of
sufficient intensity (MW-GW/cm2),60 two photons interacting simultaneously or nearly
simultaneously (~10−16 s)25 with a fluorophore will produce a single photon of fluorescence,
equivalent to if that fluorophore had been excited by one photon of twice the energy (i.e.,
half the wavelength) of each of the two exciting photons. Thus to achieve 2P fluorescence
excitation, longer near-IR (i.e., double wavelength) lasers substitute for the shorter visible
spectrum lasers or light sources typically used for one-photon excitation fluorescence
microscopy (e.g., confocal and widefield fluorescence microscopy). To obtain the high light
intensities required to achieve 2P fluorescence excitation, near-IR lasers typically produce
very brief pulses (usually ~150 femtoseconds or less) at high Hz, which creates sufficient
peak (instantaneous) energy to produce 2P excitation, while keeping average energy low
enough to minimize specimen damage.110 In this fashion, these rapid, ultra-brief high power
pulses, together with focusing of the laser through the objective lens, ensure that photons are
sufficiently “crowded” in space and time to enable 2P interactions to occur.98 This means
that in TPM, laser excitation of fluorescence is confined exclusively to the microscope
objective’s focal volume, because only here is there sufficient photon density to cause
significant 2P excited fluorescence. Thus unlike other fluorescence approaches (e.g.,
confocal, widefield), 2P excitation light does not cause significant “stray” fluorescence as it
passes through tissue above or below the focal plane, thus greatly reducing photobleaching
and photodamage in the specimen and eliminating the need for a confocal pinhole, enabling
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imaging deeper into tissue.98,125 Moreover in tissue, near-IR scatters less than shorter
wavelengths (facilitating deeper penetration), and are less damaging than shorter
wavelengths. All these features make TPM ideally suited for live biologic imaging. Still
important to note however, is that while these aspects of TPM greatly reduce the potential
for “out of plane” photodamage and phototoxicity compared to one-photon microscopy
approaches (e.g., CM), they cannot eliminate “in plane” photodamage, because in order to
generate TPEF signal photons “in plane,” one must by necessity generate photobleaching.
This “in plane” photobleaching is mitigated by the lack of confocal pinhole and the
accompanying increased sensitivity, resulting in fewer signal photons (and photobleaching
events) generated per detected photon, relative to confocal imaging. Thus particularly when
considering any TPM approach for in vivo and clinical imaging, due attention must be given
to both the peak and total energy exposures of the specimens, so as to minimize potential
tissue damage and phototoxicity related imaging artifacts.

Many excellent references discuss TPM theory and instrumentation in further
detail.5,6,25,60,87,98,110,125 Herein we will focus principally on the application of TPM to
clinical and translational cancer research, referring to our colleagues’ works for additional
background.

MONITORING INTRINSIC BIOLOGIC SIGNALS BY TPM
The fluorophores excited and monitored in TPEM can be either exogenously applied—e.g.,
fluorescent dyes, fluorescent reporter proteins such as green fluorescent protein (GFP), or
fluorescently labeled antibodies—or they can be fluorescent molecules endogenous to the
tissue. In pre-clinical in vitro and in vivo research models, such exogenous fluorophores are
commonly used to investigate molecular events by TPM. In clinical and translational cancer
research, although exogenous fluorescent molecules can be employed—for example,
staining of archival tissue by fluorescently labeled antibodies, or administration of tracer dye
molecules for in vivo imaging—frequently investigators are seeking to track endogenous
fluorescent signals by TPM to gain information about extra/ intracellular processes and
interactions in normal vs. disease states. Therein lies one of the strengths of TPM: the ability
to investigate intrinsic biologic activity in vivo in real time, with near-IR excitation, without
the need for additional extrinsic marker molecules that may be toxic or otherwise interfere
with normal metabolic activity. For investigations of cancer biology, particularly as applies
to ex vivo and in vivo imaging of human tissue as is our focus herein, this ability to monitor
intrinsic metabolism becomes particularly appealing, with the idea that these signals may
ultimately yield diagnostic or prognostic clues about cancer. Therefore, and because usage
of exogenous fluorophores in pre-clinical cancer research models has been well covered
elsewhere (see references in “Introduction” section above), herein we will focus our
discussion principally on endogenous fluorescent markers and other optical phenomena that
can be monitored by TPM in the context of clinical and translational cancer research.

Endogenous Fluorophores
Biological tissues contain many molecules endogenous to normal cellular biochemistry that
also happen to be fluorescent, and this fluorescence can therefore be exploited by
researchers to provide a window into cellular activity. Some of the endogenous fluorescent
molecules found in tissues, and that have been fluorescently imaged, include: the
mitochondrial matrix proteins nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH), flavin adenine
dinucleotide (FAD), and lipoamide dehydrogenase; the structural proteins elastin, keratin,
and collagen; and the pigments lipofuscin, melanin, and porphyrins (these and other intrinsic
fluorophores are thoroughly reviewed in Wang et al.110 and Zipfel et al.124). The
fluorescence of these molecules often arises from smaller fluorophores that comprise their
structure, such as the UV-emitting amino acids tryptophan, tyrosine, and phenylalanine, and
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the 350– 600 nm emitting vitamins or vitamin derivatives such as retinol (form of vitamin
A), riboflavin (vitamin B2), niacin (vitamin B3) and pyridoxine (vitamin B6), folic acid
(vitamin B9), and cholecalciferol (vitamin D3).124 A majority of intracellular fluorescence
arises from NADH, flavins, retinol, tryptophan, and indoleamine derivatives of tryptophan
such as serotonin and melatonin, whereas most extracellular fluorescence arises from the
structural proteins elastin and collagen.124 TPEM of NADH and FAD, and both TPEM and
SHG microscopy (see next section) of collagen, have arguably been the most investigated
intrinsic fluorophores in cancer research. (NADH and FAD have also been heavily
investigated in cancer by 1P microscopy approaches, although below we focus our
discussions primarily on 2P investigations of these intrinsic fluorophores in cancer
research.) As fluorophores, any of these molecules can be excited by either 1P or 2P
excitation. However, the benefits of 2P over 1P microscopy for tissue imaging described
above, and because the 1P excitation spectra for most of these compounds falls in the tissue-
damaging ultraviolet (UV) range, makes 2P excitation ideal for imaging these molecules in
living tissue.

In addition to capturing the intensity or emission spectra of these intrinsic biologic
fluorophores, the fluorescence lifetime, which is sensitive to binding states, molecular
interferences, and other aspects of the molecular environment,3,16,67,91,109,120 can be
measured using FLIM. Thus, TPM FLIM data can provide important information about the
local biochemical milieu that may aid in distinguishing benign from pathologic cancer
features, and as such FLIM is being increasingly employed as a tool in TPM cancer
research. A number of elegant discussions and detailed demonstrations of FLIM’s utility in
cancer research have been presented,21,91,94 including for human skin imaging,97 and thus
we won’t cover this topic in great detail here. However, below we do discuss some FLIM
findings as they otherwise fall under our topical criteria, i.e., studies of cancer pathology in
ex vivo and in vivo human tissue.

Second Harmonic Generation
As described above and in Fig. 1, SHG is another two-photon interaction whereby rather
than producing a fluorescence excitation, two photons instead interact simultaneously with a
non-centrosymmetric target to produce a new photon with exactly twice the energy (i.e.,
twice the frequency, and half the wavelength) of the interacting photons.10,81,83,95 Hence
this emitted SHG signal can be generated and monitored using TPM equipment, and is
frequently collected in parallel with a TPEF signal, thus providing another means by which
TPM can capture biochemical information from intrinsic biologic molecules.

Both TPEF and SHG are often referred to as “nonlinear” optical processes, because the
intensity of their emission signals (i.e., the rate at which 2P interactions occur) is
proportional to the square of the irradiating intensity. In other words, doubling the
irradiating intensity produces four times the emission signal (TPEF or SHG). Contrast this
with 1P excitation, in which the fluorescence emission scales linearly with the excitation
intensity. Because SHG and TPEF are nonlinear processes, they are similar in that they are
spatially confined and hence highly useful for 3D imaging and can be performed
simultaneously with TPM. They are different because SHG is coherent, and hence the
amount, direction, and polarization of SHG emission is strongly influenced not just by the
scatterers’ concentration, but also by their spacing, order vs. disorder, and orientation (Fig.
2). Thus, SHG provides a window into molecular structure not readily available with TPEF
alone. Please see Campagnola and Loew,10 Nadiarnykh et al.,82 Han and Brown,43 Han et
al.,44 and Campagnola9 for detailed overviews of these concepts.

In the context of cancer and this review, collagen, of which there are many forms, is a highly
ordered non-centrosymmetric extracellular matrix (ECM) protein that generates a strong
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SHG signal (Fig. 3), and a significantly weaker TPEF signal. In purified gel form, the
strength of collagen’s SHG and TPEF signals vary with the irradiating wavelength, with 800
nm irradiation producing the strongest SHG (400 nm) and a weak TPEF (~450–600
emission, with peak at ~525 nm), whereas 730 nm irradiation produces the strongest
collagen TPEF (same emission spectra) and a relatively weaker (but still potent) SHG signal
(365 nm) compared to 800 nm irradiation.126 Collagen was first identified as an SHG-
generating component of biological tissue in studies from two groups 20– 30 years
ago.30,100 However only with the serious emergence of TPM in biological research did
capturing of the SHG signal from collagen and biological tissues become more readily
accessible.8,11,12,22,41,56,106,124,126 Several early pre-clinical studies utilized TPM to image
SHG and collagen in ex vivo or in vivo tumor tissue,8,42,112 and since then TPM SHG has
become a widely employed tool for probing cancer biology, since probing collagen’s
molecular organization may provide important insights into cancer pathogenesis.

Precisely how and what features of collagen molecular organization affect SHG are topics of
significant ongoing investigation, and beyond the scope of this review. Suffice to say for the
moment that SHG is enhanced by non-random (and not anti-parallel33,103) molecular
organization (which promotes constructive enhancement of the vectorial SHG signal, rather
than destructive interference), and by ordering on the scale of the irradiating
wavelength.10,81,82,103 Polarization of the SHG signal, and the forward to backward (F/B)
ratio of the emitted SHG, can also provide information about the orientation of individual
SHG scatterers, and the length scale over which ordering occurs, respectively.43,44,82,116

Readers can refer to those cited references for technical detail, but for the purposes of this
discussion, they key points are that collagen’s concentration, spacing, order vs. disorder, and
orientation will influence the amount, direction, and polarization of its SHG emission (Fig.
2).

UTILIZATION OF TPM IN CLINICAL AND TRANSLATIONAL CANCER
RESEARCH

In this section, we seek to provide a useful summary of some of the findings enabled by
TPM on human clinical tissue in cancer research. With quite a few papers meeting these
criteria published in the last few years, we will particularly strive to cover some of this more
recent work. Our discussion will be organized going “up the ladder” of clinical and
translational research with human specimens, from ex vivo biopsied tissue (organized by
imaging target, e.g., SHG, NADH, etc.), to real-time imaging in human subjects. Included in
this latter section will be discussion of some evolving TPM technologies for human imaging
—e.g., subsurface TPM endoscopy. Finally we will briefly discuss future directions for
TPM imaging of human disease.

TPM in Human Biopsied Tissue
Most often, the endpoint goal of biomedical research is to translate and evolve findings from
pre-clinical laboratory research to treatments for human disease. As part of this process,
many pre-clinical research investigations ultimately lead to studies of ex vivo or in vivo
human tissue, and ideally to clinical drug or therapy trials as findings warrant. That we are
able to discuss applications of TPM in the clinical and translational research findings relayed
here is a testament to the wealth of excellent pre-clinical research that has made these
studies possible.

Quantitative SHG of Collagen
Many of the pre-clinical cancer studies utilizing TPM have been aimed at understanding the
role of collagen and other intrinsic molecular markers in breast cancer (reviewed in
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Provenzano et al.91 and Provenzano et al.92). It is theorized that organization or
reorganization of collagen, a key component of the ECM, may play roles in tumor genesis,
progression, and/or metastasis.8,44,47,90,101,118 As discussed above, differences in collagen
organization, in turn, may be realized as measurable differences in SHG characteristics (Fig.
4). Significant pre-clinical research helped lead to a recent extensive analysis of collagen
SHG in biopsied human breast carcinoma tissue. In an analysis of microarrayed tumor tissue
cores from 196 breast cancer patients, Conklin et al.20 found that an increased presence of
collagen fibers aligned perpendicularly to the tumor boundary (as determined by SHG
signal) was associated with decreased survival. Moreover, inclusion of SHG intensity data
(to provide some measure of the amount and/or ordering of collagen fibers), rather than just
visual assessment of the “directionality” of the SHG signal relative to the tumor interface,
slightly increased the significance of this effect.20 In pre-clinical work in a mouse model of
breast cancer, this same group had previously termed this kind of collagen arrangement (i.e.,
oriented perpendicularly to the tumor boundary) a “tumor-associated collagen signature-3”
(TACS-3), whereas TACS-2 indicated straight “taut” fibers often parallel to the tumor
boundary, and TACS-1 reflected the presence of dense collagen near small tumors.90

Because tumor cells preferentially migrate along aligned collagen fibers,93,113 it is
hypothesized that progression in collagen organization sequentially through the TACS-1–3
stages may underlie the transition to tumor metastasis.20,90 Together these findings help
solidify a clinically relevant role for collagen and SHG as biomarkers with prognostic value
for predicting breast cancer outcome.

Other work has provided detailed quantitative analyses of differences in SHG properties
between normal and cancerous human ovarian biopsy tissue. In this report, Nadiarnykh et
al.82 found that compared to normal tissue, malignant ovarian tissue was characterized by
denser and more ordered collagen, as determined by qualitative analyses of collagen SHG
patterns, and by quantitative analyses of SHG intensity (higher in cancer), and of the
scattering properties of the SHG signal (higher in cancer). The SHG F/B ratio was found to
be lower in the malignant tissues, again consistent with denser and more regularly packed
fibrils that would more efficiently backscatter the SHG.82 This work provides useful
quantitative methods and guidelines for using SHG to distinguish healthy from cancerous
tissue. Another study displayed similar differences in collagen morphology and structure in
ovarian vs. normal tissue, which they quantified as an increased SHG pixel uniformity in the
cancer tissue, reflecting a transition from discrete, randomly oriented linear fibrils to a wavy,
more uniformly organized collagen network in the normal vs. cancer tissue, respectively.58

Studies have used SHG to differentiate cancerous from normal tissue for other cancer types
as well. To control or normalize for artifacts unrelated to experimental effects, many of
these studies have expressed the SHG signal as a ratio, relative to some defined or undefined
tissue autofluorescence signal acquired at the same excitation wavelength. For example, in a
pilot study, by defining their multiphoton autofluorescence (MAF) to SHG index (MAFSI)
as MAF-SHG/MAF+SHG, Wang et al.111 found lower SHG (i.e., MAFSI closer to “1”) in
lung adenocarcinoma (LAC) and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) compared to pair-matched
normal lung tissue from the same patient. Likewise, by performing multiple analyses of
SHG and TPEF pixels in their TPM images, Zhuo et al.122 found several significant
differences in normal vs. neoplastic human esophageal stroma. In brief, compared to normal
esophageal stroma, neoplastic stroma displayed: 1. A less defined, more diffuse collagen
fibril structure (as determined by how rapidly neighboring SHG pixels “fall off” in value); 2.
Loss of collagen (i.e., reduced SHG pixel area); 3. Reduced spacing between elastin fibers;
4. Increased elastin area, and 5. Reduced ratio of collagen to elastin (i.e., SHG/TPEF)
signals.122 In these studies, the TPEF signal at 850 nm excitation was attributed to elastin
(TPEF from collagen is negligible at 850 nm126), and could be seen from 450 to 625+ nm
with a peak at ~510 nm.122 A similar recent study by many of the same authors also found
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reduced collagen area (i.e., ratio of SHG pixels to total pixels) in cancerous compared to
normal gastric tissues.17 Fortunately, although collagen and elastin have some overlap of
their TPEF excitation and emission spectra, they can be most readily distinguished because
only collagen will produce SHG.15,17,122,124

Optical Biopsies
Other studies have been more qualitatively focused on achieving “optical biopsies,”
endeavoring to characterize and map intrinsic fluorescent optical signals for correlation of
tissue architecture and pathology with “gold standard” hematoxylin-eosin (H&E) stained
histopathology slides. If successful, TPM may eventually provide a more rapid, real time
substitute for traditional histopathological processing and analyses. In ex vivo intact human
gastrointestinal mucosa, using TPM of intrinsic fluorescent signals alone, Rogart et al.99

found they could discern a level of structural detail similar to that found in H&E slides, and
that TPM was superior to CM for these purposes. Similar conclusions were drawn in
comparative analysis of TPM-imaged and H&E stained normal and cancerous human
ovarian biopsy tissue, and this study went on to also identify several parameters uniquely
discernible by TPM (e.g., collagen SHG changes, and red-shifted cellular intrinsic
fluorescence) by which they could distinguish normal from cancerous tissue in vivo in a pre-
clinical mouse model of ovarian cancer.115

In another study of gastric tissues, Yan et al.119 found they could distinguish cancer from
control gastric tissue with simple qualitative comparisons of observed TPM SHG and TPEF
features, which also correlated well with common identifying characteristics on the
equivalent stained histopathology slides. Similar observations were made using TPM of
intrinsic signals alone to distinguish between normal, nodular goiter, and papillary cancerous
thyroid tissues.50 In a similar but somewhat more detailed study, Tewari et al.105 used
intrinsic TPM optical signals gathered at 780 nm excitation and 3 emission bands—355–425
nm (SHG), 420–530 nm (short wave autofluorescence that captured mostly elastin, NADH,
and FAD in these tissues), and 530–650 (long wave autofluorescence, theorized to capture
lipofuscin signal)—to positively identify all key prostatic and periprostatic anatomical
structures, and distinguish between normal, benign hyperplastic, and cancerous prostate
glands. Finally, in non-human tissue, a similar detailed approach identified normal and
cancer pathology in mouse lung tissue using intrinsic TPM signals.86 Pre-clinical animal
optical biopsy work has also identified oral cancer as an area which may ultimately benefit
from in vivo TPM diagnostics in the clinic.37,114 With the continued development of TPM
endoscopy, these findings are particularly significant, as they harbinger the possibility of
real-time in vivo TPM diagnostics of cancer.

NADH and Metabolic Analyses
Several intrinsic intracellular fluorophores can provide information about cells’ metabolism
and oxidative reduction capacity. Since tumor growth is an energyheavy process, this
metabolic information may in turn prove useful for distinguishing cancerous vs. normal
tissue. NADH and FADH2 (reduced FAD, i.e., flavin adenine dinucleotide hydroquinone)
are two reducing agents (electron donors) instrumental in mitochondrial production of ATP
by oxidative phosphorylation within the electron transport chain. Because NADH and
FADH2 are both produced and utilized (i.e., oxidized) during the process of cellular
respiration, relative concentrations of the oxidized and reduced forms can provide an overall
measure of cellular metabolism. NADH is only fluorescent in its reduced form (NADH),
whereas FADH2 is fluorescent mainly in its oxidized FAD+ form, and these fluorescent
forms can be imaged by TPM.89,124 Thus utilizing these captured signals ratiometrically,
often referred to as the “Redox ratio” (i.e., reduction oxidation ratio), can provide a measure
of cellular metabolism. This Redox ratio has been expressed in many forms, but when
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expressed as [FAD+]/[NADH], a decrease in this ratio typically corresponds to an increase
in overall cellular metabolism.13,102 Because these techniques measure metabolic status, live
ex vivo tissue is usually used for real-time physiological assessment, although useful NADH
and FAD TPM measurements can apparently also be obtained from fixed tissue.21

In fresh human bladder biopsies imaged within 1 h of extraction, Cicchi et al.18 found a
decrease in both the Redox ratio (expressed as FAD-NADH/FAD+ NADH) and the
fluorescence lifetimes of NADH and FAD, in cancerous compared to healthy bladder
mucosa. The authors were also able to differentiate cancerous vs. normal tissue by an index
of SHG (445 nm) and TPEF (475–620 nm) signals, expressed as SHG-TPEF/SHG+TPEF,
with this index being lower in carcinoma in situ bladder tissue. In contrast, in fresh ovarian
tissue biopsies, Kirkpatrick et al.58 found their redox ratio FAD/FAD+NAD(P)H was lower
in normal “low risk” tissue, trended higher in normal “high risk” tissue, and was
significantly higher in cancerous ovarian biopsies. Since lower redox ratio has commonly
been associated with cancerous tissue (e.g., the reports above) and with higher aerobic
metabolism,13,102 the authors reasonably theorized that their cancerous specimens: 1. May
have been substrate limited (thus limiting their aerobic metabolism), and/or 2. May have
been glycolytic, which can increase the cellular concentration of reduced nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) relative to NADH, which may in turn cause a
higher redox ratio in the tumor tissue.58 (NADH and NADPH serve different cellular roles
and are optically indistinguishable. Therefore the term “NAD(P)H” is sometimes used to
indicate that both forms will be included in the optical signal. Usually the mitochondrial
NADH signal will dominate, but under conditions that significantly increase NADPH
relative to NADH, the redox ratio and results may be affected accordingly.49,89,124) Finally,
in fresh colonic biopsy tissues, the redox ratio (as NADH/FAD) was higher in pre-cancer
and cancer tissues than in normal tissues.123

Intrinsic Signals and Tissue Processing Considerations
Some evidence suggests that (often harsh) tissue post-processing procedures (with or
without freezing, fixation, etc.) may significantly affect how intrinsic fluorescent signals
respond under TPM. The studies above have obtained SHG signals from fresh (live tissue),
fresh frozen, and formalin fixed biopsy tissue, and we have obtained SHG signal from both
unstained and H&E stained paraffin embedded human archival breast cancer tissue (data not
shown), indicating that SHG signals can be obtained from tissue subject to a range of
processing techniques. On the other hand, in collagen gels we have observed qualitative
differences in the collagen SHG signal in paraformaldehyde fixed vs. unfixed gels (data not
shown), and others have observed that SHG signal may be diminished or absent under some
fixation and histological processing/staining conditions.90 These effects might result from
tissue dehydration and shrinkage, from fixation-induced protein cross-linking which could
vary with fixative type, from stains interfering with the SHG signal, or from other yet
unknown sources.77,82 Along similar lines, in normal human lung that had been frozen and
thawed, one group observed strong SHG and auto-fluorescence from fibrous connective
tissue (presumably collagen) around alveolar septae at 780 nm excitation.111 Another group
using fresh mouse lung found a similar pattern at 860 nm excitation, but not at 780 nm.86

These finding suggest that either species differences or tissue processing differences (e.g.,
fresh vs. frozen) may result in spectral shifting, deterioration, or physical rearrangement of
some intrinsic signals. On the other hand, in their working mouse models Conklin et al.21

found that compared to unfixed live specimens, fixation, paraffin embedding, and other slide
processing did not significantly impact the fluorescence properties of—nor their ability to
obtain useful information from—NADH and FAD measurements. As a whole, it is evident
that work is still needed in this area to further clarify whether and how fixation and different
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histological processing affects TPM SHG and intrinsic fluorophore signals, and if so, what
the implications are for how we compare and contrast SHG cancer studies in clinical tissue.

TPM in Human Subjects
In many cases, the goal of exploratory work in biopsies is to ultimately translate those
findings toward development of in vivo cancer diagnostic tools. Accordingly, feasibility
studies have been performed and work is ongoing for TPM cancer detection in two main
areas: 1. in vivo TPM imaging of human skin, and 2. in vivo TPM endoscopy of deeper
tissue areas. Each will be discussed in turn. It is relevant to note that confocal (one-photon)
human in vivo skin and endoscopy imaging, and technology commercialization (e.g.,
Lucid’s Vivascope and Mauna Kea Technology’s Cellvizio or Pentax/Optiscan’s ISC-1000
units, respectively), has generally run ahead of two-photon based development of similar
technologies, and some comparisons of confocal vs. TPM approaches for clinical in vivo
imaging have been presented.52,57,59,73,78 While discussion of these confocal technologies is
beyond this review, at minimum they help demonstrate that clinical devices using 2P laser
excitation should be achievable, especially with continued development of miniaturized
lenses and 2P compatible delivery fibers.32,35

in vivo TPM Imaging of Human Skin
Normal and diseased human skin has been subject to extensive analysis by TPM, both ex
vivo and in vivo, for the purposes of identifying optical biopsy characteristics that might
lead to less-invasive discrimination between normal and diseased tissues.7,15,29,45,59,62,108

Moreover, studies by several groups that have examined ex vivo human skin biopsies
demonstrate that TPM approaches can histopathologically characterize and discriminate
normal vs. cancerous skin tissues (reviewed in Tsai et al.,108 Lin et al.,68 and Paoli et al.84).
To avoid redundancy, we briefly highlight a few recent studies demonstrating TPM’s
potential for identifying skin cancer in vivo, as well as an emerging TPM method for skin
cancer diagnosis.

Dimitrow et al.27 used TPM of intrinsic TPEF to examine the pigmented skin cancer
melanoma in 83 patients, both ex vivo and in vivo. A six-axes diagnostic matrix was
constructed to distinguish between nevi (clinically benign, sharply circumscribed, chronic,
usually pigmented lesions of the skin) and melanoma, with the following four features being
most indicative of melanoma: 1. Overall chaotic epidermal structure; 2. Presence of
dendritic cells; 3. Presence of pleomorphic cells; and 4. Poorly defined keratinocyte cell
borders. Performing logistic regression analysis showed that using these criteria allowed for
85% accuracy (i.e., correct classification of the lesion) in vivo, and 97% accuracy ex vivo.
This matrix also achieved an in vivo diagnostic sensitivity of 75%, and an in vivo specificity
of 80%. Moreover and importantly, other elegant studies have demonstrated the potential of
TPM FLIM to differentiate healthy from cancerous skin tissues.23,26

Other recent exciting developments in cancer TPM imaging have used a multiphoton
technique sometimes broadly referred to as “pump-probe imaging.” Briefly, rather than
irradiate the sample with a single near-IR pulsed laser wavelength as is done in standard
TPEF and SHG TPM approaches, pump-probe imaging irradiates the sample with two
different near-IR wavelengths—the pump and probe pulses respectively—which are
spatially colocalized but temporally offset (by ~femtosecond delays) at the sample. The
target molecules are first excited by the pump laser, after which absorption of the subsequent
probe laser will depend on excited state absorption, stimulated emission, and ground state
depletion effects, which in turn will vary with the pump-probe wavelengths and pump-probe
delay as they interact with the molecular characteristics of the targets.88,117 Therefore
varying the pump and probe wavelengths and the interpulse times between the pump and
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probe beams, and monitoring the response signals, allows researchers to gather much more
detailed molecular signatures than is available from standard TPEF techniques. Using such
techniques, researchers have been able optically distinguish eumelanin from pheomelanin,
despite their otherwise very similar linear near-IR absorptive properties.88 Going further, the
same group then microscopically differentiated and measured eumelanin and pheomelanin
content in ex vivo human skin biopsies, and found that the ratio of eumelanin to
pheomelanin could, along with other diagnostic criteria, help distinguish between
melanoma, dysplastic nevi, and benign nevi.75 These studies, also demonstrated in vivo in a
mouse model,76 offer exciting evidence that such pump-probe techniques, perhaps with the
continued discovery of additional pump-probe molecular signatures in cancer tissue, may
ultimately offer highly accurate in vivo diagnostics for skin cancer.

in vivo Two-Photon Microendoscopy
In addition to in vivo skin imaging, another clinical TPM approach generating significant
attention for cancer diagnostics is focused on developing technologies for intracavitary or
intracorporeal two-photon microendoscopy (TPME). The “penetration depth” of normal
TPM imaging is technically restricted to, at best, within ~1 mm of the imaged surface.
Therefore for TPM cancer imaging of areas besides skin, microendoscopic approaches are
required. Generally speaking, two photon microendoscopic approaches can be grouped into
two broad categories: 1. Those using rigid, needle-like lenses, for imaging nearer the body
surface (with keyhole incisions, for example), and 2. Those using these or similar lenses
attached to a flexible fiberoptic probe, thus potentially enabling much deeper intracavity
imaging, in traditional “endoscopic” fashion. Ideally such tools—through either surgical or
non-surgical intracavitary access— might eliminate the need for more invasive or surgical
biopsy-based approaches to cancer detection. Moreover, such approaches may eventually
lead further to targeted microsurgical or ablation approaches based on non-linear optical
microscopy.40

Toward these goals, considerable effort has been devoted to developing and improving
TPME technologies. Yet contrary to the relative abundance of human in vivo work with 1P
confocal microendoscopy, there have been relatively few human TPME studies, and fewer
still pertaining specifically to cancer. Presumably this is because TPME technology is more
nascent, partly because confocal microendoscopy technologies are not directly transferable
due to TPME’s requirement for fiberoptics in which 2P pulses are not degraded.52 However
the advent of photonic crystal fibers and pre-chirped multicore fibers have advanced the
technology in this regard, and miniaturization of imaging lenses (e.g., gradient index
(GRIN) lenses) and scanning systems have further facilitated development fiber-based
TPME systems toward clinical use.32,35,52,57,61,64,66,78 In fact, there have been numerous
demonstrations of fiber-based TPME of intact living tissue (e.g., Rivera et al.96, and
references discussed therein), indicating that the fiber-based limitations for TPME may have
been largely overcome. These advances, combined with the fact that fiber based confocal
microendoscopy is now a relatively routine clinical procedure,85 suggest that further
refinement of prototype fiber-based TPME devices and navigating the important regulatory
and safety considerations are the most likely next steps for advancing such “flexible fiber-
type” TPME devices to clinical trial.

Human in vivo demonstrations of TPME have to our knowledge thus far used rigid needle-
like endoscopic GRIN lenses to image SHG in muscle sarcomeres right below the skin
surface,69 and to image ulcerative skin wounds.61 Cancer related pre-clinical in vivo animal
work has also used fiber-based TPME to identify pre-cancerous goblet cells in mouse
intestine,2 and other work has explored imaging in vivo and ex vivo tissue with newly
available “stick” objective lenses, which suffer from less spherical aberration than GRIN
lenses, and have the potential to image laparoscopically up to centimeters below the body
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surface.99,115 Finally, in two slightly different but exciting TPME applications for cancer
diagnostics and treatment, non-linear near-IR based laser microsurgery enables selective
ablation of gold nanorod targeted cells,40,48 and TPME flow cytometry methods may
eventually enable in vivo identification of circulating tumor cells.14,46 With these and
similar ongoing studies, and with continued miniaturization and “fiberization” of TPME
technology as discussed above, intracorporeal and intracavitary demonstrations of TPME
specifically for human cancer should soon follow.

Clinical and Pre-Clinical TPM Instrumentation
Several commercialized TPM devices further demonstrate the potential for TPM skin
imaging in the clinic, including JenLab’s DermaInspect and MPTFlex clinically oriented
MPM imagers (Jenlab GmbH, Saarbrucken, Germany). Many of the above skin studies were
performed with these or very similar instruments. Based on the published reports above,
these units scan at ~.05–1 frames/second dependent on the scan area and pixel resolution
(and see data presented on Jenlab’s website), which is typical for standard TPM scanning
configurations, and precludes realtime imaging at video rates which ultimately may be
useful for cancer diagnostics in vivo, especially for monitoring physiologic activity.
However, faster commercial confocal units (e.g., Lucid Vivascope, 9 frames/sat ~1K 9 1 K),
and demonstrations of several TPM instruments that can achieve video-rate image
acquisition in vivo (for some frame sizes),57,65 suggest that improved acquisition speed
should be within reach of evolving clinical TPM technologies.

To our knowledge a flexible fiber TPM clinical microendoscope has not yet seen
commercialization. However, in an intriguing potential pre-commercial development, Lelek
et al.66 have performed “proof of concept” imaging of fluorescently labeled human colon
crypt cells (apparently ex vivo), using a commercial CellVizio confocal microendoscope
adapted to TPME by addition of a Ti:Sapphire laser and multicore fiber with pulse
precompensation. The authors suggest that this TPME design confers ultimately higher
frame rates compared to single core fiber based TPME systems.66 Thus, it is feasible that
commercial development of a flexible fiber based TPME may occur within the relatively
near future.

Safety Considerations
Two-photon microscopy of human skin can cause thermal mechanical damage at the
epidermal-dermal junction, which is believed to result from linear (one photon) absorption
of the near-IR irradiation by melanin, and can be at least partially mitigated by engineering
controls to reduce the pulse repetition rate at the sample (thus lowering average power while
maintaining peak power).74 On the one hand, based on some estimates,31 the laser powers
and scan rates as described in most of the in vivo/ex vivo skin studies discussed above are
not likely to incur more damage than one might get from natural UV exposure. On the other
hand, the subject’s total exposure to and potential for damage from near-IR irradiation will
likely depend on many factors including average and peak laser powers used during a
session; total duration of exposure as influenced by scan rates and total number of XY
planes or sections taken; and perhaps frequency or repetition of exposures to the same skin
area over months or years. Therefore, further investigation and standardization of these
criteria as they impact potential tissue damage will be important as clinical development and
commercialization of new devices moves forward, so that appropriate risk assessments can
be made regarding clinical safety. As discussed above, in vivo instruments that can
maximize image acquisition speeds while minimizing total irradiation power (i.e.,
maximizing sensitivity) may help mitigate some of these concerns, while also being best
able to minimize motion artifacts and capture physiology in real-time. Dela Cruz et al.24

present an informed discussion of many of these issues, and demonstrate that in at least
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some tissue types, images of suitable S/N and quality can be obtained at non-mutagenic laser
doses. Thus while more work in these areas is needed, at present it appears that TPM
technologies for clinical imaging will likely have risk profiles no worse than (and perhaps
better than) many current clinical imaging modalities (X-ray, CT scan, etc.).

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Many other investigations underway apply TPM to human imaging and diseases beyond
cancer, including other skin diseases, eye imaging, vascular and cardiovascular imaging,
brain imaging, drug delivery, tissue engineering, fibrosis of liver or other organs, muscle
disease, and other organ diseases for which TPM may provide diagnostic value.9,28,59,60,110

Other TPM-related advanced techniques are being developed which include coherent anti-
Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) imaging,35,79,80 and development of SHG-generating
exogenous dyes and nanoprobes for in vivo imaging of cellular events.83,95 These and other
developing TPM applications, together with the ongoing progress in human in vivo TPM
cancer imaging discussed herein, will advance our ability to non-invasively diagnose and
treat cancer as we progress into the coming decades.
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FIGURE 1.
Non-linear TPEF and SHG compared. Shown are the Perrin–Jablonski fluorescence diagram
for TPEF (left), and the energy-level diagram for SHG (right). In TPEF, two photons of
incident frequency xi and wavelength ki (in red) are simultaneously absorbed by a
fluorophore, to produce a single photon (in green) whose wavelength is greater than one-half
the irradiating wavelength ki (i.e., with some net energy loss). In SHG, two photons of
frequency xi and wavelength ki (in red) interacting simultaneously with a non-
centrosymmetric target, combine to form a single photon (in blue) whose wavelength is
exactly half that of the incident wavelength ki (i.e., no net energy loss). Hence, 2P
irradiation of an SHG generating target at 810 nm will emit SHG photons at 405 nm,
whereas TPEF emission might occur at ~500 nm for the same target excited at 810 nm.
Diagram is reproduced and modified with kind permission from Pantazis et al.,83 with
acknowledgment to National Academy of Sciences, USA.
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FIGURE 2.
Second harmonic generation is a coherent process. Because SHG is a coherent process, in
this cartoon we illustrate how at least four aspects of collagen’s homeostasis may influence
collagen’s raw TPM SHG signal, an antibody Stain for quantifying collagen levels, and the
ratio of forward-scattered to backward-scattered SHG (F/B) for collagen. SHG is sensitive to
the regular ordering of scatterers, so conversion of disordered collagen triple helices into
ordered fibrils, or de novo synthesis/breakdown of ordered fibrils can alter the detected
SHG. Compaction of fibrils can also alter the detected SHG by changing the spacing of
fibrils and hence altering interference properties. Lastly, the diameter of ordered fibrils
dictates the F/B ratio for collagen SHG.44 Readers should appreciate that this overview,
simplified for pictorial presentation and clarity, does not reflect all possible signal changes.
For example, organization or compaction changes could alter antibody stain intensity,
depending on how antibody binding epitopes get rearranged.
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FIGURE 3.
Tumor collagen produces strong SHG. Collagen in an ex vivo E0771 mammary tumor
produces a strong SHG signal in response to near-IR two-photon irradiation, showing the
fibrous structure characteristic of highly ordered collagen fibers. All work was approved by
and performed in accordance with the guidelines of the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee (IACUC).
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FIGURE 4.
Quantifying tumor collagen SHG. (a) Collagen in an ex vivo E0771 mammary tumor can be
immunohistochemically (IHC) labeled and quantified with an anti-collagen antibody
(pseudocolored red). (b) Collagen produces a strong SHG signal (pseudocolored red) (same
field as in (a)). (c) Dividing the SHG (b) image signal by the IHC (a) image signal (SHG/
IHC) provides a new “ratiometric” image (c) which indicates levels of SHG relative to total
collagen on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Hence circled regions indicate where this ratio is clearly
different (i.e., high or low pixel values), suggesting differences in relative collagen
organization in these regions. Increased SHG signal relative to immunolabeling may
represent a conversion of disordered triple helices to ordered fibrils, or compaction of
fibrils.51 An increase in both signals may represent de novo synthesis of ordered triple
helices. Green signal is a nuclear counterstain. All work was approved by and performed in
accordance with the guidelines of the IACUC. Diagram is modified from Brown et al.,8 with
permission, and acknowledgment to Nature Publishing Group.
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